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FOREWORD

The-papers printed here cominissioned by the- aureau of Education for:th.e.,,"
Handicapped, to investigate issues of quality in the,implementation of the Due
Process ProcedUra) ,Safeguards provisions of PA._ 94-142 (Section 615:Of the
Education of the Handicapped Act), A panet- of-educational practitioners Was
also convened to discuss the papers and provide recommericlatiOns to the Bureau.
-Their 'comments. together with the papers, represent the most recent thinking.
anti activities of a ,number of highly qualifikt 'professional!, -While the vi41Ars,

ressed in, the patters are those', brthCinifiG of the 'alithOTS, each writer has
drawn i.ipon the experiences, writings, research. and observations of various,
other ecikators-ih,acictilion to their own.Thecare-with which both 'the authors
and the par-iril,sts .ihareci their thoti9hts and ideas is obvibus throughout tKis ='

publicatiOn. LI is 'out hope that this document, vvill 'not only be informative, but'
that it will stimulate other thoughts on the evaluaiiOn 01 effectiveness' of
implementation,

Etivitin W._ Martin

Deputy Commissioner
Buteau of Education for the Handicapped
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Two of the major purposes of Public Law 94-142, the Education for ,All
'Handicapped Children Act of 1975,1' are to asiure that all handicapped children
have available to them a free, appropriate public education:and to assure that the
rights of handicapped 'children, and their parents or guardians are protected. In
the educational 'process, evaluation, of the child is necessary' order, both, to
determine eligibility for, special education and related services, and, to design an

. individualized educational progr4rn Which meets the handicapped child's unique
needs. 'Without the evaluation pro*Cess, the adequacy and appropriateness of the'
child's.educational program would be questionable. In deVeloping the Act, the:
CongresS, reacignized the importaru:e of 'child evaitiation.. but 'also delineated
three major areas of concern related to the identification and classification of
hAndicapped children (Senate Report No. 194-168, 'Education for -All Handl.'
capped Children Act, June 2, 1975, PO. 26-29) These concerns were (1) the
misuse of appropriate identification and classification data within the riducatiOn
al- process itself, (2) discriminatory treatment as the result of the identification
of a handicapping condition, and (3) misuse of identification procedures or,
methods so that the Child is erroneously classified as having a handicapping_
condition.

In response to these concerns, the Congress' wrote, into P1L., 94-142: (Section
615) 'procedural safeguards to be provided to parents in decisiOns regarding the
identification, evaluation, and educational ,placement of handicapped children,
as well.' as, specific conditions which test and evaluatiOn procedures and materials
are to meet (Section 612(5)(C)). in addition, the Commissioner-of EdUcation
was directed to issue regulations which. assure that state and local educational
agencies establish procedures to insure that these conditions are met with regard
to testing- and 'evaluation., The Commiisioner was alio direceted 'to report t6.
Congreis 'concerning 'the procedures implemented 'by the states- to prevent
erroneous cleassification of children. As a result of the mandates; the BUreau, of
Education for the Handicapped (BEH)'_ developed and published 'regulations

',Concerning protection in evaluation procedures (45 CFR Part 121a.530-. 534).
The regulations are the basis of a Program 'Administrative Review (PAR)
procedure which has been eveldped by BEH, for vonitoring implementation of
P,L.,94-142, including-the child testing and evaMon-provisions.

THE REGULATIONS

The regulations to P.L. 94 -142 provide a framework for impltrnentation of the
protection in evaluation procedures' (PEP) provisions, but leave many details to
state and/or local educational agency discretiOn. Section 121a,530 of the
regUlations, for example, reqUires that state and local educational agencies insure

94-142 amendi Part B of the Edycation Of th4 Handicapped Act, which, author.
. lies a formula-grant program TO assist states in providing free appropriate public, education to

handicapped children.



that testing and- 'evaluation - materials and procuderes used for the purposes of,-
evaluation and placement of handicapped children are selected and administered
so as not to be'- racially - or 'culturally discriminatory. As is evidenced in the

.current case of LarryP. vs.' Rile's, 'hOwevet;'there' is considerable controversy'.
,concerning which tests meet 'the non,-discriminatory.criterion. In this case, the'
issue is whether California schools may use ICI tests indecisions regarding: the
identification, classification, and. educational placement of handicapped chit-;
'di-en. Plaintiffs argue that such tests are racially and culturally biased, while the
defense argues_ that these tests are neutral.

Section, 121a..531 of the regulations -requires that a'ftill and individual- evaluation
of a child% educational-needs be conducted prior to -the initial Placement of a
handicapped child in a special education program: Re- evaluations of the child is

-to be conducted every three years or more frequently if intlicated-lt is Section
1'216.532 which delineates specifict evalUation procedures which must be
conducted. These. procedures include therequirements that tests and evaluatiOn
materials: (1) are provided and administered in -the child's native language or

-other mode-of Communication, unless it is clearly not feesible,to do so; (2) have'
been validated for the -specific purpose for which they are used; (3) are
administered -by: trained personnel in conformance,, with,. the instructions

'Provided by their producer; (4) include those tailored to assess specific areas of
educational need and 'riot merely those which are designed: to provide a single
general quotierIt'.and (5) are selected and administered so that the ,z
results accurately reflect the factors that test purports to'measure, rather than
reflecting the child's impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills (eccept where
those skills are the factors which thetest purports to measure): 1.n addition, no'
single procedure is to be used as the sole criterion for cleteimining childi
edUcation program, and, the -child is to be assessed ih all areas.related to the
suspected disability. This section of the regulitions also specifies.that the
evaluation is to be made by a multi-disciplinary team or group of persons,
including at least one teacher or other specialist with ,knowledge in the area of
the,suspected disability. Finally, section 121a.533 of the'regulations specifies
procedures to be' followed in interpreting evaluation data arid making placement
decisions.

-:As-stated,-the-every-day--trenstation-Ol--theregUlatiOns -into -practice is the ,

province, of state and ltical educational-agencies. At these levels, however, there
are many questions to be resolved: How does one define' and implement the
feasibility?reference concerning, testing a child's native language? What test
aclministretion'procedureOhoulsk,be established to insure_ that the Procedurei
are non - discriminatory. ? How should the concept of validation bedefined and
operatiOnalized? The overridingsquestion can: be viewed: ,at the school district

, level, what would exemplary implementation of the 'protection;in evaluation, .:,-
procedures (PEP) provisions look like? The ,bureau of Education for the
Handicapped is interested in assisting states by supporting the development,and,



dissemination of exemplary-implementation procedures.: State education:agen7
cies (SEAs), responsible under P.I...'94-142"for frionitoring,local implementation

-,of the 'PEP provisions and providing technical assistance; must take the; lead in
developing-'siate standards for, PEP implementation., Finally, local educ.ation-.:
ag. encies (LEAs) mUst conduct their,own internal evaluationsof PEP implemen-
tation. The following section describes an' approach undertaken to investigate
the issue of quality or exemplary proCedures.

,THE APPROACH'

It is evident that 'kir questions concerning quality tb beaddretsed, criteria are
needed which can be used to evaluate, implementation. To 'stimulate 'thought
regarding definitions of quality, the. BEH undertook &study in October,.1977
explore, issues of quality in implementation oT'llour major 'provisions of FAL
94-142. ,phis monograph 'summarizes activities related to one of thOse proVisions
-7 protection in evaluation procedites. The study had two major parts, First,
four papers:- were commissioned to provide professionarjudgements, of quality
implementation of the PEP provisions: Second, a panel of educatiOn.practition-
ers Was convened to -discuss the papers and make recommendations =to. BEH
concerning their value and use.

in conceptualizing the sutdy, it was recognized that evaluation never takes place
in a vacuum; standards-are always involved, JUdgements of the performance of a
program or procedures are measured against either explicit or implicit Standards:
Standards are derived from eXperience, knowledge: ancli"or values. The difficulty
is that standards will vary according to whose experience; knowledge, and values
serve as the basis, for the standards. For example, the regulations state that tests
and other evaluation materiats must be selected so as not to be racially or
culturally discriminatory, Criteria for the evaluation of PEP implementation
would be likely to vat", however, depending on one's interpretatiOn of this
concept. Educators aner psychologists have long' been cOncerned_ with test bias:.
and have developed different approaches .to the issue. 'One su,sh effort, for
example, has been the development of culture-fair tests. SuCh tests attempt to
represent multiple cultUres. rather than any one particular dominant- cultural
group:Ville culture:fair tests have not been good predictors of kfiabl' success,
an advocate might establish the criterion that they be`used as-a supplement to
tradetiOnal 10 tests in the evaluation of children from minority groups. Another-.
ati:Prioach, the fair use of -tests,- is based_on the prem.ise that tests are fair,. it is

. their -use which isprOblemaiit'and may result in racial or culturardiscriminatiOn.
An advocate of this position' mighteStablish the criterion, 'for example, that a.,
minority grOuP child be evaluated only by an examiner who is a merribe of the
same minority group as the child.

,-
Because a variety of standards are possible, authors were selected for this study-



whose _experience, knOwledge,, and values would,tenc'Aci, disparate. Naturally,
the four papers do'. not represent the .posSible's.tandards.of quality which
could be identified:: They do:.,rePresent,.'hciWeveriour;clifferent.apPrOaches to
the difficult issue of quality in relation,tO implernenptionf thePEPI)ravision.:

THE 12'0' POSITION PAPERS

Adthors were provided guidelines'. which, first expanded On the subject -of
qualitatiVe implementation of -the- PEP provisiOns. Progress in iMplementatiori
was conceptualized as a continuum: conformance with the letter of the laW, was :
viewed as one ,end. of :the 'cdritinUuM.f minimal irriplementatiOn, while a full

,Ineeting of the intent or spirifOf the, law would foriN the_other.(maximal) end of
the continuum. Authors were to use this concept of progress in implementation
in developing their Papers.-

SecondlY, the guidelines requested, that authors develop criteria that would be
apPlicable at the's:LEA level or to ,an# "public agency" directly responsible for
educating handicapped children. Thus, ,the developed criteria could-be tised by
LEAs-interested in evaluating their own progress in implementation of the PEP,
provisions, es" Well as, by SEAs in conducting own evaluations. The
guiderinesfurther. indicated that criteria which would' involve. the-collection of
data,either already available or relatively accessible, 4...EAs at 'a low cost of
both time and money would...be most useful.

.

Third, authors were requested to developtriteria for,determining: (I) the quality-
of proceduresundertaken by -E,, to implement the protection in evaluation%

2procedures provisions of:the' law, an (2) the effectiveness of the protection in
evaluation' procedures implernented "by LEAs. Thus, authors of PEP position
papers' Were to develop' criteria which could -be used by 'LEAs as aPproXimate
indicator's 'of the extent to which PEP procedures implemented by.LEAs Meet
both the 'letter and intent or sciirit pf the law, and the extent to which they are
effective. '

Fourth. AP.Inors...were_aske.d_Ao__ProVide, a.raticinale_orjustificatiOnfor...their
criteria. It was expected that P.L. 94=142 and,. -its regulations would provide
base for the deVelopment of criteria. For those .criteria used .as indicators of
maximal ,implementatiOn,, authors were expected to draw fromtheory, research
findings, the. Congressional 'Record, -personal'experience, or. personal knowledge
of ourrentpractices. Where criteria did exceed the requicerneritS of thelaw and
regulations, authors were to indicate *at the criteria represented desirable but
not mandatory .standards_

Fifth, the guidelines acknowledged the interrelationship of the PEP provisions of.
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P.L. 94-142 with other provisions the individualized education program
ptoviston, due process procedures, and least restricitye environment provisions.
Authors were requested to restrict themselves as closely is possible to the PEP

. provisions.

ll
'Finally, the guidelines requested that authorsof 'PEP,'Position papers consider
different' kinds of 'contextOal 'influences on 'LEA implementation of the,'
ptoVision: Yaritiblei jar consideration,joclUded,:for example-,,-the urban, rural, or
subUrban nature (ifs's**, LEA:and: the length of time the LEA had_ Mien
implementing, SEA. polities similar, :t9.f.L. 94-W.:Authors ,were to'determine
whether a geneeil set, of criteria for deterrnining progress in irriplementation of

-the EP -,prOvisions could, be used in:varied contexts, or alternately, .whether..
le sets of:criteria, were needed LEAS intlifferent contexts.

In% the initial formulation Of the etudy, some- thought was --given ,to late
development of self-study guides which could De PrOvided as a form of techni
assistance to 'SEAs' and/or :those LEAs who wanted to evaluate progress.
iinplementatiOn. Over time he position papers were conceptualized, as an
exploratory, investigation concerning they feasibility:, of producing self:study
ciiiites on evaluation-of ,implementation th4EFPrOYisioni. The papeis were
not to bethe prototype sall-studY guides: From their efforts to develop criteria,-
however, determination of the feaSibility of the task might be made.

THEPEP.CRITER IA STUDY PANEL

The:second: part of the study involved bringing together a grouP fargeli of
education .Praatitioners-to discuss the position papers and provide recommends-
flops' to;90.1. More sPeCifiCally, the .purpOse of the panel was,staterfas follows:
Tbdeterrnine the feasibility: of develOpingsilf-stUdy'guides which could be used

,hylstate'.and/bi IOC& eduCation:,agencies to evaluate implementation of the
protection in evaluation ,ProcedureS provision of 94-142. Feasibility was

definedito include .tOpics such as fieldtesting and dissemination,. as ,well as
content and forMat of possible guides_

....
,

The ,panel structured itut :Eisto,,,t hree distifict_parts: Fiql,_ailthors__
presented summaries of Oleir papers and respOncredto'questions. Second'allarge

,:':group disCussion was beld:'concerning issues related to the study. Finally,,thr
'small groupS WerefOrmed-to develop .recommendations for BE H. For tkoe sec
and third activities, :study questions-, were' distributedoto: panelists prior to

. .

meeting. These questions were 'intended to Stimulate discussion and
formUlatiOn of additional questions bypanelists.

.., ,

auestidnflow the large group session concentrated on the ,conceptualization of
the study as presented in the guidelines for authors and also aspresented by the



'actual, posiitton papers. For example, a series of questionsiddressed the concept
of,

..

progress towards implementation, and questions were posed regarding
...._

-whether all ofipe alternative criteria generatedby the authomwere indicative,of .

implementation meeting the spirit of the, few:-Onemajor:olosti,Pri esked,of=the,,P',...
, ' ' A ' group was whether, in ,fact, the 8E11 'coulii.Opport, ariy"further'actiVities based;

on. this ,study without giving the impression that developed -'stendards were
,!--!- Federarkstanderds. It was stressed thatBEH:'dla nbt,want/O,:giVes'theePpearence,-

,..

of sanctioning specific standards. By :legislative intent; SEAsshaye- been given

*
flexibility in implementation, . ,

, , ,

ThtTi.group',/hen,--Was- divided- i three Smeller working ,grOups to develoP=±' . ,

specifiC!'recoMMendatior*.td,BH on the' possible develOOment' 'fieldAttitinLY,. ,

anddisiemi nation, self-Siudy'guides.-Specific 'quett ions-Posed -fog" :these
deeloPers of the guides, comprehensiveness:Of developed- guides .as

we11 as :fitild,testing-'and dissemination efforts, the format of 'self,iidy guides
andl.field-testing, aCtivItiei,'and:-the utiltiy. of 'field-teiting,'developed self-study'
guides::Puestioris, were' additionally which, requested Strategies
increasingutilitypt the gUides to'LEAs:.,

viit, a

The number of panelists was intentionally designed-to be small. -It was felt that a
small group' woU10-ehcourege an informal' atmosphere: and :lively exchange of
,ideas.1 In .selectind'edutitiona(bractitibner'S for the. pall, emphasis was placed,'
on representation from -state and:local educatiOn agentie:s.

The next Part of this monograph presents the four poSition papers. As iS,soon
*evident -.upon reading -the papers, the, euthors,varied in their. interpretatiOnS
the task and their implementing definitions of non- discriminatory assessment.
The Papers have not, been reviewed to ensure that Federal itatutary-"ind
regulatory requirements are accurately stated. Readers seeking, to fully under=
stand the'Fecleral requirements are encouraged to read the:regulations for Part 8.
of the- Education of the ,HanlicaPPed Act (45CFR :pert 121e.; published, at
42F R42473; August 23, 1977; and supplemental procedures for': evaluati ng

' specific learning disabilities at 42 FR65082,1December229;1977).
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OVERVIEW, OF APPROACH

The purpose of the position paper, is to analyze the assessment-placement.
process': in special education and to provide, a set of checks and balances which
stem from, this analysis.

The :plan of, activity is to mo4cfrom'the,general to the specific, that:is, from an ,

overview of the ent,?e identihcaton assessment ptacement proeess to an analysis
of specific' -elements, 'ctimponents, process. POtentiaf:sourceS
of error OCcurarnoriethe,:'elements and components and it-is- at these levels that
protections -will , need to ,be-.1eVeloOed,, The present .paper,'then,.develops Criteria
for insueing:..protections'ati'major points, in the identification-assesiment-place-

,ment prOcess.

Fifteen models, of the identification- assessment tlaceinent process1,Aheson 'et
al.,' 1975.,H8rinegar,:'-1975;: Carroll, 'et- al:, 1977; -Harrison, -1976;,Nationai
AssoCietion 'Ofttate1:51rectorsof SpeCial Ed6Cafion..I976a.-19766.:'.0ffice of the:,
Santi:.ClaraCountY.,SuPerintendent2,of Schools, no date Sabatino,1976;.,,and
Tucker,;-,I976)::were'reyieWidilseeAppendix,)::: A synthesis of the ,rnodels/dia
'grams/flow:chartS'WOUld'Suggest a 'prOcess someWhatas' folloWSf irst,, a school
relaild,','prOblem. is :identified, .The problem, may be one of behavior; .bf
achievement; of appropriateness .of the administrative, arrangement,- or some
combinationi of the above:- Second, if 'formal obseriations'and or assessment are

I deemed necessary,' permission, to engage in such aCtivities is sought from
parents1parent surrogates, , Third, formal observations and assessments by various
specialisti 'school' 'psychologists,

and
social' workers, resource consul.

's.'tants; 'speech therapists, physicians, and' others) are obtained F9(irAn,:planning
team is constituted to integrate information :received,,about &Child and to make
=recommendations for further case disposition; Fifth,,, an instructional plan may
be -fotiriulated: :Shrth;' follow-up is required. Obviousty. not -all identification-

.
assessment-placement activities follow the above model, in the order. presented, .

but,rnost include the components indicated, or similar ones.

In the light of the above synthesis, and of .94-142 stipulations related, to
evaluation procedures, it would seem that major features of the identification -
assessment - placement process around which protections need to he built include
(1) LEA provisions foctesting/assessment, (2) communications with parent's, (3)
dimensions of assessment, (4) the planning and placement teem. (5) adequate
test use and (6) follow-up.

Drawing from the research literature and informed opinicin, a variety of Criteri.
are developed for assessing the adequacy of activity in each::of the above six,
areas. Each criterion item is classified into one of three groups: (1) "Required by'

_

94-142.- that is the particular activity must be carried-nut as required by
94-142, regulations: (2) "Desirable," i.e. while not required, the activity, i



conducted, would be valuable in meeting the intent of 94-142 regulations; and ':,

(11 "Ideal; 94-142,7 avaluativf activities which "effect the spirit of 94-.142,,,
regulations: An example' of the systerwin. operation can4Pe-erl,tiv reference to

'Table12;"Whicheoncerns.Parental participatiOn in the evaluationprOcess, Several:,
criteria, are set forth; including the f011owin4: (a) communications about the
child should be written in the parent's 'preferred language, (b)procedures'muit
be 'developed for situations, in which parents deny ,LEA's,perrr4sion to engage in
evaluation-, activities '-vVi th .their child, (c) there is,,a designated person responsible.
for 'certifyinty,that' poijc*::with respect,to parental 'involvement, in evaluation-
activities', hive 'beeri`folloWed,fd) if knownand/or available, parents should be
provided with the names and addresse&of advocate,SI.P.ased on type of handicap,
or racial or other- 'considerations), (01' mechanisms are ,developed_ for
deternikTing parental 'understanding of what is to be done; and Probable benefits

and,,possible.',negative consequences of the actions, and (f) parents are involved in
determining planning and''plaCement 'ttfflen"membership,"Vsinq the three. level

.. scheme referred' to above, evaluation criteria a and, b would be classified as
requited to meet 0-if:letter of the law, c and d' rated as tiesirable and e and f' as
the ideal .to- be:achieved, Obviously, judgments apout-actual-ewOuative criteria,

,and their, placement' into one of the, three categories' is subjective. However,
,:inasmUch,,as the criteria -,ereitated, in siraign tforward fashion; and 'theevaluative
categories as well,, in cases of disagreements, about categorization', it should be
possible toy 'reach; consensus on apprOpriate item placemen& In addition.

developing and categorizing the evaluative criteria, attention is also given-to'such,
Matters as validity, reliability, and practicality, as well as, when appropriate, the
rational and empirical: bases. for' criterion developrnent/selection: Actual 'criteria'
for assessing: components of the identification-asseisMent-placement process are
presented in sections following.

Background

Tlf4re-ifro7s-OtifiC9C 1427eduirement that LEACA have torrnai, zed provisions
for securing test/evaluation data. Virtually all LEA'S, in fact have such
provisions, but they are not always organized to serve'94 -142 needs to maximum
advantageMoreover, as presently organized, few. have built into them the:kind
of .accountability which make them as usefUl for 94-142 evaluation purposes es
they might be. The purpose of the present section. thenis to appraise school ,

district testing/assessment programs in the light of 94442 evaluation require-'-
ments: To anticipate, it is apparent that protections need to be developed not
only with respect to test selection and use; but also, at the structural level, e,g,,
the manner in which. LEA's are organized to provide test/evaluation data.

ASSESSING THE ADEQUACY
OF SCHOOL DISTRICT

TESTING/ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS



TABLE 14
ASSESSING THE ADEQUACY -

OE SCHOOL DISTRICT
TESTING /ASSESSMENTS ROGRAMS

'Evaluative Criterion Required .0.gsirable Ideal .

94 -142 94-142

An identitjable program exists'. in the school
disirict for securing data on student achievement;
aptitude, and otner ,personal cnaracteristics, of

.

ttuttena ,prewnied, to bit misted to instruction
and/or. achievement a- -testingievaluation
uhit).

Provisions exist in the scnool district for
diagnosing and prescribing, witn respect to the
leetning,- and adjustMent needs of individual
children.

3. The purposes of the assewnent rogrems are
?WWII* in written form:

4. The description of school district -assevernent
programs is made available to persons in mese
groups'
A. Administrators

1. Routinely
2. Upon request
Teacners
1. RoUtinely

UPurf requost
Parents

Routinely
2. Upon request

0. Interested Citizens /Community groups

2 Upon request
E. Students

1. Routinely
2. Upon request

5. At the district or bonding level. Mere is en
Advisory Committee to me standardized (group)
testing program wnicn is comprised ofrepresenta-
fives from these groups:

Administrators
8. Teachers

loarents

X
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Table 1 Continued

zs

Evaliiative Criterion

Students
The Community at largelincluding advocates
and .'representatives of groups: known to be
interested in these matters)

Requirel Ideal
94-142 94-742

. At, the district or, building level there Its an
advisory committee to the individualized testinfoi:

'speCialiZed, education prograrnis).Which, is corn-,
prised of representatives from these groups:
A. Administrinors

Teachers
C. Parents
D. Students .

. ,the Community at large.(including advocates
and representatives of,groupf known to be
interested in these matters) '

7. At the district, sub:district, or building level, the
group 'testing program is organizationally aligned
directly with the district instructiona
depertmentjuni t. k

8. At the distrios.,sub-district, or blinding level, the
individualized testing assessment program is organi"--,
zationally aligned directly with, The district'S1
building:s instructionai department unit.;

9. Fb any single grade, level
student achievement in

folloWing:
A. The district as a vvhole
B. School building

.0 Classrooms
O. Major racial groups;)

Sex

data are available-6n
relationship to the

10. There are written provisions and formal structures
for 'utilizing group evaluation results in instruc-
tional planning at these levels:
A. District
8. Building
C. Classroom

11.. There are written provisions and formal structures
for utilizing the results ininstructional planningilf
With individual students.-

12. Assessment personnel have been trained to work
with students of diverse economic and cultural
-bickground.
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Evaluative Criteria

Criteria for assessing the adequacy of LEA testing/assessment programs are
presented in Table 1_ Key , elements of- the critieria are that an identifiable
program' for securing testi/evaluation data should.,oe present'in an,, LEA, that
information about it shouldbbe available in 44fritten forrn'to school personnel,
students, parents, and,citizens that it should be organizationally aligned with die',
,LEAT department of instruction, and that there should be associated with it
(then'', if separate LEA programs exist fbr indiVidualized, and grOup testing/-
assessment programs) an advisory committee comprised of representatives from
teachers,' adminhtratorS, parents, and students. The program would specify what-
tests tre,given to whom, when, for what purposes, and how the'results are to be
used.

t.

Discussitin

It'rnight appear, atAirst- blush, that'94:142.evaluation activities concern only
individual tests and assessment procedures: Such an assumption is incorrect. In

'virtually all LEA's, group testing programs and individual testing 'progrrs are
interrelated in the sense that -results from group tests are sometimes the first
level of identification of children who may need specialized serviCe.s., Moreover,
any composite erluational picture of a given child includes group test results.
The role of group testing programt in 94 142 evaluation, activities, iherit must be
given as careful attention as is giver. to evaluation Materials desigrlwl to' be
administered 'to individual children a seriously overlooked fact, The problem'
would be less serious if careful attention' were paid to the criteria for test

.

evaluation and use presented in Table 4, but/typically this is not done. Consider
- only a single- criterion used to evaluate tests. that of reliability, which refers to

the consistency of meaSurement. Measurement authorities -note that if decisions
are to be made about the achievement gaint and losses of indiVidual pupils, the
reliability coefficient should be at least .90 (though obviously information useful
for other purposes, ci_sg, group comparisons, can be obtained from tests having
lower reliabilities)...arid parallel. forms of, the test should beavailable.

As has been noted elsewhere (Jones. 1973), it is reasonable to ask, as'a purely
empirical question,, how many extant school achievement tests have parallel
forms, and reliability coefficients of at least .90: An analysis of some 1,649
achievement tests and measures for use at the elementary school level was
undertaken by the Center for the Study of Evaluation, at the University of
California.. Los Angeles (Hoepfner, Strickland, Stengel, Jansen, and Patatino,

'1970). A representative sample of their findings were -thote obtained for '141
.standardized reading tests appropriate for use in grade 6. Of the 141 measures,
106I74 percent), had either rio parallel forms, or parallel forms with reliability
coefficients of, less than .70; only 7 of the 141 measures possessed reliability
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coefficients of .90 or higher. Moreover, Hoepfner and'his associates.judged that
112 (79 percent) of the tests had norm groups which were rated as local, poor,

or oUtdated.

While 'no explicit reference has been made to group tests and evaluations in
94J42.(although not stated ,explicitly, the language of ,947142 _regulations
Suggests strongly that the major concern is with tests of .intelligence in general,
particularly those that are. individually administered), it-isapoarent that as much
attention,:neeijs to be given to the'use of giourilests in the,assessmentiolacement
process- is to iridiviclital ones,

A critical feature of an accOuntability, system would' seem to be an advisory
committees) to, `LEA testing/assessment/special education programs. Many of
the issues related, to 94-142'evaluations'were in part stimulated by parent -and.
community concern about special education teifTrig--, assessiment, and placement-
practiCes. Advisory committees of citizens, parents, children; teachers,-' and'
admiristrators to LEA testing7Special education .programs, if made: workable
would do much to demonstrate LEA willingness to resPond to commu
demands for the reform of certain. practiCes:Where such advisory'_cOmmittees
have been instituted (both 'atthe district and at the budding level) they appear
to have worked to the advantage both of the: LEAs..,and the educational program
(Jones, 1976)-

A final issue concerns the role of testing and evaluation activitiesin the district's
organizational structure. In the typical school district, standakized testing and
assessment is conducted for Several purposes: to evaluate student achievement

"for purposes of comparisdn among schools within the LEA. between LEAs or
;against a national standard, to meet the requirements of funded projects
Title I ESEA), for platement within regular classrooms, and for placement in
special, classes.

'There should be an LEA philosophy about The-purpoSes'of formal testing and
assessment and also an administrative structure to accommodate the philosophy.
While recognizing that test/assessment results, may be'needed for administrative
purposes__(.e.g._,Title't_ evaluations eto.) it w_ouldseern_that_district..stateme.nts_of
philosophy should emphasize the view that tests and other formal assessments
are . administered/conducted in order to plan instructional ,programs for
indiVidual students and to monitor ,,achievement and skill development 7.
requirements which are, at the 'heart of 94.142 evaluation, procedures. The
adoption cif such a point of view would suggest that'responsibility for 94-142
assessment activities (especially in relationship to appraisals of individual,
students)`' reside, in the final analysis, in the LEA's Department of
instruction and not as :is ;sometimes the case, in LEA, departments only
indirectly related to instructional activities.
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PARENTAL 'PART! CIPATION
1N ,EVALUATION ACTIVITIES:

While no specific mention is made of parental ,partic)petion- in the evaluation
Process.''as'distulsed in section 121a.530-121at34, active parental involvement
in eValUation activities is implied _nevertheiesS.' For example,: the.. requirement
(121i5331 ,that the placement decision' is to be made by a group of persons

. including those .about the child,..impties, that parents are to be
involved_ Parental participation is required in the development of IEP's however,,
and it is in thii context that evaluation data will most likelY be pre.sented. What
follows then is vtliscussion of procedures for "ensuring Antal particioatiOn in
the meeting(s) in which evaluation findings are presented, most pr6bably within : .
the context of developing lEP's.

,
Carrol, Gtirski, .Hinsdale. 'and 'McIntyre (1977) state the benefits to pifental,
involvement in'the assessment pro&st quite well They ob(erve that

Parental .inyoiyement in the assessment process' has been shown to have
imrrieciiate benefit to special educators. For instance. it has become apparent
that the Parents of children in need Of intensive assessment may be enlisted in
becoming valuable sources of diagnostioinforMation, especially with regard'to.,
the child's peer and family interactions, health and play .habiti, developmental
history and medical history. Moreover, parents who become actively involved
in the assessment Orocest often are willing to' assist in actual. program
implethentation, thereby providing a sense of continuity between home and
school, finally. parental involvement in assessment and programming adds .e
new dimension to the concept of accountability in educators the direct
accountability of educators to the parents whose childreti they: shape:, In the
context of culturally appropriate assessment. this accountability to parents is
Dartitularly meaningful since it implies accountability to the child's cultural

sand linguistic heritage as well tp. 3231.

Eviduativ4-6iteria

Evaluative criteria that might be used to aisess...the....degreeof-parental
participation in evaluation activities and the evaluative process ate presented in
Table 2. Key criteria' revolve around the need, first, for 'LEA'S to develop a
rationale fOr parental involvement. Additional criteria relate to the need to
protect confidentiality ,rights., to :develop guidelines for securing ,Parental

:,permission to engage in evaluation activities, to ascertain,whetheriirikfact parents
actually understand clearly that- to, which they give assent, including 'probable
benefits as well as possible negative ,cbnsequences, and to make provisions for
securing information on parental perceptions, PflrenCeS and expectations..
Finally, provisions for ensuring acd?untability with respect to implementation of
LEA' policies concerning 'parental participation are made, and a detailed set of
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TABLE

PARENTAL-PARTICIPATION
IN EVALUATION ACTIVITIES

Evaluative Criterion.

1. A ratioriaLlnotel for:involvement of parents in
.

eviluatiOn'actiyitiet has been deyelopediadcipted

by.the district.

14 the district level:
A. There are designated Persons,whocan a_ nswer

parent and community questions about

evaluation activities.
There is a designeted person witt,:euthority
and respOnsibility for certifying that district

for corninurficatini with.trid
involving parents :in'evaluation-4ctivities hive

been, followed_

C. Procedures have been developed for situa-
tions in which parents deny permission to
engage in., evaluation activities with their

3. Prior to any, written communication about child
'evaluation activities, parental preferences for thc
following are determined:-

The languige of written communication
.8. The language of spoken communication

C. Meeting time,

D. Meeting place

4. In the parents preferred language and prior to the
initiation of any evaluation activities, the child's
parents/parent surrogates, the written notice:

A. Is written in language'Understandable to the
general public, i.e., be free of educational,
medica; and technical jargonflanguage:

Includes an explanation of due process

procedures and confidentiality rights as they

relate ta-the proposed activities.

Contains a description of the reopOsed
action, why it is being proposed, and the
options currently or: formerly under consi-
deration.

C.

Required Desirable !Flee
94-142 94-142



Table 2 Continued-
Evaluative Criterion Required Desirable Ideal

_94-142 94-142

b. Provides a description of each evaNation X

procedurelinstrument, record, or report to
be used or generated d activity.

E: Informs parents o o refuse us X
44Cparticipate in the l ,

F. Provides parents w Is), title(s),
address(es); and telep one--,number(s) of
person(a). who can answer Questions directly,
related to parental concerns:' "-

G. Provides 'parents, with the names, addresses'
and telephone numbers of advocacy groups
having: interest in problems of The same or
presumed' nature as that/those Linder consi-
diration and who have expressed a willing-
ness to communicate with patents on this / ,
these matter ( s),

H. Informs parents of their rights so seek a third
party, independent evaluation, at district
expense-

Methanisms are provided for assurances that
parents demonstrate an understanding of:
A. What is to be done
8. Why it is being done,
C. How it -will be done
D. Raeteable positive benefits of procedures/

actions.
E. Possible negative consequences of proce-

.

dureslactions.
F, Uses- to)ba made of the information

6. Written communication from patents indicating
assent to request to undertake_Lasseisrrient ,
activities.

. 7: Mechanisms for demonstrating parent agreement
with: ,

A. What is being done;
'71 EL Why it is being done

C. Hai/ it will be done

8. School districts insure that principles of confiden-
tiality are observed by' making certain that the
following take place:

X .

X

X
X

'1?



Table 2 Continued

ivaluatiiee Criterion Required Desirable Ideal
94-142 , 94-142

yr

A. That parents and guardians have, access to X
"personally identifiable", record keeping

B. That (here are defined and publicized means' X

'for, the parent (and child) to find out what
personally identifiable information is on
record, who put it there and how it' is being
used.

C. That means are provided to keep information X
that was gathered for one purpose - from
being used for andther.

D.'. That is a 'defined and publicized
procedure for cOrrectine. amending. ,and
challenging records,

E. That school' districts mutt assure the validity X

And reliability of data for their intended use
and'take 'precautions to prevent there misuse,

F. That :pioCedures for preventing possible X
misuse oe-data are evailable "in written form. 2-

C: That a record is kept of persons who have X

had access to records by their name, late of
access, and purpose.

9; Within,- the context of evaluation activities,
information is solicited from parents on:
A. Their perception of the' problem
8. Their child's behavior in the ',home and X

community
C. The child's language dominance X
0. Perceived strengths of the child. X
E. Parental expectations and goals. X

10. Parents are involved as full partners in all or
virtually all, planning and placement activities
including:
'A. Determining PPT membership
8. Delegation of agreed upon PPT tasks
C. Structuring of agenda
D. Use of student needs as guidelines for

judging programming alternatives
E. Suggest student subject matter needs X

F. Influencis others to 'accept a specific X
program

G. Suggest instructional methodsfor student. X

26
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Table :2 Continued

EvaluativeCriterion'. Required Desirable Vest
94-142 94:142

. Eveluativealternativels): from the parental
persnectiVe.
Finiew the student's educational progreis..
RthrieW the Continued appropriateness of the:
1P:relent% educational program,
Present information relevant to the case.
.Gather informatian relevant to the Case.

M.. Interpret information relevant to t case.,.

N. Summarize informetion torelevant ,e Case.

0.. Encourage others to participate:
P. Cr it iotiemembers' actions.
9. Keep group on task.
R. .Resolve conflicts of opinion.

Establish meeting dates.
Set date for review of, .PPT discussions,

47
Finalize decision :. ii, ,

Set evalUation criteria for.student'S academic
Performance in the soecial education :.1)!0-
Vern

, 1
,Whether active partners in PPT activities or not X

Parents are to be given written notification of ell
assessment findings and given the.opportunity to
react:tO:therri prior to decisions about services to
be gi'ven or case diipotition_

_

Major SourCes: Yoshida': K., Fenton, K. S;,-Maxwell, ,,VP., and KaUfman:
J. Parental involvement in the special education pupil planning, piocess: The
school's perspective Washington: Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,
Division of Innovation and-Development, State Prograrn Studies $ranch. No data
(c); and Cai.'roll, A., Gurski, G., Hinsdale, K and McIntyre;- K. Culturally
appropriate assessment: A sourcebook for practitionert. Los Angeles! California
Regiona-Resource Centeri:1971.



Criterisa.for assessing actual degree of parental participation in planning arid
Placiment team activities given.

The first evaluative criterion- states that, ideally, an LEA 'should develop/adopt a
rational ',model for; involvement 9f parents in evaluation/lEP .activities, This
Means; simply, that LEA's should formalize their, thinking, on.the point(s)at

-Which parents will be involved in eva)uation/lEP activities and the benefits and
possible diSadvantages 'associated, with carious levels of participation. Yoshida
and Gottlieb, (19771 have 'given'attention to #iise matters,and have developed a

three stage model. input ( "school staff gathers psychometric, academic, social,
-familial, and medical information required 'to make a decision"), proCess ("The
case conference(s) of, the placement committee considers and evluates this

, information") and produce ("A-decision is made which 'proVides an eligibility
statement, and educational plan fOr the student") which quite comprehensively
provides a framework for determining degree'and kincifs) of parental participa-
tion. Possible roles for parents in each stage are,carefully examinetkin the input
phase, for example, 94.142 reqUires that parents be permission givert. Ideally,
they:lhould be involved as information and preference givers as well. Inasmuch'
as X94 =142 'requires parental involvement in IEP. development they are involved in

T14the prOceis Phaie T14 benefits and costs associated with.- an active tot,.
.passive) role in the process is something that .a district will need to' think
through'

Several authors (e.g.- Carroll. duiski,. Hinsdale, and McIntyre, 1977; and Yoshida
and Gottlieb, 1977) suggest that the home visit may be an important source of
information for -use. -in the assessmentflEP development process: While this is

several precautions _Must be taken, particularly when middle, class
professionals visit the hothes of lower SES and racially -and ethnically different'
clienti. There are at least 'two ,poteritial.problems: (a) securing information 'tta'
evaluate, and (,6) evaluating ;he inforrnatiorrsectired. A perspeCtiVeon the latter
Potential problem has been-glven by White ,(197)swho writes that

A simple journey 'With.tte white. researcher lintenliewei?) into the black home
may prdvide ,us with some insight into how erroneous conclusions- are
reached. During 'this visit to the, black home `the researcher may not find

aspects of Whke culture such as-Book...at-the Month selections. records
of Broadway plays. classics, magazines such as Harper's. the Atlantic Monthly,
orthe NeW York Review of Books. He might also Observe-a high noise level,
continuously reinforced by input from blues and rhythm radio stations, TV
programs, and several' sets of conversations going on at once. This .type of
observation .leads,him,'to.SisiUme:,that the homes .of. black children -ere very
weak in intellectual, content, uninteresting..anct generally confusing 'places' to
grow up:Sornatiow he fails to see' the intellectual stimulation that might he
provided by local black newspapers, informative rapping. Jet. Ebony. Sepia,
:and the Motown sound. Black children in these same horeies' who supposedly'.
can't read Leven preschoolers) can sing several rock and blues tunes from
memory and correctly identify the songs of. popular entertainers, These Same
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researchers or totional ptychologiste tistaning to black speech, assume that
our use of noriidar& oral English is an example, of bad grammar without
recogng the possibility that we have a valid. tegiiimate, alternate, dialect
lWhjte, 1972, OP. 4344).

Yoshida and Gottlieb (1977) warn of the. "!Possible danger',' in the interview
situation, that the pare* may describe their'Child't home life inaccurately. In
the light of White's analysis We:-,.enust be sensitive as well to the fact that the
interviewer may interpret what he sees and hears inaccurately.'

, ' , '
Some scholars believe, that, to the ex terit pOssible, interviewer and interviewee
racial 'Oackgrougd:::;should be matched. In summarizing research on the s,

'interviewer=interViewee match, Weiss (1975) ',concluded that '"cUrrent evidence _

suggests that on a limited range of race'relate4 questions, matching interviewers
to respondents is 'advisable in the cause of'-accuracy..'5ut for most questions in
most places at .most:4rites--a goo r4 interviewer is a good interviewer,"2,1t should
be noted that Weiss-generalizes from a limited range of studies, many of which
are quite old (20 yeaft or more). Changes in interracial, climate -during, the -Past,-.,
decade,- the sensitive issues -being dealt with, and the attitudes which sotne,,
-grOupe,lesPecially' racial minority members) hold oward thepossibility of
specialedUcaticin.placernentislones,and Wilkerson, 1916)' siiggest, particularly in,.
dealing with 'special populations, that in the context of home visits, attention be
given to 'interviewer characteristics.

it would seem, ideally, that parents' ought, to have an active role in the
'deliberations. Criteria designed to apPraise-parental participation are designed
With this point of view in Mind,: i.e.- active parental participation. Thus, at the
point of initial contact, parents need to be :informed of what is to be done, how
it it to be done, and how the information is to be used. Also, ttley should be

.informed of potential positive outcomes associated with the procedures as well
as possible negative . consequences.- 'Utilizing data from Yoshida, Fenton,

..MaxWell, and Kaufman's (no date, ci investigation Oflparental involvement-in the
SpeciaVeducatinn planning. process, a variety of criteria which can be.used to
assess, Parental' involvement in'-evaluation/lEP- activities are presented. It is
,-utilikely that most LEA's will be able to respond affirmatively to all criteria

, listed_ ill Table 2;,..,Which

participation. However, the criteria' do represent , a set of guidelines which, an
LEA can ute to organize its thinking about desired degrees of parental
involvement and participation, 'Also the criteria can be used by the ,LEA to
determine how well it has lolloWed. the guidelines developed. s

:. , ,..
.

Obviously, LEA's need models of ideal participation in evaluation/IEP activities.
They also neeiricriteria to determine the extent to which minimally acceptable
ob jectives have been Met. :At the same time, LEAs must realize that a number of
fa&rs (both positive and negative) have to be considered in decisions about
degree and kind of parental participation in eiialuationflEP activities. Yoshida
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and Gottlieb (1977).:have summarized these considerations exceedingly well.
They write:

Assuming that greater parental participation in thedecision making apparatus,,
is associated with increased tulfillment of due process guarantees, what are
some of the gains and losses that can be anticipated? On the positive side,
parents may ,not reject school placement decisions as of ten, thereby reducing
the: number of due process nearingi (Kir° and Kim. 1970).:Als0, parents may

'become more receptive and less hostile to the scho'ort demands, especially
when. they are involved in _placing students in special claises. Finally. parents,

,,,-rnay be taught methods for dealing with the child in the home, thus fultilling
the ''hornischoor! team effort so 'so,tten advOcatact. Thit- team relationship.
may become necessary. as parents are required to be present during the
development of the individualized education plan as proposed in 94-142.
However,: there may be Certain disadVanteges that ,accompany parental
involvement. treater 'participation may also mean., more opportunities for
parents to observe me system. and they. may 'concitide that schools are not
operating in the best interest:oltheir child: More importantly. the-presence of
parents may require maior changes in me' committee's handling:Ofihe case.
which may effect the degree:of openness with which memoers site opinions
and suggest: solutions. These costs and benefits must be weighed when defining
the parent role. .

These efforts to increase patentsl invoivameht in determining tne educational
placement .and programming of their child focus on legal procedu'res
neCitssarily; must pe,ibt4ovsreci. However, fulfilling legal Criteria should not be
equated with remedying the fundament- problem which due, process was
intended to relieve. Do these procedures result in educationally sound

-Practices which increase me student'S achieirerpent and adjustment? Until this
question is answered positively, professionals and laymen alike should bti
cognizant !het improvement in due process procedures does not necessarily
imply a concomitant improvement in educational performance-among those
the litigation and legislation was designed to help roost the pupils (Yoshida
and Gottlieb. 1977, P. 20).

Background

DIMENSIONS OF ASSESSMENT

Adequate protection for the student requires that assessment be comprehenSive,
'The regulations are eXplicit in stating that;the evalitation is to be made by'a
multidisciplinary team or group of persons and that the child is to be "assessed
in all areas related to' the suspected disability, including, where appropriate,.
health, vision, hearing, social and emotional status. general inteltilence,
academic performance, Cominunicativestatus, and motor abilities." In the
present section evaluative criteria are set forth for determining whether in fact

"provisions have.been:made for securing comprehensive. data in areas related to
the child's disability.

3J IQ



Evaluative,Criteria',

The ',criteria presented in Table 3, drawn direetlyfrOm:theregUlations.and other
sources, are. meant to represent areas that -might be:' given attention in any
Comprehensive assessment of a child. It is unlikely that-all of the, imensiOnswill
be necessary for each child who is the subject of study, ,but many will be
Teacher rePorts on children are required by 94142 regulations whereas direct
observations of the child in the classroom are not although the need foi such
observations' is not ruled out Provisions are available, for securing information on.,
the 'Child's 'cognitiye, language, social-emotional, educational; and physical
,functioning, but that related to the 'family and cultural ertvironment is often not
smiled . in part perhaps betause it is difficult to Obtain. A final item requires
formal attention to each evaluative item in Table 3 by the planning and
placement team: Such a requirement builds accountability into the evaluative
process.

Discussion

As is well- known, teacher reports, particularly of child behavioral and social
perforMance may be subject to some error. The ciditext is important if behaviors!'
are to be interpreted accurately. The evaluative dimension related to the direct
observation' (by persons other than-the teacher) of fa) -the classroom manage-
ment system, lb) student teacher, interactions {c) student peer inter$ction, and
(d) the child himself. may supplement data from the, teacher and other school
perScinnel. To be sure, there are. problems with observations in the above areas.
it-here is first the question of reievance. While classroom behayi Can be
categorized on a number of dimensions it should be established that the
dimensions on which assessments are Made are related, in some Way, to
meaningful aspectSbt the school experience. This is not always the case for
observation systems, even those developed to provide information about a

child's' performance in the school setting: Seconc1,-oncea system has been agreed
upon, there is the practical problem of who will conduct the observations. It

,must be acknowledged that any observational system proposed will require
considerably more personnel than now exist in LEA's for such purposes.

There is 'concern in 94-142; arid justifiably so, about the use, of a single
instrument or procedure for acquiring dautn any dimension of interest. Within
the present context this concern needs to be extended to the reliability of the
observations made. Obviously, if there is to be confidence in the ratings,
inter-Observer reliability must be' obtained. Thisitequirerhent again 'dictates
additional manpower needs. Despite the fact that obtaining observation, may be
expensive and time consuming its value and iMpOrtante should not be_
underestimated. By giving attention to the context in which behavior occurs and
to classroom dynamics, a more adequate assessment is likely to result.



TABLE 3

DIMENSIONS OF ASSESSMENT

Evaluative Criterion Required Desirable Ideal
94-142 94-142

For each 94 -142 activity involving individual..
student appraisal-, there arel_EA provisions/guide-
lines to 'insure77' karma! consideration of the
following kinds of information:' s
,A. Teacher repOrts, of child's

acaderttic performance
2. .behtertral performance
3. social performance
Direct classroom observations
1. classroom management system ,,

a. evaluation of leacning rate accom-
modation

b. evaluation orchild'i Cognitive style
evaluation of curricular content

d. evaluation of classroom environ-
ment

Student-teacher interactions
teacher verbal reinforcement pat-
terns

b. teacher non-verbal reinforcement
patterns
teacher bilingual interactions

Student-peer interactions
a. reports 'of observations of child. in

group settings
reports of observations of child in
rerationshic.) to group norms'

Direct observations of child -

a, specific target behaviors
b. locus of .c?ntrol

CsEclucational functioning_
1. achievement in subject areas,
2, learning rArlefs)
3. strengths and weaknesses

D.- Social- emotional fiinctioning
1. social-psychological deveiociment

a.

c.

d.

artendinritreceiv;ng
responding
valuing
organizing
characterizing

2_ self-help skills

32
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X



Table 3 Continued

Required Desirable Ideal
94-142 94442

Evaluative Criterion

Physical functioning
1-., visual
2:, nearing X
1 'speech X

Motoripsychomotor
a. '`gris motor
b. fine motor

5: rtiedicalfhealth
Cognitive functioning
I. intelligence X
2., adaptive behavior

# 3. thinking processes
a. it,!')ovviecige

b, c0rnwittlen sion
c_ appi,ication

analysis
sinthesis ,

f_ e`aluatton' 'I
Language functioning
1'; receptive
2. expressive
3_ nonverbal

4. speech
H. Family

dominant language,
2- Parent-chilti,interaction
3. social service needs
Cultural and Social Environment X
I. home
I. interpersonal

material

2_ There are ciesignated LEA personnel given the
responsibility for certifying that each of the above
assessment dimensions IA!-I) was formally consi-
dered by ntatern,nt and planninveams,aticiyittier...
utilized or rejected as `unnecessary in the case under
consideration, In the latter instance, a brief justifi-
cation for non-solicitation/nonutilization of the
evaluatiVe dimension it given.

X

jX
-x

X

Major sources of criteria in the 'above table are the following: California Regional
Resource Center. Culturally appropriate assessment a sourcebook for
practitioners. Los Angeles: California Regional Resource Center, 1977; and
National Association of State Directbrs of Special Education. Functions of' the
placement committee:in special education A resource manual. Washington':
National Association at State Directors of Special Education, 1977.



o.

Fortunately there are a number of sources.of information on observations;and
observational systems, several of:which have direct relevance to special education
(e.g., Carroll, Gurski. Hinsdale and McIntyre 1977; Lambert and Hartsough,
197-1; LaMbert, Hartsough, and Urbanski, 1976; Urbanski, 1976: and Weinberg
&- Woods, 1975). Systems for Assessment of social-psychological development
and cognitive functioning, (with speical education relevance) have been devel-
oped as well (Bloom, 1956; Krathwohl, et al. 1964).

NEST EVALUATION AND USE

Background

-Fair/non-discriminatory use of' tests is at the heart of 94442 protection in,
evaluation procedures, The regulations state that "testing and evaluation
procedures used. for the Purposes of evaluation and placement of handicapped
children :must be selected' and administered, so as not to be racially or culturally

,.,adminis red in, the child's native language, or other rn.ode of communication,

cedistrirn natory," Moreover; tests and evaluation materials must-4oe'prOVided and
.c

have been validated ,for. the purpose for which they'are used; be administered by
trained personnel, and be tailored 'to areas of tecific edutational need. The
thread running throUgh concern with evaluation procedures is, simply, that they
be valid fcir the purposes ft)? gytiloh they are used. While simple in conception,
there are, it is to be regretted, a number of difficult problems of implementa-
tion, 'Criteria, presented in Table 4 then shOuld be useful in assessing test and
assessment instruments fur degree of bias,

Evaluation Criteria

Inappropriate test use is due largely to ,a 'failure to correctly apply existing
standards, In this section, therefore, no new or innovative criteria'for lest
aPpraiSal are preSented. Rather, the test user is directed to relevant aspects of
Davis', Standards for educational and psychological tests (1974), If applied as
the4.Shbuld-be the standardS will 'be usefiii in select:nu tests fCrr administration
to the general popuiation, to racial and ethnic minority 'groups. to the
handidapped, and' to preschoolers. What 'f011ows then, (Table 4) are standards
which canbe applied to the evaluation of tests for .any pupose and which can be
used with any group. Nevertheless, certain orMtibles are highlighted in 'Tables 5,
6, and, 7 which treat, respectively, considerations related to test- use with
minority groupllow SES populations, the handicapped. and preschbolers
populations of special interest within the context of PA_ 94-142.



'TABLE 4

TEST EVALUATION AND USE:
OVERVIEW-

Required Desirable Ideal
9.4142 94-142

I, SEAS and LEAs will iniure that all personsusing
tests in connection with 94-142 activities
understand that:
A. When a test is publisned or otherwise made

available for opeeational use it should be
accompanied bV 'a, manual, ,:which among
other things, provides information required
to subrantiate claims that have been made
for its use. (A1.1 Essential.

B. The test manual should describe hilly the
development of the ten; the rationale,

. specifications, followed in writing items or
selecting observations, and procedures and
results., of item analysis of other research.
(42.) Essential.

C. The identity and professional iuelifications
of item writers and editors should he
described in instances where they are
relevant: for. example, when adequacy. Of
coveiage of a subject matter achievement test
cannot appropriately or practically be
measured against any external criterion.
(A2.4,) Desirable, '

D. The manual should call attention to marked
influences on test scores known to be
asspCiated with regiopo socioeconomic status;
race, creed, color, national origin,' or sex.
(B1.3.) Essential.

E. The manual should draw attention Lto, or
wernagainst,.any-segous error of-interpreta
tiOn tiiiiiis:0.1own to be ,frequent. (8 I .4.1
Essentiae

F. The manual should state explicitly thik
purposes and applicitions for which the rest
is recommended_ (82) Essen Os/.

X

1Letters and 'figures enclosed in parenthesis (Al ., A2,4 etc.) represent the
identification of the evaluative itern as reported in pavis, F. (Editor) Standards_ for
educational and psychological tests. Washington' American Psychological Association, 1974.
Adjectives following the entry, e.g. Essential, Very desirable, etc. represent the importance
of the item as 'Arnett by Standards authors,



Table 4 Continued

Evaluative Criterion

14.6 G. The test manual should. describe clearly the
psychotPgical, educational. and other reason-
ing underlying the test and nature 'Of the
characteristic it is intended' to measure. (83.)
Essential.

H. The test manual should identify any special
qualifications required to 'administer the test
and interpret it properly. (84,) Essential,
Where a .test is recommended for a variety of
Purposes or types of inference, the manual
should indicate the amount of training
required for each use. 184.2),,Essential.
The manual should draw the reader's
attention to references with which he/she'
should become familiar before atternpting to
interpret the test results. (84.30 Very
desirable.
Evidence of validity and reliability alone
with other relevant research data should be
presented in support of any claims bejng.
made. (85.) Essential.
~the manual should differentiate between an
interpretation applicable only -to verage
tendencies of a group and one that is
applicable to an individual within the group.
(85.4.) Very desirable.

M. The directions for administration should be
.presented in. the test manual with sufficient
'clarity and emphasis so that the test user can
.duplicattr. and Will -be encouraged to
duplicate, the administrative conditions un-
der which the norms and the data on
reliability and -validity were obtained. (C1.1

N. Instruction should prepare the examinee for
the examination! Samole material, practice
use of answer sheets or punched cards,
sample questions, etc. should belprovided,
(c2.) Desirable.

0, Norms presented in the test manual should
refer to defined and clearly described
populations, These populations should be
groups on whom test users will ordinarily
wish to compare the persons tested. it)/,
Essential_

Required Desira/-ble' Ideal
94-142 94-142

X

X

X

t\



Table 4 Continued-

Evaluative Criterion

P. The test manual should report the method of
sampling from the population of examinees
and should discuss any probable bias-in the
sampling procedure. D2 .1 .1,) Essential.

g. Norms reported in any, test'manual should be
based on well planned samplings rather than
on data collected because' it is readily..
available, Any deviation from the plan
shOuld be reported along with diseriptions of
actions taken or not taken with respeCt to
them. (.02.1.2.)' Essential,

R. A test developer must' provide evidence of
the reliability and validity of his /her test: it is
usually reported in the test manual.

S. A manual or 'research, report should present
the evidence of validity. for each type of
inference for which. use of the 'test is

recommended, it validity for some suggested
interpretation has not, been investigated, the
fact should be made clear. (E1.) Essential.

T. Statements about validity 'Should refer to the
validity of particular interpretations or of
Particular types of decisions. It is incorrect
to use the phrase, "the' validity of the test;"
no test is valid for ell purpOses or in all-
situations or for all groups of individuals.
(E1.1.) Essential

U. The test user is responsible for marshalling
the evidence in suppdit of his /her claims of

\ Validity and reliability; 1E2. /- Essential. -'
V; All measures of criteria should be described

completely and accurately. The manual 'or
research support should comment on the
adequacy of-ticriterion.-Whenever-feasiblejt------
should draw attention to significant aspects
of performance that the criterion measure
does not reflect and to irrelevant factors
likely to affect it-(E3.) Essential.

W A criterion measr should itself be Studied
for evidence of valitfity and that evidence
should be presented in the manual or report.
(EA.). Essential.

Required Desirable Ideal
94-142 94-142

X

X

X

X



Table 4. Continued

Evaluative Criterion

The manual or research report should
pilovide information on the appropriateness
of or limits to the generalizability of validity
information, (E6,) Very' desirable:
Validity coefficients.._ are specific to the
situations in which they are obtained, If the
manual is to suggest generalization-of validi--.,
ty for prediction of a given iiind of criterion
.construct, it must present data suggesting
the limits of geneteliiabili ty'regardingpopu-
lotion or sample - characteristics, situational
context variables or variations in criterion
measurement. (E52,1.) Very disltable,
Local collectibn of evidence on criterion- .

related is frequently more useful
than published data. (E5.2.2.) Desirable..

AA. The sample employed in a validity study and
the conditions ,under which testing is done
.should be consistent, with recommended test
use and should be described sufficiently for
the reader to judge its pertinence to his/her
situation.1E6.l'EssenOal.

88. Any selective, factor determining the comw
sition 'of --,the validity sample should be
indicated in a manual or research report. The
sample .should be described in terms of those
factors thought to affect validity such-as age.
sex, socioeconomic status, ethnic .origin,
residential region, level of 'education or other
demographic or psychological characteristics;
(E6:1) Essential.

CC. Evidence of validity should be obtained for
subjects who are of the same age or in the
same educational or vocational situation as

the-persons-for whom the test is'reCommend-
ed. Any deviation froin this requirement
should be described in the, manual or
research report. (E6.1 1.) Essential.

DO. 11'a test is used for differential diagnosis, the X
manual 3 hoUld include evidence of the test's
ability to place individuals in diagnostic
groups rather than merely to separate
diagnosed abnormal cases from the normal
population. (E8.3.1.) Essential.

Required Desirable Ideal ,
94-142 ,94-142

X

X

38



Table 4 Continued

Evaluative Criterion Requited Desirable Idea
94-14 42

Sc

EE. A,test user should investigate the possibility
of bias in tests or in test items. Whenever
Possible, there, should be an investigation of
,possible differences in criterion related.
validity for ethnic:lex, or other subsamples
that can be identified when the test is given,
The manual or research report should give.
the iteeuits for each subsample separately or
report that no differences were found. (E9.)
Essential.'

FF.. If the author proposed to interpret scores on
a test measuring a theOreticai-yariable labili- ,

ty, trait, Or attitude), his /her proposed inter --4I
pretation' shoutd be -fully stated.- Hisiher
theoretical construct should he distinguishea
from ..interpretations arising,orP"the. basis of
othei theories. (E13.) Essential.

GG. A test manual or research report should
'present 'evidence' of reliability, including
estimates of the standard error of measure-
ment, that Permits the reader to judge
whether scores are sufficiently dependable'
for the intended uses of the test. If the
necessary _evidence has not been collected,
the absence of -such information should be
noteo,.(F Essential.

HH. The procedures' and samples used m
determine reliability coefficients or standard
errors of measurement should be desCribed
sufficiently to permit a user to judge the
applicability of the data reported to the
individuals or grouPt With which he is

concerned, (F2.) Essential,
II. If two or more forms of a test are published

for use with the same examinees, informa-
tion on means. variances and characteristics
of items in the forms should be reported in
the test Manual along with .the coefficient of
corretation among their scores. If necessary
information is not Provided, the test manual
should warn the reader against assuming
equivalence of scores. (F4,. ) Essential.

JJ. Evidence of interne( consistency ,should he
reported for any unspeeded test. iF5.) Very
desirable.

X

X



Table 4 Continued

Evaluative Critaridn Required Desirable Ideal.
94-.142 94-142

KK. The test manual should indicate o what
extent ',test scores are stable, that is, how
nearly constant the scores are likely to,be if a
parallel form of a test is administered.after
time has elapsed. The manual should also
describe the effect of any such variation on
the usefulness of the test. The, time interik
to be considered depends on the nature of
the test and on what interpretation of the
test scores is recommended. (66.) Essential.

2. In connection with 94 -142 evaluation activities,
LEA proviSions and guidelines should ,exist to
insure that test users:
A. Have familiarity with Standards, for educes.

tional' and psychological tests: Wtshington:'
American Psychological Association, 1974,

a Possess a general knowledge ofrneasUrement
principles and of the limitations of test
interpretations (G) .1 Essential.

C. Know and understand the. literature relevant X
to the test being used and the testing
Problems being dealt with. (G2_) Very
Desirable.

CI. Have an understanding of psychological or
education& measurement and validation and
other test research. (G3.) Essential.
HaVe sUffiCient technical knowledge to X
evaluate claims' made in test manuals.
(Gil .1 ) Very Desirable.
Base 'Choice of tests or test: batteries. on
clearly formulated goals. I

G Consider that different hypOthe
different for students from diffe

H. Are able to relate the history research and
development of the test to it intended use
(H3.):Essential.:

Understand that test scores used for selection
or other administrative 'decisions about a
child may not be useful for individual or
program -evaluation and vice versa. (H5.)
Desirable. ,

J..' Know how to translate, test results into
instructional strategies.

serviat
s may be
nt popuia-



Table 4. Cohtihued

Evaluative Criterion Required Desirable !deal
'94-142 94-142

, .

Understand potential shortcomings of tests
when used with linguistically different
and/or racial and ethnic minority groups_

1. In connection with 941.42 evatuation activities,
. .

at theLEA level:
A. Provisions are 'made to .insure that those who

adrninister and interpret . tests have been
trained appropriately for this responsibility.

...Procedures...are established for periodic
internal reVieW.of test' use.'
Guidelines 'exist. to insure 'that test scores -are
re.Ported.'onlY to peoPle who are qualified to
interpret them
Programs Are available to train assessment,
and instructional personnel to wade- with
.children .'diverse 'racial and ethnic back
grounds
There is a. reasonable -match- in'. the

Aistrictibuilding between the ethnic -SS
Starlent mix and instructional personnel,
Provisions exist to insure that assessment
personnel have thnguage skills to cornrrioni-

-cate. in the native language of :any child
subject to.assessment.

such' personnel are not available, formal
provisions exist, for securing such personae!
or evaluation'iervices using neighboring, state
or regional resourcesj.emere 'assertion that
appropriate evaluation 'Personnel are unaYail
able is not acceptable.

N. -Personnel trained in tests and measurements
with" a responsibility to Carry out.validity
studies at the local level, arid to advise ,on
test selection, 'use. ano mtertretation are

Prpvisions exist for .,securing consultant
services in the above areas no district.
personnel ';111; available. for $tIcl



Djscuuion.

Criteria presenteci:M, Table 4 were drawn- largely from Standards for educational
and psychological tests. (Davis, 11974). The Standards can be easily converted, to
checklists:whichLEAsCan use to appraise any test for administration
in, the .districi., LEA's are serio$s about fair test use -then:the Standards -must
be.foltowed;:or at least ,applied. To be sure, few tests, if any,''-are constructed
well enough to meet alt:criteriaspecified,bytheStarzdards...Nevertheless,careful
application of the Standards can lead to improvements in-the,;selection. and use
of tests.

Specie! issues related"to use of test instruments with minority group persons are'''.
presented' in Table, 5. Reasons for minority group concern about ,testr'u,s,e,are
widely known,-and. have been summarized in a number of 'sources. (1DelAirila,
1976: -Dent, 1976; Jones, and Wilderson,1916;"MatMillari and Meyers, 1977::
Sarnuda,- 1976: and Sattler, 1975, to name a few).,Petaili need not be belabbrect
here, but it will suffice to note that bias-is thought' to exist at the conient level:
Where' decisions are first made about, what 'items to include -a test (the
Perspectives of minority groilp members are 'exclUded)., : at the levet of
standardization, where 'decisionS are made about 'the-population for:whom 'the"...
testis apPropriate, at the level of administrationJo_whichtests are administered
by,personsAinfarnitiar'with the patterns of language, behavior 'and"custornsof the
person - being- examined, and, at the--level of 'validatidr -where ,efforts are

-, undertaken:to determine whether or not the tests` accomplish what they were
designed to accomplish. Criteria presented in Table are designed, to - address.
theSe issues.

There has also .heen concern about fair test use With- thehandicapped. It was
_noted: for,exaMple {Jones; 173) -that, for standardized achievement tests;data
on reliability and validity were rarely, if ever, reported.' for populations of
,.hancliCapped persons. Evaluative criteria presented in Table 6, therefore, point to

.
consideratiOns for assessing the adequacY of standardized testsprOposed for use

-with populations of handicapped persons.

There will also be a need, under 94.142, to conduct evaluations of preschool.
childrO, In the present.coritext,the-nr hoot-child-is-defined-as-onebetween-----
the ages of 3 and 5.- Three _years of age is e legally mandated lower age -limit for

ft
service, under 94-142.. Six-- is the age at which most children enter school. For

severe: reasons, 'guidelines and protections :for school age ,children are much
better,::fbrmulated tharithose for -preschool" children. First, there seems to be '

.

,:some urgency to-deal With children already in school, who must be served now-_ -...
',least restrietive.,environmentsprovided. Second; involvement in activities for the
.preschool handicapped' is relatively new for special education and most current
personnel probably have little-tra,ining and background in this area. In any case,
it should, not be assumed that guidelines developed for use with school- aged



TABLE 5

PAIR TEST USE WITH MINORITY
GROOp/LOW SES POPULATIONS

Evaluative Criterion Required Desiratk !deal
94-142 94-142

1; Examiners aro Specially- trained to work with
minority-group/low SES populations:..
A,. Have coUrsework and/or workshops

devoted to the speech,- language, social, and
behavorial= characteristics of :diverse minority
group/low, SES-,populations including that of,
the student being assessed.
Have hid supervised experience inassessmene
of children _from diverse minority grout/110w

,PoPulations- including' that of the
studentbeing,asiessed.:-

.

Examiner expresses confidence in ability to fairly
assess the Child under consideration,.

3. There' are appropriately trained- -diStrict- assess-
ment personnel of the same racial /ethnic/SES
makeup as'' the child being assessed who can be
consulted assistance in and review of the
assessment.

4. Provisions .exist for external evaluations if no
district personnel are ,adequately trained to
conduct a fair, assessment i.e., meet requirements
of 1A, 18, and and 3 above.

:5 For any standardized assessment instrument used,
it has been determined that
A., Minority group /low SEE' Perspectives' on'

item/task content were taken into account.
were'

involving in item writing or task selection.
C. Substantial and representitive numbers of

minority group/low SES persons were
invOlVed in initial itern/tAk tryouts.

tipubstantiai and representative ,members, of
'minority group/low `SES populations, were
included in test/instrurrient. standardization,
Item analysis of items /tasks are available for
members of 'different racial/SES groups.

F. Culturally specific items have been included.
if appropriate.

x

x



Table 5 Continued

Evaluative Criterion Required Desirable Ideal
94-142 94-142

G. Data on the ethnic/SES ip-plicability of
'norms are available.

5., Data are availkAfton
A. Validity as a function of racial groUpiSES

membership.
Reliability as a function of racial 'group/SES
membership.

X

X



TABLE 6

FAIR TEST USE
WIT ti HANDICAPPED POPULATIONS

-4

Evaluative Criterion Required Desirable Ideal
94.142 94-142

1. For each test u for identifying and/or
instructional pfa ng with specific handicapped
populations.,S '3 or LEA's will determine that
A, The per ectives of diverse handicapped

groups e been taken into account -in test
fOrMulation.:
Specific members of handicapped members
are involved in'item tryouts,
Substantial and representative populationi of
specific handicapped persons are 1nrIved in

test standardization.
D. WhertliepPropriate norms are available. for .

specific populations of handicapped persons
in the 3 21 age range.

Validity data are 'available for specific
Populations of handicapped persons at
specific age ranges.
Reliability data are available for 'specifies'
populations of handicapped persons at

specific age ranges. .

2. SEVIGLEA personnel will be available to
A. suit on appropriate test use with specific

Populations of handicapped persons.
Conduct research and development activities
in the modification and/or construction of
tests for. use with specific populations of
handicapped persons in the 3 21 age range.

X

X

X



children apply, 'pus facto, to preschool ones.-,Many guidelines do apply and
.there:ismuch 'commonality in guidelines for the two populations. For example,
criteria for the selection of evaluation instruments, procedures for obtaining
informed consent, and due process considerations apply to -. evaluation of
preschool children as well as to school age ones. There are, however, several
additional considerations that apply uniqu4ly to evaluation of preschool
populations and these need to be ,brough to the attention of evaluation
practitioners and consumers if adequate protections areto be deVeloped. Theie
points are summarized in Table 7.

_Finally, the regulations state that tests and other evaluation materials are to be
provided and administered in the child's native language or other mode of
communication, unless it is dearly not feasible to do so.-The position taken, in
this paper, is that 'there -should be no conditions under which appropriate
evaluation is infeasible; LEA's must make provisions for appropriate evaluation.
Several criteria (items 3A, 3C. 3D, 3E, 3F, 3G) in Table 4, Test,Eveluation and
Use, are related directly to this question. The critical item'is 3G which states

A

that LEA's must make provisiOnt for either-;securing appropriate personnel to
conduct assessment in. the home or neighboring district, or'elsewhere. in the
latter instance, 'adequate protection- may require'that assessments involving rare
and /or diffiCult problems, or those invOlving:children having :unusual loguage
backgrounds, he done at stare; regional, or national centers. The development of
such centers, obviously. will require appropriate efforts at LEA, SEA, -and
national:levels.

ASSESSING PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
TEAM ADEQUACY AND FUNCTIONING

Background

The Regulations require that 94-142 related evaluation be -made by a
multidisciplinary team or croup of persons, including at least one teacher or
other specialist with knowledge of the area of suspected disability.- Placement

regulation,s_requirethat_the,decision_is,,tObe made by
-persons, including persons knowledgeable about the child, the meaning of the
evaluation data, and the placement options.-

Explicit in both evaluation and placement prOCedures, then,; is the'_requirerrient
that a team of individuals will be involved in deliberatiorrs-about the child and
his/her educational plaoernent. While there will he variation in team composition
as a function of the issues at hand, the 'earn is expected to be multidisciplinary,

A4 ti 46



TABLE 7

EARLY DEVELOPMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Evaluative Criterion

4

Fieguired Desirable Ideal
94.142 94-142

Early screening is limited,to;
A. These measures of Organic functioning and

basic, adeative coping -skills which enjoy, :a
high degree of consensus, wi/pin the health,
professions and affectectcornmunities,,
ThOse behavioral factors especially associated
with learning language and ',speech, clevelop'-:
merit, MotOr andperceptual

. 2. Specific assessment Of emotional and behavioral
adjUstenent and Parent/Child interaction are deli
to parental ,ini,fiative.

3. The earlydevelopmental review
A Does'not attach. a label.or categorize a chlici.

prior to extensive study,and anal;,-,i3., .

Makes "a dedicated effort to engage the
priinari caregiver, the parent,.as'a collabora-
tor in the- review prOdess. and attempts to

,insure' that ,the interpretation' of the findings
of the deveinprnenia! review Irt culturally
reieyan t. as psychologically' sound.
Recognize that there is not, at the present
lime, a single, universally accentable.,tool for
developmental revieW,'while at the' sam time
Pointing out that there are a multiplicity of
suet; instruments that may have' practical
utility in differing sitgations.oriented toward
'revieiir of individual and specified deYeloP-
mental functions-.

X

.-.Source American A3suriation----ofPsychiarrlc7Ses---fueChildron,--Inc-77-
. Developmental review in the early periodic ,screening. diagnosis and treatment
program. Washington U. S. De6artment of Health, Education, and 'Welfare.-
Health Care Financing Administration, the Medicaid Bureau. April, 1977,



t

to- include regular and/or special education teachers, and to include specialists
knowledgeable about the student's actual or perceived problem(s). Parents,
parent surrogates, or-advocates must be included as well. By whatever name (e,g,
planning <team, planning' and placement teams, atsessmenti team, placement
committeevaluation. and .pla6ement committee, educational assessment service,
school appraisal team, etc.I a multidisciplinary team is central to what is to be
done, how it is to be done, and how the information gathered is to be used.

.

r' Evaluative Criteria

Criteria for appraising the effectiveness of PPT -*adequacy and functioning are
presented in Table 8. The first evaluative iternconcerns' the development of a
framework for planning and placement activities: Such a framework would show
the relationship of team activities to the LEA's instructional program, anti would
be organized internally to effectively discharge its mission.

a philosophy of PPT activities and 'procedures should be available in
written form, the. thrust of evaluative criteria 1-8. Other guidelines relate to
composition of PPT'coratnitteess speCific PPT activities. and PPTaccountability.
The latter guidelines refer to such activities as insuring that a responsible LEA
person be given formal authority and responsibility for monitoring PPT
activities, that vehicles are developed to monitor PPT recommendations, that a
written agenda be developed for each PPT meetings and that there be a written
report of the meeting's activities, analyses, conclusions,'and- recommendations.

Information relevant to establishing accountability in the assessment-placement
process is presented in Table 9.

,.;

Disc' ussiun

The -building of protections to insure that planning teams work effer.aively can,,
proceed from actual knowledge of how teams operate in practice. and- how they
might operate, ideally, to discharge their missions. The most impressive and

,7----<----coherent-serof analses-arrfiridirigs- related to Planning team activities is to be
found in the work of Fenton et a). (nill'elate), Fenton, Yoshida, Maxwell and
Kaufman (no date (a)), Fenton, Yoshida, Maxwell, and Kaufman, {no date (b)).
Yoshida, Fenton, and Kaufman (1977, 1 Yoshida and Ciott)iey1,1977), Yoshida,
Fenton`, Maxwell, and raugmAn no date (a)), Yoshida, Fenton: Maxwell, and
Kaufman, (no date (b)), and -Yoshida, 'Fenton, lViaxwell, and Kaufman (nodate
(c)). The results of research by these authors cap form a background for building
protections to insure adequate functioning of placement and planning teams, (It
might seem, since the research was limited to only a single state, that' ults
should be treated with a degree of calation. However, since the pro esses and

S'
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TABLE 8

A "SSESSING PLANNING
AND'PLACEMENT TEAM(PPT)'

ADEQUACY AND FUNCTIONING

Evaluative Criterion Required Desirable Ideal
. -94-142 . -94.142

1. Planning and placement team tPPT) activities are
developed froM a rational framework.

2. At .the district level, guidelines exist fbr the
,constitution of PPT's.

3. At the district level, written guidelines exist for
the conduct of PPT activities.

4_ At -. the district level, guidelines exist for
contacting PPT participants,.

PPT membership include the following:
4. ,A representative of the puhtic agency,

qualified to provide, or supervise the
provision of, special education.

B. The child's teacher
C. One' or both of the ch;ici'.1 ±art:hts

Surrooate.s
0. The child, where appropriate

Other individuals At the discretion or the
parents or agency
I. Parent advocates,
2. Community advocates

F. Evaluation personnel

-6_ There are district provisions to insure that PPT
members are informed' about the team's legally
aisigru7-Furictions.

Procedures are developed to insure that PPT
member's agree on team goals.

Written guidelities for PPT activitieswaist.

9. A written attentla to accompany each P

meeting is available.

1.10. PPT members are given access to all informatio i
that bears on the case,
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_Table 8 Continued

Evaluative Criterion Required Desirable' Nod
94-142 94-142 -

1. There is a:single person in the district with the
authority and responsibility for insuring that all
informatiorifpertinent to'a given, case is made

-.available.to PPT's.

PPT's are given access directly' to persons having
information bearing on a given case, or` Worts
from such -persons are, provided; in written :form.
All or& presentations before PPT's are summa-

.

ri?ed for the record.

13. PrOcedures are developed: to inswre. equal status
(non-specialized) participation among PPT,Merr-
ben in all aspects of PPT-activities.

14, FOr each case the potential contribution 'of
specialists from each group listed will be forn).11),
:considered and either formally reouistrict or
iortnally rejected as unnecessary;
A. School administration ,

8. Special education administrator, X
C. Physician X
D. Parents: X
E. Schocifbsychoiggists
F., Schbol social workers
G. Student
H. Referring teacher x
I. Receiving teacher X
J. Educational diagnostician X
K. Speech pathologist_ X

Physical therapist
M. Occupational therapist X
N. Audiologist
0: School nurse
P. Guidance counselor -X
0, Curriculum specialist X

R. Methods and materials specialist X
S, C)ptharnologish?,optometrist
T, Vocational rehabilitation counselor

Other'specialists

PPT's make certain that the child is assessed in all''
areas, related to the suspected disability including
where appropriate:
A, Health
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Table 8 Continued

Evaluative Criterion Required Desirable Ideal.'
9471421v 94-142

B. Vision
Hearing

0. Social and emotional status, X
E. General intelligence X
F. Academic performance X
G. Communicative status X

Motor abilities X

16., PPT's' determine' whether 'sufficient types of X
information about the'student are available to it
before making a decision affecting the student's
instructional program.

17. PPT's evaluate the educational Xignificance of the ..)4) X
data

le. PPT's deterrriine the student's eligibility for
special education.

19. ppri determine student plat rnent

20. PPT's formulate aoPropriate-year-long education-
al goals and objectives for the student.

21 OPT% develop specific short-terralfnistructional
objectives fig the student

22. PPT's formally communicate witkr-Parents -about
-2r--changes in the student's educational program and

invite response.

23. PPT's formally communicate with the, building
administration aboUt changes in the student's
educational,,program and invite. response.

24. PPT's formilly communicate with the teecherlii
about changes in the student's educational
program and invite response.

25. PPT's plan information needed for future review
of the student's program and progress. ,

26. PPT's make certain that each recommendation it
efEcompanied by:
A. A time-line rot execution



Table 8COntinued

Evaluative Criterion Required Desirable Ideal
94-142 94.142

B. A statement Of means by which adequacy of
execution will be determined
The specific person(s) responsible forexecu-
tion of the recommendations.

27..:PPTs will review the continued appropriateness
of the student's eclucationa(Program.

28. PPT's will review the student's educational
progress,

29., A .written report of each PPT meeting will be
made.

.30. Districts insure that guidelines extst for providing
feedback to PPT participants and., program
implementors.

There is ava ible in sChocil district a single
person,, with authority and responsibility for
4certify:ing that district guidelines with respect to

SPOT activities have been followed, and PPT
recommendatiofis carried out.

Sources;, Fenton, et al. (no date); Fenton, Yoshida, Maxwell, and Kaufman,(no
date, tali Fenton, Yoshida. Maxwell. and Kaufman, (no date. flan National
Association of State Directors of Special Ethication, 1976 (a):- Yoshida, Fenton,)
and Kaufman,. 1977; Yoshida, Fenton,' Maxwell, ancl,Kaufman -(no date, a.
and cl. See. References for full citations.
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TABLE 9'
ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE

ASSESSMENTPLACMENT'PROCESS

Evaluattve Criterion ReeNfigi Desirable Ideal
94:142 94-142

Within each. LEA there are designated -personnel
..vir'ho':inesure, that 94 -142 rotated evelu'ation.faSsess,-

mentiappraisel activities are:
A. Relevant to educational needs

1. contain specific programming friplica-=
.tions

2. contain suggestions for specific strate-
gies,

B. Pedagogically sound
Appropriateio-the decisions to be,,made

0, Written in simple language-
1. describe PerforMances in= descriptive

terms

use nontechnical terms

Persons crigaginia in monitoring actiiii'ties in 1A-Ci
above, snail not he Participants :in- actJel

1,T07ra rrim i rig aOtiNi ties irr the
under 'eonsidefation. At the SEA leve: guidelines
exist to au,-.Lt and monitor 94-142 evaluation
related activities.

at LEA provisions exist fc StZ.Z".:17ing

appraisal of participant in;holvernent in and
. reaction to.the assessment-pacement orocesi:.

A. Parents
1. Reactions to 'their own involvroneht

degree of participation, tnd rnIte.tinr.;
dynamics are obtained
Degree- of 'satisfaction 4.ith outcome is
deterMined-(With follow up as appropri-
ate)

LEA 'Participants teactiers,- n atars.
psycnologists.

.1._ Reactions to their own involvement,
degree of .participation, . and Meriting
dynamics are 'Obtained.
Degree of satisfaction with outcome is
determined (with follow -up as a pprour:.
ate).

tX

Source (item 1 above): National 'Association of State Directors of Special
Education. Functions of the placement committee in special education.
Washington:: National Association of State Directors of ,Speciat' Education, 1976.
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procedures described as operational in Connecticut -appear to be very much
.. .

characteristic' of the placement and planning activities of -Many LEA's, the
results probably have widegeneralizabilit0

,

pata from the research program on PPT functioning cited above have been
- drawn on' heavilyto develop' criteria which, if operationalized, can_ be helpful ink

improving as well as monitoring PPT activities. For example, Yoshida, Fenton,
MaxWell, and Kaufman (No date,. ti)' found- that program,implernenters,
especially regular teachers often, were not present at-PPT meetings. They found

.'also that. there was not uniforrnitY: in cOrnmUnicating`PPf information. Among=

groups receiving'',PPT inforrnetiOn, e.g. regular teacher, special education
ather's, and support personnel', no 'group received written information- with

Consistency,yand, at best only 59% of one group of program implementers.,
(special education teachers) received written and/Or oral communications from .-

-PPT's; other program, iinpiernenters received written communications even less'.
frequently. Yoshida, Fenton, MaxWell, and Kaufman (no date (b)) mite 'that'

."most information, 'except for that communicated to the special edutatiOn
teacher' was communicated orally; dcictimergation in the form of written.
communication was produced `less' often," .W;shida and his:associates goon to

'suggest that "one poSsible method for reducing the informality ';of- the
communication network is to::-proyicie the program implementer with written

.

docurnentations of the PT-decisions and the file of information which was used
to arrive at these deciSions, .ryiethod'is to assign one PT member the

responsibility for cornrnunicating-,with all program implementers, thereby
reducing not, only the number of different messages that will be transmitted but,

_also the tirrie&Mmitments of PT neMbers: for communicating the PT decisions!,"
101. Finally, the 'authors note that 'Regardfess of the method used, PT's

.
ust- develop, procedures for verifying that the PT decisions and the student's

program are transmitted without distortion in order to insure thaf the decisions
arrived at with th consent. of parents eq._ the ones implemented" (p. 10).
Reieerch- based observations:such as those aboVe were the basis of such Table 8

evaluative criteria as items 22-24. 26, and 29 431,

Fenton, Yoshida, Maxwell, and Kaufman (no date,Abi) foUnd that "(a) not all
PT's have an.accurate idea about the scope of PT' activitiet and lb) that PT
mernb-erS'recognized -"dUtiesTdif'fetenrl yettording-tq:their';rolec-specifically-more----;
administrators and support personnel, recognize the official PT -duties than,do
regular education teachers'! (p. 8). In yet another 'study, Yoshida. et aL (no date,

a) found a strong. positive relationship between staff role and participation in the
PPT'process, especially for:regular and 'special-teachers-and school piychOlOgists,
in 'which schOol psycholOgiSts perceived Ihemselves as :high status anti, high

partictents-, whereas teachers perceived. themselves as low in status and
participation. The results' from this latter study were the-besis for Table 8

: , : , . . _

eValuative items such as 13.'1
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The research cite5/ and the examples given are meant be illustratiye
possibilities fbrusiiig research results to build criteria which perrn4 an- evaluatiOn
of the effectiveness. of PPT ,functioningwithin the 94-142 context, and also to
guide LEA's in structuring PPT

When 'PPTs function inefficiently,,or When all PpT members do not participate --
fully,' se-ors of ,commission probably result. That 'is, 'to the extent that 'few -;

,`

specialists. participate and:hence bring only limited pertpeCtives to bear on any
given cate,,the probability of erroneous Classification is increased.

?Any criteria' for ideal: PPT functioning have:been presented..-Meebng" them will';
pose. a ',great challenge. Por,examhle,there.:is' no .lainsaYing that deieloping
methods to assure &loaf -Status PerticipatiOn among a group compriSed both Of-

-,Pr,..ofessionils and non-profesSionalS (i.e, parents) will be difficult. By putting
'forWard the redLiirement of equarstatus participation among' PPT. participants:as
a ,desitable:115T outcome (and other ickealiied criteria),_ it is to be hopedthat
research and programme -tic activities Will be stimulated to'accomplisff this as well
Tie:other:desirable objectives2and that-'94:1,42 implementation Will'be the better..
because of theseefforts.

A- progryn of folloW-up would ,sofern to have three tornpOrients: (1) A timetable
of activities, vybich Was, developed hy the-planning team as narrorthe I EP: (2) as
nearly as possible origirial 'PPT members, 'but in, any case; the parents; and the
child's regular -and/Or =special teachers'Hal a set of guidelines vvhicb.,dirett

.follow -up team composition and functioning and.(4) an (EA,:Peson resPOniihle
for certifying OW all LEA guidelines for follnw:up activities wire met. Details of
fallow-up dimensions may be found in 'Tables

= Paradoxes in Personnel
-Preparition and 94442 Implementation

SPECIAL ISSUES

The best protectiqn'in evaluation proCedUres is'to, adequately train Personnel.
Clearly, the definitido of protection in evaluation procedures should . be
interpreted to mean evaltiation by persont.CoMpetent to engage in testing/assess-

.

merit activities, to resPonsibly 'interpret the, results, and to adequately plan
instructional activities' on evaluation and other data:Guide/Ines and check
lists relating to X94 -142' evaluation aciivities,while useful `palliative's, will not
solve- the basic'and fundamental problems in personnel preparation 'that now
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exist These problems. w'Rich concern the adequacy of training for work with
Handicapped children in schools, must! Come'throUgh legislative ;changes at SEA '-

levels, and probably from a national effort as'Well. For example, the requirement
... . .

that children be educated_inieast,:restriotivaemiironments alsOobligates colleges'

and universities, and state credentialing, agencies, to adequately,train personnel

for suCh.-work.'-Coursework: .and'or::C,orripetencies for work 'with exceptional;

children should be-,required of 'candidates,seeking:reguiarteaching credentials. In

one large State having aCorri. petency,based program for credentialing-regUlarf

.feaCherS,',and Otherwise gearing'uoto meet 94-142'requireMents,,'no:cOmpeten,

c:lesare yet mandated that deal'-with knowledge''bt'experience with mildly
handicapped- learnersfor regular class teachers" (MacMillan, ,Jones,:Meyers,,

141975, -Course work-and/or experiences, and competencies for work. with:
ethnic, minority groups similarly have not yet enjoyed widespread 'sadoption.'.-

Moreover,' many teachers, do'-not ,poss.ess-knowlpOge sof .prinCiples 'Of tests anitt,

measurement. Such'backgroundis essential, to,-the proper use jof tests and,leSt

results, perticularly in instructional planning. Indeed, an 'f early study

(Goslin; 1967), revealed. that than 40 percent of;teacherS' surveyed
nationwide Study- had had more than minimal eXposure.(one,course.):to training

in test and measurement techniques. A-sizable, proportion, _of. teacher's had never

had even a single course in measurement techniques oCattended a clinic at which

testing was -discussed. Moreover "elementary and private secondary 'schOol
teachers in" particular report a. lack of exposure to formal instruction' in-
measurement with-more than half of thOse whOreported,,..0-indicatingAhatthey

had never :had any 'special :training" (Goslfr.ii, 1967, o. 127). it is POssible,

course; that principles of test. use were- acquired informally., However, no
evidence was presented on this 'point; and ,one dotibts that this was in Not the

case.

ini depth of teacher misunderstanding of tests and test use is-.great.'Goslin

f 1667) rept0;13:. itxampie, that ( I) teachers tend to view standardiied tests as

relatively accurate rneasuret of 3.student's intellectual potential and achieve-

ments,- a' fact which may be true --for some students, but 'surely Must be
OuestiOned for others:, that (2) teachers see the kinds of 'activities measured by

standardiiecl test5 as, irrIPOrtanZ deterrninants of such;:academic' success of

children,-and to a lesser extent, of their success in if after schoOli and (3) that

teachers believe th:4t:,:considerable weight should he given to test scores, along

with' Other measures such as school grades, in making decisions about allocating

,. pupils to special dassen, ?ectirnhiimding':sti,irlents for college admission,: and the

like. 'Finally; t4), Goslin found that 'teachers who exp'ess confidence in the
accuracy of stet Aardized. tests also feel that they measure the qualities necessary

for future academic and nonacademic pursuits. These, teachers also believe that

the abilities- measured are, 'to a significant degree innott.i. wither than learned.

Further, they, tend to'feel that cOnsiderahle weight should be given to test scores

in making dedsions.about.pupifs. Teacher opinions of test use for instruttional
planning'was not' reported' by Goslin but, obviously: systernatic 'exploration of
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such matters would be valuable as well.

The extent to which formal and up-to-date training in tests and measurements
would modify views expressed by Gos respondents, is of course, unknown.
It will suffice to note that many regular teachers appear unknowledgeable about
testing and assessment matters, an understanding of which seems necessary for
insuring protections in evaluation, and to implementation of other aspects' of
94 -1 42 .

questions need to be asked about the training of psychologists (and other
,personnel intimately involved in 947142 evaluation activities) Who.often are key
persons. planning and placement activities: Some states reqUire no certification
of school psychologists at all In these states it would be difficult to insure that
psYcnologists: have adequate backgrounds for their work. In most states school
psychologists are credentialed; some credentials are .competency based. In
California, as in other states there' is no requirement that the school -psychologist
have teaching experience,:although competencies are mandated` which require
familiarity with instructional programming, And even in states where teaching
experience is prerequisite to school, psychology certification, there is not the
further requirement' that the experience be with the ,populatidh on :whom
asseasnwits are to be made. Thus a psychologist, may have, had all his/her
teaching experience' at the high school level, yet be engaged primarily in
educational programming with Oementary Ichool children.

Psychologists bring a number of-skills to the assessment and placement process.,
They often haVe special expertise' in behaVior'Management, in interviewing and
in matters of ,classroom climate. However, since a. major focus of activity under
.94-142 will be upon the use of tests and, other -evaluation procedures to plan
individualized educational programs, it is imPortant'thatattenOn be given to
the 'professional qualifications of persons (psychologists, and others) who
presCribe or deliver evaluation services;State credentialliwatquirements will
need to be reviewed carefully to determine the , adequacy of proviiions. for
personnel preparation to engage intuch activities...

Ta summarize, it has been suggested that protections in evaluation procedures'
require personnel adequately trained to use assessment procedures for instruc-
tionat planning, and other related purpose's. Available eVidence, suggests that
rnany_regUlatteachers..(and,other_personnet). may not be -adequately-prepared--for7-----
947142 evaluation-related'. activities. It has been speculated that the deficiency
may reside in SEA credentialing requirements which do not adequately mandate
competencies to carry out 94-142 evaluation requirements:.The extent to which
this is in Nat the 'case needs to be-carefully investigated. if fOtind to be true,..
appropriate corrective steps must be taken.
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'Testing and Assessment,
Special Education Theory,
and !EP Development

Testing and assessment results are closely tied to IEP development. First, the
results' of: tests and measures are used in part, to indicate that' an educational
problem does in fact exist. Second, test results may be used to pinpoint areas
presiirried to require remediation. Third; tests will be.used to determine whether
the intervention activities have been successful. In order to be of value in this
test-intervene retest process, assessment instruments must be sound. For
example, a test must be reliable. Reliability is related to a -test's validity in that
the validity coefficient cannot exceed the sgtiere root of its reliability,
(Cronbach, 1970). Similarly, tests must not beracially, culturally, or linguistical-
ly discriminatory,.requirernents which are at the heart of 94-142 protection in
evaluation procedures. Criteria for assessing the degree to which testa meet
appropriate' standards of acceptability' for use with linguistically, culturally, and
exceptionally different persons have already been presented in Table 5 and 6.
While problems of adequacy %exist, they are probably solvable, even using
presently available psychometric technologies...
It may be possible to develop tests and measures which, while not racially or
culturally discriminatory, do not predict any educationally meaningful perfor-
mance, or provide information which facilitates the evelopment of, instructional
activities. Thus, even when appropriate bias-free tes are developed, we may still
be faced with more serious problems of (a) he absence of established

frelatiOnshios between the attribUtes measured and school performance, (b) and
the absence of a theory (theories) of teaching - learning in special education. The
two voids are, of.courte. closely interrelated.

.commenting on the first void (a above); Orasanu, McDermott, and Boykin
(1977) remind us that

in order for a test to be useful in the.description of what a child knows
relative to what is to be learned, the test must offer well defined taskiWhich
are essential components of what must be done in the performance:of some
COMplewskilted..behaviOr.'such as reading. That is, we cannot give a child's
readingtest c#rt show that the items on the test are well defined, in
the tett taker's eyes and that they relate to the skill we are trying to teach.
This renuirement Presumes that a complete and adeotiate anatysis of target

skill is available. Adehuate task ..........s describes what n'persun must do in
order toDerform successfully on the final task,. e.g.. read and comprehend a
()age of text: furthermore, it must identify sub. ills :so that tests can be
constructed whi0 rnonitti; a thittrt flCogrP.5% cm them! 'cntripontg)ts
(Orasanu, McDermott. and Boykin, 1977).

In using tests for IEP development it is assumed, that we possess valid
information about the growth and development c.;1 acatiernie. and social abilities
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of special populations, that we know something' about the conditions under
which such growth and development takes place. about the upper level of
grpwth for, various kinds of achievement for different pOpulations of handi-
capped (or indeed non-handicapped) children, and that existing tests and
measures are,. developed well enough to be sensitive to any changes that might in
fact occur,,(Jones, gottliebGuskin, Yoshida, 1978): Regrettably, we cannot say
with any certainty how inUch growth can be expected to occur in students with -

various learning and/or behavioral pro files taught by method A oynethod B, nor
can we be certain that very many existing measurement, instruments are
developed well enough to enable us to confidently measure pupil gains in
attievement, a critical requirement for evaluating IEP effectiveness.

Moreover, Morrisey and Safer (1977) note that ,

. to measure program/tEfrs effectiveness in terms of pupil change indicators
(e.g. achievement) it would' be necessary to confirm that what was prescribed'
was implemented, and that.the variance that was observed.fmeasured'coUld be

. accounted 'for inOerms, of implernentation', Thit 'would be a Particularly
difficult charge since lEP related activities will have varying correspondence to
elements of the prescribed educational plan and -take up varying amounts of
the instructional day. The problems; coupled with the inherent-difficuities
pre-test/post-test methods of measuring /recording pupil 'performances, suggest
that it may be rnethodologicalty difficult to asseaa-,IEP effectiveness in this
%Nes" .'MOreover,'the precision and.frequency of "documentation that would be''''
required. to collect reliable data make use of such methods prohibitive.

Therefore it may be most deilrable to consider, multiple and varied methods 3f
effectiveness cost, resources, satisfaction and pupil measures. At any rate,
determining appropriate measures of effectiveness i;vill,be an initial difficult
task... fop. 35-16.)

Theory is critical to the development ,of instructional activities, and it is to be
regretted that so little theory of the teaching-learning proCess in special
education is available. While all manner of tests hive been used to predict various
special education outcomes. only rarely has the selection of measures been
guided by theoreticd1 models or considerations which generate the basis for their
'election. which predict various special education outcomes, or which explain
how they function singly, or in interactio to lead to some specified educational
accomplishment (Jones, 1978). It is ttit_.-t0 See how tests and other
evaluation procedures can be used effeCt , y in developing !EP% in the absence
of such knowledge. ,

In the 'context of their. discussion of competency based teacher education in
special education, Sen-Irnel, Semmel,* antilMorrlsey (1976) stated the-need for
theory quite well_ They noted that

Theoretical conceptions r°3t seek to identify those instructional and
pupil characteristics which rnost probably relate to pupil growth, This implies
more than the construction of hytx.ithestit rotated m the effects of one rip, of
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:iministrative arrangement over another. What is needed are efforts to
construct models which suggest that teachers with specified characteristics,
who demonstrete specified observable teacher, ,behayibrs, with pupils having
specifies t learning characteristics will produce desired pupil outcomes within
the limits of specified educational contexts. The complexity of Searching for
functional relationships-between prime, process, and product variables in the -
study of teacher behavior demands"elizable effort_ ..-Theory is a powerful
tool for organizing such an endeavor. It IS to be sure, riot the only promising
strategy for uncovering meaningful relationships between teacher behavior and
pupil grorth. But it is in our Opinion, a necessary component of a total
effort...;t0emmel at al., 19761, pp. 200-201.

It should be noted, in summary, that adequate protection in evaluation
procedures should refer as much to insurance that any tests and assessment
procedure be 'valid for the deiielopment and assessment of instruction as to the
requirements that they be free of racial, ethnic and SES bils. With so much.,
justifiable concern about the racial/ethnic bias of tests; too little attention has
been' given to the tests' educational validity,. Obviouily. if evaluation proCedures
are to be validly effective for use in the development of IEP's, rnuch theoretical
and research, work will have to be done.
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II a child needs a comprehensive assessment, there is a second level cailed the educational
assessment service (see Figure 24 at a district or countywide level consisting Of highly
specialized, individuals. Any child Who needs this comprehentive assessment will be
referred beyond, the school appraisal team,
Source:, Brinegar, L. Partners in learning: focus of the Caiifornia master plan for special
education. In J. Jordan (Editor). Teacher,please don't close the door. Reston,, Virginia :'
The Council for Exceptional Children.,..1976.
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The Prince. William model. A planning guide' for the development and .
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implementation of full services for all handicapP ed children. Washington:
NatiOnal Associatio#) of Statel:Directors of Special Eclucati6ri,1976.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to cfevE.ilop ci-1:rtria-tot irnp ernenting' the`pir ,,;ons
of. Public Law 9.4-142 as described in :she statute, in-the con9riessioriat eavrt5

-11re:ating to the stattitefand us f'i.irther de,:e:ciped ,in the -Firikai 1:3;it9tiatio.ns
pubiished in the Federal Register, Tii;Jsclay Autiust, 23, 1977, P6rtt1.-The focus
}f' this paper is or tii6st asiptcts of the.st3tute,whicride'ai with- equai protection

:be test; sn'ateriais; and proceoures used for che POrPosie o eYaktatirit--
and placing handicapped ch;ldrk:ri_

rnaiorThe ciapor ivi.411 be diviitled f+: o' . Chaptar
. _

.Pubirc '-i coric;tessiona: reports and .t.he 'finai-
requiatiohs whic:ci are to tier\ri benchrrit)rks forht' f.:e men f. f cri Teri
Chapter -2 vril1 present the rhri!iert maior

f cnstuf,:: a SS L.:7MT; ti ri.barart-teristics, arid
iirni'tations of ,eaksh tribdti. it -0;i11 witht.ti_ii-def1riiitions Cr terrrts;

va;icii-ty" "Plias" and "fairness" are apnecpriifte fiar

Cihz;P,-tr 'vvi]; Pres:'it l islesiiri an ssesis:rierit
aiLthree irnottes. properiy -it.catti yield raciian..t., and
norfcGsorirninatoris- ,outcornes. Chatiti:r 4 orE!.311't serist!s of-checklists and
ratings ,/Hcht cioverr,rnnted or 01 colild use to ;),,iia!titite; the
cixtent tb which particti1itir tet.c.ift.brbrsititit.ires fuififls., the. recliiritirritnts

5:4

F-;APTER I: RE V1 (IP i ;1
LEGAL RECIlIRPMENTS FOR

P430TECTION 1 N ENS.t+ UATIO Ni P

,Types of Evaluations

,:si:,::: ..i the. i.. ,-; eye, tiDi i On ';',--it:;ins
nro.,:edy--,.. u",,eri ,;.:r 7 .y. 2 ' ',,ii'7::.;:;t- .;.!

c.r..i;l hand itiabctied .,.1.7.i tf -O.:: nakt' a',a t,j713 tht..; tl:h.,.:,:fat1/26 _Tincl

f e 1 a i.. od seritiCe's thitt tne r;tiiiii needs. Thf:: :rr...-) means it_iii,ss.:,:iyfieti, t.,:e,t± sr:ist:,--t:y,-.0,-;

....... .jiri.s.J.,iii:,:it s. iti;:it..ii.:C-i.i.ri-ii: iii., z:,:r.i.r,.,:i:,n,i;TiiSteretf ..-k,-ot----,

: ,,..;,.ir.:. ._iF,'.;J =v .11.i (i-1..',(.;!-t':..;;T: ,:z: a V .:i2 '' ;:,'-: a ''
Yfoc.r.!;:hirai Sa :yuilt,.. lS 12 ; a .500 .. .,,,,,,:nsisn.:. '.' iTly7F.'uii;ib;;.- w)+:!
-Persewq01y Id:Jo t; f i"abfrflr-Sj ). .

T,ii:ii-i tiiniii.i isi ei;tiii :stn.:, ;:ire irii.:iut1i.::si iiti th,i, ii =i: ios et.iiicernici, ...c
;ri assiiisiticrit;rit, t 20ja(::rn,,':nt, c,,V,7111.,:Ati, ;_1!-V.,t thU rf.,:if-:;:+17atiOrL

Prep t tir) 37A ;,1
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action taken' -to ;alacerner,t. dicap.o.et! in a c

education pi-o9r3rri. -Before any ar.-..tio taken 0..A.,ith respect -t0 the initial
aceTnen t a handicapperi in a speciaCeoucation progren-k, a fuli and

evaluatio:n o -tae educational needs rm.:5z be conducted in
accot6ani.t with the requirements of 12 a:532" (20 U.S.C. 412 f 5; (CI

0
2. Reeva;Liatir;.` is. addition, the protection in assesrnent requirements ato
apply ZAD he t)(0,-.:dure:i :o be ,.;ser..! :n the trienr,ia: reevaioelion; mandated by

thr-; ":Each sta:e. and local oducationa! zrgency 0-la!! insure. .. (b) tha't an,

eva:uaziori the based on procedures which meet therteauirements gilder

i2 a,532. is conducted every-tnree years or more frequently if conditions
.--Narrant or, if the child'. parent or teacher requests an evaliiation (20 L.S.C.

Conseguent:y, oeches sugc;r:S.tf..)d pei.)er ars-..,,to both' the
preplacernent suosequent ce i ion be made 'of

;th1;dren essisty.-:eri sOeciai tf,or

Purposes of the Evaluation. Procedures

Rehor: tt..,n the l'Se!nati.;

Chiidren

94-158, Fitiut.:atioh fOr All
the rvii:s and

=-,ot=1 4-nrqy tiZeri) are two'
One

o;- it:e. capp;. 'that

servin iS

infn..-,.'rne.Oon on , functioninc.: 50 that an

. th:tt

ii-"('.i' 0.:',.. ;:;i:: -., Cad') C.:01C. ? . T!11

2 IIW
2;eri :2C3'2,..:4:2,` tl: 11',..:t) i, R;,.,l'...,t,-,ir: P- c)::: , ,..,,sc..1.-:..b,-,-;t: th PUrt)Os."?n tri; ijcationa!

roi.;e,5.. :t'',..; tint? z. i_ a ,.. :.:::i);.1 -11;or,5 :r uz.: t:iki::

r..4atte in, ;t.,--tJt:r .:;-; .;7...t-. t'n-t :i ccf<:! ri;,.:,,Fn ;)t,::ptD.te :;:t. ...sts:tat:1. ±,_a

"i'-4;_et tilt. thi her ne!..rt,..,.,-'

i0g) '.:(10CEdiOni!
1140`...q_ chL:d's :Jo

tha!
.he e-ibropriate

(Sonatc: Fit tort NIci 9,1-168) The rules

h:te nz,trrteri,

f.rt 6czjort) pr(iv 1 ;Fte://:!!",it

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



bre. 7ti!tei two dirneNions of tests identified by Carve
_the psych*ornetric" and th edurnetric. They' are atso conceiptuatty

separable into. the ''diagnostic" foricti'ibri and the "intervention" function. The
trier concentrates on (a ascertaining th.e histcirical and cstioiogiCal sources of

handicapprigtoriditionand ib) describing the ourrent"characteristiCs of thC:
The-1 atter loclites .;,5re.scribidg aporboriate interventions_ Th;_is,

procedures designed' forpreolac.entierit evaluatiorr or reevaltiadcd under Public
-Law 9=;-142 shouirlJnciucie some= n-ieasures dirtscted at the identification of tde
nature of' the. handicapoing condi,tiOn ;:wirt seismie measures directed at, assessing
eclucatiOnal

The'Nature of "Nondiscriminatory" Asses men

A!;;7 no ol?tIneci in the statute, the Senate
Federal Register, there arestverai statements which provide; some

ight into the'intent of 'the taw.. The term is -used ir. t dif t cr)itste.xts trr -
app t;D:- :Yiti 0;1 t ahons: c0._iittiren with physical handicaps and

reftnOrity'rFiCial,anci grOiJos.

iioncilisCrirhinatory Assess'oJent'of chficiren with Pfrysical Han !caps_ The riles
and rent:dation:3- in,trilus the concept 'cif-"dondiscrirninatory- asstissitnent as
avo . -ii,rsoneoust'ciass:fications th phys1cai,haritticaps
Regir, i2 a, S.3'2 [0; Trie,staterne-nts, cOrsic_rnirrg sutst'i evaitiatiorispreserit 'the

it23. (he ;.ricstitti-iscrirnintitisirv" evaioation
s;;110ht.i.:,1 be,tit to,

ensure that whi;r1 t;') a z;h inTpai=r,-;'d sensory, manual,
skiris :he test results ..ictioitrateiy r,efiect the child', aptitude

',-rdzittsoreit tii.sst purpit.,rits to rneasure. ratner.
refiect;r'r.i imPaiterl sanso,:-;, rriarioal., -.;peatting-

hP' sk;;: ,A=hk.:1- 11!:.1r;00. t.S rneasurel,'

2. 1-19cioitv

_,tai: 1 _e arid. an
irttatinry .3;e5.3Ple t

,arthe is a!st:i concerned
,;icrIbiv,-; Ds rion-Eng

e'Sta siates that ean state
Thai; t.

OC9dUrS

d;Scrrnt

-ter,al itit',-rrr: piacemifint )1an,=_lic.2iCirAti

rar'aii" or ru irttly
tC1 Mr rv,ino.r.i3.;;(1 1.0 havr. said

);;Inir=
and indicate. that sorpe-sof the est.rig us;:iel to.

:occmttr rthildren disabili:ties' or rnor;_ .sv.!cifiri,sharKficaps

r1
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,

rion-English,spe.akirig ch,iltzirE.in. cite as a specifit example, the very sound work
of Dr. Robert L.v\ijiliams of -Washington University in St. Louis, who recent1,,,,
showed that some blacir.,- Outh. perform poori),' on some intelligence tests
oecause of the vocabulary used. Congress Iasi year attemptect to remove- such
biases b;y writing int6'-sec.tioci, 613 provisions banning discrrininatory te:
(Cipogres'sierial'Reco,rd-A-iouse, iu 29. 1975; Mr. Muter, p. H7763).

Further !nsig1IL i s Pr0vided by Senate Report No. 94-168 spe'aks

, re,aelitediy 'of the "mica ssilioaiori7 -"the CoricnittE.-!it is deitiphi

,:',,t-prir,;erned about practices anciOrocedUres which resu1t in classifying-c.hildren as
haiingy,h,andicapping conditions when, in' fact, they do.. not have ioch
con,:tt tion'" A :rnajOr issue 'f-with respect to problems of ide.ntification and
cfassificatiOn" trientification'procedurtis or methods which rE.,suits
in erroneous ciassfication of a enik1 as having a riandicapf..-)ing conizlition,!!, it is
char that tne t....orntnittee is -prirnari',-y, concerned with takintiP "further steps in

, in provide that positiv e. action t againaken against erroneous
t an'd biiiryjuai children and.against the ir,vrilk se

ot 't
.

the :tar,r:rrient from the Feirieiii Register (121a.532) which, deals with the
':errhnenus- ac' witti ohsicai hanciicans k rebfirased ss

proiintleis a (oFi of nont.iiscriminatory-
as wU ti7.3 raciatv tinz"..t

nave" tia--....ri:'-,I=E---.,ar:le,s1:;r,in- the oiigiria1.

-Test:. r r ;-1

,.z1(irlli:1:3reret.,-.i to. zi cht tiers 9 :.'tirtirra fro: cf;6,

:-esuits thc,ctlifcrs pitidc 'or
Cith':7" tht,- tf r,t1thtt,

t ',' !!? aC±:

whic:h t-hiEr test pi.ir-pc.irt,7,
_ .

. , `
. .. ,

Multidimensional Assessment'

Th'iti, si,atue :.i,-.10-,s:-',;.i.vai, --no woodure shali -.ii--:: the ,')e Vii- :f,bi-
i:iiet-rh;n'inn .:.iin' ilp'...i7rt'oPrii.iitte iir_it.ic.-iiition,,.0 -,-.np'Qt-ii-irn .fr)!', o cf- ii,1_. 9-:11.42,

:'` 5' , ...r.7 i.ii,-.J- :hi: i ...,:i::ra.. iiii.pc,rz .:,,i'izi_..ii=i-: 61 direilts' ..t.-.:11 c,::-,E,rimissinni:ii,.Ai,-1,,,
,

tritit. -t),7,, Singii-;, test ,7,4 typ:-.:,ti .','::::. Or plr,T:6::,..i,.,ri:

55. 'he !',cm: 4:0'tn'i 'ii-:- piiiCerni:2Fit !ii.d r.hzir i.iii, rtiiev`ant ii-i-fhirtn,44--;n f;itit-i -i:,:,,. '.' -,

ei2',i'eird !.(.)' , i.';:! iUn na! 56iii tier fli the -!:hiiirs i!, in riie- p'iacerriet-4t .i ::,

-itt:i,:-:i-r-tiirTi,,,ti'i...,n,' . . , ,

, . , ,. .: -,
.-' -:...

,. 1 ' ,- -.
,.

.
,

itryd :tircii.iiiriricii-i:ii. iri'ij-i,r; Federai 1q4,:: tar ati:.,,ven ':-,,...ki: ,rg,:cific. ;i:ii:,,ijt'
1:: i:! the Maric & tests prO,ed,,ires is

,
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aooropriate health; vision, hearing, social and ern:-.?tiona status': general
intelligence, aciKfernie performance, cornmunicativE: stews. and r.hothr

12 .1;1,532(311F ). In the. "comment" followit-ig the atrwe statement, reference
is made to "psychoiogical, physit al. i4r adaptive benavior'', assessments,
Placemeht procedures are. tio -cfra;4oupon information from atvariety of sources.

-aptitude and achievement t.t.stsf. teacher recommendations, physical
spinal or cultural unit tih r.': adaptive behwv ior"

i.,12 I I

commer follow:jig the above mate. h.. makes-i_ clear, howeyer. that not-
all C iri7 t s1cns need be measured in.overy instance. 'The agency tiould hot have

all sottrces inst,trii:te. The poin't of the_ r-eistijiremen t is to insure
1.,hat more 'star one sOurce is used iniinteroreting ev.aluatiOn dma and in making

0;lce,n;antc.iecisk.ns. For ali of the named slirr,-;es h7!..I\,q: to

he fhr,a child ,tvriose sus:pectaisi theti('Noljk,1
':qt the necessary' for c'erf.ain other' banclicapt);.r,t chilistren, such a child who has
a severe '11. ation t.:isorcier h;s p.;-imary haridicap.''s

Characteristics of Measures

charzicteds(:s of, the measurement instrurren,ts are specifjcaUy mentioned
in the st,att.tte andior documentst test vatifttion ;.) d

n

'specific porpos.e for arm used.' The. term l.:ttaiitlation,"ito'iirie'-ir
left ilirice;fteiri. irrie fisir valiiitatirio- an' --artioi..tfar measure, ti

it); :Yor.

antfr in otifitzitiiishinti;: -a sot o...
pro'repritan of 1.k:a c.valt;atists: proced

ztl tt r-rr

2r(ICediJie,to prQ,

:05
icr ner rat .to language . i'auth rna,erials
(ir+1+4;i:ik!' <rri adrhinistered ,

uniess n.kiafly is ;lot feiii:;ibie- do s6.

int

a rd'.; int:r

Characteristics of ,P jcementPersonne1

toste0 his
prhcooluroti shaii
oda

to Report . 38 '..ritliceti.ts- :it._- i:-..oht.torr-ii that. has been misuse .

-



respect to problems- or identification and classification is . misuse pi
appropriate identification and classification data within thee.duizational process
itself." Two general proposals-are made to ameliorate this situation: trainintl ,L;

personnel and the use of the piacement conference.

Training Assessment,Assessment Personnel. The,r1,11..s and regula,iions . jiate th==t
tests and eva"wation rnateria!s be ,adrninistered "Floy trained .i,ersonnel

coriforrnance wiith the instructions prOvicliad-by their producer."

2. Multidisciplinary Plqcement Conferences. The ieg;slatiOn and the rules and
regulations make the assUmption that wider representation in Ole .olaceme.rit-,
oiariningiconference, is ,likely .to reduce misclassihcation, For example. Senate
Report No. 94-168 states:. "The Corrimittec has designed- the.-inclividualized
Planning ri,onferenoes as one method to prevent labeling ormisciassificaiTon:. liz
the Federal. Register the rules and regulations' stipulate' :fiat p:acernent
procedures should that 'the. olacerrient decision is made b-,;) a group O?
persons, includiing persons knowledgeable about the child the meaning of t)le
evaat;or data, and the place.menit options." They do not go so' far a: to
(ec'orrmeod that a parent or acommunity-advocate be incl-Utied in the Plcernir,;-

1-conference_ hlowever, the, possibility of including nonschool persons is implied-in
the phrase "persons knowledgeable about the child." Related to this requir;i,

-men!: is The 'pto:iision that '':he-e' aIuatinn ;s -made by a rrililtidiscip:iniary tearn
-group of pe.rscins. including at least one teacher c other soeclialist

tbe area of :iii.ispeoted disability" 1c' mention ninth
.tn;;

Summary of Major Legal-Components

c-f th.! th-e:n

FeelErai ;3;:eiister evaivation
ths,,

ro;:rosi:dp

rrIce

i-.r:Oacc.rnen aor.' DrOcejj,
alit

2. arr.;

;s-sesir,,(; r,e."p.

conti t or:5 and c:r21,:irc::" who
andlor
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,

il. :Assessment i o be multiclime.nsional.: it is to cover "health, visjorin."hearing.
.t:ntiofliariai status. ge_neral teqenc. atademic perfortn-ance, corrinnu-

,ccative- statius, motor abilities' and 'psychological. and adaptive
essesrnents. Scii..iiices of information are to include. "aptitude Arid. .

teacher recommendations, phYsical condition, social or
wa backcitOund, and adaptive behavior."

5. tvlesisuri:%s4are tO oe validated' fra7 th.e sPecific Purpose 1or which they are used
i-ovided in thiitl's native language:or-mode of c.ornrnunicatiOni

6.Assesstrient procedures arei to be conducted by trBirivj personnel acting as a
mp,scpery teem.

CHAPTER 2: ASSESSMENT MODELS :-

.1_INnER1.2T'f'NG THE R EQU t RUMEN-TS.
OF_ P. L.,94-142,

misiPt the Ment_itite fOstriulitidimensiorial assessment, which includes assess-
ment of organic,: adaptive behayily. and tje.neral lntell;gence, requires
the e,!ahim,)r unv three a:5eszirrienCrnocie!s: the pledical model, the -social
adziPti;:il"-? and the naa grvade. Ear.:,n of these assessment'

:ehs'.-tcTs dif-ferent '5,7,t' c-.;t:etic..=71;; the: Child is ba.seitt on its own
def-iinit;ipo -oi .Piirrritii.ila.bni)rrhal,- set cif :and ;ts

IS t 'Vt1 c Ins ff
'-.1-!!rter r7.10(2,:- the type, it,f measures

i:::-)T..tr-c i;!:.,e 10Y eFictl Centriel to the task of this paper is the fact that each
si <lit-fat-en! i.:I:trrn,i,r-tr-,=11

t7:7i;J1 :',:jni=rite:, definr; of the nature ci! test
and ck.thioaily nondiscrirn;niqory assessment."'

Prop.:r interpri':at.i0o rrieasures jesed..;,)n each rriodel re(luices that thc)se
tsial.tinif,-; an assessment nave an unzlerstanfig of the 7,.iss.,,r-ricitions and
of the rr-,otleiii.5) are using as well as,frairing in the'.

Fic tti;ists.
r.sarx!r

afF_! to

're Medical .MoN

crii..,dictriode is the rnost farfi'ilir of the three rnodels. lt has beeri callea
the_ ptithologicil model. the deliGiit model, the ,disease rricidet, and theclinical
-,nociici. et is 7.7,.(;,._1;,:,..14Lt,n.;:v.:7-.;h to .lmrstar
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and combat bathological Condit the crga sm.

Questions Ad,dressed bV the-Model,

'Th4 rnetfical mode is designed. to answer que.stions aboLit the state of ''the
organise- 'Hence,' the measures- of "health, Atision, hearing arid' motor',

abilities- (Federal -Register .121a.532 ) and of "physical"physical condi tion"

IFederal ReOre.r rrianclated )ay- Public Law 94-132 Will
reciulte'e a uat ors to utilize the medical assessment model,

DOM,' tion Notrnal/ilitnorntai.
An abnorMailzy in the. organism defit'ied is a process that tends ',ti) des-troy the
blidiogical nitegritiyi: of the0i-Onism as a,living system. and to interfere with its
Puri c 6on ng Such pathological proceses ere,: itleniifirrl by their

th,F: medC,-;:1MCKIE:: normal tends to be a residual category
1-i:insist= of theise 'persons who do not manifest. the, symptoms of pathcio.Tii in
sorne.,is!tuattons., sutth. as spastic or palsied ct...inditions, bell:hilt:it:al patterns are
inttytprete.cliss syrriptonIs organci. rnalfunctidrinq. In ;urn cases_ there is the ,

iairnPtion that the behavior is the nesult pathological conditions in the
prganitrn anti not the resutt i,,en

Assii -ns of the Medical Model.
The' rnedical mode'i assumes that the symptoims are caused by some biological,
ctandititif.i lh-the organism ditease lesionchrorrosornal anomaly, or

s',,,,'e.ptc,rris are tiefi.ist4littirs..

identified, the
hsirden of proof rests with the kiisalt.iat9r MOdei to present

e that Dr; tt: L.

1. ZI;S:eip* en3,r3Cti:frSi-

1.ics of ,In e' are irreievltht to mak dlagriosia or prescribing a
eatrnier'' The physician does nO neeici iarou'av a person

patient has been reared to diatinose and
nea:i-siClntftliiiiiiess. a hearing loss, or other

uathoioales. The o e ion of the rneditiel e-;-iciericte of an 0:'ciaric

asis for the condition.

n-:;! -!n.)(1 t-0(.1 .:;, i':,e?.:i e..ri li,-.,",:lrSi 5c!:" :-.. !: ::.e: FaCt

iiii... a I.tie hsiman ory isin iiirn all i-,tirnan societies': There-is a slititile.
rtif - ,i,f i-,.-tir:iris i;.i.;h e.;:r be ,tiriftilit:ti t,p .i:siiieiss the nettith 7:::V1.5 ,").

,:tri\i- l'.ornari. i)e
:t- pit to ;-:. -c,,Jrri::in i:-.rtrai-iostri and in, r-ir...it '::ir".,..,' '=',1!.-!:!; L'i!ri-,...V..!;,,j.' C,r'..:,._11t,irC.,

CCInS;e1.4:1 t the- medical r.t-icir.itil is cuiti,/ net. rne i)kirilian tirgeniisrh

ri.,!,),.:in,:,:s in sirn:Ir i)ish..i.:,:r. 7_:7, ;-,hy:iic.7..11traLierta anti iii setise prticesses regarrliiit.:s of

the ct.ilii..it el i

4



Focus o :.4ssessinerl!.

In the irredicac'rnorleL s the. for:us of ssmant-abd patholor,..ry
lE .,2rCe the person; an attnpute of t e-organisrn.

say a..::persori .;.:,rbercuiat or has lenr:et fever; tt,,altoholds ,that, ..
can r.txlst.unrecrtiumzetl Hence. 'iNithin {his ;i odel. it ts

eri to screen" Populations .or',:httiaririo-sed:-or undetett,dreathc,,lOies.

t!dc)1 Measvre:'neo
Airhpocib rtiedicto 1:^r et ' r, st part

dichrotorribus. pe'sori, either- has measles or rir..)es'inot'-have the meastes,
zubericuio4ri. or does not have tuter:P.I.Ilosi,;ttrid so .rrarth. The4modet. tends' to

,persons'' into thos,r; x,yr-to are.

thosta ,are i.e., have sins-rtf pathologY-
ths 'r-r.:.dJoal model- rnsiasdrt.is and have.

lch ,are regative!y01-rr

'.:. othe.t-hari,..l. thi,,tlegrEe C:! t:ts,, i! .a.e, measure.d., -pit,
e,'-iipe a ;.)ei'son- achistvos-20120virron, no- atternnt is rn.v.-..--.: ro cieterm ,i; , Is.o..r.i: -

.
rjetter than °`-'0i-21i..):. C.2,:roe...--a .i.-:'r' rson,Fte-,:, "Pasect' ati.iaiurflitry'.aeuity m.eas;ire, no ..

attc:rriPt_ is rnat:e -zo di-',le'slz'il;lht ie.riti!s. t aitilit.,/. Medicai..Modei rneasurs tendt ,.to f()Cus On Cirer:,,.CqS-, counrinr (tfle number , rors.--

The

if
errrii

if r1

st:ores from avi=rtev

-
clear!sy- itenetiri

1-tie vatdit', Of a Ploot:.,
predict vrii13 velon :iyn-sot, rri

echt.10 rriodc: Pirfilsisr.es is dr.:itrrr.r.ec.

rr,r,del rrir.tasures i.e. health history. Ph-isical

elations.nouid-

tinress ;s

Rail'it find

mt;dicw model rileasurivri tYie

tir:atrni,yrIt nn't

Pat;kground of. the
F74.

tki
=1":10- lritterckrotinri hts Pter nerfor-,

3 ;,,-t4iirt-: ri-ortr r:or Oanit,:, used

of 1)C rrti5

tei are not.

t riccessary to,ctakr: the :ir:tc.oc.uitt

e*5



equally apprQpriatelyithe United States, -Russia, 6rsol2rthern India. or this

reason;_, when measuress.ate us .ti which meet the assUmptiphs of the. medical
model, the .evaluatur heed:not be concerned with issues racial ;or' cultural

discrirhirration. The metrical : M.odel is not sens
istlaracten,stics, Dense=

The above stakemerti does riot mean That there iS- rib corretatjon betwee n
rid :curtuial characteristics and some pathologies. For -eie'rnble,

-..- cell 'anemia is mare,common',among. Afro- Americans and Tay;Sachs -disease -is
..,more ,.c orhrhon, arnoh g,'Iew s .- I t ., concluded from' this cdrrelation

,.that there, is.'sbrnething ;about:the Afro-Annerican culture which produces'
ceN anemia' :Ana..,there is'sdrnelninc; abdixt ref:gion'whicn

producili.,1,-Sacri; disease. 'Rather; causes sought. The. highf
prevalence for these Cdnditions i.,vith-in,:eactitgrc.Nup,is related to CIZ.ariv

''-geneyA factors. E.,vidence- bit lOgicai :T'AnSmisicin Of those Patfr20=1,!3-.

Diagnosit Values."
The perv4Sive . code ir1 medical decision-rnakinc holds ;:-vorse for a

.

physician pathialogy- than ,-is -"Or hirn to .sus ec,' pahoiody,
'continue try make-diatmostin tests and later tn-, find' that-
(Sitlirri::::1,966).-Tbc 1.4c4ief that. ts' "fatSe, nega

,faise'osiliv s oasoo on the rifsurrir;ti.c.):- that; ,r1 ur-,treated batinc.iibgy may
-,r:orsen -an d7:-.ent..-1il ad to death ; ...3d,*.linai.C.!ia ::,

. . ... . .,
),-4Evrnf,;: t:, +--.:. ci-,,,....,_ rat -',....-,-.,:1,-ih.1r.-71!..1a-t ,-,:,;in ,g 'th',, rf 'F.-.:;,*;.:31.rnodi.!! ':::,-... screen

,for possib:bioipl;--,ai )inaiies,,i.is): stat-isticait!i stanrjardized measures, the
valuator strtxiiti r)oply the vaikies of the rne.Oidai `;this -in seUing cut-oft-i,e'vais

.; . .
. . ...-

,:cii.sr A .1-,::-.),-is:ni.
--,, ,:-::

. .

1-n0;'fa. '73 s error in anU Li

"tht_fd are

The SO'Cial Adaptivity Model..

The social actan;i\n'ty mode! has -aiSo Caiieci the. Social sy.-tern model.
!rlf;3,

the-'-asEeS:.-3rnet-!:-
.,

h#Tha4i-)c,;r: ''*'Iai relati:rn d rn:.

OueStic.ipS .:res,5ed th

,The 'sof: i

!

.acacicrT

r
-,..1 Ci.i' j,..: F

.?r t',

'''..r,....)1_i t_ tri'i2 1
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Achievement. rests and /eather recommendation; which are also mentioned in
the federal _regulations -for implementing Public Law. 94:142, likewise qualify'as
measures of behavior. When evalUators are using instrurnegts to assess behavior
in asocial setting; they are"operating vvithin'the.secial adaptivity model

,,,
Definition cif,NOrMai;'Abnotinal:
.Each- social system, is composed Of.social :statuses,. social. roles; and sociatnorms.
The:social statuses. are the positions Which r;erSOrIS:octupy- in a -iy-stem", such as

--the, position of teacher, pupil, .principal in the school.,-AssociatedT With each:,
-statt.is is a social role''WhiCh consists' of' thebehavicitstf .peisans occupying, the,
status. Persons participating in -a social 'system.' share comtnon expectations
concerning, the appropriate behavi for persons -blaOng particulai' roles in the
system. These. shared behavioral expectationsectations are the norms of the-System, The
term "normal ". from 'a .social deviance perspective does not relate to biological
signs or', have' any necesA)ry yelationShip with the bioiogical organism. Normal
behavior is that which conforms'-to the" expectations of other members of the'

. .groUp Deviant or abnormal, behavior. is that which does not., meet group
expectations

'Assumptions of the Social Actaptii,,4ty'Model.
The 'first assumption of the Social adaptivity mode! is That there are ;111.1100e
clefinitions- of "normal"' behavior which vary from social s.,...ste.rn: to social .systern
anti from role to role. It is "normal'fora student-at:00! and .jurtitarounc when

.-- attenclibo a pep rally, but such behavior would be iudge'd as "abnormal" in in
arithmetic clasS. There is nothing, per se, which mak.e6ielling and iuMPing either
"norrnial" oi-r.7abrkirrhal." It is only in relation to the norms of'ti3Oarici.ilar 3ocial. ..-

-setti.ng that the normality -of the behavior can. be ,valuated. Thus. th.e.. social
t,,,. adaptivity model- is highly situati ri specific-, To determine' Whether a given;

behavior is "normal" one must kn. i .0) the social System in whicn. the person
. .

is operating; (2) the status the person-holds in the system, and its associated role.
. . ., .(3) the role expectations or nouns for, fudging the pf!! for:rnant*, of persons-,

playing that role, and 141 the behavior of the person to be evaivatedl-
. - ..

_.

A second assumption of the social adaptivity mat?) is that the norms are not -t
biologically df!"errrli_TIfilt..The_ florins', bv...Whicti.-.a-Pers,-ph. fv:,,,je_per.forrnance.-is'
judged are iyolved in a Political-definitional process. ThoSk persons haiing the
greitest power' in the 'social system impose their definition of "normtil",ori less

. powerM members. Typicoliy, parents, who are the &Kist powerful mernb&s;.6f
-. ttit!., farnity,,,impose their' behavioral 'rtorms on their children, Teachers; the-most-

..,

,powerful person in the Classroom, typically impose their behavioral, norms on
-their students.th' the larger society, thate.aultural groups which: are dominant
politically and economically impOse their behavioral standarcIstr)n less_ politically ..
powerful groups.

- -A

The normative system which cur ehtly gu'itles American public educatidn was
. . -



established as a result of the politic& arid, economic-, dominance of the
Anglo- American cultural group, Public schOol norms require :that'athfristruction ,
be:in Engiisi, that a student's langUage development be determined 'by
evaluating:Prip.ficiency in, the 'English language-, and so,,forth. The growth, of -die
testing, ,movernent, has been intimately Associ:ateci'.with7 the 'public schools.
Standardiied-kademi' achievement and aptitude tests are indirect Measures, of

-the extent to .vhich:a academic performance-meetSithe expectations of
the school, ,Teacher evaluations 4re direct, measures of the extent to Which a
S'tudent's peTharrnanc'e.,MeetsSsehigol norms. Both tYpes-cif: measures focus'von

;evaluating be r in the school- setting and are example's:of rneasures.whici fit
the stic,ialada 'asSessMen,t-model.

Social SystemSpecific Value. Frame. .

i,medcal model; vithicja based universal values-, the social

adaptliVify mode; is based on the, values- of each-social group. Those Values-are
aced through the' nor =ms gioernitig each- social role in each 'social system,

,
Hence;,' the social adapjivitY mode is a multnarrniativernotielwhich has as many
sets o. norms as there are social systetns -and. statuses 'arid within social
S stenis: The values of the school rnay ,cliffer :from the vall.j,sdf the student's
hOrnelOr the alittes the, peer group. The behavior.of.a student may fulfill role
eXpelations:in. o; e tiro =U,a but may.:violate tfre--riorms-Of 'another. TransSYSterP

,trariscultur'al interpretation of tbe"riormakry!: orbeha\iior are inahr;tPPOTI
heneranietipn- stiecific rOle being evaluated' cannot be

.
Joiessi the eoles and 114-gmative tructurez-iOf the two systems are

linked*. An example oyclosely linkecliinorr'native structures would be high school
to scho:?1,

Focus t7. Assesstirent:
-Unlike the medical Model whi'ich views p thaR)tyy. as an attribute. Wtiich the-
oreanisrn carries intoevery ,social -situation, the social adaptivity model focuses

hOn assessitigiueav Abnormalityonormaiity .ot normaliity are )1_0g/bents about behavior,
:about the state Of-the organism. Abnormality or normalitv is not re.gardedias!,

characteristic or trait of the ,individual whose behavior is being evaltiated.
Behavior is role sPf:ci-fic and, norms are role specifl,t. Hence, ititiriments about

being Avatit 1,

Properties of Measureinent Instruments.
tutokisi: social-groups vriaccc,pta

.rrindel

The full -.range of rnezerrterrtLis--pcissible:

it ,. zicceptabie, and exemplary role,
both a deficit and an asset itiode.1:''

__Thetelore,_instruments deigniA as
t.fdect.or inclitect measures of role performance should have a full diStribution of
scores and tf:,nd .form 4 normal distribution. kerns Ihouid !elect behaviors
valtied Inv the gro;i6 arid 'should have -,a' high enough to identify

. ,
outstanding performers.



Vahchty

The yaliclity of a social aclaptivity measure is determined by its ability to identify
Ose .PerscinS whO are succeeding and tnioSe' whO, are:, failing to meet- group.

expectations.':' Me assessment. of ifarnily: rote pecformance: should- reflect the::
family's expectations; the.essessrpent of peer 'group Performance ,shou'ld reflect
Peer''"groOP the assessment of academic role perforrnence;=shaulcl.
reflect .teiCher evaluations, and so forth. The rediCtivt.., 'validity, sacademic

acbieyerrint and aptitude tests has traait;onally 'been;rneasu'red by.their ability
td:i denlify :qhose students,who are judged as 'competent.or as irKo mpetent by
the reacher. Criterionlelated currently cefined\.by . PeriOns' in

.

P'sYctiOlog. ical'measuremeNConforms to a social adaptivity 'assessment model
definition of validity (Cleary,et al 19751:

lt is impprtant tio, note .that the person designing a test of:social adaptivity'does
not ,,impoSe 4 set. of vali..q . on the 'system within 'which behavior is being

adaptiyiti. whether that Sys rh be-the child's family:, the school, tne 'peer group,.
Ieval6ateci. '.: System vaiue$ , ,e taVen as. a "given!' when measuring social-

or, the ethnic-cornmunity. Social systern measures: should embody'-the vieWpoint
and. the evaluations Of persons in the systems in'WhiCh the child is trying to -.

...

achieve an:adaptive.:fi,,,'TraditiOnal ptythOmetric:definitions:.!of!'criteriovelated -: '-'2!

'.ialiclityi''fit the'sOcialaclaptivity'asSessment model, The test cleSigiietaccepts :the:,
value'ji.'irlgrnents'of persons in'thesysterp :as to the type's of behaviors-which are" .:
Socially relevant. and usefiA" or- 'fsocially,,jrnportarit- iCirkwy et af,-, 1975; p;

23). !"-Criterion related validity.. , is simply the''extent to which test scores are
--:.

related.to a .socially nimportant criterion: measure" (Cleary et at:, 1975, -0: 25).
The,decision as to which behaviors are "socially irriportant" is determined by the

.

felativepOwei reqations in the siosialsystern,

#

should be noted, that This definition requires a direct measure of social role,.
:. performance as t'he. criterion. i.e. school grades,' teacher rating, peer rating, etc:,

.

Two indirect measures i.e. test-test correlations such as "intelligence" tests
Correlateilwith "achievement" tests are Pot appropriate measurilSof the validity
of asocial adaptivity assessment.. r

...

Another ' of leter znr ot atibjyrzicri0,,:ppr.t;c_14! -qirect
Measure of a, child's performance, io a particular social! system accurately
represents.: the. evaluations of other members of the social system. Does a
particular teacher's rating of performance in school reflect the rating
which would be given, by (idler, teachers? Does the-peer rating of one:member-of
the peer grokip :adequately capture the ratings 21 other peer group members?
Such -questions -refer to the issue of inter-rater reliabilitY. They are answered by
correlating the judgements of various, members of a, social system with eacl-1
other, For 'example, correla,t16ns between the reports of child's adaptive
behaVior secured independently from a child's mother and father would provide
information on inter -rater reliability in the family social system. Correlations



:betWeen *ratings given ilay various _teachers would provide information on the
reliability of a particular teacher's assessment Of the child's adapti'vefit in the
school,..and so forth. The judgementriof persohs who are non -members of the
:social- sYstern cannot be used to determine-the reliability of the assessments-
made by systern members. Non-members are outside the normative structure of
,the group. As outsiders, they are not privy to the subtleties of the behavioral
norms- _which operate in the group. .Knowledge those norms iS what
differentiatei the "itisiderso" from the "strangers ": or example, a mother's
report of a. child's adaptive fit in the' family cannbt'be validated against a repOrt

.cif. a social worker or a'iteacheryThey are "outsiders.". Their judgements reflect
the socAl norms of the systems' in Which 'they' operate, and not that of the,,,

Racial and Cultural
When measuring a child's adiptive fi.t to ,a particular social sy'stern,Meou

.of racial and cultural discrimination is direetly'related to the accuracy of the test
in predicting the 'evaluations which system members will make of the child's
performance.. Tradition-at- psychometric definitions of test "fairness" fit the
social- adaPtivity Model. ;Cleary et, (1975) have presented a Clear statement

, . .. -
the nature of test "fairriess",Wh'en/operating fnornP'1Ocial'systerhPsseSsment
model. "A test is tobsidered .fair-for a panticufaruse if inference'drawn frorp,
the testt score is made with the feasible random error and if there'i's no"
constant error in the inference as a 'ftinCtion of membershit)'in a particular
group" (Cleary' et al., 9.75, p. 25). Operationalli a' test would be considered
"fair" or "unbiased- if we foliowing fOur cOnditions'are. met. (1) The Variances
are f-loitiogeneous, for the populations being compared (2) The correlation
coefflcierits between the test sccir:-J5, and group evaluations of individual role
performances are norizero and equal for persons of different racial and ethnic
grO-Ups, (3) The regression lines for persons of different racial and ethnic groups
ere parallel, have similar slopes. (4) The regression lines for persons of

-.different racial arid ethnic groups have similar intercepts.

In a social adaptivity assessment model, the fact that -one group may have a
higher average score On a' test than another group or that one group may receive,

system than anothi.;r does riot mean ,that the social adaptivity. measure is racially
or culturally discriminatory, so Icing as the fOur conditions listed above are met.
For example, if an evaluatOr were interested in predicting which''s,tudents would-

, _perform successfully in the social systems of the inner ci ty, he Might ask them to
take a test to measure their knowletr of black English on the assumption that
such knowledge would be required fOr.acceptable rule performance in the inner
city. The Black Intelli9ence Test for. Cultural Homogeneity (BITCH-100)
deVeloped ti?t, Fkibeit Williams (1975), a vocabulary test of J00 words selected
irotathe Dictionary of ,4 fro-Arnerican Slang. could be used as the predictor. The

700 .
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fact that students.'from a rural .southern background or from a middle class
backgrbund might earn lower aeerage scores on the BITCH-100 than students
reared in the. centre city would not be evidence that the test was racially or
culturally biased, if the test 'predicted accurately Which students would perform.
their social roles in the'rnost acceptable fashion as, evaluated by persons of the'
inner City. -Likewise, the fact that central city *youth might be rated higher,
overall, in .their performance-Tbii other persons of the inner city would not,be
considered evidence of "bias," If the correlation'coefficients, were'of similar

"magnitude, the regression lineS were parallel, andthe intercepts were.-the,samee
the fact that the average scores for rural orfor middle class, students on the test
and, on the` criterion ,rnight he lower than for central city students woUlet riot be
regarded as ,evideric.e of racial,. or cultural disOirnination within 'the 'social
.adaptivitv assessment model. Such a situation is depicted in Figure 1-A.

However, if one or more of the four criteria are not met. then the test is defined
'as "biased" and "unfair." A typical situation in social adeptivity measures is

iedesPicted in Figure 1-B. in this ,case.. the average scores of one group on both the
test- and ._the criterion. are 'lower than the scores-'of 'the other ',grout), The.

regression, lines are parallel but' haYe'diffeeent'irttercPPts. When the regression
-line Of the higher scoring groUp is used to prediCt the perforrnaiice of lOWer
.scoring.grciute on the criterion measure, the ,peeformance of the lower scoring

r-'oud is,overpredicted,Tha is. the lower scorir,e group is predicted to perform
better in trieir.sociai roles in the social system than they are actually likely to
perform., If the two groups, are corribineel ,to calculate a joint regression line, the_
joint line will fell between the lines for the individual groups. Prediction' from
the joint- regression ine will likeWise, overdeedict the, lower scoring groupe.
probable social role .r.)erforreance.Henet. this liituatiorediscriminates against the
higher scoring group and in favor-of the lower scoring-group.

A situation in which a test meets none of the criteria,for a 'seionbiased" measure
'is depicted in Figure. 1-C. if the intercepts for the 'regression lines aredifferent
-art the lines are not parallel, the regression lines. will cross': Accurate predictioncl

of he criterion performance is not possible. When the rnajority regression line is
used to predict minority. role 'performance, minority performance .k overpre:
cliCtect above the point- at which the t crossebye,undeepredieted,belowethe.,_______

. - point at which the lines croSs...Bel point of crossing' is Precisely the
Portion of the distribution, in wh i' ,decisions -are made -about, special
education placement If the tow scoring group is,a racial or cultural minority, as
is frequently the case with standardized "intelligence tests, and' the regression .%,

tines cross; 'the situation would lead tre underestimating the actual seident'role
performance of,loVi scoringeeiriority children,'

To summarize, the traditional peychornetrie de InitAon of test _" "bias`.' fits the
social adaptivity model. The definition takes the values of the social sistern,as a
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"given" and focuses:iattenfion on--,the accuracy,of ia.rneasul'e.'insipredicting
'performance, as measured by some critetion;,sucb, 'as'.fasfingsiby members of the
group 1-i the preOicticiO' is made with"thesmallesx:feasibje error and there is no
constant error as .a_futIctibri-of racial or'cuttkarati group,- then the test would be -
regarded as anr,Linbiasetifineasure.Tc; detertn.ine Wheiheria test is:raciafly Or
culturally disriminator-Y,, When predicting soCi,arrole:iperformance within ,the-s
social "adapttyasseSsmerif :Model-, he user musi knit s; Whether thecoi%ai ion
coefficients are similar, whether the regression lines are *elle!: and 'Whettfgrthe-,
regr--eis;oni Ines hat'i theis-ame-ipterdeptslor,,rnembers of different racial and
cysitur1groUris, For a more ciet41--eplaPation of the definition of 'racial and
ciiturar.discrimination h ch i apPropriatei to the i:304!adapiivity assessment

-mode( seelit.l'e.arY .'

Purposes for the Social Adaptivitk or Social 4s-taro-Mot:JO.'
There are twOdistinct -but relatedputposesi-iforasaessing a child s behavior' within
the social adaptty-..or social system assesSment model. 1) One purpose'for
asSessing,behavior to identif4 the nature :of -,"handlcaribing condition-so:that

,

prograitss, treatments, Services, and other resources can be made available to the
ssturfent,Iderttiffolition of the "handicappitag, condition -issrequireci by statutes
-Such a's Pub 9.4-142' which make funding of edutatiOnal, services for
'childre.n:'contingeOt in 1abeling the child asjhayjng d particylar-.,'disability ." Such
categor,iaraid programs_ reOtisire Classhication before lreatrrients and Services can

,

,be made :1,:aable he puPil, Thus,' this fonttion s closely related to

adrrini;trati,e'deciSions,-ff,2) A _second, purpose fors assessing is to
prOvide:-.inforrnation' on% the sedvcat'io0. needs in ord,r to develop
riticationalinteryentiOfl preferably intaiiyantions designed as part of a Coherent

infOriduai educati,i;)nai pfan..-sifh.? .two purposes are iriar to -the two
".. of tests_ described tv Caiver (1974), th psychometric -funcbon and the

eoumetric function,

, The' p rysychre.tric- ttirictit t.,:sts focuses-on prOvidtr measureseasures which will
*

:StablA-AankingOf individuals on the behavior measured. The
aim of-bsycAorrietrici.tasts is to highlight differences !among individuais and to
rank them acC;rding to their proficiency iri..,perforrning some type of socfalt's/i
iatued 1-ole 'behavior. Frir this reason, ::cores on psychometric tests are

oiati-,ve t5 sQrne beirmerlye popaation-Standard
;tistentsifoy thii: kndivicluars'relatiye posit on in the distribution of scores of persons
on whom the_staSt:was formed. Little' change., in relative position is anticipated
from one administration of the test to the: net. since' scores are ordinarily.
standardizea- by a9e,:Such stability in'irefative rank is considered ans,indication
that the test is "'reliabie,'! - ,

,
:The edumetric'function of test7;' focuses on providing information on the
student's current performance', This' infbi'MatiOns is 'to be used to design
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educational interventions in specific academic areas. Edumetric task -are closely
tied to the educational cUrriculuna. The pupil's performance is eva uated against
a,. series of graduated educational objectiYes or criteria which 'have been'
established as representing stageS in accomplishing the goals of the curriculum:

r;aw scores rather than standardized scores are used:It is anticipated
that a pupil's performance asimeasured by the raW scores will improve with
instruction.; Slight emphasis is placed on comparing the pupil's performance with
that of other puPilS. Rather, the indiVidual pupil's performance is measured
repeatedly- and is compared over tirne. The expectation' is that a stOdent's'
perforinanceWill prOgressthrough the graduated series of edUtational objectives.,
if given, appropriate instruction._'

Both psychometric and edurnetric tests fit within the social adaptiviry or social
system' model because they .both measure learned b'ehavior which -is evaluated
againSt..stanclards ,vvhiCh have been seL.by a social group:In-general, tests which
have been' designed for psychometric purposes, such as so-called tests 'ofs,
intelligence and aptitude; are not adequate as edumetric,measures. For example,
no one would attemPI: to design an educational program' ea teach -a- child
arithmetic on the-basis of arithmetiO,subtest scores on the WISC-R. On the other:,

hand, edumetrjc measures are not generally useful-for,Ps,ychdrnetrC functions,

Diagnostic Vakias.
k,.Diaiirvostic valves within asocial syst. n assessment dif4r rnai-ker214, from

those used when operating within a medical rfloriej_ -the- rationale fbr these
values is based upon the sociologiCa c!-ncept of 'primary'and secondary, deviance
and the deviance proCess:,

. There are four stages in the development of a deviant care '',"'Stage 1, primary
'deviance, iiccurs when the behavior of an individual is first labeled as'abnormat.

s. by 'someone in the 'system. Stage 2 emerges when .,others' in the system:-take
action to counteract the 'behavior labeled as deviant, Negative'sanctioris may be
applie4 in an 'attempt to "normalize" the behavior by bringing it jot°
'conformity with "system., norms; Stage - 3- its ',1retclVd when there is 'role
reorgantkation within the sytern.-The perSonexhibiting behavior defined as

deviant is moved from the status of "normal" into a status re Served for those

institutions, such as the .schoolshave fOrrrialized many deviant 'statuses to
accommodate persons' with 4la!ie, variety of deviant behaviors, inch as educable.

-, mental retardate, learning,diSibled,,educationally handicapped,-and so forth, In
more 'extreme ,cases, tie: Offending member may, te .removedfrom the social
system by being expelled from any status, in the systein. Stage. A, secondary_
deviance,..occurs.when the. ndividualdefined as adevianfinternalizes the,,deviani
role, restructuret,ahe self in terms of the -deviant status,,acts out the, deviant
expectptions,;and accepts the deviant definition of the self ai appropriate,,



Labeling., behavior as devian%initiates.,the* deviancy process. Because social
systmes powerkil agencies., Which can mold and shape 'the"' careers of
Participants arsi, ultimately, .may influence the individual's social_ and psycholo,'2,

,identity, erroneous 'labeling. of -:behavior as deviant may have serious r
negative 'consequences for:the individbaHaUncheP on a deviant career. Thus,
within' the social -adaptivity model.; the ethical. code is to avoid labeling any

.

behavior 'asdeviant if there is a shadow of a, doubt about the reliability or
validity- of the label. ,Conversely,,,the' ethic ,of the social adalitivity, assessment
model Nkould...support.maintaining 'child ins the status of "normal".as long as

Because'. psychoinetric ;tests dare used .for making administrative decisions in
categorizing children f or programs and are based. on norms which directly
compare a child's perfOrmance with that of other children; the interpietation
and use of such tests is likely to 'illitiate the deviance ProCess.` For this reason a
low cut-off level for defining a person-as '-'subnoirnal" or behaviorally deviant is
recommended. 1n general...two;or more standaid deviatiOns below the mean for
the ,standardization sample, or the lowest' 2.5' percent: Provides such a
conservative criterion 1Mercer, 1973, chapter: 14), This criterion -conforms with .
the ,current definition of the. Ameritan AssociatiorOor Mental Deficiency which
defines, subnormal Performance as scores' more-,than two standard deviatiohs

4-

belOw the mean on a standard measure (Grossinani19,73).

The problem of.jnitiating the deviance 'process is less acute-when using edumetric
measures, such 'as. teachettoristructed tests and tests linked to ivi;luating, the
achievement, of specific objectives within a .-crite7ion:-referenced' curriculum,
Since ',the present performance is compared with his.or het ciwn past '
perforMance rather than with a normative, population, the testing focuses on
ries;gning interventions rather than making Conwarisons. with others. However, it
should , be recognized that invidious,"cornpariSons, are still, possible"' eveQ when
using edumetric-tests if children who are further along the curricular continuum
are compared with children whb are: at earlier stages in the curricular continuum.

. .

The "General Intelligence': Model_
,

a

The general intelligence mode+, which has also been called the pluralistic model
"(Mercer. in dress); was first introduced by Alfred ainet when he developed a test
Of leari.ing 'from which he attempted to make inferences' ,con,cerning, the
-in telligence"% of the,,,,:Chilcl:Jhe attempt td.make 'inferences about as child's

intelligence, aptitdde. potential, or Mental ability- from test performance has
been one of-the major threads-in testing for the past seventy -five years.,

The Federal. Regitter lists measures of "ge.rial inWligence" among those. test
which may be appropriate in the astessinent of some types, of "disability" (Rules, .

,*
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and RegUlations,, 121i.532,, Evaluation,Procedures,[,F11.1t, requireS-that "tests '

,ancrother;evaluation ,materials include those -tailorild to assess specific areas ,Of
educational need end not merely thoSe which:are designed to providea,sirigie,-,.
general: intelligence. quotient" Iffules and Regulations, 121a.532, Evaluation.

2:Proceduresi(B1). The implication of this'statement is thai'assessment_ tocedures
will include some tests. "deigned to 'provide -a single general- intelligence
quOtient," but that such measures,'cannot,staridalone: r

.Questions Addressed by the General Intelligence Model.

71-hr? general :Intelligence assessment' model attempts to °3nsvt'er questions. about
the individual's'mental ability, intelligence, or potential for learning. It views
"intelligence ". as ar attribute which the Indiv'iclual can apply in coping'with'
solving problems in new situations. For,eample. Termari and Merrill .(1-960, p.,
5) identify one of the distinctive characteristics of the Binet-type scale as "the
concept of the rpeasurernent of a gerferafj6telligtr* which functions as.mentai
adaptability to new-prot4lernSi" Wechsler- i1974 riO. 3 -7 .provides the following
definition:

,s the oxeraWcapasity an inriividual t i. unaerstand andt-.0pe
with the world around him, ) It ftheflefihitionconceives of 'frItelligenoe
as an ,avtiral; or :ilobai entity:- that is,a multidetermined and m,,:ltifaceted
rttty rather-thSn ar' irdepenciet)t kzDII:jei\i-defined trait. 121 It avoids singling

out amil howe'der estern.ed, abstract.reasOnng, as crllcial'
iJver,rhi-JIrningi;.-i7,iOortarit, is ni.:it'ali,irid%c?:l
a i,;erT,airity .not, ;!"; :ArTze

SQ'regardefl. Rather, 1.! is sotnet.hi?v; that i irtfe.'rerl from the Way
trtese-aUilities are 'rAanifesteci under "different conth:lions and circumstances.
One Can irter, an indis;iduars'iriteOisience from, how he thinks, talks, moves,

I roin ati!' wa,'Shk- kind Jr inothec,
aopraisal resrionses ha,, been the usual,',..iray of

inteiiiaente , f In-ferencei are made byi comoariP1 each subjeOt's test
oerrcs:rrnance not with cOrrooSite arje grr?63) btit,excl usiLely with the scores
'frarbed- by individuats in a single !that is., his 'or her own) age group. Each
pe,rsor: ze:-; zed assifejed art. IQ his' age reCo±.7sents his reiatie
inte9iilence rating. This ia, and a1,1 others sirriitail4 otItiniK), are deviati.r.:in !Qs

i'sin;:.e they- indicatri'the annoi,Int by which a skibiect deviates above o' the
perforgiapt4 of indi'viduals-Of his own fernooasis addedt,

---=----Theie7are-ihree-asbects-bf-Wettii f's7diiscusSIO'n,),,vhitirt-are central to tne general
'intelligence model. Intelligence- ;01) coocewed a,,global entity or capacity.

.

that is (2) inferred from the current- behavior,of' the':;nrlividual loot measured
directly); by (3), -comparing- the individual's performance with others of the same

age'. The inferential mode!' it.clearlY statistiaLlt defines intelliq nce in terms Of
the relative rank of the, person's performance compared with others of the same
age. Indeed., Wechsler..i-s quite forthright in declaring that "no attempt has brain
Made to define a priOri the social ana clinical,Significance of any given I0," In
short, no argument s made for the predictive 'validity. of the test in the sense in
which-. "validity" is defined within the social system model. (See the earlier
discussion of the social model.) .
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maliy; Wechsler recognizes that a person's performance and, Bence, the
: inferences which-can be rriade from that performance; are influenced by Ctich.,ral.

and, socioeconomic background. He emphasized the .:impiEirtance:of "the
examiner's awareness 'of the degree to which a subiet's responses may be
infltiericed or conditioned by his culti.,Tr:'and -socioeconomic ba05gsou'rid"co

(Wechsler, p. 7 but provides no. protedure for estimating that influence or
taking i it intqaccount jn interpreting test scores.

Definition of Normal/Abnormal

The definiition of "norma and "abnormal" ittiri the' genera! intelligence
mode.i 'Ts esseritialiir a Statistical defintion, The-statisticai definition Of itnorth4l"
is -liar -tipr, anyone who has been i,nirOductit4 to'ine ',concept-ofsthe -normal

,-
.curike, -In- thiS,rnbcfel-, an.indiv idual is described bys'tils'or'her relative, position.in'a
"frequency 'distribution of scores of other persons who have taken the sarnOest.
.The "norm"-, for the test is the 'statistical 'average for,-the popiffation on whom
the test -was standardized. The general intelligence 'mOde).?:defines- abnormality
acctirding to the- 'extent to which anir,idvidual varies fibm ithe average of the
population on a par ticular.set of behaviors''.'

Establishing the statistically normai, is a straightforvvard process. The investigator
speCities the copulation of .persorii' ,..v1f:cfri the norms- will rte based and then

measures the entire population or a representatr,e sample of the population on
*he -betta4iOrs'Oein9 normed. Scores on the measure are organized into
freduenc:z distribution, and the 'average :score-- -i.e.., the statistical mean -
caictitated.The mean is accepted as the north. Customarivy,, Personswith scores
,that deviate not more than one standard deviation above or below the mean, are
regarded as failing.' in the "normal eange:.and nttakCufrapproximately 68 percent
of the population,' Therefore. in the statistical 'de'finition, normal equals the
statistical mean pius or minus,otie standard deviation "-am the mean,- ,

In,,establishing a statisticai-norm, the..tesr maker. uses the characteristics of the
particuiar,population being studied to establish-the boundaries of "normal,

1:i4:r) tte:populaiion on which the teSi is-normed -iS changed, the boundaries So
"normal" will also be modified. IF: a fundamental sense; the persons constFueting.
'and standarcii,zing a particular test determine that range,-of behaviors which wiI
helOnsidered "normal" when they made the decision concerning the population
on,whic.h the test shall be.ricirrned ,thlercers,1973,: pp, 2 ff.).

-There is 6iting tradition in psychological testingsupportiog thefrnportance of
-deaelopin "local" norms for tests irothose situations in ;iiiihicti'a local.popylation
-cannot be consVered to be part of the universe from which the 'ample was -
selected for purposes of norrahg the test. When grour.s can be shown to he from
different.- popUlations,- statistically, it is not appropriate. to,;combine these
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populations.fOr purposes of calculating a Sinie:norrnsfbi the test (NIerCer,'IV) '.When a statistic Imodel is used ,ito define, normal performance, the,nOvs
emerging : from measurements' taken --on' one populatiOn, cannot. be. safefy-i:-,t, ,.
generifizecf.:124yOnd' that poPulation; . Unlike the,:tilediCal Model, stitisiicai-:.

. ,

definitions of 'inOrrnali.,are neither tiensoCiefal7pOr,uni.4fsal. They are te,Cf/c14
- the.popUlation on whicWtheteSt:'Was normed.

umptions,of the Model

es .generat.,-;
are,'thade aboUt; the indiyi0.1

hgencex! basedpn.nis.or 'her -relative position M'the distribution of Sc
other_Persons' thYa est reds capcannot be measured- - directly; be'cayse shat ,require-,assessmem. o

genetic',Ieorrip6hent. of perfripittanOe',.the'genOtype. An:individuars'-genoli
only be '.e'XpreiSeti t.hrolgh ibehaiioy.::leemetl 'in a sociti anc.Ccultural-Setti

:.phentliype. The test r-reasureS--what-as.Person has learned,.his phenotype. On
basis -of his perfOrrnanciOnJerentesare made -about :the'natUreof hisgenolype

general: ititettigenc!(-'Model assumes mat it is ,possible 'to "make -valid j
in.ferences, aboUt'.the genotype from 'norrned'and';atirnialstered
Persons using the "general intelligence._ model are cpnStantlymakinginferentes:
about '9er1P4Oes',on the' '..basis. of the Apr rtnrepente of -phEmotypes:, The `logic'.
behind these, itiferences is reiniveli sirrOia, kit the assurrri,t,ions are rarely met in -. .

. 'actual praCtice_

11)1f- two 'Person. ave- aneqUal -opportunity to 14arn :,tne types bf cogri
linguistic, and rn !enatlta) r);JJ,0 ;nfOrrtlatiC61nif they are. ewally. motivated :to' ',earn these: skits and type
information, --?3), if ttley ereefit.raff'y, rndtiVited to xert thernaelvesl'Zn a to

-situation and e,qually, farnillae:With the demands of the test situation, tha4
are'euc {ally' free of emotional rfisturbarIce and ar..e.;.e.dc:s. that might,interfere

2 their nerforpance, ?5) if 'they :are equally 'fr'ee',of biorbt:i;af 'dysfunctand
organic-difficulties that: might have interfered r,,ith their ieain,ing th,": -materials in,7-the test' Or might 'iriterIere .crviith test perforrriance 1-4.heri:any 'difference between

.,:their performance on a':test tfiat rn6asures ;!..xtflt to viirich the`i-haveJearneci------
",the'se cognipve, lirigastic,-and rnathernaticsal skills and'iacoZ.ired certain. type

kilcrwledge..is probably the retuitof-diffe.rences in thaie intellecttaal.encio eritor 1earhiny potential. Sirroty stated, i-f li.aming opportunities ,acid all other, .

are, equal, thrlse persons who learn 'the. most and wrc..perfofrri: thz. etprobably have the greater mental; capaCiry than thOse.4hp-learn'the le-ast and
most Poor!y. Of c-Ii.se,..071e- MaiOr ;no thf's it >gic in-

interpreting, test scores. within a' general. intelli9ence mode! is that all factors are .--,,seldOri,pual
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--.- Value Frarrre for the Model.

.

The ''genetal, intelligence" model is based on the premise that persons who learn
quickly and who can solve problems effectively are valved in ali'liUrhan-societirai:A- . -

and that such. potential should- be cultivated,-, both4Or'the' benefit of the
individual and the'lletiefitof- the .larger. Society. Therefore,'itJS important the
assessment processOOidegtifY learning potential ii children which may not :bave,
been recognized. because of Physical :. handideps' or : sOcioCulturaidiffereneei'

.

?,,,%* °between the backgrOund of the. chilrfand Abe'eipeetationt,of the school.

Focus of AssegOient
The focus of assessfrierit is on the behaviorof the child in the test sitUatton.

"'However the evaluator is concerned with going'beyondl.description of test.
behavior and rnking inferences about the student' s :general intelligence.
eautiotis inferences aboul!a.-.child's probable learning potential may be mbde.

from 1-liv'er her .oerforrnance one. test'-if the assumptions of the model can be

Properties of Measurement Iristru rzi ents: ,, "-, : i ,

Instruments typically used in the general ihtelligencemodel are so-calledtests of
. intelligenee,i such as the'4aribt.is Wechsler ,Scales and the Stanford-Binet; Such' ^...., :-

-4, ._

/ tests here first develOpeo;ilairB' et -arid Simon in .the. earlil 900stoSidentidentify
..

those French childreri-whoSW not be likely to benefit from'aregtilar public.....
school eduction. Binet actolittpted to choose 'items for his -test with which all. .

persons participating. in +-'itncti society would' be familiar. This, pra.cticehas '
-continued. Consequently:: the 'abilities and skills'.and knowledge covered.inthe.
typiaal test .are selecte4.frOm-the,particular cultural stream which sdorninant in
a.particular' soci'ely.1(Mercer, '19711'. Although some items. such as arithmetic,'

.

v' may be'directly feta tert.to icademic-curriCula. Other s. are drawn from the gener,i'..-
cultural of the dominant cUlzural: group (Mercer and Brown. 1973).: The':
language of:the:test is the language of the dominant cultural,' rtau The tests H'.

attempt to 'measure- how much the individual haS learned. about the language,
style of aridsodlai institutions f the dominant culture.

' and -the extent to yvhiCh he or she has'acquiredthe-coghtive skills valued bY..the-'2,.'
. .

dominant grciup2i'Arriy test of an .individual's learning i.e..'achievement in a,
. -Particular. culturar-settihg Could- be used as the basiS'.. for inferring learning

potential provided the assumptiOns of the inferential: model for unifrring
"intelligence are :Met. HeWever, iri indiliidual- sse the individually
adrniniitereci,:test is preferred' tiecaUse there are fewer 'uncontrolled variables,
such,,as the tril(q,.reading'ability;. the cI-4ld's 'ourwe. aipaperand
bencirtaSk;arici'so forth. '

The interchangeability of so-called tests of f 'intelligence" and Aests.of 7achieve,.., .

mene! is cogently.cleScribecl by WeSrrian-/(1968}:-JenckC:41912); and Cleary et
(19751. Wesrnan states, All ability tests .= intelligetitie. aptitude, and: ,

. .. .

,
achievemerit 7-- measure what the individual, has learned and they pf ten 1,':,

. .
, ,. ..

. , , . ,. ., . ,. .
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measure with similar content and similar process ... Such lustification as we
.

have for our labejing system resides entioely in the purpose for which the, test is
used, not in the test docUment rtself. If our intent is to-discover how much the'
examinee has learned in a particular' aiear,,.12.-Welabel the test an 'achievement'
test If our intent is to predict what sucCeis an: indiVidual.is likely to attain in
learning a new 'language, or a neW job, we seek thosespecific previous learnings
the possession of:which bodes favorably :for" that 'future learning, and.we.label:
the test an 'aptitude test or ,a 'speciaiaptitude test, lf our .intent is to Pr'edict.,
future :acquisition of learning over broad areasbf environmental exposure, we

,seek. those -previousleamiags'thepossestion of:Which will be' relevant to as many.
future 'learning :situations, as we can . anticipate. Thit test we label an

, "intelligence" test The selection of test 'iterrl's or sample: tasks,for the three
1

purpose may or May not differ; but in each instancevihat is-crielisureci is What--
,

% was .previously:learneci. We are not measur;ng-qifferent aoirites: we jrq;mereki
attending to different criteria,"'(Wesmari,)968, p. 269.)

Jencks states, "Many (test manufacturers) cis`inguish, for exarnplebetween.'
'achievement' and "aptitude'. 'In principle.' achievement tests tell whether
students:haye mastered some body of material that the tester deernsin-itoortapt
Aptitude, ,tests : theoretically telli.Whether students:are, capOle, of malspqrig,-a ,
body of n-tatelial; the ,tester deems important.' trikOratice; however; alltests,.
rneasure both., aptitude and achievement. , . If two students have had the same

''opportunityto acqu'i're verbal skillianci 'if one has .picktt-the'tii 'u while the
other has nor, the test does indeed measure 'aptitude:.-,But if one child has been
raised speaking ,Spanish and another English, the 'test measures the Spanish-
speakihg child's mastery of 'a,foreign language. lithe Spanish-speaking child does'
worse than the EnglishsPeaking,- this shows loorer 'achievement in this area, but
it need not imply less aptitude.
achjeverrie4t tests beecdrie aptitude

,aptitude tests become achievement
rigid-,clistination between ,aptitude

-When everyone is equally 'well prepared,
tests. When people are unequally prepared,
tests, '$n light of th7s, we will not make any
and achievement. We will sirnply'try to use

the term that seems appropriate in a given context," (Jericks,,1972:, pP. 55-56)..
When persons underelking the assessment O# children use the three assessment

-Ymodels correctly, they 'differentate carefully between,,t6e use of a tes1 as a

Measure' of "achievement," witnin- the social adaptivity model and as a measure
of mtf1.19flnc" vvithin the Plu'alistic .geneta inte ,igence' Mot

Firially-,1Cleari.et all f975) reach a sirnitarconclusioti, "There are no differences
in kinct, ,as- noted earlier. betWeenfNnce and 'achievement, or between.
'aptitude arid achievement-There are, 'instead) four' dimensions appropriate to the
description of 'tests and the repertoires they sample, The four dimensions
discussed are breadth, the extent td ,which 'a, test is defined by a specific

leducatiOnal program, the recency of learning sampled, and the ourpose of
the-test. The authOrs then Lontinue, "The dimensional analysis is ;useful in
indicating why there is coriftision concerning the proper category in which 103,

77.
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wow.- 1 place certain- tests Just because differences, among test: items' are quantitative,".:-
and not qualitative, it is possible for one man's:intelligence test to be another
Man's: achievement.'test. Thus, Jensen '(1968) 'Categorized the National. Merit,-

"SChplarship. -Examination as an intelligence :test,. but 'precisely 'the same items,
,

were used in the iowas Tests of Educational Development for ,assessing,-
achievement." 211.1

.0,

Definition of Test -Validity
,

Precitety,because, one man's intelligence test can be another man's achievementi is' the assessinencrnociel within which a test is usect rather than the test
per sefwhich determines whether the ose of the test for a particutar purpose is
"valid": The general intelligence ,model assumes' that. "intelligence" is an

attribute -of 'the pvrsot-i. It cannot be measured cdirecthi b6causeeurrent
forictiOnintireflectS sorn4 combination of the:person'sbicilogcal endowment -and
the person's cultural- eXposure to the materials in.: the teSt. Therefore, the

."'.:ndiVidual's "intelligence has to be inferred using the 'inferential model
r .

de-scribed earlier in,thii paper:this model is essentially statistical. The validity of
a, particular inference within the' general intelligence model isdetermined by the

,:exterit to , which the procedures used to-make : an :inference about the .

.

"ihtell igence' or "-learning: potential" of -a :Particular, person meet, therenbire; -.
rnenis,of the inferential -paradigm on which2such conclusions ,are,b*ed.' If the - .:

.' ,,i . _ 1-,',. , , , 'I''''person- is being compared with others Who have had the same opportunity to.
learn the materials -1h the test, have' been similarly motivated , to learn those

,

; materials, have Pad ,sirrillar, test taking experience, ire equal with ,respect to
., . emotibrial disturbance. anxiety, -an

.

d physical disabillty,, then Pie procedures
::: ',meet 'tne. assumptions Of the infe.renti,ai model and 'are "valid". If, any or:VI of '':

' the :above conditions are not equal, then the procedures do not Meet, the-,:'-

* assumptions of the inferential model and are 'invalid." Thus, the requirements'
,

. ,,, ...
Df ;!le intefer)ti31,7xiel for estimating. 'i'learriing potential' encompass the issues
raised in P: L. q4.142 concerning both, the nondiscriminatory assessment of
-children :Viith physical handicaps arid ,children 'fi-OrriS noti-Ang10 tore culture
backgrounds.- -'-', ,' , .'

, Validity withinthe. ;general intelligence model does relate to predicting some
criterion performance. Criterion related validity is aPpropriatewithin the social
adaptivity model. Wechsler alludes to this distinction wrierr he declares that ''no
attempt has been made to define a priori the social and cl.nical significance of
any given 10": rather, intelligence something that is inferred from the way
these abilities are manifested under different 'conditions and circurristanceS.,{)ne
can infer an individual's' intelligence from :how he thinks, taiks,)noves.- almost
Irdin any of the many .ways he reacts to stimuli of one kind or another."
(Wechsler', 1974, pp. 3' 7). In actual practice, it has-b4en the logic of the' .

inferential :paradigm rather than some' type of .crit.erion-related-validity which
has-operated in clinical- assessments. It is significant that during the testimony in
Larry P. v Wilson Riles, only one study could be found in which an individually
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---4-i- administered -test of "intelligence": had-beep :"validated4-for':'elementar4 school;
1 ,
children. against a direct measure of

..

social system, performance such as grades ,-

earnied,iin academic subjects , or teacher, ratings of academic performance;
Apparently, the validity, of ,,Using'a test'-for-,the purpose of-iriferring..Intelli- -,

gence. has, in fact, rested On the lOgic of the,inferential paradigm rather than
empirical evidence Qf predictive validity.

Racial entir2u,tural :Dixriininafitin.fr.
Charges that tests ,are,,raciatly and culetirally, discriminatory ,haye ,been,locused
priMarilifbh,, the interpr tition'of -tests 'within the:gene,ral :intelligence model.
(Bernal, 1976:,JaCkson 1.91.5, Williams, 19751. The definition of.a,raCiall\c and"
cultUrally 4CsOriminatb' y lest ..within-, the general, intelligence model differs:
markedly i frtm that'. within the social atiaPtiv-ity-odeli. 'At ,relateS to;:the T-,

, . , , t
assumirtions ,of the inferential paradigm whioh,:muttmet,before'jqdgernerits,
can,legitirriately be :made -about 'a child's' "intelligence.: ". -FOntlimen tally.' the -.

.,,,,,,argument ':,ii that. children from . those , i.acial And cultural grOups which do not
f911Y -share in the dominant Apglo core cultureiof Arrier:Can society' dO not have,
the same oppOrtunities to learn thernaterialsjn"the tests, the same motivation to

learri-:,the materiels in the tests, nor the- Same :test-taking -experienCe as the. tests.,
. ,

., children. from ,cbteyoulture,.,vvithhom they ,attbeing cornp'ared,,Therefpre,--:-
no inferences can be made about their "intelligence" , by 'comparing, their,,, ..

.

,,.
-performarice.on the:testi, with that of children who,hvenad greater esikposure' to.,

the culture from Which the test, iterns'ai'e 'th'a'Atri. Since the assurnotions of the
inferential .model are rioCrriet, the tests, are "biased; for making inferences about
the mental capacity,4'intelligence," or learning potential of nonAnglo children,

Thus,, the, definition of test bias _in We get eral :melt; ce ,rnodel corrEporitls''
.closely to the dictionary definition of the term "bias, which means to -show

pattiality, to' 'favor unfairly,. or to make inequitable 'comparisons'fiNebster',s..
..-

. .

.19661, In thegeneral intelligence- model,- a test is biased itit 'shows Partiality to
one group by including mainly ouestions from their cultural heritage and few, if
'anY., questions from the Cultural heritage of other groi.0 and then makes
inequitable inferencei about the "intelligence" of the groups Orithe basis of
their resPonses to the questions.

: .

Five major lines of evidence are used to establish the cultural bias of a testin this

(1) Exarnination of test items. If an examinatiorI of .test itefh5 reve.als that that

'questions, the2test 'language, and the performances expected . of Children
represent esingle cultural. heritage, this fact is taken as, evidenCe that the test is
biased (Mercer, 1975; JackSon, 1975; Williams,' 1975),

f2)Diftereno. es in Average Scores. Differences in the average scores of different
racial and cultural groups on the test are further evidence within. the general
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intelligence _model that the test Is biased. Differences' which are large and .

statistically ignificant indicate that the two groups come'. from different
populations and that the groups :(a) should not be combined for purposes of

*establishing a jointelorm.-and the norms established on orie group are apt
.r)

appropriate 'for making inferences about the Intelligence"of the other grout)
(Jackson, 1975-). , =27

... 2, ,
It should be noted that in the-general intelligence modellidiffererlOs in average
Scores ion- the test' are cited as evidence of 'test bias. In the serial adaptivity,
model',..,the-piYchoriietric definition of btas:which is appropriate to' the model
states that-differences in averageAtores are-irreleva(It to the question of bias so -

long as the PredictiOns made/torn tge'test. are unbiased'. The social advtivity
'e .

.-
-. model is 'enncernedwith bias in predictinTfuture,performewe 'Mille thegeneral_.1. It,. t

intelligence model, is ;concerned with bias in Making, inferences about general
,

intefligerice..-Ine puss of the two models are different:and:the-definition of
- ,

what constitutes a racially and cultural y discrirrenatory test is different for Bach S

model,
..

.',t3) Heterogeneity of Minority Populations. Minority groups in the United States
tare internally very ,'heterogepeousi Some members of minority groups are

members: of minority groups are completelyoutside- the Anglo core culture.

,structi.kally and culturally integrated -into- the Anglo-Arriericaree4ore. culture.
Other members of minority groups are bicultural. Participating partially in the
Anglo" core ?::ulttire arid: partially in their non-Anglo- tradition. $till other

some native American tribes, who have.insulated themselves from,the don-anent
They may be:recent migrants to the United-States or members of groups, such as

'Anglo cut tur$1..in either case. children reared in Stith 'non-Angl ici zec1 settings may

not speak the English language and may know little or nothing about the
American core ctilture. It can be demonstrated that those minority children "who.
are reared in families whichare structurally and culturally integrated into .the
core culture, perform better" on tests of "general intelligence,- such' as the
W1SC.R, than 'children who are from bicultural backgrounds. Children from
bicultural backgrounds perform better on such tests than those from families
who are completely outside the Anglo core culture. Ckifferences are systematic
and linear. The average scores increase progressively as the children in a

-!if"--.---,--partretil at-VOW frOitc-i-KoTo-Aaiii riiki-iyatv-vo-citids-: wytiefo--.-or-er*Arr---
scores is approximately 15 points (Mercer. 1973). The finding that ,the' average
test scores on the Wechsler scales for minority children increase progressively as.
he 'families. of the children are more acculturated to the Anglo core culture is ,

presented as 'one ,line of evidence that the tests are sensitive to cultural
differences and systematically discriminate against children from non-Anglicized
backgrounds: Therefore, it ,iS' argued that such tests cannot be used to make'
inferences about general intelligence when testing minority children,

(4).-Experimenfal Studies:' A fourth line of evidence for cultural bias when

113
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making inferences within the general intelligence Model,-comes from studiei
which demonstrate-that minority infants:who are,inyolvecl-ewith their mothers,
in soclalizaton programs .which increase their exposure to the langug? and
Practices of the _dominant Anglo core culture.-perforrn significantly better On
"intelligence" tests than coMparable infants who have'not been involved in such..

.interventions'. Differences: as large: as 33 points have been reported (Garber.
1975)%

(S) Minority c.shilcit'en..Atiopted into Gore ,c'ultore Homes. Findings that _minority_
chi dren- adopted. into middle class' Anglo 'homes do significantly better than

-,their cOunterparts who were riot exposed to the dominant .culture through,
'adoption'providea -fifth line of evidence for cuttnral bias- in making} inferences'
concelping- general intelligence from test performance (Starr -and''
'19761.

Prcu.?,p,sa/. forEliminating Racial and Col tura] .disairnination within,the General,:
intelligence' Moder..
A.Cornpite discussion of the variety ofspniposals, which. have been made Ito
correct for the cuitural bias in tests is 'beVond-Ithe scope of this paPer-'2Two

-general approaches have been pro:posed: developing; new -tests.- and Inoclify.ing
existing testa

eavelooing-.New Tests.-

(1) The search for the "culture-fre test was hasechcin that'l(Js.
possible to develop a,test consisturict. 6f items which are -free- of all culturai
inflUerice. Efforts in this direction hove 'birn unproductive since all learning
takes Place` it: a 56Ci.:,-CUi tOra: .==tCngand all ,te:;ts crieasurt-- learned behavior:
V`lesrhan f 1968) and Williams (1975) both agree that the for th

-Culture-free test is futile,

(2) The-:.:culti;re-fair" test has been ptirstied along ..two tines: the Torilmon
culture approach and the balancing items. approach. The common-c.ulture
approach assumes that there ar..tasks or problems which` are common to all
cultures and that a test can be developed using only such items. "To be equally
fair to all perS0n3, an inifi;ligenC.e' tk,!7..t :ihOulci present problems that are

and' Eells were unsuccessful in achieving cultube-fairness with. the common-
. culture apprbach based on a series of..."garnes; (Cronbath, 1975). Research on ,

the:c.ulture fairness- of Cattell's CutureFair Tests for Measuring, Intelligence
(Institute for P'ersonal'ity and Ability 'Testing, 1973f:is limited and inconclusive
SoMe investigators have attempted to use Raven's Progressive Matrices (Raven, ,

1950), and the Goodenough DrawA-Man Test (Harris,, 1963) for OkOSS-.cultural
assessment On the assumption that the tasks required in these measures are
common to all cultures_ However. difference's in average group performance'';
persist (Dennis, 1966: Irvine, 1966). The psycho-situational 'context of the

nS



testing situation presents numerous complexities in communication which make
it difficult, to iriter0ret'perfarrhance cross culiuraI1*(Mehan,;1973; Roth,1974;.
MacKay, 1974; and Eier'soff, 19731. Other investigators have -proposed'develop-
ing'ciifture,fair measures by including aheqUal 'number of items from each of.'the
cultural,' traditions of persons taking the test, For example.,'a 'test designed for
Hispanic, black,' and white children WoUld intliide.a third of the items from the
Hispanic culture, a 'third of the iterbs.frorri the'Plack culture, and a third of the:
items from the -Anglo -core ctiltury:' Breland, et al. (1974)- haS, dUestioned the
tr6ss-cultUral stability of test' items, 11.n addition, the political feasibility of
requiring 'children f TOM- the politically `dorninatit'-grO6p to: respo'ndjo' twestions,-
from a _minority cul ture; is questionable.

(3) The-;-.;culture-spetific" test has also Nbeen proposed., The 8 ITCH-19o.
developed by Williams il-975)--is.ari example of a test designed` fir persons-from a
minority culture. the -primary ,clifficulty'With this approach'is the tremendous.
cost of '.pfodkkinn' a- lame varietV_ of tests, one for each sub-group-within- each
etheic group. Na single 'test would be. appropriate for all black children because'
their cultural ibackgrOtinds'range from the peasant, background of the rural south
to the middle-class professional family. No -singletest .wbuld be appropriate for .

aILHispanic Children, and so fortkl

(4) 'F;ome ,Sinvestigators have hypothetized that the develoPmental stages
riescribed by 'Pieget could Ortp;irle a cro.s-cultunal framework :fair assessment. -De

;Ind 1-i.;vassy (1975), have developed tent t.-.stromen* fOr this purpose.

Modifying Existing Tests. .

CI) jtre trans) -dlion of existing lannuages other than Erigllsh has been
attempted as a: rnE.ians of controlling for, the inappropriateness koj an, Eriglish
language teSst,when assessing a non-English. speaking. child. HoWever."direct,
trail S lation of vocabuiary 'items is -frequently not possible. Translation also
changes the difficulty level of items;: because those words 'which are used
'frequently in 'OriE.' language system ancl.hence hayea lower difficulty level may
not be used as frequently in another language' system. The content of the items
remains culture specific. Smith (1.974)studied fourteen different versions of the
Binet,-revised fur 'nine countries from 1908 to 1960, aricf.concluded that each

78ineri tem natra--dif filrent loading whiten was bound-sto a bar tiutlar:-titne
and loca:e. Studies of Spanish translations of the Wechsler scares repOrt'similar
difficulties :(11/16r4n, .1962: Coyle. 1965). If a test is 'translated; then the item

will need to he recalculated: the item:.r:ontent should be chaged to
reflect- -the cultutal 'of the newlanguage,systerty and the 'teSi would need
to be n5.normecl on the populatibn for which it is to be used. 1n: short, a
translated test is essentially a new instrument and must be restructured and
re.standardizerJ.

(21 Changing the procedures for admin tering the test is another modification.
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whith- has been used. fame examiners have varied the speed' and power
components of the test based on the assurription that, given adequate time,,,
persons from differing cultural background will perform in a similar fashion.
Schwarz_ 09631 contends 'that there, are, unpreilittable complexities when the
speed- pourer factor_ is varied in test administration..Changing the wording of
questions, providing additional cues, changing the scoring procedures, and other
modifications in 'the standardized administration prOcedures,make it impossible
to interpret the scores within "any existing normativOramework. knew norming

,the test based on the modified procedures is requiredbefore scores can be-
interpreted.,

13) 'A testtrainretest-paradigm has been proposed;; by Budoff (1972)
'1nonverbal reasoning tasks such as those in Raven's 'Progressive Matrices: He

'interprets the gain score resulting from teaching as a meastire of the chitti's
'learning pbtentiay Although' this a prOrnisin9 technique. :there are

diffi'culties in :standardizing 'the :'training" phase of the ,assessment and it is a

lengthy procedure requiring several 'contact hOur'

(4), Developing sociocultural norms'for each sociocultural 'groupWithin an ethnic
group is another apPrOach to achieving nori-discriminatory'assessmept using,,,,
presently available me surest (Mercer ,1,Ind Lewis, 078).-The System o4

-Multicultural Pluralisti Assessment iSOMPAi provides a procedure In which the
.average score ,for: a -ch. d's SoCiocultuiTal group, is-calculated 'using .fOur measures-
of backyrour Urban Acculturation, -Socioeconomic Status, fFamily
Size, and Family Structur. The child's score is'-then compared tothe norm for
his or her sociocultural group to determine how high or low the child's
Performance is when compared with others who presumablyhaye had' similar
orpOrtunities'to learn the Materials in the test. The comparistm is converted to a
metric which has a mean of ,100 and a standard deviation of 15 for more ready
ititerpretation and is -;aped "Estimited Learning POtential"The SOMPA
apprOach, has the adVantage. of,, being inexpensive (calculations take about 3
minutes), feasible (the multiple regression equations are available for Hispanic,
black.'and Anglo children and are relatively easy to develop for other groups)
and do not require extensive re-training of existing personnel. Distributions of
scores on EstimatedAtearning Potential are completely normalized forttil groups
So Ato.u.P.,,bas_a_mean_at_1.0.0-and...4.standard.deyiation-ot-4,5-and-----.
approximately the same percentage of children the two tails of the
distribution: -When this procedure is used, the test content.procedures, and
scoring are; not altered, in any way. Only the interpretative framework, the
ndrms,are),aried to reflect the 4ppropriate cOmparisOrigrodp for -each child.

Diagnostic Values within the General. Intelligence Model.
The diagnostic valUes appropriate to th'e general intelligence model are similar to
those governing the social ,adaPtiyity model_ In each case, diagnostic labels can
trigger .either positive or negative - institutional responses whiCh, in-turn, may,



propel achild into esteemed or disesteemed statuses,,as:the case may be. Just as
the devianCe process tends. to cultniria/e win= the...PsychiC -restructuring of the.
individual 'in terms, of the deviant status and role, -so institutional processes
which move the child into esteemed 'Statuses associated with enhanCed.
opportunities tend to culminate in the Osychivestructuring of the_child in terms
of the valued status-and role. Hence, overestirnating.a chilcrs.learniig potential
or' ntelligenCe is 'lets -seriOuss errdr than underestimating a child's learning
Potential because the AseduenCes of the ,former error ere'likelV to be positive,

whit those resulting from the latter errot are likely to; be negative. ' t,_

CH'APTER'3: DESIGN FOR RACIALLY
'AND CULTURALLY.NONDISCRIMINATORY

'ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

iHaving-= identified some of the- characliegfsticsrof each of the' three
assessment models used by persons joking assessments of children, the nextAask.
.iStb discuss, hoW* the three Models can.be integrated into an cPrerall'design for
racially ana, etilturally nondiscriminatory assessment: A set of concepts first
introduced, byL Cromwell, elashfield, 'and. Strauss (1975)' will be.,used as the., :
'framewOrk. for the tollPwihg discussion. They presented -a set of criteria for

classification system whic101.remppaNized linkages betWeen etiology,
diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis. Although their interest was primly from a'
medical perspective. the framework is useful in conceptualizing 'the assessment
process in publiceducation.

Building Diagnostic Constructs
in'EdilcatiOnal'ASsassment

Cromwell and his associates (1975) icentified four' major components in a
complete diagnostic construct and gave them alphabetic' designations. Ty;o
adttitional components ',nave been added to' include both the "preplacement"
oiaivation and the reevaluation. Inthe- assessment, prnces's, a diagnostic construct
is created by operationalizing each:cOmpotient, Figure 2 presents a pictorial
ep_resentatiorLoil.the_building,-of-diagno.sfic-constructs-:

A.:Historical and Etiological information; Component A consists of information
about the child's developmental, history, health history, and family background,
which may be useful in tracking pbsSible sources of current .difficultieS:
Ordinarily,' the more complete the historical and etiological information. the

.

more 'precise- and -comprehensive the understanding of the child's current
characte;istici. All three assessment models provide Type A information.'

B. -Currently Assessable Characteristics (Time Component B consrsts of all

;`
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tV2inforrhatio9'abbuf thectiild's current characteristics Which can t3e assessed
and is.relevanit to dev4loping anuhderstanding of.the,'situation at the time of the

assessment; Time 1. Agar, all three assessment models ,cin.provide Type
,B::inforrdattbn.

.,Progndsis without Intervention. Componen t' has- bean-, added 'to the
Cromwell, (1975} framevork. 1t consists ofthA'prognostic statement based On-
the-tYpe,,,A -and 'Et information, which- dreserits"the'"probable.Outcome if there is
no intervention of any kind: if the conclusion is that the prognosis Is favorable

--without jntervention:thenthe building 'of 'the diagnostic construct. would be
at this point in the a ssessment' procesS.-1f1;on the'pther,,hand,',Ihe

prognostic conclusion is .t.ltat outcomes Will' be negative* if ,.there- is. no
intervention, the diagnostic process-ThoVes to'0.

D.,,Proposect Intervention:,Indiviqual EthicationakPlan. Component D'is ;the plan
for the interve*ionwhich is deVelopet) on,the basis of theinfornnation'Provided
in -components: A and '13: ProdOsed interventions' will- include treatments for

Tidentifie organic problerris; such 'as glasses to correct for ,visual impairment;
hearing aicts.-,o correct for autittOry impairments physical therapy, to arheliorate

phySical disabilities; and sod, forth.- Interventions also 'include educatiOnalT
prOcedures to assist the child- in- mastering the turriculurdof the,schobl and :t0
help -the'child achieve an atiaptiv4 fit in those systems in which the Child; may be
having difficutty: ,;,LiCh as the peer .tyo'up, the the school' and 10
forth. The specific nature of, these inte.rventionsqsdetermiried by the uniniie
needs of each 'Criiids'as revealed in Components A and B and constitutes &ri'2
Individuat*Educational Plan.

E. Prognosis with Intervention. Component E consists of the prognosis made by
the assessmariCteam `Of the-probable outcome of the prodOserf interventionS.
-This prOgrib'sis isdeveloped as a series of specific objeCtives stated in, terms of a
series or- time lines,' The objectives include .those relating to interventions-
directed at correcting or ameliorating biological problems, those relating to
,inter_ventions directed at educaltal needs, and those relating to achieving an
adaptive fit in the various social systems in:Which the child must operate. Thus,
Component: E ,provides the basis for 'monitoring the progress of the child' in
response-- to-the-:nrotinsed-treatmeritby spe.cilving,,preciselywhat objectives are
to be met i each area of identified need by a particular time. The agreedon
time :frdme provides, the time schedule for reevaluation to determine if the

terventions are effective, The statement of objectves prcriicmiesthe army of
assessment; which will be made, at the-time of the reevaluation.

F. Reevaluation: Currently Assessable :Characteristics, Time 2_ Reevaluation
takes piece-at the time agreed on in the individual, ducationt Plan, It covers the11,6

array of assessable, characteristics which were in the Inclivirluaf
Educational PLin as _targets --for intervention. Based on the findings of



Component F, the:diagnostic: process recycles to Component C. Again; the
assessment',-team estimates the probable outcome, if there is no further
intervention. If the"deCision is that the outcomes will probably' be positive, then

`iarterventions may be terminated.. If the decision is 'Mat the. outcomeS'
probably be. negative:. then' the Process moves to Component Cr. An updated
Individual . Educational:' Plan is ,'developed, based. on the assessable

-characteristeics at Time 7 and knew prognostic staternent,Component E, is
develop.A. The .reevaluatiOns and the recycling of the assessment procedures
continue as long `45 the-asseisment team concludes that interventions are needed.

Partial-Diagnostic Consttucts

When, the schema depicted in Figure 2.is used to evalUate the'assessment process
in a particular educational ,institution or school district, it canidentify. missing-

.

-components lin local assessment prictices: Some ustial,diagnostic constructs are
useful in spite of the fact that they are inCompletC; while other partial diagnostic
constructs are either:useless to educators or inialid; The primary types of partial
diagnostic constructs will, be discussed briefly, ,

CDE ancV BCE.E constructs .are".us even though they are based on-
ncomplete, information!: The ACOE cons ruct inc'udes no infOrrnation on the
Current characterktids of the child, arid the BCOE construct includes no
information -on the history, etiology, or family background Of the -child, in some-.
circurristances. it may be possible to arrive at a prognosis without intervention'
(C), develop an individual plan (D): 'and Make:a prognosis-with intervention (El
on the bask ofincomplete information, but such'casesv'oultl be limited to those
in which the Child's problems, were quite..specific:, such as a visual impairment
correctable witnglasses, a minor articulation problem; and so forth.

,. ABC, 'AC, BC constructs are those rare instances ;riT which A,andlor B ..
information Provides the basis for,makinga prognosis, 6i.it there are n&known
treatments for the. child's problem. Hence the diagnoStiC construct stops after
the prognosis without 'intervention because. there is no knOwn intervention for
the child's disabilties. Fortunately, With improved meditaf and educational

--techno logy are-relatively-few:-pircumstancesin-Whibh-e-childcannntbe
helped to some extent toy'soine type of medical, or edUcational intervention.

DE constructs are quite common. a n education'. They occur- when an:interven-
tion, as ireading. program orrnathernaticsprograrn, s institutetfor groUp
'a:children; irrespective of. their individual characteristics and withOut Type A or
B information. A generalized .prognosis is Made that those receiving the program
-will:reach some educational objective, Such constructs may be defensible in
planning educational, programs for children who' have no special educational
needs; -however, they are not defensible in planning an educational program for'

-"handicapped" children: Public 94.142 is quite Specific on this point.



A8 type constructs are useful to the. scholar and academician who is trying'to
track _relationships between historical' or, family, background factors-, 'Type: A.-,
inforrnation) and the .currently. assessable characteristics of the .child (Type B
Information).7:1-loweAier,- they are ;of no value to the educatOn.,because-they are
not :linked:to any, prognostic ' statement or, to any known-= intervention: For
exarriPle, it may be interesting to know that childirl WhO come from, large
families :;(Type A information) 'tend to dofless,-well on 'tests oLacademic
achieVerrient (Type B information), but this knowleial cannot be utilized
directly: by: tine school t lanning for, the individual-child_

ABCD,,,ACO. BCD
.

re invalid,They ip.clude an intervention. (the D,
-component) for wh no known-outcome and hence, no statement of
the rir,ognoSis with intervention can be made.:,-Any educatibnal intervention,
thera084,6r program which is inititutedwithOUt knowledge that it is efficacious
would qualify as an'' construct.

Building Diagnoitic Constructs'
Ustng the Three Assessment Models

As noted earlier in thls...spaoer. Public -Law, 94:142 and the federal guidelines
relating to that statute list a large number sof _measurements which- are"to ,be
included multidiMensional assessment. Some of these tneasure,fit: the
medical assessment modeLsi.ich as measures of health, vision, hearing, motor'

and physical condition. Other proposed measures fit-, the 'social
:,adaptivity.or social systp.th model, such as measures of 'academic' perforrnanCe;

teacher recommendations, l'eommunica0,,re status,'and adaptivebehavio,r: Still
others relate to 'the measurement ofd "generaA l intelligence_," an' inferential .-
'ProceTrire which belongs in the' general intelligence or pluralistic model:

Each of these models orovides'infOrrnation which can be used at each,,stage
building a 'diagnostic construct, for the individusarchild. Figure. '3 presents _a

schernatiCreoresentation of -the major types of input nrovidedby.each of-the
assessment models at each stage in constructing a diagnostic Construct.

Medical Model Measures.
- There are .three' types of, measures' within the medical model which proVide

Component' A information: the health history, the medical history. 'and the
-cleveloprreental history. 'Ordinarily, informaticin on the :health history and' the-

' developmental history-'Comes from the mother or-other prinCioal caretaker. The
medical history Wilicome from medical' records kept by individial physicians,
cfioics, hospitals,' or other health service institutions..

There are numerous type of medical model information which ,contribute to
Component B. Tests of physical coordination or dexterity',, tests of sensorimotor:
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1,
.-,skill,- tests of vision, test's of hearing, measures'of height and Wefght and the .,,

enumerabte ;measures' uSe61 in ,the''assessment of ,a child current health state by >:, \
) , ,the:physicien 'all; feed 'in , crucial nfoirmastion on the "current,status of:' the '-\-.

biological,organism As noted 'eirl'eruri thiypaperl,-the,valdity of:Such 'measures
-,-;,,. ,. -4 s k,

-1's deterrnined,Ily their ability to identify, pathOlogicili conditiOns in ttifi.,
Organism' When using suCh , measures etither for screeningl. Pr s for 'a mines.
,eomprehensive Medical Work -up,, the practitionir :need not, be .concerned with
'issues of racial and cultural 'discrimination because the rnediciFfnodel is a.- ie
trinssocietalrpode1 Such measures can be..arrirnfrystered and-interpreted without

.- reference to the racial.'and'eultural background of thespersonbeing,-assessed,,,,
TheyareigeneI N applicable 'to afrynerbers. of the soeCies 4igerdiest OficUltUfal.
f:eritage:

.,..,,,

Social kliutivityvf...Sgcliii,S'ysten) Model."
HistOricakbehavioral it formation- ( porient A) is aVailable-Jor.the
child-.yvtip has attended the .school a period, of years. Such .informatiOrr.,.
ticornes part spf.the 'assessment prOc y providingbackgroUnd inforinatiOP,Ons

(thechilds 'ear! igr Oerformanceon s designed to:measure behavioral
Afr-mentioned earlier, there are two types Cii,behavioral measures generally, used.:

:,the ;.schoolSs. psychpmetric and-:!,..dumetrics;'Figure types of
PsYc' Ornetrilc measures mentioned thk 'guidelines :for!":-Public-:-.,LaW-94-142:
measures:; of adaptive behaVior ',and measures. of academic achievement.: In
general,i,xneasures- of aciaOtive, behavior .evaluate. the child's adaptive fit in -as

,variety, .of; ,systernt: the family the 'peer,- group. 'the community, the
-eCoodmv. -the:, school, 'and so: forth (Mercer... 19734, .Measures. of academic
aChieverrient..--focus skills in fulfilling the 'acadeMic
expectatiOns' of the s;tuclept role in the public school.

1-n,2addition.--; the guidelines; for PubliC Law 94-14? . mentiOn-..nivo -,types o
edumetric., measurei:-:::-teachet'slecornmendations" and measures of academic:
performance,presurnably measdres more closely related,. iCythe:curriculum of tba.'
sChoor.-then -theAypidal'-standardited, achievement.. test., There are numerous

. .

standardized,
forms in which teachers. can 'Provide edumetric informationabout the child's:
beSavior which can 4 Useful' in 'prograrri planning,: teachers' referral inforrrta-

, ,.'lion; grades, 'checklist, ratings of student's performance 'observations.- and ...
. _

anecdotal inforrnahuh. A wide variety, ,of eriumetric -tests has been develOped.
, ,.

. .during the past:. decade; but -it,is,beyond the-scope of this paper -to discuss these'_..
. ,

in :any detail, Such tests' are Used to assess the academic skill develoPment of the
..

-child in specific academic areas. It is assumed that the developMent of more
-icompleX skills' is contingent onTrrlaSterful-lower-level is16.11i: Siich measures ;tre:-.
subject matter referenced; The specific skills'ortbehavAors, deemed .to bel mnortan t

.

are determined' by the goals, values; ObjeCti4S- of the,educational' sYstem,- ...., . .

_and:''skill development is:-[-, "inflUenced by sociocultural.' background. "Herice,,,,L..
edUrnetric -Measures desigrierffor'. ','task.analysis!!,belong'*ithin -the frarnework of -,'
:the general social system model. t Mercer, and Ysseldyke,-1975):' .
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In the "preplacement "'or initial evaluation of the child, historical information
on the child's behavior as assessed on psychometric and edumetric measures may
or may not be available. In- either case, a full array of both psychometric and
edumetric information should be gathered at the time of the evaluation.,

The validity of such measuresis determined,bY their ability to 'reflect accurately,:
the degree to which the 7,cfiildis:tnakingT'an adaptive,'fit, to behaViorat

, expectations of the:tole beingeyaluated.: If the behaviOre[meature -O6roOrts,''tO'-
I assess thefchild's'performance peer group, the validity of 'the'rneasure is

determined,:sbYthe:poWer o'f,the:stor4:tci:acCarately::reflect'lhe'eXten(loTinrhich,-
the child's:'perfOrmance is acceptable to the peer group.'lf the measure pqrports
to evaluate ,ttiechild's: perforrriance the farriily, isdeterMined :by-,
the accuracy with which It captures the perception :Of 'the child's
performance; ,If the measure purports to assess the child'i-adaptive fit to the °role
of student;, its, validity is deterinined by-bows-Waif:Scores on the instrument
correspond ;teacher assesstrient,',Of the-child's performance: The individual
doing the assessment rriay'Or'MaY'nOt'sagreewiththebehavioralStanderdscif: the
peet,groub;;thi:family,.or the :teacher: Such 'agreement is not necessary, so-,lorog

the measureaCcuratelY,,Measures the adaptive :0'..Of,tna child in the system,
whatever its, norms`

,
The reliability> of the direct measures of performance in the social system
teacher ratings, oeer ratings,- etc. is determined by inter-rater tenability-When

,,,reports from two different informants from within, the system are cOrielated,

-The-definition of 'test ''bias" which is, apprbpriate within thii model, is Ahatl,
propounded by Cleary et al. (1975)', If the percent retitretion in error, slope of
-the regression lines, and intercepts of the regression lines, are similar for twoi,,:-.
racially or culturally different -groups, then:the -measureIs making racially arid
culturally .nondiscriminatory' predictions. If, :however, any One of the 'Three'., ,_
criteria' arfe not met;predictions Will be,disCrirninatory.-The, directiOn of the
diScriminatiOn will va,r )I, depending- on the 'specific relationships' between the
correlation CoeffiCients, slopes of the regression lines, and intercepts of the

case.
.. _

regression lines in the particUlar

Iris-,--in-this-context;-to-differeritilte-betWeendiretrerid2ilriti, ireCtmeasures
of role performance. Direct' Measures of role performance would t:)4 011ua'tions

,

of the individual's. role, perforMance by other members of the ,group.,lndirect.'
Measures of roie,,perforn,anCe:would be measures based on information from

,someorie WhOis' not a member .of '.ris -group bUt iifs'Obie7r,,,,ir 'rneasi.ites;:b,aseigioril:- _,

-,*If-reoprs:::#0,,measures, bard On oSser,vations',Pya nonmember of the groUo.
For example:, sociometric ratings completed tiy'rnernbers of the peer gang would
be a direct measure' of the extent to which 4:child was performing in a manner
acceptable tc;ihe 'grou'ra.1nformation-from a 'mothei, or a teacher on the child's
adaptive fit to the'peer gdrup would be ari:indirectmeasrue, A teacher's rating of

,
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itchild's performance as a student or grades given a child by the teacher would
be a direct measure of the child's role performance in the classroom. An
academic acheivernent test, an aptitude test, the Tparent's report of the child's'
performance in school would all be indirect measures of student role
periormance In general, direct measures are used as the criterib against which an
indirect measure is "validated:" Academic achievement and aptitude tests are
"validated" by correlating them with teacher ratings or teacher grades.

The General Intelligence Model. .provides information on the child's learning,
Potential 'which In making prognostic Statements,: 'Compb.
nents C and E.. Estimates of the. child's "intelligence" -can 'be .made if: the
assumptions of-the inferential model for- making inferences about "potentjal".",pr,
"intelligence" have been met by -taking into account the chi,ld's sociocultural
background and the child's physical' disabilities through using one of the
approaches discussed in Section 2 of this paper ; Prognostic Statements in
Component C; prognosis- without intervention, will be more positive if the
child's estimated learning potential is high rather than low. Likewise, educational
objectives and time lines' for 'Component E will be modified, up or dbviri;
depending on estimates of the child's learning potential.

In ortleirto make inferences about general intelligence which are not racially
or -ctiltuially'-discriminatory, i tis necessary' to take into account the child's,
sociOcul tural background arid:. the 'ex teniTto which the standard norms may or,
may not be appropriate 'for estimating, the potential of a particular child
Information on sociocultural background also be used, independently, as a
source--of Type A, information, Knowledge,Of background can
be used to,infnfm:the 'Assessrnent 'team of the gap between' the so?iocultural
background of thechild:and the culture of the,school,,Such' information will -
assist them in determining the m4gnitude of., the problem faced by the 'Child- in
attempting: :i6 bridge that gap, I t-ton also provide insight into possible avenues,, r-,

for assisting the -child, througn'developing :cooperative arrangements with the
farnity.. .

The Assessment Team

In the guidelines and related documents for Public Law 94,142, two general
proposals are made .to assure that assessment:data'', is not misusd and
misinterpreted: 0) training personnel to use the tests in the mariner intendedbY
the' person who developed the test and (2) .blacing.,responsibility fOt-:e46caticnf
decisions in a multidisciplinary plannitig-conference-which will include "persons
knowledgeable about the child, -the meaning of the evalUation data, and the
placement options."

,111Nhen:''all three assessment models are used to develop diagnostic constructs, as
depicted in Figure 3, the planning conferenCe, or assessment teAn must include

.-

Ac:



persons from a variety of disciplines. An optimal configuration would inc ude--
the following persons,

I Educational psychologist or school. psychologist. The person, in this role
would be trained in the administration of individual "intelligence" tests and
would be responsible for making inferences about "general intelligence" within
the general intelligence or pluralistic model. He or she, could be involved ine
collecting and interpreting data within the Social AdaptitY-Assessenent

2. Specialeducation personnel, resource' teacher; educational diagnostician.
The person in this role wouldbe one who, has been trained in administering and
ineerpreting edumetric tests and would have specific' knowledge and expertise in
developing Individual Educational Plans.

3. School nurse. The medical, model measures, both Tyne A and,I3 information,'
would be provided by' the school nurser screening for visual or auditory
impairments, sensorimotor skills, ohysiCal coordination, health .histriry, and so
forth. In addition, the ,school nurse 'would be resPoriiible 'for medical
interpretation of the health history 'and.deVelpornental history. He or she may Or...
may west be involved, in collecting the data fOr the health and developmental
histories,

4: School social worker, CoOnselor. or visiting teacher. The person in this role
would , be responsible for family contacts, Ordinarily thi-s' individual would
collect the data from the family on the child's, adaptive behavior in non-sch;ol
settines,: would collect data on .the socio- cultural characteristics of the feirn'y.
and AO forth. They ''shouicl also -be trained to interpret adaptive loehavior
inforrriation from the family and to work i.eith the fainilY in implementing the'
Individual. Ediicational Plan. N

t

5. Ciassrborn,teacher. In addition to providing edurrietric data on the
performances in 'the, classroom,' the teacher would- be directly involved in
decisions; concerning the elements of the IndividualEducational Plan for the

'----7-chiltrand"ptocetlaye's for implemen Ong' that pier).

Specialiets.:Inth6,secaseseeereutring-eassessrnereeeinespecialareaee-suchas--
:audiometry, speech, or vision, specialists in the appropriate areas would be

added to the asseisment,team.. A physician would be added when screening using
medical model measures indicates the NAY for,, a more thorough medical revievi.,

7, The child's parentt andlor a corerhunity advocate_ Pecsoni fro tithe child's
family,' should participate by providing adaptive behavior information on the
child'sperformance outside the scho61.and. the child's health and developmental
history,. They would also he, involved in decisions relating to the Individual
Educational Plin:and its implementation.,
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8. Whenever feasible, the ch:ld should be included in the assessment team, To,
the maxitnum extent possible, the child should understand the nature of the
assessment process, shOUld be informed of the findings, and should be a party to

-the decisions made concerning his or her edOcational future.

CHAPTER 4: EVALUATION CRITERIA
FOR PROTECTION IN ASSESSMENT

-Criteria for evaluating the extent to which a paqicular jurisdiction is meeting the
standards for protection in assessment described .in this paper can be viewed at
two :levels: thelevel 'of the individual child being assessed and' the level of the
school ,district or-other jurisdiCtion; If the level of the individual child is
described, that data can be aggregated to produce an assessment ,at`. the
institutional or district level, Each vyill be treated separately,

Public Law 64-142 suggests five rnalor, approaches to protection in evaluation:
(1) multidimentional assessment, (2) determination of ,the validity of measures
relative to the purposes for which they are being used (3) using personnel
trained to adminster and interpret measures in a manner congruent with the,
intentions' of the- person or persons who developed each measure; (4)
determining whether the measure is racially or culturally discriminatory, and (5)
the use of the multidisciplinary team,,,

a-,

Protection. in Assessment Procedures.:
.teitel of Individual' Child

Multidimepsional Assessment,

The first, stage, in, planning the assessment of a' child is making a series of
decisions coacernirrg4 the or comprehensiveness of the assessment
procedures required in a -particular case. Ultimately, the range of measures

.-Secured must depend upon the professional judgement of the person in charge of
Planning the assessment. In some cases only partial diagnostic constructs` will be
needed to devise an appropriate intervention. In other cases, a complete
diagnostic construct wilbe necessary_ Following are some decision ruleS which
can be used in planning the scope, of a particular assessment.

(1) the evaluation a "preplaCement" evaluation or a "re-evaluation"? A
"re-evaluation" will ordinarily fOcus more ,specifically on the educatiOnal,

--behaVioralrand-rriediCarobjettiVes-Otitlined'in the=t4inil iEP and the choice of
assessment instruments wilt be guided by those objef ives. The range of measures
in the.original evacuation - called the "preplacement" evaluation in pi: 94.142
7`'. will be determined by two major factors: the nature of the "presenting
problem(s)" as described 'by the teacher Parent, or other person who referred



the child and the restrictiveness of the "placement" or intervention conternr
plated for the child.

(2) Does the "presentingq-problern(s)" as destribed"in --the referral. relate to
medical model, social adaptivity model, or general intelligence mcKle14'.questions?
Theassessinent battery shoUld. include evalUation in ,anifon'all of the threes,
domains :covered by, the 3 ratOdels. if they:are mentioned as problem areas by
persons knowledgeable -about the ,'child, For example, if -the "presenting
problemis) relate to '0,q)0PMIc ,measures based on the ,

social system model are needed. If they relate to interpersonal relations with
peens,',thenSa measure of adaptive fit to the petr'group based on the social
system model is .indicated. If the "problem" retTtes to vision ',and/or:hearing',
and/ormotor coordination, etc,,then medical model Measures-are necessary.

(3) The- second parameter to be considered in deciding the scope' of an
assessment is the restrictiveness of the contemplated intervention. The generil
decision-Rile is that 'the more restrictive the contemplated intervention the more

-complete the diagnostic 'construct must be which supports that intervention.
pperationally, `uvit' can distinguish roughly 8 levels of restrictiveness of -"

educational settings along a continuum.

Level.]: Regular Classroom Assignment: Special Intervention. by the Classroom
Teacher Only --No Removal from Regular Class.-

Level 2: Regular ,Classroom AssignMent: Special' Intervention by Ancillary
personnel such as tutors, resource teachers, specialists, etc. , No
removal from, regular classroom,.

d: Regular ClasSrooM -Assignment! Special -Intervention by ancillary
personnel involving removal from the regular classroom for 1 to 8
hours per-week:.

4: Regular Classroom Assignment: Special Intervention by ancillary
personnel or special education' specialists involving removal from the
tregular classroom for 9 to 15 hours per week.

Level, 51 Special Education Assignment: Education primarily in a special
education setting with some activities integrated with the regular
,classroom, such as music, physical education, art, etc.,

Level 5: Special Education'Assignment: Completely Self-contained educational
program located on theltedular "neighborhOOd" school campus.,

Level 7: Special Education Assignment: Located in a separate school for special
education_

'Level Placement in an institutional Setting outside the community.

In general-, interventions, at Levels 1, 2, and 3 would not ordinarily require
developing a complete diagnostic construct, Partial constructs involving EcIU:
metric measures or "medical" type interventions (glasses, heatirig, aidel-or short'
terrn,minor interventions :(as in the case '15f speech therapy for an articulation:

Ite



problem) would Suffice at these lower levels'.

However;any intervention at Level.-4 or higher would be suffiCiently restrictive
as,:tosrequire the development of a' complete diagnostic construct' ABCDE...In
completing the suggested forms for - evaluating:',Whether- child 'has-, had ,
protection in ,evaluation .procedures,' N11 is code ,which stands, for Not
9eleirent, indicates only' a 'Level 1, 2, or a interventron is contemplated and
that Particulat,aSsessment isiirtiat mentioned in the referral. For any evaluation rr
whiCh the intervention goes beyOnd-Level 3, al9 espectsPf:the Medical Model; ,

Social Adapt vi,ty Model ;, and General Intelligence .Model*Ot.ild be measured,'
regardless of whether they are mentioned in the initial referialas problem areas_

Validity of .Meesures.-.,:,:.

0n, the - charts. for repOrting the quality -of, an individual assessment in meeting
'the criteria for protection in evaluati6n; each measure is rated 'fqr,how well it has
'beeri"validated." Sinte .the definition of "validity".=varies with the assessment
model, the rater must use the definitionappropriate for each-model. Four levels
of rating are suggested; Well ,';validated, adequately validated,' poorly" validated,
and not valid or invalid:

'Training at Personnel.
The fiest of measures cart if they' are improperly administered or'
irnproperly- 'interpreted. Thus, the 'rating, of 'the qualifications of the.perSon'who
-administered, scored, and interpreted thefindings foror a*particular measure is
irriPortant aspeCt of protection in assessment. Again ,four levels of rafing.are
suggested; Well trained according to procedures suggested by the' person or
Persons `Who developed Ole measure; Adequately trained: Poorly; trained:, and'

, Untrained: The evaluation of training includes.a judgement, as to:vvhether the
person, is interpreting sco'res 'on the measure .in the mart Or intended by the
person or,-.persons who developed the :measure. If such is.pot the casethe rating
would be "Poorly. trained", regardless of credentials'held or 'the source of the
training.

Evidence that the Measure.is Racially aid Culturally Non-Discriminatory.
Since each assessment model has a different definition Ofwhat is "racially and
culturally 'non-dikrirriinatoity."-and_how-that-pararrieter-it-ta--be-testetill'Within---.

...eachnloclel-fthe person making"the judgement on whether a particular measure is
-"pon-discril,minatorY" will 'have to be ,familiar with the definitions 'and tests
'appropriate to each model, Again; four le.4els of judgement are suggested. ranging

Well DoCurtiented, Adequately DOcurnented., Poorly Documented, to'No-'
':,'Docurnentation. The type of rlOcUrnentation needed will vary with each model,

,

-

Multidisciplinary Assessment Team.
The rating for the multidisciplinary team is based on the assumption' that
involvement at the level of, both data collection and interpretation is the'highest
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level of involvernent. For example, a social worker might.be used to collect
family interview data ()tit not participate on the assessment team or be asked to
interpret the interview data. This relationship -would indicate a-lower -lever of s
contribution than if the social worker not only Collected family data but

- ,interpreted -it and participated in helping to develop the IEP. Even the most
minimal ;assessment would involve the teacher, parent, and child at some level.
Therefore, the Not Relevant response is not applicable for these persons-in rating
how Multidisciplinary -the -assessment team is.

urnfiv Scpretla
Because some types of evaluation may not be relevant for all childrenOin average',
score on the relevant ratings is used as the summary score rather than a simple
total. Thus, the summary score consists of the total number of points given each
dimension measured summed to 'get an overall total which is divided by the
-number imensions rated. The minimal criteria would4pean-average rating of
"Z. or gher_

n. addition,, the ratings given. individual dimensions should, be examined. Any
ings of 0 tit on any aspect of any measure makes tha measure suspect if a.

M sure is .poo.rly' validated or not `validated; is-administered by poorly or
untrained :perscinnel; or there is little or no documentation that it is racially or
cuittssally non-cliscrifninatory; then that aspert of, the assessment process should
Oe repeatetrvvith different measures or better trained personnel, as the case
may be. 11 g
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11EPORT ON ASSESSMENT TEAM UTILIZED IN ASSESSMENT

Team Member Collect Collect Not Not
and Data Involved Relevant

Interpret Only

1. Iducationat,Psychologist or-
sim_iiarl -y trained person

Nuise or other medically
trained person .

;3; Social worker, visiting
teacher, of similar person

..:Classroom teacher
;5_ Special Echication Teacher,

resource teacher,, similarly
trained persitin;

6. Parent(s)' or Parent advocate
'7. The child, being assessed

2,;,Totaff(Range 0-14),

instructions for Completing Form:-

Circti the number that best describes the degree of involvement of th'e type- of
person described in each of the seven Categories. In cases in which the referral
was for a Very specific,, need (vision test, hearing test, etc.) the involvement of
certain persons might not be "relevant" to the, problem' and -NR ykio9Jcl
circled. Howe,ier: in all cases the teacher, parent, and child would be involved at
some level.tience, NR is not an appropriate response for those individuali.-

2= Involvement both at the level of collecting and,interpreting the data i.e:
full involvement oh the assessment team.
involvement at the level of collecting data either by prqviding the data
(as in the case of the parent, teacher, or child) or in Collecting it(as in the
case of the social worker conducting the parent interview, -.the;
administering the physical dexterity tasks). The category indicates that the
W11/dual-does not get involved the assessment planning conference in

which data are interpreted, the diagnostic construct bullt, and the 1EP-.
developed.

0 No .involVement at any fowl.
NR = Ncit relevant. This category should not, be used if the presenting .problem

was in the area of' that particular person's professional expertise or if the
contemplated placement is at a higher level of restrictiveness than level 1.

4.,
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FORM FOR SUMMARIZING DISTRICT LEVEL DATA ON
PROTECTION -IN EVALUATION PROCEDURES

".s.t..,;.,
-:. ..,. _.,

' +1,

It is suggested that a district repOrt would cohost of the percent of the cases
evaluated in the district iwring a given periad'AVhich have-enetthe minimal
critena.on each of dimensions' within each model:the 'summary form might be
Similar' td the following format.

ktOltiple:Measures:
flatings-s,ion, this_characteristic.would be elTvided: into two.types of casetit os

lithich- partial diagnostic constructs were developed and th
diagnostic constructs. ,

0% 75% .56% 25% 0%
3 2I. Of the cases for which parriaL

constructs', are indicated. were tested for
specific problems indicated in initial refer-
ral?

.2.:-What percent of the ..cases for which the
restrictivenesslof the intervention was Level
'A or higher were administered allthe meas-
ures 'needed for a. full diagnostic, construct?

tialidity of Measures

1: What percent of =the cases, for- which full
constructs were required had an average
ating of 2 or-higher on validity of medical

'ihodel-measUres used?
2..What- percent had,-an average rating of 2 or

higher on social system measures, used?
-3, What percent had an average rating of 2 or

higher on general'intelligence model men:-
urts used?:

....77thine.d_ReesO

1.
.

What percent of the cases 'ad an averagess
rating of::2 or higher:to the
personnel ,administering mediC41/4k.mfader,

measures? ,

2.:. What percent harran average-, trrigAlf 2 or
higher,oy the training, of perionhelladminit-..
tering measures in the -- adaptivity

- Model?'
.

3. 'What percent..harl a rating of 2 or higher' on
training of personnel adMinistering general -,

intelligence model measures?
13J1t 136
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Evidence .Tests are Non7Discrirninetory , 2
- N 1. What percept -of the cases which used
,.. .
,.. . medical `model measures had an average

rating of 2 or higher when judged by the.
.,4''!.1.';';;"-s. criteria,: appropriate to*, "racially, and cul-

turally non-discriminatory" testing within a
medical model? , .

,.

2. What percent of-the cases which used social
adaptivity measures had an average rating of
'2 or higher when judged by the 'criteria
appropriate for:racially and culturally non-
discriminatory" ,test!ng withi the social
adaptivity model?

3 What percent of the cases which made
inferences about general ,intelligence and or
learning potential, had an average rating of

higher iudged by theor when criteria2.:,,for-,.

making racially and culturally nondiscrimi-.
natory ..inferences within 'the',:general intel,
,Ivenee model?,

-,ii-,,, ii ,s i rip... .... ao, ,.. 1:,.4:_
a IN .. , - --t. . 'N,

_... <,,., 1
1 ` ,i' -.

,..,,,o..10,../yst. at.1 :,
-,

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%.

--4 3 2 1 0,

4.1+;

44
3 2 .1 0

5.

5- Si
5, ; N

, ,'

4 ,3 2: 0

1. What Percent:of the cases had all 7 types of 4 A, 3
prolyssionalsl. or par tiCiPan tS,', listed, as rnern
hers of the,,,,Olanning,cciriference\,ini;ohied at

the datacolleCtion1eVeli1)
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Summary'it 171"1.

3"4.41.41;4k4; . ti.
3

4.3,4IA:3... 3
3 . .

pre-testing, and revision wou. id be require&beforany.'set:of,.formi:could-he

evaluation may be 'the lapse whi-ch'is crucial the m it-fabeiing'or:mis'-educating

The fors presented in this_paper should be regarded as suggestive rather than
final. Collecting data of this sort is a .complex task 'and:.considerable"jhOught,,:"

assessment because in the cese of a y givend.chilrheone'lapsein an appropriate
utilized. It is difficult to eitablish a inimal. criteria'thatts less than. the optimal

t, .,
of that child, Therefore, each jurisdiction should be urged:to fulfilt:all'aspects':of
the procedures required to protect the child:from.: the<effectssOf an.inappropnate
or discriminatory evaluation

1'
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\INTRODUCTION

The recent and significant revisionsin public policy- on the edutatiOn- of
handicapped children are reflected in the -provisions, of 'Pub0c: taw:94-142.- the
Education for All Handicapped' Children Act: The- 'ilasiis-ett;ircliceCi to meet fOuf,
major purposes, described by Ballard and Zettel (17177). as follows:

to guarantee that special educational, services are available to children who
need them:-

to assure that clecisibn,-making-regarding provision of services to handiCaPped',

students is' both fair and-appropriate;
=

to establish Clear management and auditing requirements: and procedures for
Special education at all levels orgovernment.'and

A: to provicfeledera1 funds to. assist states ih educating ,handicapped children
andyou

Public Law 94-142, along with Public Law 93 -1 12,.the Vocational Rehabilita
tion Act. of 1973. represent significant, entrance of. legislation into the speCial
education arena. This ,paper ,focusbs on one special provision ,in Public ,LaW
94:142,the "ProtectioninEy,aly on Procedyres"provision. This .provision of
the Law (Section 615-5c) specifies th stayes and their localities will develop:

Procedures te, assure that 4.r:ti=h .materials''' d PrOc=edureS.
utilized for tne- purposes of fvakisition and vacerneritiof handicapped. ch;lriri?n'
will be selected and administered sd as, noi'ltrt-,./be racially of ci,ifturafty

;17icr;minetrjr..., Such materials or prOcedures shall be provided 'and admini-
stered ;n the cniirrs native language or mode of cdrnrrionicat;on. unies3
::;evr::.' nnt, Jeasibie de) and rpr.: srici4t pr6ce.t.Lzre srk,10 :e.sose
ritet41ri deie,-rn;r appropri'ate eriktCatonei pr,;:v.arn for a child

Local and State education agencies are reduired to demonstrate compliance With
these *Protection in Evaluation Procedures- prol,isicins of the Specific roses and

:regulations for implementation of the PEP -_;:e;e published in the Federal,
Register'. August 23. 1977 (pp. 42474- 425i$). These ruins and regulations- specify
that:

1. Before any action is taken with respect to tce c.);:tcerrent of a handicapped
child in a special education prograrn,mea f uil and inidiyfclual evaluation, of the child's

educational needs must be conducted in accordance sith the regnirements of rule
121a,5321 Rule 121a.5311,

? State 'and local education agericii.i.,,; shall ;riSur=2, ii minirnuin. that:
(a) Tests and other evaluationpateriais;

1 1 1 ) Are provided and administered -in the cliild';;-nati'iti Language
other mode of cOrnrnunicacbo, unless it not feasible to do'

,(21 Have been validated for the,rspecific OisrniiSe for )hich they are
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used; and,
(31 Are administered by trained :persOritielin conformance `with:' the

instructions provided,by their producer,,
(b) Tests and other evaluation Materials include those Mended to -assess''..

stpecific-.ereas of 'educational need, ancLnot merely -those ,WhiCh are
designed:to provide a single general intelligenCe qUotient:

(c)' Tests are selected and 'adniinisterecrso-esbest .tiO,,ensure that'when a test
is administered to a child withimpaired.,SensorY, manual, or speaking

-the. teSt .r.gsults ,accurately reflect the child's eptitude-or eChieve-
mentleveror 'whatever%therjactors the test durPorts:tcymeasure, rather_
iharrieflecting the child's impaired_ sensory, manual, or speaking skills
(except where those1kills are the factors 'which the test purports to
.meaSure1:

1(9' No- single procedure is,used's the sole criterion 'for -determining an
.

. aPpropride.ethicatiO±tal progrm fOr a child: and

(e) , The evaluationkis Made by a, MUlti-discipliiiery,team.orgrOup':Of'persOns,
:including at least one teach$r or other specialist with knowledge in the
area of,- suspected - disability.

(f), The ;child is assessed in all areas ,related to the suspected "disabthity.
including where appropriate, health, vision..hearing,social and emotional
status, general intelligence, academic, performance, communicative Ste-
tus, and Motor abilities (20 U,S,C, 1415 (b) (2) (81 (121a:532 31)).,-

This paper addresses the gtnriral .ssueoi assuring that SEAS and LEAs a

means of evaluating ',The 'extent to. which itiEtir assessment procedures, aria in

compliance With the "PEP" prOvisiori'andits. accomPar4ing rules' and regulalt,
60M:1)40,1-of the:paper. is a brief 'Pvervie.w Of.the ways in whiCh the concepts of

.

nOridiscrirninator e assessment and bias in assessrnint haye beenacldressed in the

Professional literature, 'Part Ill, is an overview of factors must, be

considered if we are 'to .address satisfactorily the issue of bias in assessment. Par-1,
I re.nds with this author's interpretation of. nondiscriminatory assessment and a

i;-::Statement of the rationale for the posi Or;r; developed.

Part Ill is an outline of factors considered developing specific criteria for
evaluating effective implementation of-the- PEP provision; -,,:hite Part IV is a set

f cr =teria or s-antlards 'fbr use H evaluating LEA im ilernentation of the PEP
provis o

TREATMENTOF THE CONCEPTS OF NONDISCRIMINATORY
ASSESSMENT AND 'BIAS.IWASSESSMENT:

A LOOK AT THE PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE

The issue of bias in assessment has been with us for a long time and has een

' dealt with Variously in the professional literature. Early research on s in
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observation
.. .

assessment began with th9, observation .that when norm - referenced tests were
,..

administered to students from,' ority 'awl:minority, groups, the members of
the minority group on the-aver earned lower scores. The fact that, in general:,
average scores earned by groups' of Miiiptity'tudens tend-, to.,Pe lower than
'those earned by groups of'10o_nrninarity stUdentsledtos,,nbrneibuSSpeculations
regarding the reasons frir thebbserveds;differences. Mile some investigators 'have
argiied.,:that observed differences 'betw46 groups. fors --the. most part reflect'''

of" genetic di fferences'.belween groups, pthers-have'arguecf:that'obsery,ed differenCes
are' :primarily :due to differentiae environmental effects. The'!"-positions.' of
chOice''theSe", days ',apPeairs'to be ab-7interactionist :positronirl-Wttich,,:the
oirfoririance of ,an' individual on a-test is vlevVed as a functiOn-bi an interaction

. between t.,and environ'tnentarinflue.nceS. The, nature-nurture debate has :
, prodUCed,' within. the past decades', a 'plethora'Of'..the.orizing and, numerous
empirical investigations: Investigatorc have debated.the-concept of "Intelligence"
tattell, 1963, 1971; Elkind, 1969; 1969; GUilfbrd, )967; Humphrey-s, 19712:-

"!,Merrlfielit,. 1,971::-Yernori,-.1969:risler. .1971); and therelative,,contributions
to intelligence .ofgene'bc and envlronmental:variables (Bayley,- 1965;Bereiter, ..

''':1969;'Bijdu, 1971:: Bloom',,,-49,54; Bpdmer-..& Cavaili.Sforias 197-6; Burt,' 1967',
'Butcher,' 1,968::,. Cat tell,. 1951,,.'1971: Cronba:tri.,' 1969; Crow; 1969; DregerA,' '
Miller, 1968;,Eckland.,,1971;ails,:Divis.,H,avighUrst., Her-rickt,Cranbach,:i9.51,-

_..Pli9A19&0,,,.Er,ii-s,rne'v.r.-XitnOng & Jarvi)(;s1-963;..Ginsbeig.&-isaughlin,-1971:;'':-1-
,,.Gordon, 1971; ireenfield, 1971; Hirsch;- 1971,;-Hun', 1961;1969,1-1unbgi Kirk.

1971:: JenServ, 1967: 68a, 1968b, 19691969b 1971;Kagans 1969; Lt ,197-1
Vandenberg: 19711s targe huiDe'r of i6,....ii:, )1a,,,,,:- been, desi-gnid t-.):inveitigate 1!
the firness, of tests by crsin-inarlh9 the performances M. ,3roupi'01 ti_itients on
norm-referenced tests (Boone'gr Adesso; 1974; Breland, et, a3.. 1975:-. Butler,
Coursey .8, Gatz, -,1976; gilmore, et. al., 1975;, Goldrhan '& Hewett. 1976;
Cuilliarris,- 1975; Hartlar & Lucas, 197A:: Hennessey' & ,Merrifield 1976;:,
Hoepfner & Strickland:'197.2:Jileen, 1974, 1976: Kallign'al, 1971:: 'Matus-zi*'
Oakland, 1972; McNeil; 1975; Mercer, :1972; Neal. 1975; Peck',' 1973; Nei:
Sedlacek:1 971; Ratqsnik'& Koenigsknecht,s1975; Reschly, et al., -1976; R.
1976; 'NMI), 19711, -,-ii

.---

,

Investigations of group differences in performance on PSYChOrnetriC Cif.C.c..'S led
other investigators to 'examine the f4irnesi of spet4ic items as use.CI -With
members bl minority gibups -(Ant:Au 'at Ford, .1971:- Be 1974; Breland:: et_
1.,--19747; 01.1rOLiii r-;7:1975';- F in, :1975 ; r eel-) 1971:

1976; .Lord. '1976; Metz, 1976; Newland, 1973; Pine & Rudner,
1977: Scheuneman. 1976; _Smith, '1974; Tinsley & Dawes, 1972). Specific,

-Sub-components of the research to which specific tests and test
items, are biased againSt .members'.(21 minority groups hate been observed- in-
researCh on linguistic bias (Bartel, -Grill Bryen, 1973; Berry &LoPez. 1977;
Bryen, 1974; Johnson, 1973:'Lefley; 1975: Matluck ei.Mace, 1973: Matluck
'Mace-Matluck, 1975; Nathanson, 1975; Vasquez, 19721 and on sex biaS
(Diamond, 1976; DwVer,- 1976; Evans & Sperekas, 1975; Faggen-Steckler et. al_,
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1974, Harmon, 1973, Holland, 1976, Lockheed-6w, 1974, Prediger & Hanson,
1976, Strassberg-Rosenberg &'Donlon, 1975; Tittle, 1973, 1974; Tolor, 1975).

f Mesearch demonstrating differences between groups performanceon tests or
,

test items, along with contentions that biaseiisted in:selection, and-ethployment
of people, led several psychologists, to develop models,ol'evaluatin4 test fairness
in their effortsto define the, concept of culture fairriesi.. Cole (1913)::apd.
Petersen and Novick (1976) have' Provided:a useful concePtualizatiOn of six, ,
different models of fairness: These arelsumrnari,zed briefly:as folloM:

The Quota Model...,;

Research on -differences in: the performance of groutis of, students on, tests has
Jed ro'the viewpoint that a testis biased if it fejts io identify proportions of

individuals stOrnpa;ables to proportions the,geneialtoPulationFor eXample,,if-
a test,Were to ,.select silUdents for admission to atiniversity,,,the.test would'
be said -tio',be biesed-if it resulted ip the Selection of a lOwer ratip,.of 13,Jacks,to
whites, than their ,porpoetions- in 'tne,general"PopUlation, If 11?"Of' the goner
DoPulatjon "are' BLack7, and the, test' resulted in,,the selection: of. a'population
which 'arty -8% of the students were Black.. the,;test WOuld., be obaracterizerrit&'
biased.

The Regression Model:

The regression model was on nIally proposed by Cleary (1968) who defined &
biased.test a fOlION;vs:

`testtest is biased for, mernbers Of a s6b-grotiO or-the priptAlation :f,
prediction Of a cri,teron'ior which; the test is designed, consistent nonzero
errors ot.prectittion are'rnatt:.for members of the st)bgrourt.:tn other words,',

, the test'is.biasedif the criterion score Oretlictad from the common regiession,,,
'.ire ,;s,consistentfy too-high.or too tow for members of the subgroup. With-this
definitiOn there may be a connoittion of *.'unfai'r;" oartiyciariY-if.the
use of the test pr.Octi:Jces ttoredidtion that is too !ow th:115)'.

The:Stibjective Regression Model.
--

This model, also referred- to as the Culture=Modified Crittriort:Model (Petersen &
Novick. 1976) has 'been proposed by both, Darlington f1971) and Linn:(1,9721s.'
Proponents of this model' believe' that fairnest can be achieved_ only by

... , 'Combination of the Quota Model ant the,Regression 'Model, Accordingly, one
first decides-.'if 'there is some merit or value in seleCtiOn of members of, some



cultural group, or if there is potential harm in exclusion of the members of some
group, and then sets his/her regression equations Or account for desired
representation in selection.

The. Equal.'.f3itlt:Mode1.was proPosed for use in industry by 5uiph 09661, andlatei by Einhorn and Bass: :(1971). _According to Guloh .1166),' "Unfair
discrimination exists when persons with equal 'probabillitieS of success on the job
have unequal probabilinesof being hired, for the !ob.:When assessment devices;,
are used to select ernployees, and when persons with .equal prObabilities
suecesstieve t.ineqUat probabilities of selection due to the use of the devices, the
cleiiices'are*said to be unfair or biased. A test is fair,from perspective if it
results in the selection-ofpersohs for employment or participatiOn.in an activitiy
in a porportion equal to the proportion of those who succeed in' that
employment or activity. Applied to edu.cational setti-Tgs, a test would be said tobe fair if it simply seleAecl for entrance into College: for. example. the sproportion of individuals from -minority groups as could .6e 'expected
complete college successfUlly.

The Constant Ratio Model

This model, -,proposed by Thorndike.(1971), states, that a test is fair: when it
results' in the selection of the proportions of different cultural groups as ,i'voulci
be achieved, if the person doing the selectiOn had available each. subject's exact
score' on the criterion- 'rneasure. ACco,ding to Thronrlike" (1971), in a tair
selection procedure: 1

-^-tY

'The qualifying scoria' on a:'-:test 'should -be set at levels: that
aPplicants in the two groups in'proportitirt to the fraction o twt.'.-troucis

. reaching a 5Kke.cifiedievel of criterion Performance (p-_

The critical in 'this -model' is success on a criterion measure,Tests'that.'
fail to prediCt success'for minority or majority Persons are. said to be biased; This
moder±s-called.--the-constant-ratio'-nio(feTtiee'rfaiTh-esiTifevidenced When lhe
propOrtion of those. selected, to those successful:is:the same-for any two groups,.

The Conditionals Probability Model.

This, model,;proposed by Cole '(1973), again addresses the relationship b
success on a -test and success on a criterion measure. Cole states:



, For both minonty end magoity groups 'whose members can achieve a
satisfactory criterion score (V-Yol there shotild-be the same probability Of
selection regardless of grasp membership (p.240).

Several, investtgatorshave reviewed the models Of' test fairness (Frazer-975
Hunter & Schrnitit.,' 1.976; Linn ,&, Werts, 1971 ;' McNemar, 1975; Petersen & ,
Novick,1974; 197,0: and have concluded that there:is little ;agreement arnong-
the several 'models. ,It is readily apparent:that major measurement experiT

test ,that is-fair -for' members of clifferentgrOuPs.'There is little agreement on the

concept of vondiscriminatOry,aSsessmen s Peterien-and,Novic04`076)'note

been essentially unable.Ao,-:egcee on adefinition-of.a test, let aloneldentify a -

The Regressio,n, the--.00.nstanf n ionalroP.ability: the Equal'
Probability, the, Eauarrfzlisix- and the Cutture-Mdified Criterion, Mode's are,,
each explications of general- Obncepts of what constitutesthe fair use of tests: .

in a seleCt ion situation: There seems.to;be,nothing;in the titeratyre thet clearly
indicates when., if ever. one-of -the' models is.;:preferable the. other,: fivei-;i', , . ,. .

.models, Thus. the practitiorer,:hes= no ciear- guidance in the choice of a-,
cuiture fair, selection model. Further.' we pave Sgggested that the Constarif,

they; Conditional' thp`Equal Probability Models artrithei-.
cony Ses are inMrnitix,eontradictory +p ? 23 -24).

addition to anakises of the ',:fairness` of specific tests- a0.itehs' we, have

witnessec ruMber of o die?' co;cer r intheprofessionarliteratUre. irtiftre: have

been-.,s'everal analyses- of litigationandiegal)Ssues Nolte,1975,
-1'5harf, 1977; Weck.stein.-1973.1,.'calls,lor'cUltUre -specific, assessbitnt.(1,Og &
Anthony, 1974:: 1974: Mukherjee, et al.', :1976; Simon- &Joiner; _1974:
Nilliarns,-'1976), and discussions of the social and lege cOilsc:quence ,i;sting

tests tociai'tvinciividtials (Epos,: 1973: Hugt. 1,972;. Green; 1973:-Kamin, 1973.
1936).

croribacn 11975, 1976 ):has provided an excellent -analysjs:Of the sociopolitical
nature of the*,..argurn.ents regarding testing. Thee considerable controversy
regarding this tOptoot haS4e;t1Itetlin7'the:rece-nt publication-Of numerous position
papers.: (Barnes, 197311 Bersoff ,& Ysseldyke, 1977: CerVanteS,1974; CteGeorge,,

1975: Fitzgibbon. 1970; Flaug-er. 1974, Franklin:- 1-974:: ',Green, 1971,

HUrriphrey's. 1971. Jensen, 1974:.Mcclelland,,A 971 McNemar, 1 975; Meeker &
meeker. 1.971. Mercer, 1972; Messick & Anderson. 1940; National .Association
for 'the Advancemeit of ;Colored People., 1-976: Northeast Regional ReSoUrce

',Center. :1976; Ratteray,. '1974: Samuda, 1973; 'Scales:It!, Smith, 1974: Starr.
1977: Southwest Regional Resource Center, 1977;-Weber.1974; Williams; 1970,

19721.

Clearly. this nation a\ld its researchers have vested. considerable effort, time, an' d.

financial resources,inatterripts 'to develop or identify assessment cieviCes that are
not biased against members of racial or cultural groups.

.
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THE RATIONALE FOR THIS PAPER

Revievv of Congressional testimony ,:relevant to the -Protectiog in,,Evaluation
Procedures" indicates an obviously much broader concern than simply'with th.e
fairness, of tests and test items as used with members of minority groups. This .
broader concern it with abuse 'in the entire process of usingastessment data,tb._
make deelsiont.-about"pupils. It is this brOader concern, abuse in'''decision-e.'
makingi 'that 'this position,,paper addressed. Abuse is evident'in manY,arenaS:,
relevant.to assessment'sof,children and includes: 1) inappropriate andsindiscrirni-
nate use of tests.. bias in the assessment of'handicapped 'children, and in.
identifying as.. handicapped those who are not, -3) 'bias throughout the
decision-making .orocess, and 4)i:;i'as'following-assessMent,'

1 cite :here.: several quotes from Senate reports that illustrate 'my reasonsfor
tating'that the "real concern" is With abuse in assessment and;cleciSion-rnalcing:

',The'CoFirrtittee,,is cleanly- concerned .atteo:it Pratt t4ces- arid woci,if.juri:. ytit)ict) .. ,. ..
"result i^ classifyi,rk;:,ch iltken as. having-InandicaPpingcOnditions,vytten';: in fact

they do not have surnconditioni;:s -At least tltirei.rnaioi ;ssifles'are-tti concern
. with resiiect,c' Prooietn1 S-Ol-.identiftation' and classtf icatitin.. ill- the rnisuse of
.,- appro$ittiattidentilcatibn-and classification data wi th the educationat',process.. .. .

,itielf: ::()-, discriminatory, treatment as- :the-, result of the icientitcation of a
-rsandicapping'"cicr540ipro., and,43) rnisqsa -of :identification 'OrO:cedures
methods.-'Whicti. resul tv::in..f,ettroninus'', ctassi fication Oft -a, child as ,:navinc'zta.--.. - ..
handicapping condition 2 ISenate. 'Fieport 149'. , 94.168, ,Ecitication for AO

andicaPPed ;,--hildren ?fi.c.t.,.,i,utte ,2,..i 975.'6. 26-'29).....
...

. --

mii..Cornrrtif is t is, alart t-..'9 it the abu7 AinIch -3.2.c,. n the:, .

loader; 'of ,:chi)dren:, ;In nricerned ittat0(pertise in, the ptoper -,iscc),!
_. , ,

'fisting and;--e).aluation-,' (Yeduret: fails far .srirt.-4- o tt,fi oiolitic,-yse I--
. . ..

-:--dcrieloprrteV,"of. testing and eyaluatiOn too':s.,:7te usetttnessand rne a

ease tinq 'tt °yid not -.ts.r.::;rtnii :t.;. pararn',unt i7'77-', i!(1,--1 'tii):.k,r4; ;:. ,.t.t.i
the nttnati:!-:e. riffkicls:ot such -titring:'atii. ,..0,.,;.,-rtook,(7.3:i.Senat:i.. 9tport !:.

9 14=18, ,EduCa tion *for:- All:-il-fand-,caoped Cnilcir.12.n -Act. -:JurIE 2: :1-975.-,
26-29). -:- .

. .

There is considerable disparity between' ways in .w)-0ch. professio-nal educators
':`have, to_ date: been :addressing the::isSi.A:of bias' in assessrneit--and tiste:ttiwis
which{ can best addreSs the.issUe. -E'llorts 6 t, --gage. -testirw:have
been characterized by--the f ollbyVing Skirids- of proposals- {Mercer, 1977):

'Development of Culture Free.- Tests.," Many have proposed we :engage. :n
extensive effortsto devetop.Cultuie Pree-testS':,'Such efforts. historically,have
been impossi6le'because Iherejs no culture free leerMn.g. Learning occurs in
environmental contexts -and. 'in Ject,'cons7ts prrriar :the inculcation of
the 'cult-Cue. .

-'Development of Culture Fair Tests_ f forts have been Made. to construct tests
which iterni. are "balanced- so'thev reoreseni-M61tVe languages and
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cultures. Such eVorts have been unsuccessful_ "Culture fair" tests have not
demonstrated good predictive validity; they are poor predictors of success in
a mono-cultu9l school system, and haves been: fbr the most, part ,rejected by

the dominant-cultural group.
3 Development of Culture-Specific Tests. :Efforts have been made, as noted

earlier, to develop- culture-specific tests (speCific (O,the Vack' culture,
Hispanic culture, etc). These tests, like culture fair tests; have demonstrated
iow' predictive validity, and have :been. :rejeCted;,tay:-the dominant
group Production of such devices has been diffictilst,beCause no one test will
satisfactorily assess .the heterogeneous grOup Of children any one cultural

or ethnic group.:,
4 Use of PiagetialfT#sts. On Mani' occasions those who seekfair-astessment of

children have proposed the.:Lisel- of Piagetian developmental scales. Such
efforts haVe notresUlted in fair assessment; specifiO items areas cultbrally
dependent as are items o more traditidnal scaleS, and predictive validity is
low

5 Linguistic Translation Of, ,Existing .Tests. Efforts: toladminister 'tests .in,
children's native language have often consisted of:translating existing ,tests,
,nto'other languages. TranslatiOn'changes item difficUlty and. destroys the
aPPlicability of ;existing; norms` (which unfortunately are too often, used
disPite,_, item translatiOn)%:Oncei again, predictive validity for success 'in` -a,
rnonoculturat school system .has been !ow.

6 Alteration, of Administration Procedures: -,When h#ndicapped:youngsters are
assessed, assessors often- trito achieve fairness' by changing administration:
PrOcedt04-q: -Wt? 'for' fkaMtile, the arirniniStration of verbal 'testa in 'sign,

:anguageto deaf ,aid hearing-imPaired children ,Nonstandardized administre.
tion procedures:' disalloW the ruse of .'norms; and -unless special_

population niorr:s are conStrutted,:nbrm4",eferenced interpretations are
irnossible..

7 Traiiiing Children' to Take Tests. SOme',researchers and: practitioners have
Jdvocated that'schildren be -trained to take 'tests prior to being; assessed

..
procedureS',,-haye,-"ranged from training test-wiseness, to task

.farriiliar,ization training_ this:iva motile play to eliminate.or reduce Observed

.scorn variance due to lack of familiarity with yvtiat is being required: The:.
Procedure
asse.ssrnent

decision_rnaking.

tirnecOnsuming; but .worthwhile ternative' to '
toce chirps . will not however. reduce,hiariY aspects, of bi

------8-.71se, <_;f"--A)-1:;;;;-17Tisic.7--t+l-Frrns TO "r7TEriiiiiiiiiireFfi:. . Nfeit'er IrldffeCiiiii'-'1:1'9,78T

developed 'a ' ys tem, of Multicult al Plural.s.ic Assessment fSOMPA)..
systenvuses existing tests, butolur tStit' norms. Separate regression equations

are',24sed to. compute tritr,estirnatetllear,ning poiihtiat.otchi,irlren'froM

Anglo, and Chicano One difficulty' ninth such a .0rocediire is in
accounting ,fpr. the extremely heterogeneous nature of any oa: cultural or'..,

4.
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Professional decision-makers have'repeatedly strived to identify fair assessment

Practiees.Today, though, we very often observe SEA and LEA personnel engaged

in efforts designed to identify the fair test foruse with racial, cultural, or ethnic
minority grcitips Such efforts could Ao, on for a very long time without-
producing progress toward non-discriminatory assessment. This fact was
illustrated by Salvia and Ysseldyke (1978) in their overview of intellectual
assessment A description-of that reasoning follows.

Intelligence tests, like any tests,,are,merely samples-of behavior. Any student's
performance, on, an intelligence test is a 'function of an interaction betWeenthe '-
kind(s). of behavior(s) sampled :bY the test and the kinds' of background
9.?(PerienCe's and PPROrtPnit*- that Children have 'both formal nett
informal: educational environments, Given the tremendous variation 'in back-
ground experiences with 'which' children enter testing' settings and the :large
number of different kinds of behaviors sampled by ,tests, the number of,possible
interactions is larger than we can even begin to realize (conservativeli'estimated
by Salvia and Ysseldyke as greater than 1.35 x 1032 poisible interactions),
Educators can and probably will, argue, for a very long time about which of
these interactions are "fair". We will, make considerably more progress, I believe,
by ,addressing something we can effect: bias in the entire process of
decisionmaking.in 'establishing the position taken, in this paper: it is necessary

to describe assessment anddecision-making and 'then to describe the factors''.
that I belieNie must be considered.

N

r _

. .

Assessinent Defined

View assessment=broadly as' the process of 'collecting data for the purpose of
helping a professional make decisiOns,about linidividuals.4Ssessment it, not
synonymous with testing; testing issimply one Vpart o,ass'essmnt,-Assessment
may include direct observation_ of inidiViclua4s M natural environments, it may

,.include the obtaining of -data from others. by' means 617?terviewi and it may
include' the obtaining of both historical and current information by searching of
records. Clearly, many different kinds of 'data are colleCtid. in the proCess of
decision making; in its 'bfioadest sense,. this data collection process is assessment.

,Salvia _and Ysseldyke 11978) identifiert five different kinds of decisions made in
_educational_settings..Assessment_plays_a_key,role_in....the_making-of-Ahese

decisions;, data gathered by means of ,assessment are used in decis.irt' ri-making.
The five kinds of decisions ,described by Salvia and Ysseldyke 119781 are briefly
as follows.

'1 Screening In 'screening, data_Tare cOnetteci for the purpose of helping
Professionals identify' the extent to which a student's. behavior differsfrom
"normal" or.,"iverage" behavior. Students whose behavior is sufficiently

153 ,
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diTierent from "normal" are typically referred for or identified as candidates.
for fuither assessment,

2. Placement/Classification Decisions. Assessment data are routinely collected in
educational settings for the purpoSe of helping professionaltdecide how to
Classify students, for the purpose of declaring children.efi-gible for special
educational services, and asp an aid in making,placementdecisions.Most state
education agencies require that:befor&children are tifaced classes for the
handicapped, they receive an individualized psychoeducational evaluation.,
Ruiesr and regulations for PI:94142 (sec.:121a:531). require that:

Beforei any action is taken with res6eCt to the initial placement. of a
handicapped child ±n, a special education' program, a full and inidiyidual
evaluation of the child's educational needs,rmist'be conducted in accordance
with the requirements of rule 1214.532,

Many different kinds of data are collected during individual evalUation, and
these data are "used to Make placement, eligibility. or classification decisioni_
In the educational process_, the appropriate identification of handicapping
conditions must take place'in order to'assure that a child receives
,services'designed to me-et his or her needsAdentification must also take place,
to enable SFAS and LEAs to,plan appropriate services designed to meet the
child's, unique needs_

3. Instructional' Planning Decisions. Assessment Cataaie,routinelY colletted for .

the pepose;Sof helping ,educational Personn4I:pian instructional interventions
for children. SpeCifiC efforts' are made to identify an individuat's educational-

_ ly r*yaht, Itrttrigth5. and weaknesses; to plan to teach'end how
to teach, Data collected during' assessment serve as the'basis for dlanning both
long terrneducationalgoais and specific instructional objectives.

4. Indiviqual,Pupi4.Evaluation., Teachers, parents. and students themselves have
right and a need tolinowtheextent to which are-progressing in their

educational orograrns.' Assessment data are -provided :that enable. decision-
Makers -to 'judge the extent to whicp progress is'being made, both in the
achievement of Specific instructional objectives and in reference. to a local or,
'national sample of age or grade-mates,

5. Program ,EvaluatiOn Decisions. Data are Collected fOr the purpose Of:
evaluating the effectiveness of educational programs.,typically, this consists
either of comparing the progress of students in two or more programs, or of
looking at the extent' to which pupils are attaining program objectives.
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FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED

IN/HINKING
ABOUT IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE PEP PROVISION

Thel(ind-of DecIsion to l)*'Made:f

lit'
'It -has'Tbeen noted' that assessment '.4 the process of collecting data for the..
purpose of making 'decisions: Jor and about students'. ,EdUcatorsneed -different; "--;- ii
kinds of data t&helO,make di f ferent.kinds'of decisions. Abuse in assessment can
occur When educators, fail to differentiate their decision-making procedureand,

..,

01eclOvices they, use in light oyhtviifferent'kinds,of:decisions they triake.:,This,',,
lboili doWri essentially to the use,'1*tests for purposes other than. those for which
they:, were designed.: for example.' nOrM-refei,enced, individually administered. .

iotelligence, tests were .originally designed to help, us nalce:.classification' and
placement decisions. We,,,. witness, -,however,- the routine practice of engaging in

"prOf ilei: analyses of subject scores earned on norm-referen :tests in an effort. to
identify specific activity strengths and weaknesses, and, e use of, these data in...

instructional planning: Such a practice is without empirical support and may
actually constitute abuse. , ..!

Acculturation

Any child's performance on a test is 'a: reflection of past learning history in both
formal : and informal educational enyironmentsAs- noted by Salvia. and
.Ysseldyke (1978); acculturation "is the most "important characteristic- in-

,. evaluating. a child's performance' one. test. To the extent that'` a child's.-,

,acculturation'.differs from the-acculturation of those on 'whom a test was
standardized, norm -referanced decisions based upon. test results may actually be
both invalid and biased,

When norrn,referenced tests are used to make decisions about students, assessors
must examine the extent to.which the student assessed is like-,thoses'on whom
the test was standardized. This is especially true'-when a childexhibits one or
more specific 'handicapping conditions g., deafness, blindness, or cerebral
palsy) _

Technical Adequacy

-4"
When assessment devices ore .use0-to rnake important decisions about pupils,, it is
imperative that those,. devices be technically adequate. Several factors must be
considered. The first is again the issue of standardization. Scores earned on.,
norm- referenced tests reflect' the performance-Of the pupil relative to those on
whom the test was standardized,
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A second consideration is that of reliability. Reliability refers simply to the
consistency with which a device measures a trait or set of behaviors. Reliability
indices tell us how much error there is in any measure. In assessment, we are
interested ire obtaining results that adequately reflect student traits, characteris-
tics, or behOors, we want our results to be as free from error as is possible.
`14Unnally (1987). provides some standjrds regarding how reliable devices must
be He notesthat' when tests are:UsecginexPerimentation, those tests must have
reliabilities: that exceed .50; and that when tests are used to make -impOrtant
decisions about' puPils,:those tests should have reliabilities that exceed .90.

Ifhas±'been-dernonstrated- (Salvia & Ysseldyke, 1978; Ysseldyke & Salvia, 1974)
that very many of the norm - referenced devices. used to make decisions about

. pupils' lack the necessary reliability to be '-used in decisiOn making. When
unreliable tests are used to provide data for decision making those decisions
maybe,based more on error than on actual pupil characteristics.

The third issue regarding; technical adequacy is the,yalidity of the devices and
procedures used to collect data' about children. Tests: must be valid for the
particular 'purPosesfor which they are used Assuming that tests measure what
they purport to ,measure:when there is little empirical evidence to suggest they
are valid, can lead to bias in decision - making.

Tests as Samples of Behavior

Tests are merely samples of behavior. In asseseing a student's intelligence, for
example: we (10' not directly measure intelligence. Rather, we observe' the ways
in which the student,.responds to sets of stimuli presented in a standardized':
format: Student' performance leads us to infer degree of intelligence.

thus: is no't an, observable phenomenon, but an-inferred construct,

Different tests sample different behaviors. Student performance on a test can
only be viewed. s' a function'of the kind(s) of behaviors' sampled by the test. The
greater the similarity between the kindls) of behaviors sampled by a test and the
kinds. of behaviors to which predictions are being' made;..the lesser the degree of
inference involved in assessment:

Bias in Decision-Making

It was noted earlier that the issue underlying the concerns, expressed in the PEP
Orovisians of P.L'94,-142 is bias -in decision making. I beliitve that if educators
suddenly had the fair test, there would still he 'cnnsiderable,dias' in decision-

; making. Recent research has demonstrated the extent to which naturally occur-
ring'characteriStics act to bias the kinds of decisions-made about



'Floss and Salvia (1975) examined the extent to which students' physical
attractiveness affects the kinds of decisions teachers make about those students..
They sorted school pictures of third grade- children into 10 piles,. using a 0 sort
technique and asking raters to rank the pictures of students from those who
were least physically attractive to those' who were ,trigst physically attractive.
The ibvestigators selected pictures of: ,children who had, been rated most

_physically attractive and, those rated least physically attractive, and affiXed these
to identical psychological- reports. Reports included identical. objective data
regarding pupil .intellect and prior achievement. Data provided were borderline
data data that-could be used to support a label of either mentally retarded or
normal, Four ;groups of classcpom teachers wive given the identical reports, but
in one case the report included a Picture ohan attractive third grade boy,'
another report included a' picture of an unattractive third grade boy:: the third
group received a report with a picture of an attractive third grade girl, while
grotip" four received a report with a picture of an unattractive-hird grade girl,
Given identical objective information teachers reached different diagnostic
decisions as a function of tie physical attractiveness of the child. Attractiveness
acted as a biasing factor in the kinds of diagnostic decisions reached.

Algozzine (1975) extended this research by looking at the extent to which
pupils' physical attractiveness affected leacher-pupil interactions. He found that
teachers interacted significantly less Often:and more negatively with unattractive,
than attractive pupils. Salvia, Algozzine and Sheare, (1976) examined the grades
that elemehtary teachers assign to attractive and unattractive pupils, They
examined the cumulative records of children identified in the earlier study by
Ross anti Saliria, as attractive.- and unattractive: They found no difference in the
scores that these groups of students earned on intelligence tests and omeasures
of acadernic,achievement. They found a one grade -point difference in the grades
assigned by teachers. Teachers were assigning higher grades to attractive than to
unattractive students,

Further research on the extent to which naturally °miring characteristics affect
decision- making was completed by Salvia and Podol (1975). They obtained a

--photograph of a- child witi a visible repaired cleft palate. They had the
photograph retouched so the the repaired cleft was not visible_ Two groups of
speech therapists'vere given the same =speech sample, and told they were to
evaluate the speech of a child with'a repaired cleft palate, One group was shown
the picture of the child in which, the repaired cleft was visible: the other group

_ --_. -- was - shown -the retouched photo. Significant differences were observed in the
ratings of the same speed" sample.

These and similar studies illustrate clearly bias in decision naking. Given
objective data; decision-makers reached differeert-eonclusions as a functiOn of
diagnostically irrelevant pupil characteristics.
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Boas, Following Assessment

A serieS'of 'recent investigations 44, oster &'`e Idyke. 1972; Foster,',Ysseldyfre'&
,

ie
Ree's, 1975; Salvia, Clark '&' YSSeidYke,'1972;,Ysseiclyke,& Foster, in press) haS
lead to 'concern regarding the extent to which the identification.Akeiiions. we

..,..reach about..pupils directly affect their later life opportunities .Aese'irivestiga-
. ..

tions have examinedthe ways.ih'which-identification of children as- handicapped

causes teachers to view them differently and to misinterpret objective examples

of their behavior, t
4

'Foiter and :Ysseldyke,..0976) investigated the effects of 'deviancylabels on
teachers' exbectations of child behavior anct,on their , ability to evaluate child
behavior 'objectively. One hundred eternentari-' teachers were randomly 'assigned
to one 134etfour,..groups'Each group dealt with one label . {emotionally disturbed.
learning: disabled, mentally retarded, normal), and each group. participated in ,
two separate treatment 'phases': Ouring.Phase f teachers identified behaviors they

expected to , be displayed, by hyPothetiCat children- denominated, by the label
Condition. Teachers indicate, for exarnrl,. -those behaviors, they believed a
"typical mentally retarded Child"wouldc:Monstrate. During Phase II. each:

jok

group viewed the same videotape,;Of. a 'nonnal fourth grade boy ,engaged 'in a
,.:.,

'variety of activities ranging from fOrenal assessment to free play. After watching

..
the .videotape; teachers -were7'asked, to complete a checklist.' indicating dr
behaviors they had observed_: Experimentals conditions were identical -across

groups with one exception. aCfrgroup was told that the' child was a member of

Ia different category, that e was _mentally. retarded- emotionally,. disturbed:-

, learning disabled, Or normal.

iiesults of the investigation indis,atcd that teachers ,,(1)7hold negative expecte-

bons for.chliclren whom disability labels have been assigned, and (2) maintain.

these expectations- even when confronted normal :behavior, behavior
inconsistent with the, stated label: Maintenance of this bias '-was.suf fieient to
cause 'teachers to Miiimerpret actual child behavior, resulting,,',in a hat() effect.
Results-indicated that the label "educable menially retarded," generated a greater .

degree of negative bias than -did the labels 7learnigng d:sabled" or "emotionally.
disturbed... although' all ,three deviancy, labels produced negative. expectations

and halo effectS significantly different from those found der control

conditions.

This body of research introduces ,another consideration into, our. thinking
regarding bias. V./I..need not only be concerned about how the decisions we make

are biased, but :at' the..saTe time aborgthe effeCts of the decision-making

:process.

'i.
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Summary.

Nondiscriminatory assessment entails several factors in complexiateraction,As I
noted earlier, our real concern should be with bias in the decision- making,
process, and with abuse. in the use of assessment data to make decisionsabout:
students, AbUse can occur in many different. ways. First,. abuse can result from
the use of tests for purposes other than those for which they were.de signed. It
can ,also-result frOm comparisons of students tO.:Others Who differ:systematically...
a several:characteristics. Third,,abuse ocCurs,whia technically inadequate tests
are used to collect data about- - :students: It' also occurs when investigators go
beyond their data .6 infer unpitying' pathology and infer or predict later
aca,linic.difficulty. Bias on the basis of naturally occurring pupil characteristics
Occors throtighoU0he assessment process, Teachers_ differeritially view objective,
Child behavior when children are assigned deviancy labels:

FACTORS CONSIDERED
IN DEVELOPING CRITERIA

No one set of criteria will secve universally to evalgate LEA implementation of
.the "protection 'in evaluation procedures provisions of P.L. 94-142.- School
distrtcts and states differ, both in the nature of the.poPulations they serve and in,
the nature of the :services they provide. Therefore, in developing criteria: to

'evaluate implementation of the PEP provisons, severer factors .were taken into
consideration,

Interrelationships of Stipulated Services

P.L.94-142 pulates -several different services_ individualized educational
:.prograrns. due process, placement least restrictive. environments, anti -:::
protectiOn in evaluation procedures. The PEP provisions are obViousfy,retated to
the other three stipulated areas. As noted earlier, assessment is engagedin, for the.
purpose of providing data thayWill: help professionals make .decisions about
studen)s. The different kinds -of decisions were described:

Assessment i'ntegral cohiPoneatsof the assessment-intervention proCesi,
L_Teachers__routingly-ccilleCt-data-about--students:pribr--to-making-decfsions-

the most apprOP6ate,:.inStrUctional, programfOr them.:,, it' is r:ecitiired that
assessment spreteecl the making .ooducationar.biaetnent
proc9ss hearings parents and others about and_ have ,a--iight',tos,:
challenge. the assessment A04:-,;cpi*ted on their'- children, To the ex tent that
abuse occurs ire assessment (i.e.. use of tests ,for purPoSes:other than 'those for
which 'the. :were: designed, , yse..of technically inadequate testS;:zetc.,),.. Joiat

,

ed.
decision-making can ret_skil t



Changes in Implementation Over Time
4h

it is believed that LEAs will make steady' progress, toward implementationof the
:PEP; provisions Of PA:. 94-142. The criteria specified later in this paper are of 'the
nature that such progress can be documented and demonstrated. Several criteria

',specify- that routinely-monitor' their assesment procedures-and--evaulite
the extent to4which both, theProcedUres and their effect are nondiscriminatory:,
§uonlmonitorTing:'should enable LEAs to spot areas of difficulty and to institute
corrective, e S. It was thought that use of the criteria shoUld lead an. LEA .
from corrOvh with the letter' of the law-to eventual compliance with the
pint or intentb he law.,

Contextual Influences
..

LEA contextual factors,,such as'its urban orftiiral environment, or the length of
time that the LEA has been implementing state policies similar .to " those
expressed in P.L. 94-142 are likely to influence, implementatiOn of the PEP
provisions. The criteria developed later in thi3 paper were developed so as to be
useful and applicable in .nearly all contexts. All,. LEAs, regardless of Contextual
factors; engage in decision - making. and stand .the 'chance of making biased or
discriminatory decisions. While it is -recognized that ,different LEAs make
decisions about different kinds of constituencies, the criteria should apply across
the board. This author has little regard for time considerations. if educational
personnel are making important educational decisiOns about children, decisions
tbat thr.ectly anct'significandy affect children's life opportunities, they should be
using nOndiscriminatory, procedures in assessment.

Multiple Approaches

"k.
It is recognized that LEAs may employ different approaches or proCedures in
implementing the PEP provisions. The criteria developed later, in this paper
should apply, regardless of the specific ,apProach used by an LEA.

Relationship of Criteria
To Assessment Methodologies

The-author has approached the task of developing criteria with one over-riding
belief. The 'only assessment methodologies that should be employed, in
educational settings are those for which we have empirically demonstrated
,support. In very many instances today educational personnel collect data on
children that are of little relevance to decision-making. For example, research
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has repeatedly demonstrated the absence of support for the efficacy of
perceptualmotor training designed to improve children's'performanceing,
Yet, school systems continue to provide remedial programs characterized by
perceptual-motor training and educators .Continue; to believe that it
:important: .to assess children's modalitY preferences tQ, Prescribing
instructional interventions (Arter & Jenkins, 197T: ,Ysseldyke.,-1971,,,1977):
ClearlY,,-a-major consideration releyant::,to this paper is the eZtent.,to which
educators engages'in or believe in 'proCidures toi;'which there is any
empirical- ;support; The..use of n,reliable tests (Ysseldy1te &Salvia,1974)'tO
assign children to instructional rograms for which there is no demonstrated
support, represents abuse in asses ent. .

.Definitions,Of Concepts.

Special efforthas been made, wh?revet it as_ believed necessary, to define the
concepts used in the criteria.

SPECIFIC CRITERIA

-Collection of Information.

Referral;'
Assessment: is a data collection :prOc."-sf'-`ancFeducatiOnaf personnel - routinely_,'

-collect information on students and their 'familieS for the purpose of making
educational decisions,: TSince: '1974, Wheni-COngresi 'Pissed Public Law, 93;,380,
there ha's been an esta011Shert set of prOCedures and regula:tionr that schoofSmuSt
follow in data ccrifectitin., Local education agencies should bc,,.foliow)ng -these

guidelines,_shoulcl have policieS-and.,ProcertUres'regarding-ihe kirids'61 data: they
can cotlec't, and clear:guidelines-regarding the Obtaining of-consent:from parents'
in the data esotte.ctiori- proc,ess.

'"---Thecguidelines'and:TegOlatons of Public Law 93-389; appiicable to the collection
of infOrmation'n. all pupils, are articulated further, in Public Law 94-142, for it
is-very-clear that specific procedures need 'to .be folloYve.r1 when, children are

errecLfbr_considerit iCes,-Ireplernent a rion-
-Pro*tion;:sin 8ialUation Procedures" (PEP) provisions of Public Caw 94-142

-requ'fr9S- that -.tE emplciy-Oritairp feguards- in- the.!process of referring children-,
or:fr.rvalciatjori, The ,evaluiition Process begins- with referral: failure to employ

specific procedural sa feguards ,cah con tribute Jo abuse in the assessment PrOCeSS,

The first consideratiOn regarding referral should---be fOr-the kinds of 'behavior'that.
.

Warrant .concern' and refefral. Children' are 'typically referred'-for psvaineduca-
tionat evatuahon when -the-behavio7b(Piey exhibit iS .sUfficieri-thi different horn.
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normally expected beh?or that a person: in a- peOrtion to do so' becomes
'Concerned and calls them to the attention of diagnostic personnel : -To theextent
that teachers do not, have a good, understanding of, normal 'thilddevelopment
and a commensurate understarading of behaviors thet ,ere considered`- deviant,

'over= or under-referral of 'children can result: More importantlyfailuretto. be
,aware of cultural differences,and the extent to which specific tiehaviOrs
deeMedaPprnpriate andfor inappropriate in specific cultural environments ca
lead toover?ior under-referral of students..who'.are members Of those specific
cultural: -groups. Furthermore, the speClfic biases of individual teachers toward
specific naturally- occur'r'ing pupil characteristics can lead /eachers to over-refer
or, under-refer children who demonstrate -those characteristics. Diagnostic,
personnel must have established procedures for monitoring the referraliproCess-
in their LEAs and mUst systematically examine and evaluate that'processl.

Whenever students are referred for -'osychoedueational-evalUation"edUcational
personnel must inform parents of the specifics of the referral. Informed consent'
thustbe obtained, from parents prior, to the evaluation- of their chrildre'n.:Parents

,,,

must'be told who refer'red -the child,,specifically thOse behaviors that are reasons
for concern, and provided with objeCtive docu41entation-,of -,the reasons _for,

'referral_, in- language they can,,,understand. ,School, personnel naust'nO lOnger
address evaluation, in 1,generalities 'like "We want- to test ,yourchild, to see if
anything is wrong with- her:',, and Must notassume that parents ',not
understand' the _reasons Why ,the child is being referred'. 'A-one-sty in commUnica-.

tion at this point'wili alleviaternany potential du ficulties lateein the assessment
and decision.making 'process.* "Informed consent, means :-.tj-w .'thepartint-(or
pupil) is 'reasonably, cotripeterit to 4. n cl erst4 ci the nature and consequences of
his, decision' '1,Russell 'Sage Foundation Conference Guiddlines. 1969, p.

..:,-

(Salvia & Ysseldyke, 1978; p. 437).

Specific Criteria to be used in judging the ieio.,ert to w, ich LEAs referral
procedures are in compliance with the PEP of 'PL 94 -142 are as

.,
pr_

follows:

1. ,LEAs have established Procedures regarding the kinds-of data that-can be.
collected. on pupils. I,

2. LEA procedures' regarding the kinds, of data that can be collected on pupils
-,ar;F! consistent with the guidelines and regulations ofPubik, Law 93-380, the

------Famity-Educational-Rightrand--PrivacrAct:
3. Diagnostic -personnel routin =ely meet With groups of teachers o provide

,,,'training in the kinds of 'behaviorsteachers should and-snogicl-not be looking
-"for in considering children for referral.

4. The -LEA has a ,record.00the number ,of ehildren f?ferre-d- by individual
teachers and regularly examines this record to ascertain the extent to which
any One ,teacher, has a history of OVer-referi,al of children from certain
cultural groups's or Who demonstrate specific common characteristics:
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5. In all evaluation procedures, diagnostic personnel carefully _consider Ithe
extent to which cultural differences or naturally occurring pupil =charac-
teristics may have bigsed the decision to refer a child,

6.- The LEA has established Procedures for periodic,*aluatiohOTtheaXtent
-which cultural -.differences between leathers and -Children ad ''.f6
misinterpretation.24. behavior'eriel:Ad-,..drineceSary;dver,referral
children' from sPecifie,cOltural groU

,TheiLEA,tegi4lariy,exarnines its: referral patterns t6q,Sipartain the.-extent: to
Which naturally occurring puPil'scharacteritics'affeCt,the::decisjorr td.refer
Children lor,consideratdri for special services.`

childrarr,are rferscetr, 40:r pSychoedUCitt ional. evalUatiOn, thee" parents
. .

uardians- are informedthet arefertatsbas.'betrirraleLaricPara:

a:. T.Old, who 'Made,,thelef
b Told precisely*hy the-refers was.:Made.'

c. Provided ''-vvith.YobjeCtive-documeritation of the reasons for referral
flariguagWhey can :'UnderstOd.

Pareriare.regularly, invited.,tO,patticipate-in the assessment and decision-
makikcesis for their children,'

10;.-Paren titre informed of their right to examine .relevant records with 'respect
to trievissessmerit ottheir-child.

Partittpavon:lopecision-Moking,'
The secondrnatti(area of concern relevant to the collectiOn of Inforrriatilon_On
ch:ItirsOf and .:their.'fernilies concerns those' who- ate- ,to participate inthe. data

Ilection-and decision -making process: 'While,this-is obviously a Kinction:,,pf the
kind'of decision' to be made, it is readily apparent that 1) rrianydifferent kinds
Otinfokation-are colle.ctecliri the _making of -educational' deeisions..and 2) it:is
nighty- that any one personhas- either the time or the heCetsary
competenciestO engage phases of the data collection proCess-

``Educators have spent considerable time 'debating the issue of who shoisld assess ,_.

children., The "my turf your turf" has repeatedly been aired in both
the professional literature and at prof 'ssional meetings by special educators.

'remedial readinT, teachers,' school . y hologists., speech therapists, guidance _
counselorS, social workers, and admi strators.2,1 arn riot as concerned with -the,.
issue 'of ."who- assesses children as I arn-Nvith the belief ,thiethildren should be'

'assessed only by those who have the necessary competencies to do so.

Clearly,', thy' task :of -Making impprtant educational decisions for. and -about,
childreri:,:.is a signifiCant enough sack to demand both competence and,
multidisciplinary cooperation. Yet, 1-, have no pat solUtion,-io the problem or

. ,

issue- of assuring that only 'competent!!'Persorit make -clecisiOncabout children:
.

During the last decade:we-.have 'witnessed' repeated. cid ficult4* in defining
competence 'in educational setting( When it comes to decision making, 'the.

..

.definition or competence is far more slippery. Many' different kinds of
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competence are required, the competencies necessary to engage ip decision-,
making change as a function of the kind of decision to be made`-end' the
characteristics of the youngster about whom decisions-are made. The compe-
tency issue is,best solved to severafInter.related..ways.,First;thlis mattersrequires :-

considerable self-evaluation and -individuak responsibility. -Eaartional personnel.,
must be willing to recognize and admit their ownlimitations, to: recogni=ze that
no one person is an "expert" in all areas,, and to be willing, to refer children tri,-
other personnel for ,certain parts of, an evaluation. Second, Psychoeducationer,,:-
decision,making must be.Completed by teams of personnel; teams in which each
member able to contribute both uniquelyendC011ectively.=Third,'educationall,
decisiOns must be-subject tOdueProcesSt6:41-ilure that checks and:balances are--
placed on decision-making Procedures. In some instances;development of lists-of
competencies to be dernOrtstrated by individual professionals may be helpful;.
thbugh Ole 'absence Of any "pOlicing" mechanism usually leaves such endeavorS.:
ineffective.

DeeisioriS.regerding, placement andjor planning_. of specific_ , ,,

interventiOnsare-deeisionSthat recitiit'ethe active, participation of a multidiscipli',.,_

nary team. IndiViduals to be involved will necessarily differ both as a function= of,, ....,
.

the-setting...and-the particular., child for whom a decision .is being Made:... ,., .

Differentiated' staffing should characterize:the decisi6reinaking-process., Active
.. .....,.. .... , .,...

. Participatipnlefers specifically. to:par:Tic/pat/one: ncit,si;rritaly. .inyofvemerit,'When:: y..7
educational Personnel make -irriportanCdecisions that, directly and significantly
affect' studenti- life' opportunities; it is assumed that they, Will actually 'have

..
spentiti,. me' observing .0e, working directly with the child. ..

s 4

r
A third major factor becomes apparent when detisions are- to he made regarding
a student who is a member of a specific rac;e1 or :"cultUrado group. The
phenomenon of cultural awareness 'must not betaken linhdy by educational
decision 'rnakers One major contributor to past abuses in assessment has.beeri,'
threeabsence of::decision making of., a person' or persbris wh6 had an adequate
Understanding of the child's culture, Weedy, minority -grOuti'decisibn makers
Should participate in the decisions made about,mi.,(iprity group children. At the
very -last: every placement and intervention planning team should :include
participants (other than the parents) WhO understand and are aware of the
student'scultural background.

-Finally-,-Onceyagairr the-r6leof-parer u-eirf-crt-J(V4rd T5-t..
Making process: LE-As must be able todocument.the fact that parents are active

.participants in ,

'the assessment amp- deCision-making ,proceSs. Pate s should be
. consulted at the time Of referral, should be treated 'as a 'vale b e 'source of
developmental data during the evaluation :process, and shOuld,., rant-their'
inforrned Consent. to the decisions reached regarding their Child.. 0015 are

legally constituted extensions of the family:' parents4ntrust:Schools w . many'
.responsibilities for' their children:Only in those instances in whic'h'paNea.ta



desires and values are clearly believed, contrary, to the .good: of the child, shbuld
the' schools take legal action to overrule parental. desires$ Criteria speCilit to the
issue of participation in decisionfmaking'inClUde the following:

11. Classification and placement -decisions are :made by teamsOf:pertonnel to
intlude at least the ftil1owing;
a.' As teatherWho.lhasiaUght

P. Teachers to whose room the child may be assigned,
c-.,:A'tertifiedschool 'PSyChologist.:

12. Educational personriel-Whbadrninister-.test§ to students-have demonstrated
competence in,'thetorrect:-adrnjnistration;scbring, anti interpretatiOh of the
tests they use.,:Oerront',atecf.omoe-tri.ce.is typically reduired-for certifiCa-
tion Orficensure as a school [kyei101pgist.

13 DiagnostiC person el readily recognize their anitations-land routinely' refer
childirin to others, with dernorkstrated competency. in; specifiC:kinds:-
,assesirrient

14,. Pfaternernen teams- demonstrate awareness o:f-:corrirouRi.tY-:re.sourceS and
resource Prsondel:wt)o :might assist the-team in Oyelopjpg.,educatiorial
plans fOr",children, and of resources !bat!' MiObt-= provide' refated-',Or other
services needed by 'the:child..

.16_ ,Parents are regularly ;nvolvecl the entire -Nessment.,and decisionmaking

15. When plate:Merit detisions.-areirnade, who are Members of ,a

7 TI;A: estAbitshed oroceduri!5 'for -)eribilic%,review of the

decision,- Making inane is a-member of,thet.muiprity culture.

rninorjty CUlture, at least one-- mernberrfother than the, oarertt1 'of the

process.

nuking oroceis mu has doctimented:fOr eafiSpracernerjiOeGistoriZ,
particioants 'n the decision - retaking process.

kinds of data Collected an.Othe reasons-.'

Ot?servr...devd16-ated

rtonsibief6r data,tollettinn',
rieS deCilAn reached and rnary a

AecisiO6.

decision

. ,
'Ttieltift) Tiatioh Pa'

. -,.. .

A t -;ird major area of on:->iderat:on relative to the-colIectioil Of information is
the:kind of infOr'Matiort to be colletted. It has been noted earkit'r that the rriajor',-.,

. 'consideration, governing' the k int.!. of cleci7,iorr to be Made,'.-Th-e makint) of
rIt kinds =if educational dkjtisioris requires the collectioh of different kinds

,inforrnationt LEAs must grit; evidence- of rriga6ing In differentiated data

Numerous midhOdologies are employed in ass-pssmedk, langirig from the
coffect:on of historical information' by rne. of interview othe collet:1bn of
'current information regafding level of skit. eveloprnent b' means Of formal
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Tests

,

psychometric appraisal. Salvia and YsseidyX411978) 'prOv,ided a matrix within
Which to view the sources of diagnostiC:infOrmatiorv. Assessrnentaito.cedures.-and

methodologies differ as a function of bOth-.theAlindOt-infOriration.
the time at Which the information is c011ected,. The, matrix. iilustratTng this is
reproduced,,in

Obse r r\atta S'."

- 4.

T AT.M-IIC

CURRENT

INFO. ATION IS'OATHERED

HISTORICAL

FrePaentY

occp0Incrt r.l.r.,a,pat;cutor,

.9,atece eats of 'be riot

eSPIts.o.f ac..rkteliigeace
test adrniOistesed durortg

assessrner!r

Results rvee

spel:,ccr.test
teacher.

,PirtrI:1t4e;gOt

AoecciotaI:irric,drrit'
bServattons-

year's te0Chit

t,orglarePied`,
aCrieveine
`?hate r.n at'the end .

flAst

utigirenv: :

hnw e:tt the;Child'gitts psycholoi.jtCa!,'or
arrify: "educa,t;onal,t1;agOC;ses

arOriOd: e

dt ±ritt roc ins :" Oro rite ;

Leathers. social workers
C.

Teacrler's reason= or
referral

F'aren es recall of
develoornenta; history.
of.undiagadsed

etc,'

gl,GUIRE 'Sources-of diagnostic information. class:`ied according to type of infOrrna
ar)d,r;rneat inttkr) tiqe inf Ofrna±ion i5 t.c;Ijc.,(!terj,

Front, J. SaI4ta & YSSeklYKV tEds.), AssessInent in Special and Remedial Education.
Boston, Mass.. 1-loUgrrkori Mifflin, fcJ7f3,
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Diagnostic personnel too often approach an assessment by asking, "What test' is
most appropriate for -use with this chitd?", One does not: have to venture far to 7,

hear debates about whether a child should be 'assessed Using a nOrmreferenced
tesi Or a criterion-referenced test, a Stanford ,.Binet or a. Wechsler, a Stanford
Achievement Test or the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. There are specific criteria
that 'should dictate the'specific test to be used .in assessing children. These are
addressed' below. However, two considerations are important at this tiMe. First
the -process of assessment should begin by asking "What behaviors-do I want to
sample?" rather than !What test Should 'I Use?". Tests,,, observations, and
interviews -are rnerely samples of behavior,:thekind of behavior to be sampled

,:stould be a function of both the reason for evafuatiorrand the kind'of decision
to be rride. Tests, Jar parts -of tests, or specific ,test items, a-re merely used
assessment to collect samples of pupil behavior.

P.L. 94-142 requires that multiple sources of data be uied:in decision-making.
Two regulations specific to this point read as follows.'

!I No procedure shalt be:the sole criterion for cletermin'ing an appropriate
educational placement for.a child.

2. The child s assessed in all areas related to thOuSpectecl.qisability, including;
where appropriate, health, vision, heaqt....9, social and emotional ,status,
-general intelligence, academic performance': communicative status, and motor

. Models for looking et the knd3 of- data provided iby assessment were described
by mercer ant; 'y4),iktye f!977.). they examined the Medical Model, Social
-Soterri iDevitipe) Model, Psychoeclucational Trocess Model, Task Analysis" Model, and Plivallsti'C Mod ln terms of a): def5 Pit;o6s of 'abnOrrnality, b)
asSurrintions.,- cl i.,-eracteristies' of the modeis, d,)i`chtirateristics of appropriate
measora:;., sciarf.3 are loterpretd:fithe'nafpte o triarrnents-

-,interveriti.oris within each of the,models, g) the extent to which'each model has a
Facially or coltorady,discriminatory effect, and h) two incidental categories of
inforMatinri. Tabl :I f from Mercer- 8,iY-sseldyke, 1977) lists 'the information.
Mercer and \r':iseldyke noted that each Of he five assessrrient models, viewed

pr--tides ,ors,ly ,paffial view of the child. Attempts to develop.a
nondiscriM:natory diagnostic-interventiOn program shouid use -,a niultimoctal

...apprOath` it; v-rhi.ch the child -is'viewed sienultzinebusly from all five:berspectives_

Not ,:q-11-; must muit:Ple rrOdel.; be u5f.d, but OoDil behavior in multiple.' setting
rnt be considered, in making decisions about individual children. equcat)onal'-
personnei must consider the congruence' between behaviors eVidenced in

fiffere'nt !;ettinws, vtih:n direm naturalistic obserlAtions of pupil behavior and
stanclatAized test results are diSparate, explanations ()Light to he sough:: before
detisions are made. When multiple indices of pupil performance on psycho-
metric de-?fee sampling .lehavior from the same domain are ,.incongruent,

. . ,..i,.. .
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TABLE 1
OUTLINE OF,DIT FE RENT ASSESSMENT MOPEIS

Elements of
the Model

Oefin On -Of abnormal

Medical
Model

Presence of bio-,

logical symptoms
of pathology;

AsSiirnOilOPS SvrnPtorns caused
by biological corp

SOtiOCUIttr3i
background pot, rillf.,-
van', jacinC.Si and
neatment.

Social System Psychoeducational Task Analysis Pluralistic
(Deviance) Model Process Model Model Model

Botiavior that vim Psychoettucatio al No formal definition Poor performance whenales social expecta-
tions for thecific'

process, andfor
ability deficits,

normal or abnormal.
Each child is treated
retat:ve to himsett

sociocultural bias ,

controlled, '

Multiple definition,
normal ate role

and system specific.
-Etiological causation-
not assumed,

:-Academic Cl,fficUltics
are caused loN under-
IVing Process Indiro
ability defiri Chii
dten dem ,irate
abilitystrengths and

akriesses co abiiitinc

var:lity-tissessed There
are links between chit-
riten's performance On
ttrA3 and the retapve

fectiveness Af

di fief t

progr erns,

not =o .refernce to a
noon.

A,cariernic pert ormeni:e
ar inter-

action between enabling
behaviors and the
he, aeteristi'cs of the

task. CIPldriferdemon-
skit l de:eloprrierit

rengths and weaknesses,
There s no need to deal
with Presurnkt caus es of
academic difficulties.
Tht7r4. ere skin hier-
archies; de veio omen!.
ccirnoftx Skills is deptiii-
;,lent upon adequate
development of tower
level enabling, behaviors.

Learning mitt:tidal similar
n all racial cultural tiroubs.

Tests measure learning and
are culturally biased.

1<,-ciriCirit.oirj on nekt page)
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klernerns of
the.Model

i

Medica

Model

for uttur'L'-tur=tl-
citlf;cit model.

Table
'

Social System
(Deviance) Model

system fit1
and hountl,
De ficit and asset
rnoc,41.-

Cifiarac .eristics'of
iaCepriee Eery one "r:.vs r7_.,

Measure biological
;;-froptotri.3.

1j,iterrriined

cc.relates,

etl

1

Psychooducational
Process Model

C ori ;nut; OS

degree r.,f
Evaluative: goad cfe-
veloprnent of psycho.-

Prpeesses:-

necessary to academic'
success, Deficit model:
nOrm-refer ericed.
Disabilities or deficits
are Within the child,
Deficits can exist
unrecognized and
undiagnosed. Corn-
Pletety culture boi.ind.,

Measure cornpetente:
in :;ociat

Vi)i id; <Mtertilinah
ity c Or relates vnth

Prout)

Focus on deficits:
. measures of ab:lity,or

PS',.choeducational nttl
cess N9trri.
rtfivericed asse4nent.
HYPothetical internal

!rrninents.

Task Analysis
Model

nuoui !rode):
degrt.te of skill ,zievelop

merlt. 8iPolar.,with
respect. to sPeOffiO
Evaluative: high level
skill development better
than low level'skiit'devek:
oproent.' Subject Tatter
referenced. Each child
treated individually
rath6r than in comparison
to Others. Idiographic.
Based upon task, analysis.
Skill development
enced h sociocultural

culture' bound.

FOcu.S, On 'assessment 6f.

st.il)s. Criteri0O-..
-referenced assessment.

....
Actual en.:tiro nentat
deterrninants.

Pluralistic
Model

Soci r briund.
Asset model, Infers
beyond test performance.

Culture-specif c
Cia;!r1 rneasures-tett,arain-
retest, .Pluralistit norms:



explanations must be sought. Scientific researchers routineii take into considera
tion, sampling issues in their' investigations. 'So too in assessment, which is
essentially minieiperirnentation designed to answer a diagnostician's hypo-
theses: muitipie samples of behavior must be considered.

Saiyia and Ysse!dyke (1978) addressed in a very genera; sense the issue of
differential data collection by. noting the extent to' Which norm referenced as

opposed"to criterion-referenced tests should be used in decision-making. The use
of specific. kinds of tests was viewed ,aS a function, of 'the kind of decision to be
made. In screening. our primary concern is identification of the extent to which

strident differs from 'others and further diaghOstic appraisal is believed
warranted. Such information is most readily and easily obtained by administr.
tior of norm-referenced tests. Results of pupil performance on technically
adequate norrn-referehCed tests -provide us a. pi6tureiot the student's standing
relative to others, Similarly: to remain accountable in the making of classifica-
tion and placement decisions, educational administrators must be able to
doc:urnent the fact that a child is indeed sufficiently different from others'that
special educational ser \Aces are warranted', ;Results Of pupil Performance on
technically adequate norm-referenced devices are most useful in making
.classification and placement decisions.

When-dasirring. ind yidual educational programs for students, teachers need and
nt to know soe.cThcally what to'teach and how` to teach. Such information is

typically not transmitted afford; teachers the :cares pupils earned on
norm-ieferVnced tests. Rather, teachers need- kno.,. Skift3

that youngster:, tio and d.t-; not have': information readily obtained b,
administration' of ciiterion-refe!:enceO measures. intormation for use in evalu--
sting pupil progress and relative, to program evaluation can be

. obtained by means of both nOrm.reierenc,r1 and cf;terion-n:,fereneed procedures.
former. emphasis is on looking at oupit reiative to that.,:if others:.

in the latter e-,alijatiOns coPsist of the extent to which pupils are
attaihing specific curricular-objectives.'

it is intent, here (o a detail the uata,coliecticirr procedures
(observation, irterZievving. -forrria: testing, infrirrnal testing, :-Itc.) ;hat shout!
comprise an LEAs activities, Such decisions cart belt be made
On an-indlviciiiai,eiiiickbasis. What is important to Stres7, is the fact thel!fif.ferent

arac ta F.; d if. ferent..tlecision-rriak-ire gheedsr-anclLEAs-,
zooid be &plc to qemonstrate that they are engaged ir: differentiated assessment
rnethodOlogy.

Criteria for the selection of spec tic tests are easier to Staten considerablY
mare detail. &though the criteria result from a conSideration 01 se ieral factors its .

complex interaction. The specific tests selected for use in asseSsment are selected
on 'the basis of an interaction between the kind of decision being made. the

*
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acculturation of the pupil being assessed, and the technical adequacy of specific
instruments. Yet, it is on this dimension: that the greatest abuse in assessment has

Occurred.

Neariy every competent person who-had been trainecIto assess children received
education regarding the kinds of tests that cotild and -Could not be used. Yet, in
practice, such considerations often are not observed. First, tests used in

decision-,makiag most 'be; those that are desiard for the purposes for wrjich they
are used. The most obvious abuse of this'-!Frinciple, is obserVed in the profile
analysis:of' data obtained from' intelligence tests for use in placinhIg
educational programs for children. Intelligence testa' are. devices that were
frig naily' designed to assist decisiOn-makers in classitiCatiOn and placement.
They were not designed to he used in identification of speCific diagnostic
strengths and weakneses ror purposes of planning educational interventions.
Furthermore, there has been litrie. ;j,4,1 ecelpireca! suppPrt /of: the practice of
using subtest .proti)e analyses to plan specific programs for children (Mann.

-197 I: Ysseitlyke..:1Q73).,

Second, most assessors learned_ in their training that one of the primary
considerations in selecting specififi tests for use with students_ is one of
accuituration, TO the extent that norm- referenced 'tests are administered to a
student for the ,ourposesofiproviding information for use in decision- making and -
to the extertt that the acculturation of the student. assessed differs frPm.
acculturation of those an whom the test was standardized, use of the device can

assssmeht,contribute to abuse reacOly apparent that thrs

consideration often 0..-ti,r1CoDit:Ci in assessing pupils. It most certainly iS

overlooked-in the assessment of specyle kinds of handicapped pupils. Gerweck
and Ysseldyixe 0974), for_exampie, responded to a survey conducted by Levine

11973, .lookiri,9 at the kinds of de' ice used to asses: ijeal students. In that
surve-vLevine .;eporterri that the rro.:ot.corrimonly, used test in assessing deaf
childrT. was the Performance Scale of the Wechsler Intelligence. Scale for
Childrem Those ."rho use the device are violating a fundamental assumption in

assessment by,' comparing deaf children to those whose acculturation has been
radically different_

Third, the use of unreliable an {1 irlvalicf .tests clearly contributes to abuse in
cieciiion-making., 1 riave: recommended Met whien test;; are used to make
placement dc,csTOns about students those tests should have reiTabilities that
exceed :90. This is the figure suggested by NunnalIy (1967) and is as high as it iS
simply to reduCe error in decision-makirig. This issue of high reliabiiity causes
Speciai'dif f;cult; f,:;irassessot.% becau.se many not n referenced tests do not meet

the specified criterion. It is my belief, that only those tests that do have
satisfactory reliability shOuld be used in decision-makiny. 'esseldyke and Salvia
(1974) nublihed a list of the measures of specific processes and abilities often.
used in decision-Making and concluded that .nearly all such measures tacked the



necessary reliability, tO used in decision - making; Others have argued that' the
.Nte, ofi unreliable test better than not Using tests decision- making.

Ysseldy'ke and Salvia (1974f responded to-this Challenge by computing indexes
of forecasting iefficiency (coeffiCients of alieriation)for each of Vie .measures
they studied. The use of unreliable tests did no t;.significantly jmprove the
Prediction of pupil performance. Reliabilities and rates',of im rovement in
Prediction are listed in Table 2."

and ysseidykt'1197.8Y:suggestep alternatives. to 'the use of upweliable
nOrmreferenced teStsrn decision- making. One alternative consists of usin4-

-estimated true scores rat:hei than obtained scores In repoIng test results and
, ,using them in'. decisionmaking. Any observed score is function.-.of the

individuals true' score plus errbri The greater, the amot+nt of error in
measurement, the greater the difference between a pupil's obtained score and
her true score. Computing estimated true scores is one vvay of correcting for
error in measurement,The formula f_to be used in computing estimated trtie
scores is: X X (rxx) (X

Two examples of the procedure, one inivvhich a reliable test' is used, and one in
,which an unreliable test is used, may rielp clarify' the reasons why 1 believe It is

mportant to use estimated true scores. .

Let's assume that Arn- third grader. age 8-6, earns a Full 'Scale 10 of 85 on the
-Wechsler Intelligence :Scale for Children (WISCiR), and a Psycholingu;sti,C
Ciuutient of 85 on 'the Mino-ii Test of P,sycholinguistic Abil tits 1,1TPA). Mean
scores on both scales ire 1O0, the reliability 6f tne Full,Scale 10 i s ,95
for 8'i: year-Wil'stUden1: the'reltabilitv of--the ITPA PO for eight.ivevolds is .66_
When we substitute these values into the above equation,, we get_ estimated true
scores of 86 and 90 (see Figure 21.

The is demonstrated that the estimated true score is a regression of the
obtained score toward the mean, The lower the reliability-of the .obtained score.

s

the greater the regression toward the Mean.

A second aiternat
greater than .90

0 _onsists of restricting

One other co*ideration is relevant2.to the

use to ClOvtCe:3,1-laving

at ad eq::,0t.iy.,_,Tesis,_

Must have demonstrated validity for the Purposes h they are used. More
than 10 years agO, a joint committee of the American Psychbiogical Association,
American Educational Research Association. and the National Council on
Measurernept in Education published a doeiiment entitled Standards ,tor
Educatio4and Psychological Tests and Manuals- (APA, 1966.1. -ThiS'document,,

,Was revised in 1974 (APA, 1970_ and -Standards for Educational and
PsychologiCal Tests. The standardsidOcuMent stated that "A`manual or research

iceport,shoUld,present the-evidente-of, validity for each tiro! of inference for
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TABLE 2
RE,L),M3(LITIES OF FREQUENTLY USED TESTS:

MEASURE RELIABILITY

Acheyerilentiest'i§2i;testRe1;etrititi
.'io;4d Test of eas 1;tl Psi' 19.74 edition)'
,Metrppol,;.1n Achievement
Stagford Acnieyernept:Test 11973 ecljtior)) ; -.

Peadir)9,
P4itIdy tntliYiqi:lal,kifyerr,)ent Test".
Wide Rangt"'Achi,everrent Test
trzrir' Oral Reactiri9
difrrlore-Qrai FteadiAg fest
tectes-McKi!I op 1:1eatiirklOiagnosti Test.,

Oureei: Arplys;s ckfneatlinpilfIC:,;!ti
Stan f ortr-Diegncstic. Fleactir:g Test 1.1976'

Reading"Diagnostic Tett
'Diagnostit F1eacipg-*ales
Woodcock Fte0Ing mastery Tests
Key Mat.
Starlf9rti'Diactnc3tic Mathematics Test
Stapi.ord-9=rver.-1Tnielligencefrett

Wechsler Intelligence pen.=

'erf dr rriane
Fu;1Scaie

- Suble7sts,--

'VVecr)Ver

Verbal

eviserf

Perforrnence
Full Scale

wpr,:nster 4,rp50-v-pui Pri;nary

Pfttfo,rnance
1 Scalps

td1c, er thy: Scaies!O Cr, drer)';-,Abi
Verbal

yerr2.ep`ti rriai-Per!oner.ce-
C;enerai Corritive

,.1arl zitatiye

_94c



which use of the test is recommended. if -validity for some suggested
'interpretation,has not been investigated, that-fact should be 'made clear" fp. 31).
The US_ Office of Civil Rights expanded on this positiPn in its publication of
regulations relevant to section 504 of Public Law, 93-112, the AehabIlitation Act
of 1973. The Office of -Civil' Rights,stated essentially that tests must have
demonstrated validity for the purPoseS for which they are used. .1 am here
'articulating that position once again.

Abuse can and 'does occur in,deCision-rnakipg when_ invalid measures are used to
provide data on students. In' today s,,schools.,invalid tests are very often Used:in
clecision,making, The cleareSt example of this can pbe illusfrated by calling,
attention -to' a basic Measurement principle all assessorSi learner] during their--
training: Reliability ;5. ;I necessary bait riot sufficientConclitionfor Giver
that 'Many of:1hr) deykes used' to make' decisioni' about pupils dO. not have.
adequate reliability, the'y' c.arinot be said to be'valid. The use.of invalid Measures
to obtain' d aka should, ceaSe.':

',:',:rhe final issue reitIvant tp the collection:bf information is a set of standards
'regardirig the, ways in which testvare administered. Inappropriate administration
of tests 'can AbviousY corisritrite,:to,;,Inappropriate- decision- making, Several
considerations; k ost Of them: very PbviOus, are relevant to this. point_ ,Again,in

.,,

test administration examiners must pay. special attention to the- atcuituration of....,
.

the -individual assessed, The first stip in test acIministratioolis:selectiOn of the-
behaviors' to be samplecii-Fallureto consider the acculturation Of the Child and
its '.refation-ship to 'the aCcUlsti,n-ation of those q tiortr-i ii:testNiyas.standarclizeti,,:i
can lead to s'etiotis errorsin intitirnretatiort,

.

Local education agencies must also-have ways of assuring, that test administra-
tion is -carried out bi comt.aetent orofessi,-inals, torricietencie include.s skill in

tz,::iii'shin;1 rapport -":"2.i.thl. ,.."hildren, as well .is ski11 in correct administration,
scaring..iand,interf.iretation of tests.

other considertition- is relevant: th:e Ddrriini5trW.ion of ;tests. The 'PEP',
-provisions of Public 'Law 94.142 state that tests= are to be:i....adrnThisterer.1\ the

ni-itive language or mode of communiC:ations,, This provision creates sotic;al
difficulty for LtA,personi-iel, Clearly, if achild':=:iriative languag%:Jiffers frOm the
lariguage'liusedin assesslment, the notential for abuse in decision-making is indeed

fill-verse society is no eas,i task.. DOeS one conside..i a child's native language tp be
the 'language sooken by the parents? If-so, how does, one go about assessIng
6hildreri whO are, in faCt. bilingual? Does one consirler languege
to be the.orie which, hr4ishe first learned? Ur clUes,one consider the chilitlis'.natIve

)anqziaclt) ,tr:hv; the which heishe -is now-roost 'fluent in? Thereis riti readily
aboarent way to arrive at an answer to the dilerna of assessing children in their
native language. Furthermore, compliance with this provision isCornpiicated by



.AVi/o factor,s; First. there are very few technically adequate norm-referenced tests
.:Stanciardized.in \languages Other than English. tecond, the language of instruction

inthis pation% schools is English,

he provision' of assessment` of a child, in hisiher native language can be best,
addressed; I believe, by considering this issue 'as one'lpart pf the larger issue of
acculturation. ClOtiren:Who:have, been reared in family' environments where the
prini:4Pal language spoken is one.,other than English have. clearly experiencedsan

acculturation that ,differs from 'accuituration of children on whom
standardized tests were normed., Straight: quantitative interpretation of test
scoresis ot;yiously',inaPorOuriate.. 'Father, Pupil Performance must be looked at
in light of the ,interaction- between the:accdituration of the inclividu-4i assessed_

.and the. kinds Of benaViOrs sampled by theklevices and procedures used, I believe

that'at this timelit is prObably''boinjrntiossibie and Meaningless to assess_ children'
in languages other than English. Compliance wi,th.:this,provisiOn will necessarily
have to come frornI;ricraso intelligent illse of tests and interpretation of pupil
performance on tests,

The second part of iveElariguage n tan be complied with at thi,s
tirne. It is possible. to assess;cniidrep using devices ,designed to be used with
individuals who communicate in the same way-Deaf and hearing impaired
children should be assessed using: tests stanciardiied on the deaf and hearing
moai red, Blind children should be asSessedtising tests and proc.eclUres developed
for use with the blind. Cerebral palsied yoU,ngs,ters shiould be assessed using tests
df,-...sised for use he, cerebral palsied),

witne:ised in ur,ti standardizecl'-i.-

to gather ::eta rnakin,:i t-Jecisi,on

Spei-ificitsri.th': rd +evans ,,to trus c aS

18, ..Local Education i-\gencies are able to document for every child,ab ,glom
placerrient decisiOn is made, the following information:

a, \Th. pr;rnary language spOkef: iri d-le child home.
:An---/ unusual social and cultural ,:bstorns be the thild's earn:

The ciaild'S race.

The extent to-which-the child may _have a specific physical or sensory

3. That, chlfd observed ln oe 1 , 1='n:.,:ronmerit

class corn, play, home, etc.},

Eciticocor:01 a6F: :the faot tnat tne assessment,

data are t kind of thi',.--/'tre making_

20. Educational per. onneyoutinely Observe children' they assess in more than
or'e setting (i.e.:home, gt-cAtp.insit-,uCtiOn. individual instruction, play, etc.)

common rlist_ise Of tests.is
sensoral'i-handicapped
abO;_it sensor4. handicapped
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21 Observed scores are converted to estimated 'true scores prior,; to being
interpreted, -
Any time difference scores or deficit Scores are used to identify children
said to be 'handicappedthe reliability of thsse. differenCe scores is

computed and included: in the report.
23. When norm- referenced devices are used to Make.decisiOns-abouf

diagnosticl.personnef are able to identify: the extent to WhiCh c6.e 'child,
assessed is like those on whorl') the test was standardized , Variable's'
considered include-the following:

Ayer Childre of, the same chronological ge were included- in the
,stanclardization groirp.

Gracie. Children of the s me .graderevet were included in the staridardila::.
tion group.

C. Sex. A representative. sample of children of - the same gender were
included in: the standardization grOup

d Acculturation of Parents. The- standardization group includedia .re.pre.-',
sentative sample of ,children Whose..parents" accultUratiorkWas like that of
the parents of thechildessessect.- .

e. :Geographic 'location. ,There are children-,rn the .standardization sample
-irvho:tive in the same geograp,hic.tegion as the child assessed.

f. Date of Norms, Norms for tests used in deciSionmaking are'relatively
current (within the-last 1.5 years).. .

.,

....g: SpeciaP Population, Characteristics, It the-',child assessed has-,specific,'
handicapping conditions ii.e:, deafness, blindness, etc_);, thi.4e are sirn;lar
,children in-the standardization population.

24. When ',educational .Personnet use norm-referenced ,tests to make important
decisfoni about children, they have evidence, that the tests are.valid-fo! the

urpoits for \Aihich
5 Norm-referenced testa.-used to make important. eduCational decisions about

,children have reliabilities, that exceed _90-.
26. Diagnostic personnel are' able to. state the, reliabilities, of the tests and

subtests they use in decision making.
27.- Children are alwayS' told why they are assessed..;

28. Diagnostic :personnel are-able to dOcuillent the fact that :n every assessment,
the physical environment of the test setting has ,Pot adversely' affected the

.child's performance. The foliciting factors have tieen considered:

a. -R-oorn temperature
b.. Noise

c. Inadequate spate,
-d. Lighting
e. Appropriateness of furnishings 'for the c.hilTs,size.

29. Tests are administered according to the 'direct Onsi and procedures specified
in the manual.

30. Adequate 'precautions werP taken to insure that the examinee understood
Procedures and materials relevant to the test,.
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31 Test results are reported and interpreted within' ar-Afige. Single-scores are
not used.

32. When placement decisions are made,' diagnoitic personnel give as much
weight to adaptive behavior as they do to other data on the child

33. Pupil behavior in multiple settings is sampled in theprocess obdecision-
m

Decisio akers always gather more than o ple of behavior in any
domain (in .1ligence.-specific achievement; per ptual- motor, etc.)l,

Use, of Assessment Infoimation

kA wise professor once said "There nothing wrong with tests, it's the stupnagles
that use them". Repeatedly we hear voiced the- position thatootests, in and of
themselves are not bad; but that problems arise when they are misused. While
such- statements have appeal and a certain degree of validity, -they must be
mo'clified in light' of some of the Points Made' earlier in this paper:There are
numerous' inadequately standardized norm referenced tests. that upf6rtunately
are routinely used to make decisionl about children. There are many technically
inadequate tests that are routinely used to collect information on children. The
previous -section of this paper addressed concerns relevant to these points. This,
section develOps criteria for evaluating the extent to which assessment

ormation is used in a nondiscr;minatory manner.

The Use of Test Informatior,)in :Decision-Making-
One of the:mcst, common abuses ir, a.s;;ssnient consists of using tests for

' purposes other. than those for which they were designee:'.:- Earlierlin,this paper it
was -rioted' that educators 'use assessment data to make five different.kinds,of.
educational decisions. We neerl to beiire.latively Specific regarding the---kincls of
information that legitimately Ought to be Collected in the process of rnaking.-,
different kinds of decisions. In -screeriirig, our concern is 'for identification of
those -mho are sUfficiertly, different from others that additionai assessment is
.believed warranted. Screening typically exec litres both obServation and norm- "
referenced assessment. Similarly_ placement and' identification decisions -are
oorrn-referenced decisi-ons. -Educational personnei must be able to document the
fact that a child is hanclicaPped' to provide 'services. Documentation usually
consists of demonstrating that a child is sufficiently different from Others: In

anri rigj tervent. i on.s,,11 ()wave Citrn FP re nced- cl a ta..afe,_ use f ui

Orrly to the extent that they are task - analyzed.. Rather, as noted hy..Satvia end
Ysseldyke ,(1978), teachers want and need,, to know specifically-wtitkts..teach
and how to teach Information of this nature is best obtained by means of
curriculurn-based Ur criterion--rcferenced 'assessment, Eitiltiation'decisionsrequire
collation of -either norrnreic1r4-0;ed, (if- one ',i5 7ittemptin0 to compare, pupil

4



performance to a national sampie),or-criferion-referenced (if oneis ascertaining,
the extent to which*.students ,achieve 041e6tives) information. Once again, -the
over-riding Principle iS, that, the kinds of inforniation,col ect d need to be a

function of 'the- kinds of7lecisiiins one, is Making.

`.35. l planning insitiktiona: interVentions, diagnostic personnel .place- Primary
emPhasit on data obtained by means, of curriduNm-based' assesSment.

36: LEAss routinelV. exarnifie theinter:celationShios betWeen the'kincli of
they collect and the kinds of decisions they make.

Bias in and F6ilowing Assessment

When assessment' data are collected tor the Purpose o'f making decisions:abotit '
°Pupils, and when those' data are, collected 'acing, assessment devices and
procedures that are-less than technicalfy adequate, several subjectiYe)actors

-influence'the decisi,onmaking process Earlier it was inlicatecr that i-nuch reeent,":
research demonstrates th fact that many 'haturally,occ;:irrrng pupil characteris-
tics can and do act to bias the kinds-or decisions made about'Pupiils, LEA; roust
take, steps to alleviate the, extent , to which; biased decisions 'are 'made.. This is

,..orobsably :the Most,- difficult area",:n v' wl-licb to specify cri.teria. 'LE As most provide
'training :in. muSt-riCU'rnent,7oiSthe- ex ten t.:00s's'ible:, those
factors 'cbrsiderect primary in decision making Mechailisms mustsbe.,ay' ilable for

decisioh-Makers' -to :routinely examine. the extent 'to' hich the
decisions they make are free of bias.

'37i.LEAs -prov. icle trait obiec.tivt:
, t3 perison;-iei.

LEAs have establlshed- the

decisions they make .are biased by subiecti've pupircharacteristits.

Dhase.riefoi;)tinn of fie( ision,maki;og
Ir is cri ficat,that LEA personnel have a good unde.r.Aapctihri of the,ways'in which
they make ;decisions abOut, pupils: My own ,experienceyworking with, LEA

,persOnnel indicates that,there are manY'vaiied:c;PiniOn0.egardingthe Ways in
which decisions are made, but cla'ta to stioporr those opinionsi., Many LEA
personnel indicate that pupil' performance on Psychometri'c' MeaSures.4s the
critical factor ihnuencin9 mai!,:..'abouy, those pupils. ,Otheis state. that::
pupil pe.rforrnance on tests is simply treated as. one source-of information in the
'decision-making prncess, Still othertirnairrtain -that' test7basvi .41.fOrmation is
eld6rrisi:iiiiTiFidecrSTon-rnakiir3.tiatti)e,-go considerably beyPricl,..test scores -to

consider the "whole 'child". LEA bersonnef 'should- be collecting data on .and
maintaining records, regarding the decision- making process.':.DecisiOn-rnakipg
personnel, should she ieduirerlip oroir4cle, j very brief rationale. for iiach-clecision
made, and rputinily thedecision;rnakihq Reocess should be studied.

".



39 LEA' dec, on- making personnel Maintain, records or other forms, of
documentation-, regarding "those factors considered primary in decision-',
mak inn.

40: LEA di.agnoFi.c oarsohnel routinely evaluate the i:lecs.i6n-rpakir;g process
and ara . abie to identify the -factors that are regularly considereciprimary
the, placerrienzT instiliiiionai planning, and. eYaluatibn de6siPni they ,rnake:

. t

,-Very,lrnariN/ -Psychomelric instrurrientsiroutin&y tiSed gather-informadon 'for i..

Rep0i-ft "7:S Rnge.;

use to deciSion-making are:tqch*ally,- inadequate.- Reliance ot.sores''earileO on
technically, tnadanuatti_tfistsircan, coptributestremendodsly to.abuse
rnakimfAt:'*asi voted earlierltKat iSorne':sOprces'of error in,,aSsessMerit can-be"

-redbcect .donveiking obtained score's-to:e,timeted:true scores.- can,further,
redIce ,error it9`hterpre.tation -rep6rting pupil performance in ranges rather
-than I' 3!7a recommending that in. interoreting perigrmance

_riprM.refeenced teSti:piagastic ele.ristinnel.f,i,r.St convert obtained scores tQ

estimated. trtre scores and then' coPstrtict, syrniribtricp! Oi a,ckyrnrrietriCa1
zonfidence intcrstalg around 'thoSe,iestieripted true scoresS ProcedUreS.for doing- So-..
Ire adtlined- Salvip-and:YSseiciye (1978. pp. 85-ElY.

1 Wilt ep!Ortinci r-,

.

-oaf f Aurance Cirt normrefererliced; psy,chdrrietric-i'
devi es dignostic.personnel:f1tit: convert obtailiedcores to,esttrIPtedtrue:

. . ..
sc. .s. and report berfor:ChOoe, br)I't irl'IrrIl's2of a -rn9e.--.

,.

rIG.1.1FiE

OMP I ItA41QN r9F TI MATED t HUE COP?- ES -ON.
0.r

=
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INTRODUCTION AND READER'S dUiDt

The Lawarid-The'Guidelinei

Ecliicational 'law is one thing; educational action is' quite another. Between the
two events, the passing of the law and the behavior of the school, must occur a
chain of intermediate events: the interpretation of the law in terms of practice;

, thefstudy of the feasibility of the interpretatiOn; the Successive' adjustments,
reorganizations retrainings. and redesign of administrative .procedures;
selerrionitpring and reporting the reality testing. And early in thisprocesi Pif

. ,
not before the Law is written), there shoUld be careful- consideratiOn of the
provisions in terms of what; is currently knoWn.'This present study aims to be
such a. consideration, from a limited, point of-view, of an important new Fedet'al
law,

The taw studied is the sweeping "Handicapped Law", P.1, 94-1!0',-and .the. part
of particular concern for this study is Sec-. which .mandates that the
participating,States and their local agencies will develop:

Procedures to assure.. that testing' and evaluatiorrneterials and orgcedurs.
utilized for the ourOcrs' es of evaivaiion andplecement of hendidapped children
wifl be selected, and , atirinistered so as,'not'Tto be racially ,oroculturally
discriminatory. Suth materials 'or ,procedUres shall be proVided

=unles ittered in the child's native language or mode of cornmunitatiOn,..
clearly is riot feasible to do so, and no.sirigle",frOcedure snail be

- the.sotl.
criterion for determining an abbropriate educational program for

, ,this,palt ,the Law is tot,- cryptic to be immediately:carriedOut'i:
,:the local. education agencies And thei-efore,'af*.-,ifitensive,stiAlY,,
between 1975 and 1977,- the Office of 'EducatiOn of the betttMerit of
Health. Education, and,,Welfare, issued a': set .pf:luidelines, sPutifiSfled in'the;;'
Federal. Register of August: 3'1177,%ind titled ."Education

l4andicapPedChildren: ImplernentationOVPart B olthe',EduceilOnSof the- Handfi4ped
The particular section. of this "Implementation"- 'dealing witif theiabolp. quote-
-are Secs. 1210530 to 121a534,,-geri.erallY:,ifeaded fEiitaffaation
Prricedures-'2--tandP' shall be called PEP in thrs papeftThe relevant parts or 7.-
this linplernonta f be briefly.sOrnMarked:

Sec; 5317' reiterates'' that testing and evaluation Mi.
evaluating and placing. handicapped children "mu
so as not to be, racially or Culturally discriminataiy.

lois artd Ptoceclures used for
'elected and administered-

' Sec. 531; ThereMust be a':,'Ypreplacement"-evaluation of each child:,

Sec. 532: Materials muse be provided; in- a child's "natiye'language'-' or -other'
modeii Of communication" wherev'er .possible; be "validated:, fOr specific



purpose ": -administered by 'trained- personnel in standard ,ways: directed, at
specific areas :of "educational' need" and not simply -at' general intelligence,'
"accurately- refleOt the; child's -aptitude-or achievement" or other targeted
factors. ----rather -than-- reflecting" the child's-impairmerit-(ekcept where those
skills are themselves- the target);.-never consist of a-"single -procedure" as the

,.%,,,'sole--criterion" % The evaluation should alio be made by a "multidisciplinary
team" inclUding, a specialist -in the-."suspecteddisability." And the child must

be assessed in "all, areas 'related to the suspected Including,, where

appropriate, heal th; vision, hea'dng, social and emotional. status, general
inteiligence-,;,acedernie- performance, communicative- status, and motor-abilities."'

Sec.. 533 deals with Placement procedures, and-mandates that the LEA shall
carefully.' consider, (nary sources of information, including "aptitilde and
'achievement 'tests,, teacher recommendations; physical condition; social or
cultural-background: .-and adaptiye,.behavi6r.".The 'tearris, must- -include, .persons-
:-,k-noWlecigeable:aboUtthe child,"-,the:data. and the options. And. the decisions,.
'must conform 'wir1;the .''least restrictive, environment rulei," Any placement
decision must involve "individualized education prograrn" 11EP)1-

Finaily, -Sec. 534 provides for -"reevaluatioris at least,,every =three 'years: but

more frequently "if :Oonditions warrant" or if Child's teacher or parent requests,

it,

-,StruCtuie of This Veport

',',,preserit 'work is. orgariized retie four chapters to to these-guidelines.
above., 'Since "fairness in,:a system -exists far more, in the decisions made

else,, Chapter,. 1' examines what is known', 'scientifically of decision
general, pUtlines' theCharacteristics.of formal, decision analysis, and

----,iketcries'oit what is apparently, needed in Order to make such analysis function
Under 'a HandicaPped LaW.:PartiCular attention is given to the central role of

'values such decisions; and. some ;ways: are suggested for determining these
values- for such use, Here; as in Chapters II and III; recomrnendations from thes
'analyses are largely saved until later,.

Chapter Ilconsiders,the difficulty of finding reliable and valid assessment.
'methods for the .Handicapped,- It shows the effects resulting from choosing any
extrerrie--cises- tay some quota, either, of observed score or true score, and gives,
partiOlar attention to the -ve xed, problem of reliability for difference' scores-
since.-,identification learning, disability involves subtracting ability from

.

-'achievement. And the question of reporting true scores for theie differences
°also- explored psychometrically_ When the reliability of ability is -quite difleient

from that of"the specific achievement, an LD "decrement may actually turn
into 'an,- advantage! Some suggestions are made here for improving the
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but most f the resulting recornmendations'are saved, once again.,
fOr Chapier IV, The TAU stion of apbe'als is also, Considered-4n Chapter'

Chapten,11 I touches ,on .a number of stethnical- matters , related to the. Law,
---"especially,' those concerPed with "raciai cultural-taias." Often interpretation of
"bias, seernS most to ;depend on -1)fsourcesiof ,group. d-ifference; anti- 2)

'elinood-: Of remediabson thrbugh- differentia; treatment, Therefore 'some
technical consideration is given to- the,,oueStiOns' mitasUring :heritability; 'the
bOSsible use` of different .ethnic norms. aritiipossible proCedures for, guiding -the :

. forign-language:.-stutient, With- the -airp :of acculturating that, minority- student
into the maior.ity, ih Chapter IN also is',considered the-queStion of accessibility;,

-:of:public records. anti the consequentoroblems of test seOurty.

. Chapter !`V 1s designed to put In onec.s,lace all the:major- reArnment4tions,toich,

to follo.r from the pre cedii-4: chapte:is: 'The .serious student of these,
questions, give -n both the trrie* and the technical knowledge, may Wish to work
frough the report_, as the writer did, from the psychtOrrietric. ex.arninatiOn' of thy'
issues' through -the-, summary recommendationi. A reader iritere5ted fobly -in
certain features may, wish- to -;conscilt, the i!-idex- di the: report. studying those
parts: in'otirtidblar. and then the reComMenciatioris at the end, For such 4:reader,-

the index probably serve as an aclecwate 61,iicle. But for ,the reader who is'
mairdy ;n, tOy 00T,,i6n-; these qui--.1stions asAuicles to conduct,

Chapter, IV -w;11 serve by itself boini!bris will (-Ai f ferihOwever2 from one

r:or to Jr:other. it seems ve.ry,importafilt is !atlter, lrom Chargers I to III.
sornefeeling' for the sort of evidence ar:11.eeasoningii-ised in arriving' at the
recommendations. .

Many have helped in ;studying questions.4)!. James 'T 7.6e1Clyke kind!
ProVided papers he' hW.written ori feiated conceVis of the Law. My colleagues at

the University of Connecticut, .esPecially- Ws. Isabelle Y. 1...fberrnab, A. J.
=

Pappanikou, and John -F. CawIt have givtin valuable baCkground in Special
Eclucati. And professionals engager( in theohools, Mrs. Linda H.. Paarianen'and

Mr. JosePh F. Steno, haVe help fu'lly Ahared their win exPerientes and
investigations. Especially, Dr. Linda G. Myra, Education Program Special is t wi th
the Bureau of Education for the Handicipped, has,-together wien her ioviir.-irkert;

tit

.ibsights--ancisuggistions__for_improvernento.f...ihe_earlier
thinking. Neverfheless, the opinions/and conclusions expressed in this report,
together with any errors 'stiliThresint in ,fact or. 'judgment. are entirely the
wsponsibility ofghe ,writer_ f
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CHAPTER
A DECISION SYSTEM FOR Tlit-HOIDICAPPED:

The implementation of Pub lie-L-31'k 94-142 reqUires that many decisions be made"
ielating to'handiappIii children by each participating LEA. These decisions are
large__ and" affecting the way in -:whicti the .entire,sy,stemis be
administered;' 'or the '.way th_individua17-child''w-11176;7diagnosed and placed.

xamp es of such decisions might be:
.

1) The LEA wil( decide about- . the structure- Of a particular program fat
classifying and placing and treating youngsters;

2) The LEA will decide out the particular eligibility- rules forfora particular_
treatment program:

3) .he LEA vvill decide whether a particular child should be ,.signed in a

particular way.
*itN

This paper:will .make a number of recommendations about how such decisions'
should be and these' recommendations will be in part based upon.

4mychomeiric :and educational. beliefs; but also, toa substaqtial degree, upon. the
formal and highly developed theories of ,deciSion analysis, as used in ;the fieldspf
Management ,science and operationi -research, 'tinfortUnately, however: much,
Special Educatori 'have Written-of ,"clecisionrnajcing,7 this theory remains little
understood, If :the reader is already conversant with fortrial models for decisions.
then he:May skip ahead to 'igura 3. But.forrrostreaderS. I Urge attention to The

introducitory ,rnaterial:. Aftet ibustrating the use of such decision models, this
chapttr will .consider, ;he 'central variables required for Making such: models
func;iorcin practice.

Discrintinatiyand Educational Dee ions

It is frequently pointed out that cities not exixt in thp. tests
themselves. but in how they are used; that is, in the decisions made on the basis

the lestingjAhri when we 'consider applications of P.L. 4-142, we are
concerned that there be evaluations .Of the identification programsand of the
treatment interventions; and "evaluatitin implies, one again, the relevance of
the_ to some subsequent decisiorrs. Indeed' in evaluations texts, we find
frequent reference to "deciSions,,":yet seldom any attention to what is known

Yet there exists, a large body of work in the well-established
operations research (e.g.; .Truernan,' 1974; Wagner, 19681, and there is

Particularly useful, and readily *grasped structure in' the ..sub-field o f d ecision'



analysis (Raiffa, ,1968).'The charge ..from Congress and flom the Department of
Heal th- ducation and Welfare especially requires the conceptualization of a

Working 'system in which 'a myriad of decisions are made by LEAs and SEAs.
:affecting the educational lives of the nation's handiCapped, it is fitting,
.therefore; that we explore the, Ppints of contactact between this comprehensive

. goal of our government, ancrthe irnpressivki:teChniques of such decision analysis.
First, we Shall design an abstraci'detision systems for the implementation of the
Handicapped 'Law, Then,-we shall consider what sorts,of information need to be
genereted in order to :operate the system, -with suitable protection against

Decision Making For The Handicapped

It is intuitively recognized by.; most: petiole that rational d s depend on
'estimating - qiitaih variables' 'probabilities of various -otittiti' es from the .

decisions; the likeky benefits; the likely costs. 'Note that costs. might be measured
one -.way (such as time spent), sand the benefits.'quite another way (such
as pleasUre ekbected): Yet it is clear thlt in practice, as individuals,- we have little
trouble handling these two kinds of value or, we'could never. decide whether to
pay, for a moviel.,Whenwecome tojhese problems 'as,professionals-,'however, we
find only a tr'ickie of research, attempting to reconcile such different scales. To

'motivate this discussion.-let us_ first assume that the values problem is tractable,'
and took ahead to the advantages:5f a' formal s,,,,aterrr.

'11

Decision analysis- may be thought' of asa sophisticated....elaboration of ,that
intuitive idea about probabilitieS, costs, 'and:benefits, Any decision situation:May,

, .

be thOught 'of as 'a 'tree ", the tOp.-2node, referring to,isorne irnrn.;41,aft;',
oUestion, and the nodes below it referring-to sOsequent questions_ These nodes.-.-
are'of two kinds:

.

.
squire nodes: denotingdecision: from ,whict-, t

are ternati
circle nodes,
are alternative vents., mu

choices. mutually exclUsive:- and
enoting frog which the descending branches

uallyexclusive.

4

descending branches

Thefe nodes may multiply into large structu esAut all-Tnust conform to the
,definition of an upside-town, ".tree," having a common source, at the top, and
complete separation branChes:Eacn of these nodes.is-calCulated-sepirately.
beginning at the bottom .of the tree-; and working up till reachitg the top-most
node.' If the stra'ture of the tree is a gOod match' fry:the real, world, and if the
.numerical values ate. estimated well for eachpart of the tree, then the decisions
are, in fact OUtOrrItiC, end tah'be'-made'efficiently:by a .corn'puter. Error-free tree
design, then, :leads. i directly to error-free decisions.:Anr.rthis'staterhent, remains
twos-eyeA-when4beta....are...large-doubts about the likelihood of future events so



long as the 0(bbabiiily estimates., themselves, may be considered accurate. Stilt,
a further claim can be made for the tree. Given the same huh-ion, estimates of the e/

.

parameters in the tree (the structuLe; probabilities, costs and benefits), the
algorithrii will always match or better the hiiman decision maker.

.

, Figure 1 shOws, the .simplest kind of decision node', and Iiiustratesi how the'... ,, ,
..optimum -is oeuidtd, l..i. shah consider; here -and in subsequent problems, thipt we-

'. are choosing among three:, programs. Or "PlOps- for the 'administration of the
Handicapped system, We haya estimated "Utilities-. foy the three, Plans, by'

.1-rjethiodsiweshiall.s.eeTi'The.rble at.any decision node is.very simple:We,select the .

Plan which yields the ihighesl estimated Utility!'Of the three listed Lifiialues (14,
20, )41.r, 20 is obviously the rna.Hirnum:Therefore rtiax0.idr=e ti, -.=- 29, The value .

the dktision node becomes 20, and the two rejected branches, Plans 1 and 2,*:
are ,'folded back",a-process in by two, barrier iines;othwart each branch.

As hive noted, the Otherolor type of ode is for probabirlti;;.s,unci we show
a probability node in Figure 2. In stration, we are using the probabilities

s 'mate me costs of measurement for .one of the Plans. There are, jUst four
Ciassificatiohs of pupils here (for ptirposes of this Plan),..-,ach classification chas

probability p and its own cost of meosurementM . We find the value of
t is probability node by "averaginci Out" the descending branches: we multiPly
each M by its probability and sum across the tar inches o: that node. Thus the

of Figure.2 iS snit 'n tv 3:30 of some aporopriate'measure,

probability-:' as used here? For decisions in general, it
may be of .eithe.r kind :, either based on subiectiy,e prediction ias for
unioue future events,r-or based on long-range frequencies (as free the r,y2,klit f

4
past experience; .at even of some stati..ito'; or. -other quotzi), The algPrithirn is

indifierent' t6-Tthe ou'rise, but boviousty the 'probability- values s-,;:11 7e much
more precise- if the system mandates ,the distribution, as in filling olassess of
predetermined--isize

st.
a more complete tree of deciSion'for the handicapped. what eletnents

VA are interested in decisions: made on the oasis of exfaitiliiI'idos. And --
between these two ends of the chalnwe need piarr ( h

SAO ,t Q p p 0-th p r S TA; Ctiv p p ;.5
prate to ,the classification), and otitcOrries-(wit.Wn arid

Stich ki chain Ts showil irl FigUriif 3:

this itius.Hation, mere are assumed to br:'three piano. 'The second, Pian 2 has
systOth,of our classifications. f pupils. for the t7iir:IC;aSsil;cajionI, there are
three relevant treatrnertI: Abel for the second, Treatment 2, there are three
outcomes. Thest three outcomes, carry the evaluations, E E2' and E3' NOV: that,
by making certain atner assumpt it-Ins:two levels of the tree co..ild iC eliminated:
We could collapse levels II and HI, if there were, only one authried treatment



.41- Folding balk
suboptimal plans

,.+

U 20 ---- 14'

At the highest' level, a' rational cleCisio'n consists of selecting- that plan v;inich:
maximizes the estimated Utility . ThoSe plans which are suboptimal are "f ed '
back , " an action denoted by barrier linesThe "value" of the decision its4t: en
becomes the utility of the plan, selected, in this case maiefUi) -...- U2 --- 20:
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CALCULATING COSTS OF ME4SUR6VIENIT

M,, .2,

M c= (.4)34. )2 2)2 --- 3.30

In decision analysis, .each prObability node May be calculated, whether for
benefit or for cost,'by multiplying the probability of each altetnaliye lin this-
case pupil classification), by the terminal benefit ,or co is case the cost of

all 'rneasui'ement.: for that classification). .c81cula ns are s own for token
estimates.



DECtSjON TREE FON-fAilDICAPPEDPROGRAMMIAIG

The decision which of three programs or *plans,.to adopt on a systemwide
basis. Twimplement the tree, the system needs estirnates of the evaluations, and
the probabilities. of three levels' in the tree:_ pupil classifications, treatments for
each classification, and outcomes for each treatment {See the foltowing pageS
for illustrations.)



-a

PROGRAMMATIC
ILLUSTRATION OF DECISION TREE

Figure 3 will'be, perhaps better understood if fleshed; out with itlustroye
Blanches 'for decisions anct'events. Therefore let us say that the levels of_

:e.tree,ate as follows:

/
DECISION. There 'are just three, plans beir4t considered by the LEA for
administering the HandicapPed'Layir. These plans, let bs say. hayesorne.
major differences in structure (which-Will _hot be detailed hetet, and the',
LEA 'therefore wishes to evaluate, their.Potentiai, or TiSin, and choose

cf them_
-1.0131

LEVEL I. PLAN. We shall simply call these Plan 3, to ayoid:as I,
cumbersome sketch of each

LEVEL ;1. CLASSIFICATION., Here we assurrte four types of gen
identified students. For sirnpkify,.these are:2,

1, physically .rnpaired;

:2. emotionally distu'rbed;
'3. learning disabled;
4_ cultu'rally 'disabled.

LEVEL Iii. TREATMENT. Here we postulate three !re trnents ec

alternatives for ariy,'LD child:
1. regular claprpom

'2. self,contafneef special edk7c.ation ciassroom;
regular classro6m with resource room Oiaceme)-it,

LEVEL IV. OUTCOME: Under Treatment :2; we here assume !Nee'
possible. outcomes les measured I year iater):.

move to regular classroom:,
remain in self- contained soet.ialetlucation class:

.

3. rnoyetio resource-room treatment.

EVALUATJON.,the:decisiorr tree requires this most --important 1
evaluation Of the three outcome-s, pos-sible within this treatment,
'classification,' and. As here presented; 'these ,coUld.,,dePerid on
assessment of pupil condition' iinpited by the OutcoMes: or couic: depen6

. on weighted sums of te.sk-Ares or other measures las in the-,"bentee'''
'strategy to he described).

Asterisk marks the particular path through the tree ;Hu
the Figure 1

ated in



1.

40%

ME?V1OUAL''
41 new OF DECISION TREE

, .

Fi-gure a I ustr4fed.','(0:. ',.. 4 for .0seiection.o1 prograrns. With in that
feciSion, tbi. pupil classifications are treated as probabilistic Cents, based

- '. on, ether ;past lot precticeted'"Iong-run averVes- of spbh clasifficetiOV.
treatments, and outcomes. For the',...ndiviripaipuyil, however. the nodes of
Ifits tree may often ch mile from brofloilistic tc cier.:1,,ori ,,or.leS, For
*;,,tarnp!e, Once a' thiicl is classified aS "Iearning disabled (See LEVEL

N, c1.4.SW1C.4tiON'of itte Precedinn page); then 'there may be a sub-tree o
',.. the f011oWing sort:' ,

Foot LD th
--1:7713/4?:rr;',2115

2. z,:,:if-corttairted.
3..r'esovrce-roo!r..

t

special)
01.itcorrics'are:

rriovefo
rernolc:

3. rrib-,-e

in this iltiktratiori,the probabititiiis =7f )tJtcoitie; tiyithir, each treatment
chUi,:ti, wilt now be cl;fferent the individual .from what they \.-vere for
the group as a whole. These'will again tit:pent:1, on past experience and
future Predictitin, but now based upon This student's :inc/iii ual

,
.



for each classification.' And for, some, the "outcome" would not simply be a
state description,,butwoulditself be the numerical, evaluatiOn. But the tree of
Figure 3 may be bliter, since it makes-these actions-more

Many trees in decision 'anafysis nave a number of different deciSiorrnOdes,; but
heretthere is only the one. Alf ,othernpdes,.are.rett2Ving different- events which
could occur, or which ,would be" ordained to 'occur by :quota's. in the syttegn,,,
Thus, each node below :the- top;--would be 'averaged ,outeginning- at the

,bottom of the tree, and working upwarCvyntil- every-'node had its.oWnvalue
- except the top, ,decisionnodelTand' that one would be solvd,PY selecting-the':

the largest benefit, all things considered., The algebra ,Of ,value
,

ulatian for each node isi'suggested'bY the summation operators,''to the right-
of the-.Figure-.

Calculating the Utility of Plans:

we wish to understand -,,the 'structure of the system rrOm,a different
perspectivews turn to Figure 4: Were we have said that there are-just'
three classifications, ,five., treatments; and: fOur: outcomes, so that our
matrix has 3 x 5 60 dells. Some of these would' y .empty: If a ,pu
diagnosed (classified) as gifted, he is unlikely to be'prescribed .(treated). as
Learning Disabled. :Furthermore: the "outcomes ", -,as we hive suggested, might
be transformed intosome appr'opriatecontinuous variable (more of this Weil,
which would, turn Ole matrix into iust two dimensions (classifications by

e valuation,

within any siRgle Plan. But in this illustration, there is. an,

'evaluation, Ecto, for each meaningful cell,' There Mo4 about such
evaluation, too:

But. we ,are going to select a decision in terms itif. its estimated ..!Nility"
general term from other disciplines meaning the attiactivenessof a choice; the
units are not constant across studies, but may be".desigrled forfora situation, as we .,,

,shall see, For the present, let usfassume that we have-such a measure. Then a'
general formulation could -be that Utility is equal .to the-benefits, less the costs_

For a testirrg* program, there is an excellent, seminal work by Cronbaoh and
Gleser (1965). which considers a program -much like-that of Figure 3, in which
the principal cost to be'considered was -the cost 'Ofineaiurement (p.24). For such

.-.*
a program, Utility would be equal to the overall evaluation of the. progrtirn less
the .Cost of rtneasurerpent within the-..program. Formally, we can 'set forth the

:.-aigebra as in Figure 5.

-Granted, this level of expression may seem overwhelming to many practitioners
rn LEAs and SEAs',, end it is not suggested that they work directly with such
formulations. But creating complex trees. is easy comAtationally (e.gFindler,
Pfaltz, Bernstein, '197-2), and computer aids to decision making could (and



FIGURE 4
THE EVALUATION MATRIX

or a given plan, it is possible to construct a three.dimensional matrix
'according to pupil 'classifiCatiOn, the treatment alternatives for a given
ctassitation:and the predicted outcomes for each such classificationitreat-
ment, combjnation,.. fop each feasible cell, one evaluates the outcome-.
conSidering both benefits and program costs..
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possibly should) become as Commonplace
their, dses are suf ficlettilY appreciated..

s student:scheduling programs, once

,
But the'lmost serious problem with impJementing,Such algorithms inedutation-is

"'probablY, in the assignment of reasonable" values: And it is to this prOblem that
We turn our attention. ,

General in EtfimitiOn,

Uses ooperatiOns research have- ,,.rived rnpst in-.f0tis where there, was a
cOmmon,'agreed-upon measure of utility, such as doilar;profitS,,s or distance antl.
time, costs. In education. wess:'are often, thinking. ip terms of Vocation/pi benefit,
with no unit, or scale readily ayallabfe. Consebuently, large major tyPes'sOf
problem's tare simply viiithopt any investigative: approach as comMonly under-,
stood, Soi-ne works haVe treated. decisions -within educatibri, but:have side-
st.e17)ped the .funda-mental dUestions' of value tifanDusseldOrp, Richardson, &
:Fpley, 1971). Others. :have deeply analyted the theoredcais considerations
underlyingi'mUltirlimensional and Curvilinear value systems in deer on making,
but nave;.few 'applied suggestions (or 'educational prictige {Keeney 8;
1976: Wilcox. -1972):

1

part of in understanding compiex v- u:is.is the obverse side-- of one
our strecit-hs: our 30;:ihi;:tication-in' multivapate arialvsic;'-where

appj-,00riatet weights for Osotirnizirig a predicticin. The 'Problem- in evatuatfion
begins at lie o other end: rather than discovering our .valuerweights.'w4 invent

Th,-; are debkiniient or -some stlibjective p'rocess; the
-3c,Nance iiltist con-1_: in t,he rn;.)nnt!r nI .:bili:ictings them, cornpining-tnem, 'and

. .
.. , . . . .

):.. , ; i : iusi;ng ;hem ein .decision situanons. Yet a good revie=w of tecrinigues tor rauitipie
rpeasuiernenis ?e.g.,. Cooley, 1971) will take'nb, notice of tha anribri -.values

.

ecieci lor lecisions. .,
:

meet, h,j:iroblem. ova have. attempted to create a scale of overall educational.,
behelit. We have begun by defining a unit Of measure Of such benefit, expressed

i
as a Tstce'e of educational accomplishments scaled in the usual way with-M9an
Trf30-anr.! tzind'alerdesation 0!10, SCores, th-en, r oe tram about-20-Toabatir"

. O. And this ;.benefit T-score ,,:','or bentee. is a fk.inctiOn of a-weighted:sum of the
values of certin-vatiable's multiplied by their rodsurernents for an i ndividual or

,

iire7itip For-exzimple. if the total val.ie of the bentee (Or ,11 high-30190; senior iss; -,. .,
take,n to con!jit'6f some :function' of verbal, Ouaritifat7ve..social studies, natural '
science, arts; phys' .iisis, and perSonatity, we may display those as branches from
the bentee node, a a each may be in tura broken down. Such a tree'is shown in

,

Figure 6:- I ---

Tfi tretss_shaa--stiffie remarkable features (as flescribeif Paiie, 1972b: Page,
1974b; Page At Breen, 1976)_ fi:boirows many of t1-444thernatical-oualities of



FIGURE 6

TREE OF EDUCATIONAL VALUES

Bentee

Speaking

()oar. Soc. Sci. Nat. Sc

N
Literature

Physical Peon

Reading, Grammar Writing ,..,..Vocabu ary oreign

Amer:.Prose

,Analysis Classics

World
Classics

Films, TV

Theme Rhyme All,iter. Metaphor Mood

Iambic
a

Pentameter

Source: Page (19746),

4
"As analysis.rrib46'S. ftdrti.lh4-0ifii,1431"Td-the-specifit, 4 shilt"is-made-frOrti7sotiete

to expertOpinion, and from 7aluespace to test-space.-



the probability tees we have been examining: The Values for, each set of
branches may be made to sum :to 1.00 for any node. Then these may be
mUltibtilesti doWn the lines to calculate the bentee for,,a deeper node. Values
where they are repeated-May also be summed for a total appraisal of the value of
,a given` knowledge or skill.

The most striking quality of the bentee tree, however,. is its philosophical,
comoleteness. Within, only a few generations (seven in this illustration), one may ,
Move:from the; top -level philosophical values for society, the system, or the
individual, down throUgh successive diVisions' to the lowest; most direct -test
items or specific behavioral objectives of instri.z,..tion. It provides, then, a way to
subsume much of education within a single system of value.

How to perform these evaluations, then, becomes of cOncern; and the-answeris:
fairly straightforward: in effect, we have appropriate .judges vote on thern..
Various-,inethoelis have been investigated by researchers, and we have given our 7

attention especially to two; and one of these survived as more convenient and -
less_ expensive. A:ii, called the token method; and works by asking thejudge'to
"spend': 100 tokeni amongla.,nurnber of alternatives, according to theway he or
she- (the judge) feels is a proper apportionment-of value.

An empiri al investigation of the values so' assigned by 101L judges,j(half
profgssional eciu.cators and half laitrnen)..shewerlIttiat, in generej, such allbcitioni
of value are made quickly, withotit appartneitrain. Furthermoreidespite wide,
individual differences, there was a dear. agreement between theeduCetors and
the laymen about the top-mostvalues (Page &' Breen, 1974). These -firidingswert

.'impartially confirmed in an applied setting with the U.S. NaVy (Page.-1,95b1.t hut..,,.:certain artifacts of judge behavior were also n400. In another, more theoretical
article, it was shown how such tokening could be used fir(the-.'tiesign.-,91:4
curriculum (Page, arjoura, & Konbrika; )976): OfCpprse: as, subjective

4
judgMents; such wejightings are vulnerable to the same 'sortii''Cif,variablei:which
affect ratings,' 1SuT they 'are no more, vulnerable- than- such Other :s',itijective
processes; and they have the great virtue of being out in the open, where'-they. , ,,...,' may be appraised tor reliability and representativeness-Of. some target poPOlation
of judges. In addition, use of the bentee,stFategy perrnitS:ihe incOrporaticinof
the values tritodeciS'iqn-making algorithms which are Under ce2itain.s:silrn:ptio'rjs',.- '-'
error free. In short, such a strategy eAploys w6jvtive jud4tPt;:,..;b9t:witOvit,

...... ..and limits it to those functions where it is irreplaceable' y objettiVe:techniques.

,



Values for tha' Handicapped

Let us consider'onside Sortie cases of possible decisions affecting the plannipg for

handicapped:, * N'.

Case. 1.. Despite the. --leastirestrjctive environment phrasfe.; the absorption of the

physically-handicapped, inta.regOlor classrpOrns will clearly,have liabilities as

as `advantages, =Depending -'run: the nature and severity of the.- handicap., such
irrtegratt-On,,-may dis'praportionately: spend the educational. resoprces of the

.cle0O.oms.(41chs as teacher causing a certain loSs in, cognitive learning to

ty.; How may -sucttPhilosoPhical acid iriological-ituestibns-be:

re5.01NieCt?:Aow may the deCisicins be arrived at? - -

Case 'N JuSita certain percent of the studedt population, may be. supported by

'the Federal GoVernmentwithin, the.oroVisions.'of It is Unreasonable

to believe' there de no limits to, such support. ft'orn, arty source. But thilre are .
many =more -who,- depending on the :personnel doing the e\ialuation', could be
Clatrried in need of such remediation. They vary widely- in type and decree of

ifefic t:
..

PhySical. sensory, and the entire. range of Learning CiiabilitieS as defined

;here -,are; of-cdurse.,,Yarious!..special -ihterest:,'.igroups, such as. .

eachei-S parent's,,anci-sPecialtted personnel: ail of whom'haVe their,' particular
concerns and who :britig as much pressuer,i' as possible on the decision makerS, Is

pro,e,siona, an ;ruire ,fleth::)c/
. ,

resour

Case 3, A,nurriber rif student& of apirkient normal antit,tde,- are betow- standard

,troth Er;1)Ish and math. A proposed /dada prcigrarn from hest.
esttriites., raise math performance iy 'four cidints ij.i T-ScoresY :.iver the :PreStnt.

.. :program, But thy: time would be taken from-Engii,-b; which would anparebtly

Llbst two, points- Is combination gain-and-doss cles.ii*able or undesirable?

The-word 'c.r, overused:hut in each of the three cases it secims rea.soAble

to 'say thar'thr_.'re ,ts a crisis nr least.dilarnma about the legitimacy of any

procedure ordinarily employed. - Administrators will come to some decision,

ofteho'n the i si Sof h i chever pressures seer stroriget at the decisiC;ri Moment',

and when such pressures are much in conflict, the acimAstrator ;5. o

Make decisions unpopular with many, and virtually ,impossible to rationalize...
Note that in each case there is -an' uncletIying question of fairness to the pupils

concerned: rterefore any use -of rests tr, ari.;',;:-.19 most be

p: liiate in terms of protection against-discriminate) Y-misaPplitItion,

Foiling the handicap in perspective.
The 'first problem is to put alt of the pupil ,profile, not simply his trait of deficit,

in the decision framework. 'Otherwise, it will tie .very difficult to make any
'judgments concerning limited resources, and competitive, handicaps. Thus, on



the basis of values established locally or takpn ,from research alreadrsdone,
penteesi tC5e some other scale for combining scores) are calculated `for' each
sitident.:Let us'ca-il this,combined score 8.. for the ith

' Plotting the Production Ftintion.
What we are inte.ts-ted in is yfelear, a aenerat wait: ti is mprovement in 8f

oUrf-hapdicapped students. efore We can make 'decisions 'aboutbiir system.,i,
need'' some estimattor of the 'Probable. success -of our methods. For our

purposes we especially heed,to-kdow how much, improVemen't is expectable 4n
8 ::AeOenclirig, on theleve.1 of effort expended, Qiffetent'handiicips will of course
ettuire sorts of -treatments. sothie-methOds-themselves will, not be

c,Ptri. Parable. But most of these 'treatments ;will, -spend -a common and lirnit
resource: the professional -tirihe:cobcerrted., For illuStratiOn, let us set aside other
costs, and agrec that have a iota( time Tavailabie for re.mediatiOn,'and that
we ,shal spend' time for each pupil,-f.,-,s'uch: that

T

N is the total nu olhandicappedtudertts.

each,St0Oept, horn the-best in fOrmattpn we have esii:rnate
tbevalues,Of a production function, like' that one Show'" in Figure -7,',

This shoi.vsan ref-alit 'et-. in the time :30t::oz on, a -student
remedial work:I and the p'rogress .made. ,ft assumes' that three individual
parameters describe the curve. The formula is that ofoa fairly, familiar growth

Atkinson, 197?: Page, 1973):

wh'ere

tO)

(it bentee score= for student i atrime t;

pass bee ;tad r ;t 1,
Iv:sunlit-1111 alfritted*trj

starbri9 bentee of student i before
extra time is 30.ff,t

tHe base of the natural logrithrn,,

= growth" f ruction for student,

At the time of rmaking a riecis,onaEiout time allocaoo have N students,
eligible for some help under the Law, 'For each 'we are able to'ristimateBi (0).
the currenibeotee befo're beginning` beatmerit. -on the basis°, testing. We must
estimate and (3n either from data on othe.ts, with similar type 'and-degree of
handicap and -their growth histories With treatment. or from the data collected
on student improvernentVm the first hours of intetyerition (tfie-procedure
suggested, by Atkinson for fir'sr-grade'readirig -work- for disadvantaged students).
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FIGURE 7

PERFORMANCE AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION

IT 15 20

Measured in-overall terms, performance is eleseribed by -the bentee 6. (0 for the
time'allocated to student +. Selection.of time allocations (ti for each pipit would
depend on such estimated growth functions and on the philosophy of the system.

t



Qnce having estimated the growth for each candidate, we now have the
opportunity of deciding the allocations,-according to the system'sphilosophY, It
is now possible, at least, tostate,operatiepally whatgoalljs: being pursued.-Let
look at some.:61ternative goal statements; 'with an eyetoward the "fairnett?, of
the allocation:

N
Goal 1 Max imize I Bt (t). Thii.-woula:have the effect of producing the highest
mean performance -`for- the 'pepPlatIrte of interest It -would', probably
neglecting the lowest':aChievers,.:and 7would surely mean neglecting those with
theiliout_groWth -pare rneters'':4 '..'Therefore, it is sometimes termed an ''elitist":

ihimize the variance of 8.(t). This would tend to neglect the most
rapid learners, those most 'apt to benefit from the system, 'even :among the
handitapped. It would be apt to neglect the slowest gainers, but would otherwise
emphasize help for those with the lowest beginning scores. This is sometimes
termed egalitarian.'

Oda! 3: `Maximize; the inClusion of students with low -input scores Bi(0).This
woildignore: the indiVidi.ial parameters-a:Possible grilvith, and would instead'
conoentrate on those with poorest present -slaws, regardless :.of probable gain
from treatinent,..ThiS choiCe is not often articulated, but seems to beclOse to the
spirit, of some citizens and lawmakers. This might 'be called a "compassionate"
approach,

Goal 4: Minimize the variance to ts. This would ignore all the ,Parameters of
growth,.orice the pupils were identifiedas handicapped, and would distribute the
time, equally -across the puIs. If Goal 2 is:egabtarian in putcomeohen this is
egalitarian in allocation.

.' D /41
GOal 5: Maximize t' under the constraint,that each identified handicapped
pupil will have some Minimumjime kn. If n the average time available' for
each handicappedpupil, then k is somefraction, such that every pupil will receive
at -least k of thiST"average time. Beyond that minimum, the resources would .be
allotted to those who WQU ittmost gain from.theIexpenditUre,Goal-6-would-have-:-
thevirtue of cOntinUing to monitor and give some attention to each pupil, while
concentrating on those .who' -ate believed to" be the best candidates for
remediation.

Undoubtedly there are other feasible goals as well. These are not given here With
the intention of . deciding which one is "best": that-is not the role :of a
psYchornetriCian.. Rather, they are presented as -an attempt to reCognize that
variableS need to be taken into consideration when decisions are made on the
basis, of test information. In this analysis, the "fairness"Of an individual decision
would appear to depend on the "fairness" of the system; We should recognize
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- that resources for remedial education will not be'Without limit; regardless,of the
level of government. Thus, the problem is ,inevitably how to allocate those
resources whIch' are available. And it difficult to imagine any reasonable,

.-

{does
-

sYsternl-'Which ViieS not ,recognize the 'infOrMational needs which have. been
exhIbited,by,thissanalysis.

The Complexity of the System

For those used to customary procedures, the denland for information may seem
excessive, and the difficulty of the- algorithms, compared with what we-e are used

to, may 'seem severe. TheSiesponse to these objections 'goes like this: -Exactly
OrlirCh goals are we currently trying to optimize? And exactly what information,
do we need in order to do -so? -, And just how will such'infOrMation enter the
system? This response emphasizes that there is no alternative'theory of rational
decision making. Anticit,iated benefit's count ociolenerol ,predictions about
present and future, status of ,pupil perlorrhance.''Otilities count on' value

.
weightings of anticipated!benefits. Decisions count on-some balancing of
against.' Coits. StUdent selection counts On the princiPle of optimizing some
function of the available variables: Leaking., an alternative theory 'of decision
making, we ,must ,recognize that without the prior inforrnation available to us,
we are currently 'making judgments.whichare'unknowablysub-o time!. True. as
Tillett"(1975) foUnd in a comparison of current vs: optimal, teach nmert,
good Prdf.Pssional;decisions may not, be very distant from optimal ones. Yetthe
absence of -such, information renders illuSory any attempt at :corriprehensiye
evaluation.

-Furthermore,.,there' are reasons for.optiMism in such applications, if we look at
the sort of complekity which is now handled in artificial ntelligence systems
(Minsky & Fapert, 1969; Slagle; 1971), large data - retrieval sets (the National'
Longitudinal ,Studyl,' and the Massive rnathematical,p,rogramtning systerns which
can:Optimizea thousand variables. Granted, Moreinvestment will be needed in
such applications to, ducational decision making; but the additional sums,,

.-
, ,.,

needed for, research and systems engineering, are very small compared with the
---expenditures-forstheapplicationofP.L.9C1,42,;:andA.ven_for_the_testing.

progrims and committee operations necessary to guide those applications. A

Above. all, it is necessary to recognize that human cogn ve'systerns, whether of
the individual or committee decision maker, are simply unable to compete with
effective algorithms'. Hills (1971) made this:point 'yery well in a review Of the
literature on what is often called "statistical vs, clinical prediction." His
conclusion on this point is worth noting at length:

expert judges are to be used in the selection process, oreSent data, suggest
that they not be allowed to make the final eylituitions uponswhich decisiOns
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ire math dui that tht4 be used at'exaert observers producing 'dad that ,cart be
intrkottutazo,prtxhtttom ,Itctottirs or other_ statistical, "rnbi attort,proca- ,.N

. slt;14a that genaratettaatinat- irealuatforis .. "frhose'apOicants exceed
cam, t goi'nf &) thvisanitas ot, perfoimance stiCkulcOe accaptatgwitti no
turthti human'intOrldntion (0.697i -'\ !..:'. ,7,,' \ ''--- ' v. s 1t - !It. i , k. - , ; i. : -.' 1 -,.., , ,-

1 .,

--- ' -, 'Irt other vvillcli; 'once the'.human beings have pertorrried their, human., - . .
r.N.,.

..t' i sr es of providing !values:and judgments otherwise obtainable, then the
, -

recision' of the, algorithrri should be altqwed t rate, as ,noted elsewhere

, . ..i'-ss. "(... ,
.., .

.
J, ) r, :

,t

in this'chapter,;,;('have, attem'pte'd .toariply:stirne -well-established -.theories of
decisions, and, some other' research ofeprobable relevance; to' the problems of

' -making decisions in,the 'Handicapped 'Program; whether about the structure ant!
, adininistration of programsewabout the placement of individual youngsters.

--,Note, the Muliinvia to nature of these decision systems assures that the Law
*will be hohorecf ?!no. ingle proCedUre will 'constitute ihe basis for
inclusion or,exc ori,in he Handicapped-system,

Relevant to this-,question.bf values is the operationof the teams of professionals'
called CET,s or PETS...These 'teams 'maybe considered antsigous.to juries, when
one is considering only the classificatiOn decision: and this,relatiOn is explored in
Chapter III. Other questions of decision making are dealt with in Chapter
primalify devoted to questions of reliability:

Kt

Material iril:;thiS chapter has, had, to be oftenqUite.abstract and general', and some
of it too technical for most of. the decision-makers in the schbols. It would be
very inappropriate, however, to ignore such.,- material.., on that ground for as
Dewey out it, '''A'gcOd-.theory Tis'the'rnost OraCtiCal.thing.Of.all.," And the theory
of decision 'analysis; 'considered mathematically,- is' demonstrably sound; in fact,
there is no 'respectable alternitive theory about decision traking.-:Yet: to take
advantage of such reasoning, it is not necessary that everyone understand it, any
more than one needs aeronautics to be a successfulbilot: It ii-necessary that the
more technical people confront such aids and study' therri hard for their
applicability in 'education.

CHAPTER- II:
PROBLEMS OF RELIABILITY FOR THE HANDICAPPED

13

ti

This chapter is concerned with rriinif of the questions bearing on the reliabtttty
of the assessment procedures'for impleMentationbf the Handicapped Law: It is
intended to lay the technical background for recommendations by considering
such -reliability- from.i.the most classic perspectives, and then looking. at the
implications for the special sorts of measurement required of the
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First, the nature of "true scores" is examined for the situation of.parallel forms,,,,..
.'since these are analogous to the use of different but closely related instruments
for measuring the same ability or achlevemelit Then we examine questions of

of extreme groups such as those eligible for assistance under the Law,

: given 'the discrepancy between observed and true- scores. Then we look at the
questions of .LD and other, assessment, where we judge "specific_disability" by
comperison.with some "general ability!' measure questions loaded everywhere
with statisticalboobytraps The reliability of-difference scores is seen to depend

on the resPective, reliabilities of ability and achievement scores,- and tables are

a- ;'--provided to ,summarize these relationships. (Some of these 'considerationsmay -_,
seem forbiddingly Itechnical to the school professional, who is encouraged to
skip ahead, :yet they may well be worth retaining for eventual use in 4,;:,'''',1,..iA

.. 4., computerized systems of interpretation.) Finally, some recommendations are -' ' ' ',.,'
. ,.

,, _ made for improving the use of tests, especially by enhancing the reliabilities and ,
.

validities of the overall scores
I ,',.;, -"' .`

AN't: I ';!..,,!,, ,

v"" Reliability of tic- TeetS:
. .

.. .

For a number oVreasOns: the reliability of tests is of particular importance in ,,1
, - ,,,,- ,,,..:0

designing systerris':-;for the selection of the handicapped Yiseldyke. (1177) Mb

'"' recognized this importalci,,and has made a number of recommendations about

- the use of such teitl.'"Opitis -that_we.;shcitild,perforM.rnost of our calculations not
with the observed scores but with:, the . regressed true scores' based on ,1

estimates of the reliability' of the tests...Let us consider some -Of the ,i implicationsions
.

of such a policy

,,,, , . - ,

.44*, Let us imagine the cleanest data for estimating the reliability of 'a test-score the

_....- case where, we have two forms of the testi, assumed to have _been r randomly

draWn from a universe .of, test, items,' such .0 pictured in -,Figure 8,''When the
r-St.

forms are given on separate Occasioni,,to1he'sar6e- set, of ,sutijecti;.thete will be a
. .

,-&
. corr anon between'therh;whichw*terrn ri,; cif'courie,:thii relationship will,71

*-''- be a fected by all of the many influences bearing oritest Performence1Stanley,
.

1971, p 364)- lasfing.-'and general characteristics ott,neral'charecteriitic the individual;iIa,sting but __ ,,,--:., .,
.,; , specific characteristics of the individual -: (such as the handicap' in question)

--4'-----firriOtirafFbilitasgerieral7CharictiristicsHof --thir'rindividual-7,(iiich---at--fatigue),
z4,':-`,,

, _,-;

qr. temporary but specific characteristics of the,individUa1,(Such-ascornprehension
-, ,i...z.-..

... ,. . ,

of the specific test ,task);'systerhatic"or.,c.chahcellaCtori'..affecting the administra- r.:.,
, ... .

iron of the test or the of test performance (such as unreliability or bias

7.41r

in grading -21. retirk0,;:!*01,:pherrise.4.1.acccitti::.10rj**e:!:(S40''*. luck in
guessing an rs) Notice that all of these 'tend to weaken r12 except the first _

_ 2

_

Wrttf;" *!?`,:- (-

a a
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two; yisting charactiitistics, either general or specific., otthe, individual. And the
,other influences are generally those which. ,for purposes of most testing

,programs, contribute to the "error":

a
e

2
x
2 ( 1 pft.),

where to, is to population correlation betweeri:fOrms t,

Each-test form is assumed to be a random sample from a universe of test items
concerning the ability or 0611 rriasured.
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Now, in the above- Figure, it is noted that there is no direct:causal' relation
between the content of the two fOrms. Rather, the -content is similar only
because of the hbmogeneity of the Universe of content from which they were
drawn This-point -is seen in-the natb:cliagram Of Figure 9. The causal relations
are denoted by the-arrows drawatirom=the true score (khat score aChieved by the

subiect on the _universe of all items for the trait) loeach of the testforms. The
curved tine connecting the two test fors denotes a ielatiooship which is only
fortuitous in being a reflection of their common' source. In such, a case, as the

- literature on path analysis makes clear (e.g.. Blalock, 19714 We know that any
observed relatiOn between the forms must depend'on,the paths connecting each

to the trice.-tore, anclkmust-be a product of those two., Thus,

and ilaand b are assumed

Thc causal' path from .1fle, true" score to the:score' on either test form,, then, may

oki estimated as Th+s has there flit that in standard farm,

Z3 =p31

However, when we are working -only.,wit bservecl score values (such as are

e.x,pres.sed in' T-scores, fgrade equivalences_ then we must- ferriember that
irue,scores will have a smaller- variance than the Observed ,scores, becauseraf-the.,
rernOva,C of error. That is,,accordMg,-to one definition of -reliability (Stanley,

1971: p. 374),
oT2

ff
;C7

hence GT plr o

that is. the, population -correlation between forms is the ratio of the true-score
variance to the total observed varianc.e. To convert the true score to, units of the

er.ved-soore,-then; we_would_say_that,,in..the..oath diagram.

True score (in standard units, of Test Form 1) = r

'computational formula:

.

where Ti. is the ,estirnated true score for the jth-student- and,.X. is his. observed

score:

Or the usual

-. y1/4

Now, it is Wear that T is merely a linear (first-degree.) transforeiiation And
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FIGURE $.
PATH DIAGRAMS PQRs'RELATION7:

BETWEEN TWO TEST,PQRMS- AND A
TRUE SCORE 'FOR THAT TEST

3

TRUE
SCORE

2 7'

Any relation' between the vivo observed, test scorer such as r 12) is caused byl
,..their common relation to the true score, since, _t Pe are considered samples of

the universe as in figure 8., Thus,,the path of c'is the product of the, paths.
for a and b. TherefOre the relation of each form to the true score is the square
mkt of the observed inter-form agreement,
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'this recognition leads 'us to a highly relevant observation about selecting students

for remediation on the basis of such true score, as recommended by Ysseldyke.

Whether the recommendation will make any difference depends upon 'how we
intend to determinewho is included in rerpediation.:.The two cites are shown in

Figure 10, and another Figsire 11.

In much of ine discussion which folloWs;, we shall be,',assumingsome cutoff
mandated by the limited, ktioUrCeS.1 The '''wortl',.qucita7 is currently unfashion-

able, yet it':,,must,be:recognized;thai,,,,in a .fieldjas,fuzz,Y- as learning :disability,

there must befinfact 'quotas, Whether explicit zr-disguised.' EstimatesifOr 'Specific

"reading disabitily71:fOr example,:range frorn2%16'20% or higher:, It is' obvious

that, in fact; hardly any student achieves, his/her "teat' potential;-- To :give
statistical analysis- some--concreteness, then; t have often assumed a quota of just

2%. In practice', this,' will be .'iarger , or depending the ,nature' of

handicap, 'the' ixpeine:Of:thi' treatments being considered,s'apd: ttie budgets of

the supporting agencies. In the following, ,therefore;:''the "2%" should': be
considered, only- illustrative.

In case (a),' we assume a quota selection-including:just:the bottoms two percent
of the population 'in ,bur reinediation. In such a case, transforming g:to true scores

has no effect on selection, since under linear transformation there will be no

change in rank order, of any selected.

In case (b), we assume the: oniN condition - -which 'v-Vould make true -score

transformation meaningful; that' it will change: the coMposition of those selcted
for treatment. We -obServe that, with a cut -score in terms ot:the 'obierved
distribution, the dumber of thOse selected tan bedraitiCallyaiteted,'depending
on theestimated of, the: test. "tithe figure, wehaveassumed

.a reliability of which, under a normal'. distribution implies_ that virtually no
true scores will ,appear to merit such remediation.:'With higher :reliability; of
course, more will:be selected, and with perfect reliability, thetruescore will be

identical'. with the observed score, and the same, 2%-will be selected ineithercase

'For seleCtion purposes then, transformation 'to' true score 'estimates does not

abilea..to...:make any difference (though it might be a healthy practice in its
`eftects on the attitudes of the personnel, involved), when we are considering the

case of a single test for a single program,

But one further case deserves, notice :-when we are, limited (as implied by:P. L.

94-142) to, some quota for all disabilities combined. in such a case, where we are

using cut-scores for inclusion, ,the nature of those -included will be partly a
function of the reliabilities of the selection instruments. For example:: :If in

Figure 10(b); we had another test for another disability; and this second test had

a reliability of .90, then we would include more students diagnosed by this

second, more reliable 'test. in a 'sense, this would relegate -to the test

-31
ee*"
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FIGURE 30
CONTRAST OF TWO POLICIES

IN USE OF TRUE SCORE ESTIMATES

observed scores

-41441111111111116.

true scores estimated
-from observed scores-

.

) A quota selection: the bottom 2%

agraAdil6A,
observed scores

,A116.
true scores estimated ,

from observed scores

, (b) A cut-poiot selection: those whose Due scores
are stimated below =2 standard deviations in
observed units:

In Case la),, exactly the same students are selected for the program. In case`(b).
almost no studentsare selected. There is an assumed rejiability.Of .70.. 6,

. . ,
225 '
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FIGURE 11

TRUE HANDICAPPED AND
OBSERVED CUT-POINTS

Trne Scores

-

Y.

01.i erved-sc

ctit-Ooirit

lal "True.scerredistribution for an o
'cut-point

4:1

0 40 0
is_ a

Two,types of error: 'Selecting "'handicapped!'2who
iti-trUe score are -above cut-point: or fa;ling toselept-

ndicapped who are in true score below the cut-
point.

(
1:iiiendin-43-OriiiiiTelcibiliiyOf the measure and the extremity of the cut-point,

errors will be, made of inclusion and exclusion.
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..characteristics some of the judgment more properly relegated to social and
educational considerations. in this case, too, transforming to true score estimates
creates as many problems as it seems to solve.

Reliability of Difference Scores

Originally,''the guidelines for application of P.L. 94.142 had recommended
certain formula for calculation of a discrepancy score, in. Order'to selett.those:
who were .suitably. below their "expected" level.: of. perforrnance'-in-;- some
important 'trait. These Would be identiliedas fitt candidates for.4pecial.
remediation. in those. specifiq disabiljties, Under muctr icism from profession-.
41s, the-'fOrmula was abandoned, and will not be reviewed here. But the problem '

'remains with us:: hoW to select among those otherwise "normal" youngsters the
ones who genuinely are victims of. such an LD. There are three sub-questions:
How do, we know the students are "normal"? How do we know they have a -
"specific disability"? And what is the meaning of any "discrepancy" between
these two conditions? All are fraught with problems of unreliability.'

.

As jointed out by others in this context (Ysseldyke 1977; Salvia :&
1972), the meaning of a difference betWeen two scores is dependent on: the
correlation between the two tests; tha'reliabilities of each their standard
deviations and anys-differences between the priginal,:sampies used fOr the.
forming. If we convert our school data of interest to z-scores, then we -are :still
concerned with the three coeffitients, and are anxious to know how mutt' trust
we may Put in the:difference, .

Suppose we ordain policy that we are including only those Whohaye an
achievement' 1,5.0 below their achievement: include student i if Di 15. What
can we expect - the distribution of D to be? In general; the variance of a'
differenee is going to be

2
d I 022 2 Corti , 2) .

....

---,-.-----Where- we---haye-Zncores,' and 012-= 022 -.- 1, then this formula....becomes' .
2:, a = 2 2i.' = 2 (1 . r- )- d 12 -. 12

If the correlation. between achievement and potential is in the 'moderate : range,.. say

.50, then,, od271.00 = u(1. So,-,we would-expectatut.point of 175 ta'act as it .Woulci
44,!".7 for a Vscore of a,'norrriar curye.,__and7linclUda'6,68 of the ,POPUlationOnthe

other hand, if the correlation betweep.achifiemeni and potential is :higher,- say,
75, then 0d2 - ..5 and rid ---4-17=, ,71-: As, shown in Figure 12(a); the result is
that there 4-4-cut:point for the observed ,difference scora-at Zd' if,f's= -41 1,,,which
makes a very conservative ,Selection lunder the normal curve), Of .017, of the

-.4
population In genera); then,.tbe riuber selected 'for.adifference cut-off will 'be.

,t-i' a function of the correlation betWeen' the 'two, Measures: For-' comparison;
.



FIGURE 12

THE RELATION OF TEST. INTERCORRELATION
TO THE SELECTION PERCENTAGE FOR A DIFFERENCE SCORE

Test 1 and TestZhave
variance = too

cut-point 2.11

t.

..(a) When r=75, just" 1.7%Of population is
selecced,:,vvfien cut -point (iriAerms,of test) = -1.5.

.

r 4e, then 14.5% of, the population
selected using the same Cut-point as'for (a)

228 .4"
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Zi t: , How may we best summarize the question of reliability of difference score? As
noted by Ysseldyke,

r11 "224:Vt,._ ,,
...4.;
.-_,. .' , r 12rdiff =

'4'.7.---

..Z---,--The-implication.of this formula is clearly-*en7ifri table from Stanley (1971,
p.387), here reproduced for its meaning forselection:-

,

consider the case of Figure 12(b), where we have a hypothetical correlation of
zero betvsitten the measures. In this case, the cut-point of the difference score will
be -1.06, for a selection of a substantial .145 of the population. (This is in
.contrast to the usual belief, -and often 'comeas'a shock to the person who iv--
unfamiliar with such phenomena.) In contrast; the variance of difference scores,
when r z 1.00, would be zero.

TABLE 1
RELIABILITY OF A 'DIFFERENCE SCE

, 1

c

, k

Coefficient of Correlation
Between the Two Tests

.50
.95 ,

90,;,
,

80 .

70 . ,

.60 '.=.....

50: .00

.60

.

.00

.20

.:

.70

.

,

.00

.25

.40

Mean-Reliability Coefficient
of the Two Tests

.80 .90 .95
, ..

-. i.00
.00. .50'

.00 .50 .75

.33,- ..67 :: ',.83 -

: .50 ., -.-. .75 . .48 : ..
..'. .60 .80 :_ ' .90

40 . .17. .33 .50 .67 .83 - .92
._

7---7----30-t--"---:29-- 43---------757--- s'--31----:85-...-----'793-
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This useful table reinforces many,tmportant 'dais about this relationship In the
first place; the blank parts of the table occur where the correlation between the
two tests (r12) would be higher than .the average reliability of the teats V. 4-'

r 221 /2). Except for chance 'sampling -.variations; errors 'of' estimate 'in. the
coefficients concerned, such an event cannot oCcur: .thereforere blank. Next to
the blank area is a diagonal of zeroes, for-the case where thec6rrelation betWeen
'tests. is just equal to the reliabilities of the tests. It must be: intuitively apparent
that, when this is the case, there is no differitricebetween the two tests in what
they are measuring, Test 1 is "the same as" Test 2. Thus there 'can, be fib :real'
meaning, except error of measurement in any ditte'rence.1Detween the
score on one test, vs, the score' on theother:therefore the zeroes.

-
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It is evident, then, that the reliability of the differences rapidly increases as the
reliability .of the two tests ,rises vjs-a-vis the correlation between them. And the
reliability of the .difference, would be ':Perfect when -theTtiit reliabilities.were
themselves perfedt, but the torrelation between tests.was zero.,

Just where,' in this 'table, is the typical, situation' wherewe wbuldbe .seleCting-for

learning disabilities,,:and:,,controlling'ibr potential:?..Note 'that. any'word we' use
for the control Variable. ,"poteritial":sor-1"expectancy,",-,or-: predittor'', ..br
"aptitude": or.,"'ability", betrays 'eth fact that thereis normally a Substantial
correlation between that tontrot variable (10 or ''ottier meaSUreiihd'the specific'',
trait or skill for which we are seleCting Our. 'LO children. Therefore,. we,would
place our circumstances a middlingiow of the Stanley table.'

Now we consider the diagnostic ID tests, a170 examine a useful sump arV of their :
own rehabilities, seen in Table :2. An this Table, we 'observe- that most of the:
frequently,usedtests have themselves reliabilities in the .moderate- range, If thesr.r
specific tests are correlated with the ability measures, also the moderate range,
then we Would exPect,,.in.the Stanley table, reliabilities for differences hovering
in a very unfortunate area close to the diagonal ',of zeroes. The ,sitUation would.
be partly 'saved, depending on the reliability, of the predictors - ;which; asin the
case of lo measures, can often,be quite high. Yet we must face as well the
problems created by part-whole relationships. To the extent that "Verbal:-
Expression," for instance, will influence scores on a youngster's 10 test, we-have,

iconfounding of the two,,since VE'may be thought of as part of IQ; and the
correlation-between them will be.raised, Creating further difficulties in,appraising
the differerice score. (And this is surely what,happens with such a battery as the
tabled Illinois Test of Psycholinskristic Beyond.- the purely psycho-2
metric problems, there are ObViOusly:PhilOsiphicaf 'questions 'in these part whole:
-relationships:, Wheh we "control ;for ability," do we Mean the abili ty, without the
confounding specific disability? Serious dilcUssioni,of :this daestion are not easy
to come by and, solutions are rarer :still:



Measure

TABLE 2
TEST-RETEST RELIABILITIES

OF FREQUENTLY USED ABILITY MEASURES.

Developmental lest of Visual PerceptiOn
Eye.:Motor Coordination
Figure Ground
Form Constancy
Position in,Space
SPatial:Relations

Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test
Chicago Test of Visual Discriminations.
Revised Visual Retentic4Test
Memory for Designs,Test (Graham Kendal')
Primary 'VisuaIMPtor'lest
Developmental` Test of Visual Motor Integration
Illinois Test of Psycho linguistic Abilities

Auditory 'Receptions
Visual Rece6i(on
Auditory Association
Visual Association
Verbal Expression
Manual ,Expression

Grarnmatic Closure
Visual Closure
Auditory Sequential Memory,
Visual Sequential Memory

' Reported
Test-Retest
Reliability

.69-

,33, :39
67 - ,.74

':52-- .67,
.39 -.66
35 .68;
.85.
.72 ,

.82
;80 - ;87
.66 .91:
.36 ..79
.21 ,69

, .62- :90'
32 :35
,45

30.
.49., .8

.57 -

.61: .89

FromYsseldyke and Salvia ( 1974)_



Using True Scores with Test Differences

Earlier we examined the effects of using regressed true scores for specific tests of
disability, and found the following: that since the transformation is linear, the

;rank order of ,selectees' 'remains unvarying; Atitit; therefore, When quotas are
established (e.g., the Oottoin12%)-theieis no difference between using true-stores

4 or observed scores:end that, when, cut-points are established in terms:of-observed-

distributions, the selectionis simply Much more conservative for true scores,
(depending on the reliatiiliti6A 'of the tests used)., In: summary/ the 'regressed true
scores did not--change, the position of, any- subject' ins prioritY'of selection, but
with a cut -point policY,-rnight greatly affect the,nuMber of seledtees.

Per difference scores, the recommendation of using true scores, is also made. For'
example, Ysseldyke.'41977):-stetes: believe, we :should 'computing
relabltes for, differences between :estimated .true,",storis c.and :using this
information in-,makinTidentification and .placement:decisiont",,fem,phasis in the''
original) . His principal rnotivation,s1-believe,, is to help the.workers in the field,'
gain a more carefUl and conseniative,attitude:toward,the:differencesireported4
and this goal :I:strongly" support: The only liability rorn:: this perspeetiVesOf::,
shaping attitudes, 'the:'terrn''1"true" itself 'nigh,- 'assumeti.'comPletely.%
spurious .mantle Of-:,accuracy: The'-trutScareis; by-definition; "10096'accUrite; but
we never see:it. The regressed, estimated. true scOre;:indeed,_:is- closer to the
probably true Measure then the observed ., :Su t, as we.haye, seen,:i0s:io'rnare
accurate, in rank -Order+ ng'' the.' pupils than'th et: fallible otiserved'score on. wh ch t:
is based. In fact,' it rank orderS them the sarrie'Way. 1p terms of professional usei
then, it Would be'helpful if all the connotations of the w,ord "true" were not
carried 'along 'isT-exCesS. baggage when we talked about these scores. Perhaps
"regresSed'score" would be less mislearlinge but this would need some diSCLiSsiOn,
and possiblYffeldtrY04tobe sure.

However,, a separate question' what'efficts the estimated ,true, scores would
have on ,ttie tasks of:Making:identification and .decisions. For any
difference score, Di = Z12,, we WaYe the same principles iripperation- as for
single scores. In Figure see, the two cases compared for difference scores.
We pres e, r the Figure thet.We are comparing Reading Saire (Xs& with
an intelligence measure- '('X,0),, with respective retrabilities, of .70 and :99. We
examine the ase, of a student whose. Reading is -2.00 a and whote 10 .4.00-0..'
In Case (a)..' 'Dif ferinceTSCore 'is '-'1.96.ln:2Case.',(b). 'we hive regressed-

4

each score' fore: com6ting the .difference, with the resultT.that the "true"
Difference Score is,:now,'-.5:-=:just-hlt what-we,foUnilbefore. TheieffeCt.,o0he.
true-score traniformtion-herelf to shrink' the:difference sOOre (ocimpateci with
that computed'for the observed scares); However, if we give,the higher reliAbility
to the and the lower 'to the X10, we.'find that the "true" difference'
becomes'slightly larger than the observed differenCe,:-1.10This-happens-because
the reliabilitites-serve'-as weigilts: in the equatiOh.
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'Tosee the effects of such reliabilities, I have generated the small Table 3,
. - .... . . . . _ -

44ik - ,ciisplayirig- the ,,"true,differences for the above figure, under thelasspmption that
s-o-s: -. . I

1.;,..tt -46e.observed spores were the same, -2 and -1. Some ofthe table8 values for True
iipitierercee,-, 84..a-y,bit startling Remembering that ,,the observed, reading,
l'' score was a full standard deviation below the. intelligence, what are we 'to

make 'of a transformation which actually makes it- appear better than the,
. Y.intelligenp? Yet-this is theicase when we assume that ri 1- ,...25, and r22 -.75.

., Granted that this is an ,extreme case, yet not an outlandish one, and this is for a
substantial observed deficit in reading. Where the observed deficit is less, the

:!,rttliabilities..may be correspondingly closer_ to_each other, and still.produce.such
w'

r.

anomalies. Given- the usual case where...the ability scores will be more reliable
...than the specific scores, we can expect such apparent reversals of 'apparent
."deficit" to occur again and again.

It is interesting to think through some of the alge ra of the estimated difference
score 'Let us define

difference in observed Z-scores
difference in estimated true Z-scores,
observed Z:score for a specific learning disability, and Z1 is the
corresponding true score,
observed Zscore for some control, ability measure, and Z2 is the
corresponding, true
reilabi4ty Of the LI) measure, and
reliability cif 'the control, ability measure.

Let us assume, as -in n the typical case; that Z' < Z <0, and r. 0. Wican then
. _ u.

work out the following facts-about the difference score:- .

-_

0 when



TABLE 3

DIFFERENCE IN ESTIMATED1RUE SCORES
AS AIFUNCTION OF BOTH RELIABILITIES

of
Specific Score

- -Note: These values are all based on.the situation of Figure 13, with a Specific
Score of -2.00, and iCoMrol Score of 1.00. All scores are in terms of the Z
scores for the original measures.

.25

.50

.75

1.00

Reliability of Control Variable
r 22

25 .50
A

.75 100

-25 .00 .25 .50

- 75 r
yi

50 -.25' .00

-1.25 _4 -1.00 -.75 -.50

:1.75 z- -1.50 -1.25 -100
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These show that, when we compare the estimated true difference with zero,
4 theme is a regularity about the relationship between the two ratios, one for the

reliabilities and the other for-the ratios of he two tests.
.. .

, ,

r-'-- 1 Furthermore we can compare the difference with the estimated true difference,
.;,,,,,';, ., and predict the relative sizes accocrling to functions of these same ratios. We
. begin with the knowledge that $

,,,, -0.:-. . ,
,,

.

.D- D' 412) Z2) - (r Z
11- 1 : r22Z2)"4 '

end with th4obvious statements of inequalities. From these we can. derive, with
... - , , , ,

,' - the same assumptions as above, thati...,,
.371.1,

=

Z1 1 t:22D' when,
=.4

Z2

Z
1

1 .r -.' f22 ,D D' when , (5) ' and
2 11

-7, 1

D<Dwhen en ' < " (6)

And these equalities and 'inequalities are respisible
regressed scores.

These equalities and inequalities numbered (1) through, (6)- display the
complexities we encounter when we transform scores to estimated true scores,

44,-,1vC

SZ`r and then attempt to understand better the differences between the potential and

Aar.;

,

1.4

the achievement in the various deficiency areas: What keeps coming back to us is
that regressing the true score, while it gives us a value closer to the long run
observed for a student, Will not help us rank-Order the students, in order of need
or priority, any better than the observed score, exactly because it is equally
filled with error. And as suggested, the label "true" may serve in the local agency
further to inspire a,inisplaced confidence' in the resulting numbers,

Regarding the use Of the 're/,abili ties of the ."true differences," .these would
---appear-to-tw-the-same-ccefficien trd Ss tritileitir thebbfaried-dif feiencest-since--

the same uncertainties enter in each ,case, :HoweVer, the standard error of-,

measurement of the difference (SEMdit,d wouldfapparently'be different, since
the standard 'deviations of 'thilegressed scores would clearly be different, from",'''.'.

'those for the observed Indeed: without working out fdtrnallyhere; it seervisiat.e.', ,
>,, that the (S1V1<lft., ),if. regularly,, reported and transformed into probability
14-

,.
distributions about the estimated value, would play the same role as working7,.! '

: .

with the true scores, so far as we are concerned with the proper :display of
.

..Uncertainty of classification. That is, the local agency could work with such.',--
classifications as the following-. ".JOhnny's Reading seems to be one standard,

Iv ell. 'deviation below his General Ability; However, because of the reliabilities of the

236'

for thi,behavior of these

-Ye
-f, .?,
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:;,tests concerned, there is only.a 20% chance that-this is really the case, and there
_is,a 40% 'chance that his Reading is as high as his General Ability."

-Such - formulations are obviously not easy to-workOUt. at the local level; by any
manual process. It is therefore suggested thatcomputer' programs be. developed
nationally to perform just this tort of 'printout, and that-these programs. and

,packages become easily available to the systemsdata-processing specialists at the
state and Jocal levels The programs would be easy to-develop, whether'Under
government or private auspices, and could be TO! quite geheral's6rttpat, the

characteristics of the component tests could be entered easily as input; or4hey
could bfi made quite specific to the particular test,Scompa4sons desired.

All of these complexities add more doubt about the roles played bY many of the
professionals serving on- the-CEts at*thelocal le4,e1. How many 'will be able to
recognize these problems of ;classification., and take,'proper 'account. of them?
How many professionals :fat any level). could work out such individual
probabirriies: at their desks, even' if they had time to do so? Yet -;such
complexities, -however .technical, are important in such cases and ,not.,-"soft" -
that is, subject, to Overriding-, reinterPretation of 'a subjective sort. The
reservations about '"clinicar vs: "statistical", judgment are particularly relevant
when the quantitativerealitiesare as complex as 'these.

increasing the Rehabilities

Recognizing the limitations of, current strategies is, one thing; but improving the
reliabilities of the: component teats is something and certain to be strongly
desired. To the extent we can improve such, reliabilities. then the true--vs.
observed-score 'issue becomes of less importance. Some possible methods of
doirig so,,are the. following:.

1,

1) Do.-much' More testing. Two .tests will combined have considerably more
reliability (and probably validity), than one alone. To the 'extent these May be
done,with less expensive-,teiting (group testing or self administered testing), or
may be respectably performed by less-trained professionals, the cost may be
reduced. But in any case, the uncertainties of classification, and the likelihood of
wasting large amounts of mibney thrOugh such ,uncertainties. argue for much
more of the total investment to be spent in proper selection, diagnosis, and
prescription

2) Use the most reliable combinations of data What do we mean, in general. by
"potential"? If we are talking about intelligence; then the most general, and
really 'fundainert.tal, definition of it is in terms of the spattern of positive
intercorrelations found in a matrix of mental tests. This is Spearman s g, the first
principal component of a battery of mental tests. The development Of "IQ "-tests



.is largely .a search for those ,items which-correlate most generally with this g
factor, which load most heavily on it in a first factor-matrix, before rotation. Let
-us put this in visual terms, as in Figure 14.

-FIGURE14-
IS THE PUPIL DISCREPANT IN TEST 8 ?,

TEST TEST TEST
A

TEST TEST
E

-1.0

-2.0

Since the reliability of a'battery is greater than that of a single test, the general
factor of the other tests may be used to increase the sensitivity of the comparison
with Test B.

Here we see that the profile of a student, frorn-a battery of mental tests, may
have some; AriatiOn: In general, -however, g will impNsomeisimilarity of test
range. if our concern is with whether 8 is sufficiently ,:lower to merit special
treatment, we may increase the reliability: of the comparison by using .the
battery as a whole. This may be. done either-through the loadings on the known
general factor, or perhaps fmoie conveniently through the ''total scores"

furnished-by-some-test-oubiishers7-We-can,-observer in-the-Staniey-table;that-
increasing the reliability of one test substantially increases the reliability of the
difference score:

3) Increasing the:relevant items. A decision' system' requires additional 'attention
to the zone of 'Me greatest uncertainty. IvIiilman(.1914)-suggests constructing an
uncertainty band, around' -the passing standard' !for any, selection). Those with
scores in the band would be given more items so that a more precise estimation
of true scores may be made. As we have seen. such "uncertainty-bands" might
be quite wide. Uncertainty bands are also accepted b .Swaminathan, Hamble
ton. and Algina

L.
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sm.s..... .,.,-_:,Agreementot.Judges .:44,
R A

:, In order to understand the diagnosis of Learning Disability, let us make some. -
Ssimplifyingtassumptions:' 1.) There-is a known correlation betweenjudgments of

i..D'for the population'at large; which we shall call rAs.. 2) For-our purposes, the
distributions, of diagnostic scores.,will be ,approximately normal. 3) For these
same purposes, the regression of 8 on A (or A on B) is homoskedastic. These are

.4''' = commonplace assumptions in .use of regression.
... , . .,

-.".'

4 -Under these, the concordance,,,of judgment is much-like'Figure154art (a) shows
portion of the normaLcurve chosen by A under the limitation of choosing

',just 2%. Figure 15(b) shows the new distribution of A's selectioni,' as distributed
by B. when 'A and B are correlated 60 with each other. Here...we observe that
most of A's choices are not selected as t_D by Et, in fact, -ontiiirou6cloneOuarter
of A's choices, were so selected. (Chance selection, with no correlation-between
A and 8, would result in one fiftieth common selection, since when and 8 are
independent, P(B/AY = NB).)

Now consider Oie,.Cose wherel .80 a very rare agreement' among judgesA8
where- there elernent: -:Even so, "most of XS:chciites are
unchosen, ,7)ylB, as shoWn Figure 15(c) Even with such a high, concordance,
then, a school system Would :experiep6e chaos---n adminittering an appeals
Orbgram, with the first diagnosis typically overturned by the firs:

One other ,perspective on this, question is exhibited in Figure, 16. Given that
Judge A.rnade thefirstselectlon.'and2the correlation between 'and B
Figure shows theisrnall,- crosshatched :portion to illustrate the'COncordance of
selection into an extreme program,-with'2%,atitilitted.,

...-
In sum, the-,syStem of appeals appears to beirt.e either' the. ppeal level
will be inflUenced the original judgment fin ,,which case it is not an,.

independent,appraiial);for it will not be so. influenced (in.which case it wilt quite
possibly not decide the:same way)., f,the appeal is from a:Selection for 13'
treatment; thenthe appeal level Will typically overturn thepriginal placement: If

. the appeal is against an exclusion from the 1.0 program, then the. appeal level
will typically support the original decision. And the difference _between these
two cases is as We:haVe seen, an artifact of the unreliability of jugrnent,-

Further Questions:about Appeal

There is much that 'is uncertain about this second judgment. in general,- it is well
established that clinical judgment is less certain than more mechanical Judgrrients
from objective measures (Hills, 1971). One question, then, ls'whether.'the appeal
judge will be aware of the 'former judgment made. lf so, .then any 'bias in lodge

ce
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THE SELECTION OF EXTRENIECASES
BY TWO INDEPENDENT JUDGES

2 = 2 27

i

Is) Shaded-portion is-IDs chosen by Judge A as

1.36

'bottom 2

tb Shaded portion is distribution of A's choices as scored by ji,irj
given's correlation -r48

ici, -,,Shaded 0OrtiOn is distribution of A'S.choices as scored by Judge B;
given a correlation

In fbl, only one.%1 tero f 'A's Cttoices.are Chosen by 111.
Tre seconded by R. =tSee Note 1' at end of chapterj
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SCORESOF JUDGE A

CutPoint,A

The concordance of two independerirfirdles,-with r48 ,60, in selecting
an extreme group. The probability of A18 is about :25. (See note 2 at
end of 'Chapter.)
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A's decision will have -a possibility of contaminating Judge En decision. If not,.,
we have the question of whether Judge B will look at the same' objective;

test as Judge A (or whether such tests will be repeated independently). If Judge
'B does consider-the same tests, then his judgmeht, once again, will share any bias,._
due 'to the first test. If not if Judge B somehow starts fresh, then we-haye a
fairly well understood situation; but not an encouraging one. These possibilities
are seen in Figure '17, where a tree is drawn of some of Judge Bl'i.possible

actions.

k

FIGURE 17
THE DILEMA OF A SECOND JUDGEMENT

JUDGE B'S

OPTIONS

1

BIAS SHARED

WITH A

2

CONSIDERSRS

A'S JUDGMENT.

3

CONSI DE RS

EARLY TESTS.'

4

INDEPENDENT

OF4t.

Either (1) Judge, B share bips of, Judge A through either (2) considering As

judgment, or (3) consider ,g the same tests and other materials used by A,

Or (4) Judge'B acts inde ndently Of A(Without'knowledge of A).!incases

2 and 3,,there is indeterminate bias. In case 4, concOrdance of assignment is

highly unlikely, as explained in text.



If Judge B has information about Judge, A's actions,,then -the bias, (if any.)- in..,MP _ . _
s -Judge A% :decision will contaminate Judge B to an unknown degree. If Judge B

operates "blind," without 'knowing 'Judge A's -prior decision, then we may
considequdge.B."irideperident," and any common bias would be the result of
ommon'tiasing principles, whir than of contamination of B by A. If Judge B
is indeed Independent of A, then what may we expect in terms of agreement?

4-,

The Generality of this Difficulty
..

Note that, so far as Figure 17 is concerned, one "judge" is like another, whether
the judges be individual human decision-makers, or committees charged with the
decision, or tests administered for the same decision-making purpose. The
operating parameter is,the size of the correlation between decision- makers. Since
more objective measures generally correlate more highly With:eachother, we
may ask about the built-in difficulty where such agreement is like sa; good
reliability, about .90 In such a case, we reach at last a situation where: most of
A's choices are also chosen by B but just barely, since ,-arounrf:469(i'of A's
choices would, be unchosen by B.

If we assume thetthere are, indeed;. many, more tfiari'2% who. "need" 'special
attention, then 'this '-difficulty of choosing: extreme cases :reliablyis. not too
severe If anyone: Iri:AheiibOttoms'twO Standard deviationSlif*):needs help, then
no particular 'clarrage, is done, by not seleCtingexactly the bottom' t,. For the
purposes of selection into the program, then,s-we may 'consider'the, error not too
malign

The great distUrbence, as we. have seen,- comes-,with the expectation that appeal
will provitpra 'systems for redressing Wrong'. It dO, no such thing, for it is

caught in the.dilernma: of being guided by the prIv)o,us:,fallible:,4ecision, in
which caie-it.will'share.the'SaMe7biaSis and errors of udgrrient,_or (2) of being
independent, in which case, it will mean: a nearly -systematic-oyertUrning of the
earlier jUdgment placing an enormous strain on:the'sYstern. In this ,dilemma,
there is no :sUCh thing :as--e."CoMprOmise7:' If -Judge B gives any attention -to the
earlier judgment; 7helsbe/theY/it Will be- 'contaminated to an undetermined
degree.

: at;

This chaPter has.Concentrated on questions of reliability: in tests, in difference
scores, in agreement of judges, in the use of appeal procedures. We have noted
some recommendations' ebOut improving reliabilities, but the overall recom-
mendations for the loCal and state systems are saved 'until -the summary' of
Chapter IV.



Notes On, Figures 15 and 16.

Note I '

4For 'Tsgure 15- (b, the overlap was estimated as follows The mean qe
"bottom 2% of the normal curve has a Z-score of about -2.27. The mean ollfie
Predicted curve (for Judge B) will fall at -about rAB x '2.27. Thus for Figure
15(b)`, the mean of predictions is taken to be 2.27 x .6 = -1.36. The error in

--estimation for a single predicted point is_F7, which for r ig .60 yields an
_ error deviation of :80. For a range of such predictions, the error would be
slightly larger, making a slightly more favorable outcome.

Note 2
The degree of contamination of Judge B by the materials of Judge A or-by Judge-
A's own Judgment, may be researched, as follows' Investigate the, three
situations as;' shown in Figure-T6i::For;seect(of the ,'cases,;.collect information
about the cOncordance::ofClecisiOns,Of 4:00ge:A,00,1,4Udge:e. Case 3 gives us the
independent; measure 'agreernent.;between4vdges;r3,.17he4.Observed correlation

for Case 1e.:Where.''jUdgii:B:-:*'0Ware:1-0:::440*,iA's:,-ciliciOon, will be r1. The
influence of-JUdge'sks''prior-decisiOrt,'thtin.-caiibe*Stirnatedby r r we call

'such' influenceli:-.'and
bA = 7 r ^3 -..after the correlations ar0:t6insforrned.td,their:-z'lcotiequiv .

alents. 1
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CHAPTER Ills
SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF FAIRNESS FOR HA DICAPPEE?

Are Treatments
for Handicapped Effective?

As we have noted, "fairness" of testing depends on what use is made of the testresults, and the fairness of the use depends on such. factors 'as, a students
t:probability 'of showing benefit from the prescribed treatmerrt. Toseceive a given k

s score, a given classification, or even a given treatment, is not in itself tight- or
Nk% wrong, fair or unfair but to receive (within the resources available) treatments

which will alleviate the handicap. -- this may be considered i,triterion of fairnessto the individual,.

Yet often, to raise the question of effectiveness of treatment .seems to put acritic in the role of the skeleton at the feast P L 94-142 was obijously designedunder the impression that we had ;effective diagnostic and :prescriptive
competencies, and treatments of proved effiCacy. Ysseld a 77) forthrightly
states there is little -7empirical eiiidence to support the Co tent,orriFat specificinterventions or treatments lead to desirable ecademic:outomes." andagainraises the issue of "the extent to which we can continue to assign students to
instructional interventions with little if any erripiricat, support for the efficacy of
those interventions" (see also Ysseldyke & Salvia 1974).:=

Clearly, we need far mare evaluations of programs for :the handicipbed; and
these must saniehow:escape':the problems of the past: Above all evaluations
should be conducted by competent,,skeptical and critical outsiders not those
who have .much to benefit by the finding of successful results:f:Thepast twenty

-. years have demonstrated how 'often we may be confused by results of ad hoc;
programs, without standardized evaluation techniques or external controls (Page
1972a) The greatest insights seem to come when external' agencies survey
material competently across substantial data sets (Colernen et al, 1966 Page,
1?72d)

even-large-and -capable-researcher* ll oftenjail 74vherrwork ing vith a very
poorly understood response surface. Ysseldyke (1977) has correctly identified
two themes in special education: one concerned with causes 'of,the drsabilities,
the other' arguing that .causes are Quite .beside the point, provided the "specific
disabilities" can be corrected: One of these is more akin to cognitive psychology,
the other to behavior Mod. One is more akin to traditional science; the other
more to practical engineering One 'ean surely argue both' sides.

d

Yet in the long run however much we need specific and immedi e remedies, we
must keep pushing for better understanding of the causes. 4,k uestion about
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handicap, -for (Kemple, is the degree to which it is genetic io origin, And we will

'-pay some brief attention to this question.

Heritability of Specific Abilities

Heritability, to h2, is defined as the proportion of the varian ota trait which is

attributable genetic variation. Quantitative, geneticists flralcone,; 1960; Mather:&

slinks-; 1971) and behavioral geneticists (0cClearn & DeFries,.' 1973) are

---fiequently concerned with'iseParating: different: kinds:,0 genetic 'Yeriance, But

most educators and psychologists are :more' concerned with broad heritability,

the total degree to which heredity :accounts for 'Measured behavior - exactly

because, professionally speaking, -we are not concerned with heredity at alt.' That

is, if thelotat variance of atrait consists of

variance = h2 + e2
'S 1

I

. then as educators we are concerned with 1 - 112.ijthat variance. remaining within

the control of the environment. The implicitions of h2 are interesting

regarding what we mayhope,to change, (Cf. Berei ter, 1970.) 0

In general, the evidence of, high, broad heritability of mental ability is.nOw,to-

__consensual that it finds its way into, standard: elementary` textbooks '(e.g.,

Httgard, Atkinson, &,Atkinson: 105):ipiithout debate:' What is.rnoieinteresting
and much less understood IS the heritability of profile differences, of specific

abilities Let 'Us consider',the list of tain prescribed Learning Disabilities under

P, L. 94-142:orai exPression;listeni comPretiensiOn;,Written expression, basic

reading' skill', reading comprehenssin mathematics calculation mathematics-

reasoning When we find, marked profile differenceiin:suCh skills, to what :should

we attribute: them? TO genetic differences in. the 'traits? To past environmental

histories? TO:errors of ,measurament?, As we shall See, the cOndehVabout.errors

of measurement is a :real one But once 'reliable profiles are established,: what

may one say abOut the remaining:differences between the true scores? . - ,

;environmental diff in ouraerences: such as found
If h2 were e'100% of:th yarianCe, in true Scores, then we would have 'little hope of

altering the trait. (That is; by
culture. In theory, ifwe;tiad sorneelfectiye treatment available:which was hardly

ever found in our.culture, we might,hope to improve the:trait, regardless' of the s.

- ,
present high heritability.); On other hand, if-ti were' very low for the true

sFores. then .we, comfd Ihope i for various: -equalization"prograrnshaving'sa.large
effect on thi'irait; ,tr:, long as we could;, identify the environmental

which were respoA for:or the trait variance.t

SI) far as I know, not much attention .,has been given to the specific Learning
.,

.

Dtsabilities, regarding their heritability: Some related infOrmation, however, is
avliilable to us from other work. The usual procedure in large.testingprograms is

.,. .

-,
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to identify pairs of twins in the population, classify them according to zygosity,.....:.

, then- calculate_h2 according to certain assumptions (which there is no space-for
here). One -large data set was generatedby the National Merit Scholarship-. -:,,

..-4=-1-p . 4-Qual i f y ing Tests of the early 196(rs, and interestingly analyzed by Loehlin andv......,--,..,

Nichols (1976) From the intraclass correlations they present, we can estimate
for a number of traits obviously related to the Learning Disabilities of the

..,,,3,"'''' ' ' L a W: We show such estimates of 'h2, and the accompanying reliabilities of the, - ' .traits in Table 4.,-

rts-.

..,--

heritabdities of scholastic achievement have a:fair range of moderate coefficients ,,,;

in the literature (4,g :Jensen, 1973, Ch: 4). In Australia,- inyesicgatOrs -found
_ 1-71 , ,

heritabilities for .a long list of achievement tests for'15-y6ar-olds, and they were. . ..
, .

as high as those for 10, largely in the .7D's and .80's (Martin, -1975, p, 225); Still,
--, ,-' -.

one could argue that the hereitability of achievements..is deterrtiined by the 'ii
4a loading on a heritable i factor; that the profile differences; in other words were :-

the result of environment.

TABLE 4
HER1TABILITIES AND RELIABILITIES

OF FIVE ACHIEVEMENT MEASURES FROM THE
NATIONAL MERIT TWIN SAMPLE

(N of pairs = 850)

Measure
X X,'

English Usage

Mathematics
Social Studies

Natural Science
Vocabulary.

.35 .83

.48 .96

CV,

The tabled_ values of h. have not been .corrected for the unreliability of the
scores, an alteration that would typically increase- olerecorded tieritability..8ut
these are only indications from 'a very' recent' study As shown elsewhere the A

'To test this heritability of 'specific. traits; Martin (1975) looked for telltale
Interactions and covariances for different school achivements. With small
sample sizes, most tests, were not conclusive Still he found what- appearAo'be
different trait -loadings on different gene loci-..fOr comparisons)tif English' and
Mathematics, and of la and height (pc .01)., This study only suggests techniques
for analysisosuch questions, and points-to' a fair probability of finding specific

-5"
.
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tabi ti es for the traits we speak of as_Learning Disabilities Beyond any such
monstration of existence, however. is the more important question of the

.51'4V7 i"arnopynts,, of, specifi,c loadings on genetic or selfcted environmental factors For- -

: 4 44 s ,`,,4:100_:7,0reft,h

, :trait jn other words, lust how much of the variance is environmentarvariance
SPefitIC to trait I?

_,It urged therefore that evaluation be promoted in three ways specific local
analyses of- results; large-scale surnmattve evaluations of different types of
programs and-their apparent effectiveness, and more, basic researches of the

trtsA sources of the traits, 'through techniques of causal path analysis, dealing with
1 2 -

both environmental and genetic influences. Apart from th e h estimates. it is , --
. also desirable to study siblings for environmental influences between 'andswithiP
-families.

Such more basic research will not immediately affect local programs, but at a
national level, as evidence is gathered in, we should be able to make better
predictions about the effectiveness of interventions in various IQ areas This
would provide us with the "production functions" needed to wse in more
sophisticateddecision-making formulations

ift6-';4
't4-1t."-V ,

s Cultural. Bias and Assessment

It is sometimes reasoned that leaming;disabilities:should:.be, judged differently"
for different Atinic'grOtips'.That'iS; tOsaY;:mental'retardattort,would be indicated
as (for example) twolsstanclardSclevlatiOnt below the group o the child
And ID conditions- would be diagnosed less often.,, for members of groUps which
were on the average,;:lowerin. the skill-ccinterned:.-A-clear statement of this
position is from MercerA1972)7'

- , ,

Finally an a. pluralistic assessment, the, rneaning of apartictilar test score or
adaptive behavior cOre should be interpreted not only within the framework
of the standardized nOrrnsbased bo a sample of 'Angtochldren Tby" this as

meant the white: Engl-speakIng maiorirvi' but should also be evaluated in
refation to the sociocultural grOup.tO which th,th dheons5, Hi position
on the norms for his own socioctiltural group indicates his probable potential
for learning (p, 445)

_±1*
In this part, let us consider briefly some arguments about .this matter; in the case ;

of native born English-speaking children of: whatever ethnic or national
background As commonly interpreted, the above recommendation is believed
applicable to Black-White differences, but 'is' seldom proposed for any other
English-speaking groups, so it 7 s in this context it,,will be considered

There is little doubt that the Black White difference is a cause of real concern
7';,!- .Perhaps the most comprehensive ,investigation of IQ differences:(Shuey, 1966)

_ summarized the race and class interaction as seen in Table 5. The striking thing
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TABLE 5

AVERAGE IQ SCORES BY RACE
AND BY SOCIAL CLASS

Race

White
Negro

class

Upper Lower Difference

111.88 94.22 17.66
91.63 82.04 9.59

Difference 20.25 : 12.18

^i: /s6

Data from Shuey (1966),:P. 520.

here is not the class differences, or' the:race-dif ferences;but ratherthelarge:race
differences within, the social class, and especially the fact that across the

,. .

hundreds of studies summarized in the table; the tower-class White' grOup-
exceeded the,':higher'class !Negro lroOp:This'is,ribt an "unusuill finding-,:: though : it
remains a finding that is ignored in much planning.it was also foUnd,',in"quite

24Y-.
different samples,, by Coleman et al. (1966), Wilson: (1967), SiCar:$01ePatek
11971), and Page arid,i,Prandon (1977) In thisIast2the' large samples from the

. ,

National Logitudinal 'Study were divided into three socialclasses4the top 25%, ,-
, .

,...7: middle 50%, and bOttorn,25%, on the basis of five variables of indOme;parental
4-..., occupation : and parental eduCation, Thiemecutpoints were useMot SES for

all students. Here, as in the other studies,, the tob-$ES: mean for, the New* fellz'v

,...v.
lust belowlhe.bOttom-SES'Mean for the Whites. (This finding was a by

-,. of the search for explanations of 4Ai1
,

7.sfie effects . -,
..

This finding of perststing Black White 'differences despiti,controlling,for social
it classlis of 'course the center of the "nature nurture debate,' as:widely,Wagedin

the social sciences andleducation.-lt::is clear, from such.meanses those tabled,
that no ,reigressiorr will eliminate the race Affect; unless some variable is Used

_____which_is4n...fact_a-functional_eqUivalent_for,race-Such.avariabler.reallAtfserving:as.:----,
rice identifier by ,another name, is residence, in a community that ii2black, or
school attendance in- a: predominantly black school When this is Oartiallad out of
a regression of intelligence on race '; it essentially remove the variance
.attributable to,:race,,AntEcorisequently::the means mey,be,':corisidered-"eqi.ial!' .

tY7

But otherWise:,, it seems impossible to explain the race difference using :the best
measures we otherwise employ to study cultural advantage The debates

, ,
center around explanations which are either completely environmental or which
provide for some genetic2inf)uencev,iri the race diffettpie.,

,

:
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.This,is no place to review any of these arguments, which have absorbed already
many books (Cancro, 1971; Jensen, 1973; Lodehlin. Lindzey,& Spuhler, 1975;
Block & Dworkin, 1976; Hebert, 1977). The'lottom line," however. must
continue to loom large in discussions of correct Procedures for "classification";

MRs or LDs, or for that matter of gifted or talented (Page, 1976a.).
Important for some writers seems to be the "labeling" Itself: that is, it is not
what is done with the child which is believed damaging so much- as:whet the
child is called in order to -diagnose and prescribe. There is:nOdoUbt that-, if a
color-blind MR or LD classification is ',Used:, there will continue to be vastly
disproportionate numbers of Black youngsters iriclOted;,and.it-11)0iJiti
by examining the table above, that a substantial nUmber of these included Blacks
will be from. families which are middle-' or 'upper-claisa,' situation: which

Is_ undoubtedly creates considerable and unusual ,:strain in relations -with, the
aspiring, well-educated, and affluent Black Parents.

Therefore.'- we shoUld ask what conclusions are- 'currently justified ,:by the
ava +table evidence:iitrid: On ',the , qUest of ':of the most
recent, thorbugh,'ind:objeCtive; anal V ses...isJorced .464 ','outcome

consistint- With ,-a -genetiC.,interpretation but:. not necessarily :,,excluding a
subcul turil Lindzey. &ISpuhler, 238).. These authors,
like Nichots'''(1978i,' oUtline a number ,of promising research into the4 ,

, ,

questionlithii: :near, future; ,including; the *nen ics-dy sgen t which i or
minoritres they arm :as rather `more urgent" (p. 256) thin:fOr'the'SoCieti'as a
whole. Scientifically.*ther).if we. reVieW- 'carefully,' the status of S the qUestion
among most.'scientists:whO have :studied the issues; we. must conclude that there
is a clear .consensus that.genes are -important in inteIhgenca but' not a clear
consensus -about thi:possible.-genetic contributions to the widely,' observed race
differences in,intelligence andfschoo(atieyement;:

If the fury, is still out scientifically. it is also stilloutlegally. The term "reverse
discrirnination" has :possibly, overtaken the term "affirmative action", in the
Press, 'irt stories centering' around-: a number of court tests of racially :selective
programs (e.g., Bakke v. the 'University of California). And the question of
vihether tests are fair to Blacks is the s.ubject-of,other-cOurt trialv,te.g,,,Larry P.
v. Wilson Q.iles).

It is necessary to stress this very incomplete situation, both scientifically and

aside the nature-nurture controversy, and study only the relatiOnships outside
the genetic questions, _then the consensus of scientists really, becomes quite
decisive: there -is not:real .0''bias" in current tests, if, we take as evidence theivast
body ofA accumulated data -about the relation of tests to other - tests, and to other
measures in the educational and ,vocational world. Investigators quite outside the
genetic debate have concluded that the -races share essentially the same,
regression line (for the prediction of other performance through testing) for

a

-
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most of the important uses (e.g., Cleary, Humphreys, Kendrick, & Wesman,
1975, Stanley, 1971a). It is still possible,of course, tol,claim that these criterion
measures (success in college, vocations, etc.) are themselves biased. But it is
apparently impossible to support such a claim, apart from appealing to the
observed differences themselves, which would beg the question at issue and lead

. us into a circle.

Psychometrically, then, I believe we must conclude that, for ,English-speaking
minorities, whether Black, Oriental, Jewish, Eastern E*Opitiario'r" clher, the
most useful policy, within what we know of testing-,and:',what teiting 'Predicts,
and what, programs and procedures are available and:USefullfo(reinediation- for
the curreotAitUat prObably:,fal low, a purely individ ual
policy otSttisting"--for'handicap.,7hisimPlies'that'llthnicconSiderations (apart
from - foreign- language speakers) should probably not,,pfay *-Tole:',Novi, that this
judgment is a psychometric one and:is:not intended:to prejudge the,,001 tests,
nor,to settle political issues raised by groupileeking greater justice or power;

-t14

-1.40

What would be the practical effect of-Such a color:71)6nd policy? It would mean
.

tthat the classification of children as, the victims of ''Sociocultural" injustice, . .

would become less frequent It ,would, 'mean that the proportion 'of
_ Blacks

classified as MRs (or some other more 'palatable. -term describing the same
. condition) would continueto be large and in fact,,perti Rs grow, But the effect,
on the compOsition of ::LD programs would depend on some unresolved
Questions: The-federarguidelines define- LD 'only as discrePancy"-t
between ability and:achieVement, and do' not ,further 'define "severe, discre-
pancy." Therefore, the LEA must operationally define LD for -itself. if LD' is
defined in terms of absolute handicap -relative., to the population, then the
proportion. of Blacks: would be large. If LD is defined in terms of deficit within
an individual profile ( i .e aohjevernent after controlling for "potential"). then
the Proportion',bf LDs . would probably be not much different whatever the ,

_ ethnic group, cOnsidered. (This is, another way of saying, that the variability
within profiles' probably' does not greatly differ from grouP to gtoUp.) The most
probable resolution of the, guidelines will probably be a combination of these
two considerations, a compromise .between these extremes, selecting, those quite
low in LD 'category, but within a "normal" range in general ability. To see how
such a system m' lest, LD youngsters, we include Figure 18.

-In -F analogouito
the White and !lack.- populations. (The letters are used to emphaiize that the
figures ,do not represent data, but, theoretical reasoning.) Grolip A has one a
higher'''general ability" than Group 8, as measured either bY10 tests-or by some :
g frorn-battery:profilei"Accoidinglo the assumptions here, only those members ,

of each group in the "normal" range, are eligible for consideration for ID
selection. Since the "normal" for*Group A has a higher; average, than for Group
8, we can expect some of this difference to be reflected on a specific measure

.ii
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FIGURE 18

POSSIBLE GROUP DIFFERENCES IN SELECTING LDS

- - GENERAL ABILITY

GROUP A

SPECIFIC DISABILITY
MEASURES FOR NORMAL

Normal from Group A

,,.

If only those with -normal.' wrieral ability are considered for LO claissifcation, the group with lower ability will

still yield a-larger proportion tit LI) classification. ,

, ..

toin GrOup I

GROUP I:I

Selected from A

Selected train
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some learning (dis)ability, which will be correlated with the generatlability. Thus
the normal A group, when tested for LD, forms a distribution indicated by the
arrow from A: a group with a somewhat smaller ci and a slight skewness toward
th side, (i.e., a 'blunting at the low end)::3Group B nor'inals will project a

r distribution for the LD measure, except that their LD distribution will be
-:slightly narrower still, and somewhat lower than that of GroupA. The difference
will no longer be one a, since there will be -controlling- for general ability, but
it will still exist. The net result :is that there will continue to be an
over-representation of 8 students in the LO category..

,

.
And although these drawings are not at all to scale;-the inferenaris-Mat,inthe
most probable resolution- of the -classification -problem- Ifcolor, tsolfiis not used
as an exception ,"-there:Wilt continue; to be a disproportionate; number Of lilaCks,,,
assigned to:,PrOgrarns,,ino. Of icourse, if colors 'uci,Ss,a.Criterion,,then, these-
psychometric:: 'comments: ,,would: not 'applY. Ther(-..theijiadiment could be ,
manipulated. so that,1---for instance', Blacks would be only,,PrOpor:tionately
representeiCM:Any.,ID:calgory,,:or in:the,'handicippedprogram -overall'.,,Etit it
should be 'recognized;:befoie2iinpktrneriting,,SUCh 'a".color-Criterion,' that the MR
and LD classifiCations:will not meen'the:'same, thing in child behavioror in child
learning for the two -races., Still 'more evident :will'be the,remaining'differences: in

the "normal..., grOuP:which will include Blacks and Whites- of quite different
Psy,O)oroatric characteristics'.. Since Blacks and Whites ,share pretty Much the
same :regression` line", we could.'expect ',that the bottom .achievers-arriOng. the
"nOrrnals7: would; be disproportionately Stack; despite Their having ability' scores
altered upward out of racial considerations.

Con g such ,different ethnic, norms, the most, important question may be
one have not 'asked, and one commonly side=stepped in discussion of the
Law: Do we really have skills and pr6grams of proved effectiveness for the
various MR and LD clasSifications, once the appropriate pupils are identified? If
not then such psychometric ,niceties as we have been, describing, become less
important. If so, then it would appear to be a disservice to the Black children to
deny ,hem the benefits:of such programs appropriate to Heir correct
(psycheirmtrici classification.

The: Native Language
_.__Requirement and- Assessment:

t

;IV

Vt5

Thelaw ,calls for tests being- "nondiscriminatory" to different language groups,,
and mandates that a test must be given in,a child's, 'natural language.- Though
written in general -ternis',-,Thisphrase:of.the, Law has a-widely acknowledge:tarn!
groups the : " Hispanics",i-lhat group made up of "Latins," Puerto ,Ricans,
MeXican Americans, and other ,Spanish=speaking young people, mostly, from
Central. and South America, Many of them beforiging to rnigrant 'families. For



this-is a group showing marked deficits both in school achievement, and in the
various aptitude and ability tests :intended to praYide guidance for youngsters
and evaluation of their dejarlopment.

n. American immigrants have, of course, been of f n4anguage background more
often than not For such groups, the schogl ysterrs.,ofthe."Unave typically--
been a shaping 'force for the second generation,:inSuring:that::',the common
language, English, becomes_ a workable tool for theimmigrantNnifspring,,end
otherwise pressing the newcomer toward an adaptiveeccUltUration:tdthe
imapority 'Society For a variety of recent sociological'and'politiCafreasons,,there

"4lhas been an overriding 'trend to treat this one cluster'ofimMigrant-peoples;'the
Hispanics, as a;Apecial cafe; andrecently many ':-,laws'-:have -,been:pssied,:and
'practices adopted,-encouraging,the continuation of '5panish1arigUagethioUgh the
;schools and I ives of'conti riu ng generations Whether.'th e it her,"'io. the

Hi sparitcs thernselyes or sto ,thebackgrOund cutture, has in f aCt"-not been resolYed,

and even, investigetiOnnf it ,seems -rerrierIcably"icerity.:-Elut insunngthat there be
rw languagediscrimination -againSt'the''Hispanics is a governmental action that
may be- ilstified OUite.ap -.from- the validity of the political movementOrom
which it derives,,itS impet

Consideration of discrimination and language, then, is most centrally related to
the problems, of Sperlistilurriamed:,childre,ri. Much of the concern, speaking
-professionaltY,'has probably stemmed from the writings of. Jane Mercer (1972,
1977), ald 'it'seerns sound to consider her principal' argUments -regarding the
Hispanits-AnthedistrIcts researched in California.

1) There is the repeated evidence;that observed scores of the ChiCanos are

well below those of the malority-ihildren.

2) As a result, many .more, Chicanos:, are, termed "mentally retarded" and are
Placed in special classes;' than is true of the 'majority children.

3) Mercer,believes there is, an abuse of the Chicano children in labeling" them
as "MR" on the basis of Englistvlanguage tests.

.

4) Mercer, tested the -hypothesis that ,thesChicanos might genetically.'have more
MRs,_ by partiallinAput variables related to "sociocultural, factors" on which

athere-Wata-Ter-gedif fererite-WetWeenTChiCariocaridrn-aidritrthildren::Aft1frrb-il
such factors (including.Spanish-speaking ,Parents) were part ielledout,-there,-Was

iiito important residua' difference;' between the two groups fof, children in

measured\ability.

5)' Mercer 4as called for "plUralistic 'essessrnent".of such children, providing for
.

norms within-the minority group itself,- as- a.:Way- of avoiding the mislabeling and
. the consequent assignment to inappropriate'educationat programs.

-r



To consider this problem psychometrically, we shall consider the plight'of the
Hispanics in several regards: their patterns of mental test scores; the use of tests
for diagnosis and assignment, the diagnoses as social labels; and possible

'"":r7,,,4":alternatives to present practice.

Hispanic Patterns of TeskScores.
It is obvious that, if a student does not understand thilanguage in which a test is
given, he will do a poor job of responding to the test itemelf our goal is to
arrive at a measure of '!true". score in some trait, then we must ask whether by
"true" we mean some long-run average of scores by this student, or whether we
intend by "true" to suggest a genotype. For students from the majority culture,
when the htltability of a measure is,known, then we may infer the genotype by
assuming thattthe phenotype (observed score) is Correlated with.'thii genotype as
the square root .of the heritability (if h2 is heritabilityestimati,'then h is the
correlation between, genotype and observed sCore). This permits'us again with
the majority etudent, to 'predict his genotype,wit in the error variance implied
by h2, in just the same way as we predict a long-ru average,otscores, knowing a
single score.

With the Hispanic student, however, 'the discovered heritability does not hold, so
far as English lestsare:conceLned. Thui there is no way, irom such a testing, to
infer the: student's genotype or to make statements'aboUt his- "true"' score in
this physiological sense! ol:theword. of We mean, hi0Orig,run average of such
tests, however,' or if we mean his 'score on otherEpg!iih-verbal-tests'not 'given to
him, then we .car i .,reatonably infer his -:-"true" -schre given the known,
intercorrelations among these tests.. In, this sense, the:-:Englishljahoilage.test is not
''ufairi*,!: to 14m.

If we do wish to apPraise the genotYPe,,how-may we dPitTThe.Usualsprocedure
is to turn to other sorts of measures;,,requiring-lessor .nothing.a,the biased
material. Since' sar least:World War I, there :have been verievsnaerformance" or
"non-verqa1",Measures availiplefor supplementary inforrr4tion, either-0part of
the same Ig-test, or as alternatWeindiCanis of mentaliUnction (in World:War 1,
the verbal test was Army .41ilpha; the,non:Verbal;:largely !Or:illiterates, was Army
Beta). Siriulat4y, maniicyrrerl-t"!rneasures are availiPle, and arefWidely used in
special education. It is plausible,. when knqw the:effeCt'Of English
language on 'intelligence test performance;; thatWe'Compare.vertial.'scores of an

__ethnic group-with-non-verbalicores:and-we:.'ciriexpressitie-discrepancy-in an
index used by Weyl (1969);,109:x

When we look at somiof :the. grduiai Of :0)(4'st:interest in, the U.S., we find
,that, from the.Coleman T1960,4ate; they:can be; rdered4s follows:--..

Indian
Oriental

t



Mexican . 107.7
Puerto Rican 120.0 ik

White 101.6 II

Negto 95.6

Let us 'assume for, a moment that this ordering correctly suggests the relative
language dis ntage of Ile groups. Then we see that Indians ana Orientals are
most hurt by nglish-language tests (compared with non-verbal alternatives or
supplements), closely followed by Mexican-Americans, whereas ,Puerto Rican
youngsters do little better on NV than on V tests, and Negroes:seern to be
contrary to much popular and professional expression,'Octually favored by the
verbal tests. (That the verbal-and intellective skills are really-quiteMdependent is
supported by the work of Furth 119641; who concluded that2deaf children;
though- showing; a- *go: deficit in verbal testing, when such testing:could be
done at all:performed similarly' to hearing children on non-verbal tests.)

To illustratethe complexity. of the question we examine the findings of Lesser.
Fifer, and Clark (1965)°for a large 'sample of New York City .ethnic groups, as
shown in Figure 19. Here we :see_ thetinicy,foreignlanguage. minorities, Chinese
and Puerto- fticans,:to be decidedly lower -on-'thesEnglish:-IiIngtOge,1,0-Measures
than on the_less vocabulary-loaded tiaits of ReasOning, Number: andSpace. The
two English - language, Frtn,r,:tie;'41sh and Ne9t9i' hovi. an advantage on the
Verbal tests. But though the variance iSdefinitelysrrialler on the -Tess verbal tests,
the groups are by no means equal in non,verbal performance.,And evidence from
other sources (Coleman et al, 1966;, Loehlin et al.,'1975,, p.153: Jensen-, 19711
shows similar'group differences on both kinds of tests.'

iy, then, if- our goal is to .be "fair" when discussing genotype for a broad
c gory of "intefligene," we rney not reasonably simply generate new noun
or each ethnic minority and 'consider we have eliminated the problem. It does

appear,, howeVer, that..there ,is, some definite English bias' against- Hispanics in
assessing individual genotype fOr 190 One 'suggested remedy might be to rely
more on ttle:NV tests for such appraisal. Sol ar. eVidence seems to suggest that
the problem is not eliminated ,for' Hispanics by simply administering the tests in
Spanish, with Spanishipeaking test personnel. (In Hartford,- Connecticut, these
bilingual youngsters, mostly Puerto Ricans, did poorly on both English and
Spanish versingis of 10 tests.)

One strategy,- sometimes recommended for establishing- fair-scores, ispo make
some adjustment for the youngsters' In practice, given ,fairly =reliable
reports on incorne,,,parentel occupation; and parental, education, it would not be
hard to'estirriaWSfS, foreach:pupiland"to:;;rriakelsoMe adiOrrient,, for the
known- cotre1aticinbetweenSES:and la The geometr1C,interpretationfsuch an
adjustment; Figure 20; In this figure, pupils a,bc, and eWould be
reported :in terms of theii deviations above or-below the regression' line Of la On



FIGURE 19
PATTERNS OF NORMAIr4p ABJLITY SCORES

FOR FOUR ETHNIC GROUPS

*Jeyvish

if.- Chinese

-Negro

Verb& eas ig, Number r

{from Lesser: F ktit, and Clark; 955, repror3uGed iryLoehtin,
Linzey';';':and-Spuhle19:75
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FIGURE 20
ADJUSTING ID MEASURES FOR SES DIFFERENCES

regression of IQ
on SES

n Z-scores

n each case, the IQ of pupils a, b, and.d would be reported
in terms of the deviation from the regression line, Pupil a, for
exarnple, would be reported as having &superor IQ when so
adjusted. (This is not recommended for reasons in text
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SES. (Aire the correlation is assumed to be about 40) Pupil a's showing would
be regarded as "superior" when so adjusted, end Pupil c's deficit is even more,4- -

.. ,.,,,, glaring after adjustment. When described in-istandard scores, the adjusted -10 --,.4,-,.....,..,
..1., ..,
i.... . would be calculated by-the formula. ,

'M' 7
*-1. :'10(adlY 7 iCtiilbs) -r SES

,.i

where all terms are quite obvious.

Would such adjustment be "fair" when our concern is to akpress,-genotype?
First, let us consider e question of such adjustment forinajority.;(gngliSh-

----i.,-,speakin Caucasian) ildren. Heritability, is well-established for such majority -;

-; -, groups ( r the treatment of--the:question in ikbest-selling::psycholo,0ytext;:see 5 , .

Hilgaid, A\kirisoh;'&:''Atkin'sa:1975.:.eSpecially'Pf3-416423).:'tklso there'iat
-,- -,,

--...., ,

, course_ ..a., w6,11-establithed relationship.- between parent IQ and parent ,

The coribtnktion of .thesetwo-widely::acknoWlecigedi-facts leads rhost'tcieptits
to the concl4Sion that lower SES -,children-',w,ill ',Playa,- on:-thesaverage,-)ower-.1Q i"k.I-, genotypes wi4iin. thei- rNiiorkci population(Herrnstein, 1973).'-- 4-we' havei ...7.
already seen, such partialling,:out-of the variance for :SES,/hen, throws out More ,...-- ,.... .,:.

than lust enViranmerlial,,adVentage;, -it also -.-yriproperly---rernoves- ,:y anCe ..,
_.

attributable wisheditipganotyk,,-:tha;'Aihich we..ws-..to measure.. ::. '. - s , . '-'

When we consider.. the 'language-disadvantaged groups such as ispanics:-. and- - ,

Chinese, the situation '- is not much better. The Chinese' have done very i well
.tt,

educationally-And 'CultUrally-ih,-the S;;rid:thetSAdjUstiment-does.not-2seern
-.:

4 necessary. As for the Hispanics,' here adjustment for SES will not remove the
central. language problem, which is that in their homes English is seldom ,the-

. ;onlyLlanguage.lin: only -according to 'Jensen -; 1971) The reporting of
.

non7verbal, scores (clearly labeled as non-verbal) might be an appropriate step
sought

-...
when the genotype is :-,after;-but-it sho.uld be noted-thatithe-Hispanicswill
continue: to trailahind-the, majority students (though for NV ahead of the
Negroes). But not necessarily ti far: behind Jensen (1971) found the in
Berkeley to be rnid-way'.-bh the Raven's 'test between the Whites and Negroei;f::::,'
despiteShaving a "'Horne:, Index (SE,S), as far be-lOw.'thir Negroes'As.the Nagroes,
were:.Oelow.,the Whites. This suggests not much SES drag for the Mexican
sample,' but does not resolve . the question of the "fairness7- of inferring the .

genotype:.
. ,

: .

It is the tentative conclusion here; then, that-other-language minorities may be
!,-

reasonably described 'genotypically by use of the non verbal -tests; pending .,

further advancement in either theory or data analysis!

4

. .-

- -

I have gone to such length about die question of genotype of such youngsters
for two major reasons : First, much of the writing attacking minority IQ testing
centers around-the question of labeling- of the children as mentally retarded,

+1.4*

IS-



,and the disproportionate number who are so classified. As we have seen, there
wilt be far fewer Hispanics so labeled if the nonverbal tests are employed
(though the percentage will still be slightly disproportionate, just as it will for
the more successful minorities of Oriental; jeWish, or-other groUps)., And in the-
language often used to attack such labeling, The question seems to:be whither
the'children are "really" {i.e., genotypically);So retarded. A second reason is that
the issue of genoticity of group differenCes hai not, been resolved; despite
frequent allegations that it has, and shouldbe recognized as-underlyinirnany, of
the court cases {e g., Larry P. v. Riles, Bakke v. ,,University of California) Over, the
use of tests and' the validity of affirmative But apart from these two
reasons, much of the difficulty could be avoided by careful semantics concerning
the tests_and their use, as partly being described 'in the 'next section.

Diagno.sing and Aisigning:PO reign-langOege

For purposes:of individual guidance; there is probably. only rarely any need to
diagnose genOtype,,Ther'efore theterm "10.': loaded as it is with {often quite
legitimate) :implications of, genotype, estimation, is unnecessarily cumbersome
and, when.based on English tests for bilingual students, apparently biased as
well. Titre are two cases whiCfrare at, issue here:

1)Case 1. is whither the foreign-languge youngster is believed to be "culturally
disadvantaged":beca,use of par'entia:lariguale, In a way, a.disadvantage may
be assumed and defined in ierms.of the percentage,Of time English is used in the-
home Here it might- well be that the status shOuld he terms ,of reading
comprehension 'against the non-verbal tests of mental (whether call4d IQ,
reasoning,. "RaVerils,'"or some other' term would tie. as we have seen: in part a

,

matte of finding inoffensive.usage). When the pupil is no longer much below his
expected.score in English reading'tomprehension, he may be incorporate'd into
the ordinary programi thrbughout his school dayS.

2) Case 2,, concerns whether the foreign-language child..no longer classified as,...
"cylturallY- disadvantaged. is irn fact a victim of "learning 'diability'' in one of..
the identi =fied ID areas: isl thit second case, the proper- -comparison would seem
to loco not with his _genotypic ental :ability" (by whatever name);'but with his
general,,- practical "verbal ability'

These, two cases have been' summarized in :FigUre -,21, which is a 'suggefiteCt;

--- sequence of diagnosis for children Orjorcinlanguage, backgrouncift:ThesequenCe....

consists of as ,Many as three stesting points, and three resulting action blocks..In
'the usual' manner of flov-charts, the -decision poiritS are:represented- by
diamonds, with -,alternative ,resUlts; and the ac ris are shown by 'rectangles. in:
Decision:1, Arve mite; there:'-ji testing 10 (agai -1-.),y,Whitever'n,erne).,,of both';
Verbal- and NOnverbal sOrt., Here, kir. purpo\ s, of 'decisions,,.';if is quite
appropriated :tat the'Verbal testing be condUcted,i English {rather than in the
child's ."natural language " "),- since the asSignMent co ternplated is -,for,,work in.

260
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FIGURE 21
SEQUENCE FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE STUDENTS
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English as a second language. Or it could be-a foreign-langUar IQ test, but,-in
the case of Spanish, it should not be expected that the performance of the
'bilingual child will be comorable with tharN monolingual peers from the

--majority 'culture (Kahn, Note 3). In any case this figure is presented for
, purposes of discussion and examination.

: -

The diagnoses as social labels. As already noted, Verbal IQ scores do not have
very sensible meaning when appled to minority-language children. Any findings
from testing, than, should be clearly flagged as purely'-,phenotypic (for
measurement of "current language status"). Nonverbal IQ On.,,the'Other.hand;
can give qualified personnel help in deciding about genotype and,"-.-to-some
extent about the probably outcomes of certain interventions..:for:eXample, if
the NV-IQ is low, one will not expect the student to progress very rapidly in his
mastery of English, and it may be that somewhat different techniques would be
appropriate, possibly emphasizing basic rote features of English usage"..'-

, Here again, we have emphasized the use to which the scores are put, rather than
trs their label value.",We'should point out however, that however useful it may

be to .shif-tterms to something less demeaning, the value of the new terms is
often quite short lived The term moron", for example. is now seldom used,'

s.,,,1_,.:,- and "mentally reterCiedseerried-a relatively -.fresh and innocuous term But
'44TC terms describing low-status -rapidlYiaCqUire'thelow:litatUi7:thernielves:-... , . .

adolescent 'humor 'aboUt±.'"Morons"s'hos':giVein'WeY"'''td::adtiie,SCenflhi.irniOr'=about

-* "tards." -It is underitandable,-,,thats,sociologists,"rnight,1*iikto:break'-ibutOffthis
, .

pattern, but linguiStic,'PiychOlOgiSts,', .:Shouldf,-hof':1:oe,'-:', optimistic ' .- It is

predictable that, in'the-fairly neer'.f4ttirii-if- nOt.'-ilready,"iearning-disabifity7And,... .. .... .. . ..
"ID" will be terms of mild "Contempt, if not immediately of 'derisiosri., And
picking "completelV- neutral tabels,'"suCh- ,is --">e's or "Y",,':'''blUebjrcfs" or
"redbirds", will not eicapea certain :heartlessness of the:young-,- nor the anxieties
'ef the parents", as experience in any tracked school em will ordinarily
demonstrate:

Nor, it should.' be added 'mainstreaming avoid the labelling process of
=

/heir peers, and the communities Relative comprehension will be exhibited. The
- extra attentions of the teacher will be noticed, and countless events will reinforce

the impression of lower ability and the test score whether known or unknown,
,.. will probably play a relatively minor role in the way the child is regarded,

;"

4.4
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On the other hand., if the ioreigriTlangtiage'child has normal abilities ; or superior
ones, these will also be made evident acrosr.time, The general attitude here,
then, is that relabeling may be'=mwo.f9r,.4..peri96,. and ;rney.' serve to change at
least professional 'attitudes toward the hantlicapPed'student",' whatever the source-4(

of -handicap_ But perhaps':attention 'would be better directed toward --under.-- ,.

standing the labels and the conditions they denote-, than toward semantic

262
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reshuffling, or especially toward eliminating the preferred diagnostic instru-
ments.

The Committee Seen as a Jury

Several parts of this report have' emphasi;ed 'thimPortanceOf' personal
judgment 'in making evalutions and placement,decisiOns-.Wehavealreadi.fooked

at the question of values in decision algorithms, and have Seen that:. suCnvalues
must., depend on judgment. ',And we:have'cOnsidered'as:.well. the broblem of
agreement';,::f or-the of it ),"among the.. reliability of placement

we hive not
touched on :::what happens -when.,we,:fortri individUali:inta.a team -arid then call

\upon thatieemlOr a single, unified'action,'"

: .

, There is very little 'ernpiriCal research: on such teams, in. the-field of Handicapped,
and it ,isnecessanito took' o,otheri:f.jelds,:or whatever iuseful.: evidence and
theory We',-can abstract; One lirie.Of investigation which seems worthy 'Of'survey
is that whiCti has been carried out 'jurisprudence, and which dealt:With the
actions of .,or 'criminal, trials,"This' brief , section' .could 'fit'into a

number,ofearlier.,sections of:this:reportbut issunusUal;enoi.igh, to'beplaced by
itself, hereatthe. end. of :Chapter

...

As we have seen, the, LaW;requirei the forMation ,of .bupil evaluation teams
(PETs) to, make__ decisions -stUdent. , ',Such teams; at least.

whenever -PO'ssible, bre :expected"ici consist of certain personnel:, the pupil's
classroom 'teacher; 'a speciilist: in thes-i0 . area 'considered, :'and someone
competent, in the measurements field; as, well aso4her PersonsfWhen, We analyze
it we realize .that tearn.Will; therm ,-,40 in a iiway a410lis to that of a
jury While . there, is of course -,no to be decided; the team, wil1,:bei3i
estimating whether a pubil:Johriny falls into the'ione of the7disataleir and:thus
qualifies, for, such classification, or Whetherhedoes not Often,
seen as a categorical variable, tOtj.lcallY'true'or'false.piychological placement -is,.
usually'seen as establishing abut-point foqa continuous- distribution: Vet-a brier
examination shoWs"the two cases to be reasonably close together. many trials 2,

may hilige- around, the degree algUilt; and psychologibal, placement dries, after
all become .redUced to a yes-no decision. Thus 'it ''rneY., -Oe instructive to turn

--briefly to"eflirlyiubstantialliterettiresitiorUt-decision-rnaking in 'ajury.

t.

.,e

The ideal data for study of Key trials do not exist-, As noted by Geifand and
Solomon (;1977):: Such data would consist of :independent replications. of trials
under varying' arrangeMenttlaf'furY sizes and COrrie,OsftiOn and other arrang
ments, As it is they quote Nagel and Neef (1975) VI their statement that jury
decision-making is "a cross, between IliPping::twelve ,independent unbalanced
:coins and bowling over twelve interacting, bowling pins.- The **independent
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coin "' model will be multiplicative in structuring the chance of particular
outcomes, while the "interacting bowling pin" model will be additive in
describing this chance The true model would seem to lie somewhere in between.

But where? One way of examining the:question is to see whet knoWn about-
...

the jury action as compared Yvithalin9le iRdividual.. As it happens. there is a
great deal of.,:evidence about jury 'verdicts compared with' 'the hypothetical,
verdicts of the judges of the sarne, triak. Icalven and Zeisel.(1906) have collected
data on thousands of such, and,have summarized-the concordance in Table

Judge

TABLE,6,
PATTERN, OF JUDGE; AND JURY DIt'AGREEMENT

FOR 3570' CASES BY PERCENTAGES

Jury
Acquits Cbnvicts Hangs

Acquits 13:4

Convicts -14P-: '629

Froml<alven' & Zeisel f GeTfant181 Solomon ,( 0-7

4. In thise-hy;frathetkal''verdicts the judge iz seen'tobe'soMeWhat'MoreinClined':t6'
convict than is the jury, even whert one counts hung jUries as being inclUdedw4h *1

-4 convictions:- Of course, it would , be 'improper to Conclude, froM the Table, that
either,:jUdges' or jOries were "Wrong" in the one-fifth of trials where they dO, not

agree,2-There . are good hiStorical and philosophical reasons -for; both kinds 'Of
adjudication; just as, there are obvious ,professional-ap4,political, re:asoris,'for

appointing thi'pupil Evaluation Teams. And. in .bOth.casthe ',truth" of. the
decision (whether the accused really is "guilty"; whether, tkie'ouPil really is a

victim of statutory"'handicap "!, is not .known, fiather;, we\have in the Table

....... ...soma lividence-lif-thclac_k of perfect reliability in the data In fact':. when the

Hangs are combinedAith the CoriVictidns;and, the phi coefficient is, calculated
743);-,We find an association of the judges and juriesbf

This way of- considering a 'group, decision,, then, may be regarded as external,

ince it,'cOMParess'luch:clecisions.,with thPsemade °inside-Abe.

regarded. also as having

group, by others

Another way of regarding the otocess of the ivry (dr timrri s. internal, with



attention to what 'happens across time. In some hundreds of jury trials,
investigators have collected information on the balloting of the jury, with
particular attention to the first ballot and the final decision. The results, which
may have some bearing on the functioning of PETs,-are seen,in Table 7.

TABLE 7/
GUILTY,VO'rES ON FIRST BALLOT AND

JURY -DECISION,
225 JURIES)

,eFinal verdict

Not guilty 100 % 91,?
Guilty .0

Hung

Total

From Kalyentii Zeisel (1966; P. 462)

All of :the-data',.from 'Table 7 were collected ;frorri-127rnerri et juries, ;and. are
pretty strong, insUpport,of-the persuasiveriesS;oUthe majority,:Where:a.minority
entered the jury room 'believing 'the accused Tilley, only 2%',of the'jUries,shifted
to a final' decision of guilty; WhereaS, when' a 'majority of any size 'first believed;,
the accused guilty, 06%Of,the trials were -so concluded, On athree-person team,
then, we rnight''SuPpOse that two of the :members may haVe considerable
influence over the 'third' (although, as noted, the irnembers of PETS each have
their own PresUmed special perspective to'bring,to the-question of placeinent),.

Frorkthe sorts of -evidence presented in the above tables. Gelfand and Solomon
(1975,j977) have-designed 4:probab;litic mbdel of some sophistication .in order
to analyze,different sizes ofluries. They, were 'responding to a "'claim by the
Supreme CoUrt that a:six-person jury.may,be.expected to perforrrrequivalentiy.
They. con'clude, to the contrary, that in both- the areas of representativeness:of

mOre,ef fective (1977. p. 311);

It is not suggested here that, :for purpcises ofspupil assignment, any teams,-be
considered as laige as twelve. 9r.even six:,Rut repeatedly, we ,have pointed,out.
that much More-needs :to be understood about the.apparatUscalled upon ,to
make these, decisions, charged as they are with such cumbersome and legalistic,
and important responsibilities, and depending as they must on evidence which' is

2 645
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often quite _shadowy and ,insubstantial. It is urged that BEH sponsor at least
research, of both theoretical and applied nature, into how the decisions are, and
should be,,made in the school setting.

Public Accessibility to Records

In many areas of go,vernMent today, there is a, fundamental conflict between'
freedom of information, on the one hand; and the, need for secrecy, on the
other. In a sense, mental testing depends- on surprise: Tests are' designed to.

,t._ . discover a domain of knowledge or ability, 'by 'Checking out a,4arrfp1e.,.To the '
.. . .

4%-t.
extent that the test sample is known in advance; its'testing'nO icinger permits.ari'7,,.

-- -, estimate of the. domain .:, IT-n is;,confusiori':,between, sample, and domain leads to
-misunderstanding of behavitOr4nOdification.:'as,welti

...

,
Even before P:1;::941 42,. with its insistence on 'public accessibility records

, and information and "Parent involvement in, Olan development," there:was::
trouble with the security; of some standard tests, 'especially, those _adMinistered:.'

'forgeneral 'mental' ability,. At 'times:items frOm the have
appeared in psyChology textbooks (there read by average college students in `this
most POPular, major 'field)'. At times,..iterns'IromWt$C:or other instruments have
appeared in AP or;: UPI or other ',Widetir-diStribiite&Wiri--SeiViCeS.' The

..
"pick.a-fight"' item for social intelligence, was discussed on national
television, in the Report, "The fiitytb."-("The CBS Myth'' wokitcf have
been esOrneWhat more accurate. itle4 What the effect of this sort' of feedback:it;
especiatlY'arrking: college-educated,',Middleclass families, remains yeti obscure
bk.it must be considerable

. ,
Now, -the new' law, with its, .reoUirements' ,for parent involvement,: public.
accessibility, "Proced6ral =sefegUard guarantees," and several 'leVetS, of appeal,
makes:probable ;a still greater difficulty in:maintaining the iternsecUeity of such
anstrurnents. In privatecommunication, I have learned, of remarkable abuses of
security' at the toCal level; : One teacher told me that, some pupili arrived:' 's
for their testing for assignment to first'.grade,,,thei,mayalready have 'perforined
perhapS,S50 "draw:a.man" exercise;! 'With, attendant instruction,: and feedback:;,,,s

,.... such practice 'wouldWholly invalidate the 'norms for 'a .Pkipil;',yet such change
i,,t would not imply.,anyihiftin schOot,ability14. second teacher toid'me 'a simitar

v.,
story. Groups of up to 30'parents,wouldgath go:over the 'specific ;rems for,.."..

---the-WISC=Or,sirnilar-test,-Againroupils-would-expeotably-show-a-rharked+Jrnp-in:--
overall score, by ,being.Practiced on the sample used without any comparable
change in the domain of khowtedge Or intelligence. HOW Widespread are such
practices is not 'known, but the provisions of the Law, and the impoilant
decisions%depending on:.such, testing; makestill more probable parent anxieties
and violations of test on behalf of.their youngsters,

:S*
12.7.
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But social decisions depending on testing are not new and the threats to security
of tests from public anxiety ,have been faced before most notably in, the
'welt -e stab' t shed field of collegeldmissions testing: Both the ,ScholasticAptitude
Tests' (SAT) and the American College Testing Program (ACT) have designed
very successful systems for admitting high-school seniors to Polieges:of mutual
choice And other %grams successfully test applicants for admission to very
selecflve high-enxieM,Vaduate studies ,such.. as , law school (LSAT), medical
school (MCAT), and doccSral, programs.:(5FIE)!A nearly etonithirig feature of
such programs is the 0:0;41r0.-0771ai9Ss scandal involving releaie,of.test.forms or
group cooperation astoriiihing, in view of the great aspirations which' partly
depend on high marks. It may be very initruCtiVe, then see how these
group tests; involving millions, of testees every year aremanagedandguarded

Detailed procedures for such .admitsions 'testing are too' lengthy to review here,
but the outlines will be adequate' for our purAise. Basic:thy, these tests are
founded on the idea of a sampk,:'of iterns from a specified cipmain. The test's are
given only at specific times of the year administered by odtsiders who are paid
by the testing.' companies ,- and each administration is surrounded by many
safeguards For 4)cirnple, the tets are to be(kept in :sealed Pickage,,s.Until' the
actual test tiMe.'.And'Once?ateSt has been administered, it is regarded as no
longer useful in Just that form most items wili ndflappear'agein.-'

.;.*

-;:.

To suPport'.such.,i, system; the test industry mOst'.constantlybe'in::process of
generating new items., for the same target dorhairr.of abilities and knolledge
Item, Wilte4rs:.44. ,atw''eys busy And .t9 keep the standards constant ,: the

.,....A0.44
,..-7

"meaning of the scaled;scortas2.(tyPiCally:500-Tnean,,100,standard deviation) ;
he industry has _developed a very Useful arrangement : in each testing period,
there are some iterriS.''seeded"'arnong the test items which livi I( not; in. fact have

N.

any 'bearing on the applicant *Score. These I tems,are being tested' 04in a serious ,r
, . test ',situation' for internal, defects and . for :correlation with the already -tested

43:

items. which are, serving -as -'the cri teri on of a: student ,'s sOre... Some of these
seeded : items', will be rewritten, others used in a later, serious

. .

administration of the selection ,test. '. , '. . : ii.

_, . .,...

-v ...* ... . , ,

... ,

' Can we use these 'axamples, tojmprove our testing of the handicapped? tbelieve...L,....... ..,

that at the very least, it a worthis matter rth considerable study. After all despite
. :

the traditions of ,individual tests such as the WISC., Stanford-,8inet, and others,
there is nothing sacred . in the specific items employed.- Let us consider.
vocabulary :'.it it,tyPicall y2,:ttie:M9St,heavilY,)oadedsub:-test,iRitscor,telation wilh
g igehirii:Tibility4: -in' 'the-,S,Et,. the child is simply told to Say 'what the wolds

. ,

.-,,..
mean, and then_ the word is said "orange:" The tester tabulates the-child's,
success Even for the Young and retarded, there are literally thousands of words

, . s-

4. k,

4 -44.-
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',available for such testing, as ,youngsters rise in age and mental ability, the
'-;-,faVailable vocabulary for testing, becomes uncountably large. For vocabulary,

theNs possible to iltgine changing the words frequently, using highly secure
researchprograms to balance,the meaning of the resulting 'Qs. Subsequent lists -
of vocabulary, then, would be similar to alternative fo?ms of the same all of

'them aimed at estimating the child's true vocabulary the words understood in
the domaint , 7(t

- , - ;
ti

"L

,311r,,,

For that ratter, there is nothing, sacred either about the .types
employed in the current tests. Not only are there rtibny alternative possibilities
within Stock Design, there are also Emany alternative forms of iternS'AtOptrig
essentially the same ability. Such,types-fotileems were in the .first place,,a:kindof
cottage Industry .,--Inventecl,7and AnveStigated, by'small 'nUmbers.,of individuals But
With such tests now deteimintng fair' classification into progçams supported by
billions in,Jederar dollarS alone', we seet-n1,.tiy have:left:thestaga Of:cottage
industry, and indiviclUal testing, -like'group testing, ihduld-perhaps enter rhore'of
a big-indusbyltrutture.,

There are questions. too, about lust hoW IndividUal- such tests need to bs.
Within the -limits of feasibility for the handiCapped.:programs''should aim at
useful scores through group or'throUghtests which, though, admlnistered
one -on -one.; do: not require extensive, background, training in nterpretation of
the_responses:_it tests must,be oral they still may be rntiltiple-choiCe tof
example, or trUe-false. There are ,Many adaptatOns which could 6e.madc'fOr
administration of tests bi classrodm teicherS,' for example,. or teacher aides, P4'

In other, words it ,,seet:ris that we can Overcome-:tb±s threat, of.the destruction of
tests throuilythe)OsS:rofisecurityby, lociking.,closely at the successful,oractices
of college': testinand-.-adapting these tb, the 'special needs,of testing, for the
handicapped..:-

CHAPTER IV: RECOMMENDATIONS FO.R
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LAW

In this- chapter are grouped the "recommendations " which seem to follow from
the analYsis of the,: preceding chapters. It is reasonable to cluster these_
separately: It'rnakes them easier for the practitioner to read and torelerenee:

le But -ats1,71 nfpittiifrth etabffigbisCii176IliF, i airiiiiiiii os:
compared with the analysis itself. The statements in the analysis are set out with:
some confidence: they seem to this reviewer demonstrably "truce_ :" Actions,
however' as We:observedtri.chapter I; depend on--the balancing of many variablei
in an:Implicit 'decision, analysis_, Some Of, these siariaOles.intiode the `subjective;._.
'evaluesr'' attached to outcOrne; the differential',weighting of various .expected
results. It is impossible,, for this:reviewer, for ,any other outsider}, to declare these ,

values for thelitEA.!What follows, then. will, be recommendations for what seem
appropriate actions of the LEA. given a value system iimitat to my own:,
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1. Deforming ability: Iti,iis, recommended that 'each LEA establish agood data ,-

bank of, test. and tithi5i information:about each suspected victim of handitAp,Nfels ,
'recommended .that "ability" be,clefined in, terms cif a gdierthe, measures of . u_.,...,--:

.t. 1
mentarabitity: with the exceptidn of the Partisula uspected' area of handicap. '''' -.

1

'The Weighting of theie tests into the ,g composit may, be-determined in a ,

number, of 'ways. publisher's recommen.datidos (whe e a standard 'battery, is 12 1,, ,,
concerned); publicly available fattor 'analyses lin the- blished literatute): organ
a prron`weighting (perhaps using the bentee token hod) of the test Scores..,:

A--

Such an apriori weighting may be done by a *all num r of the School system's . , .,
-,,i

researchers, psycholbgists, and special educators. Becaute,,thisg Aill ordinerily%be ..' n,:,..

, considerably more stable than'a single 1p,or similar the greater reliability', Is'....
., will help in discriminating those who show severe discrepancy.

2. Determining specific achieyemOn t. Given the rather low reliability of many' ,

specific measures, a single test would not be ,enough. evidenee, of treatable
,disability. It is recommended that the LEA establish a construct of the speCific ,
LD area by defining what 'is meant -b}I the term, and then by weighting ,the
various test scores which may be available foe Its diagnosis. Some of these willrbe
sUbtests of aleady administered batteries, some may be inexpenSive group
instruments, others may require individual testing by a prOfessibnal or
para- piofessionai. Again, the, appropriate LEA personnel may use the token

'method- 'to) ai-Iportion'-`4,the 'Weighting 'of these measures, according- to they -
-reliability, and releYance to the LD construct. A single; composite score will then
summarise the data f9r a particular child:: This method will'increase both the

and- vAdity of the resulting:1,p measure. 1.t:.ivili.have the additional
virtue of putting each individual test score perspective,'antrephasizing:the
.variable nature of such scores

4,, .

, . sr+

3. Dewit fining discrepancy between ability and achievement, As implied above,
firm reliabilities,shoUld be secured for both ability, and achieveinent Composites.
{These 'should reallY.be, tobiideretf:atoss.the total popyiqor.,in the...99 area
for lest-retest reliabilitY,i.OnCeth'ese ar'eestabiishecl.,then''&1creasonaPleto use

discrepancy j:i6ed".6rion the formiila.::.U.= . where.,1a,it the
difference rr discrepariCY,, represents,. the ususal standard 'suite' for
achievement or:ability tmean, of zero,staridard'dre;iation of One). The reliatilit'y
of D': ,z.ilwaYs' be repOrtecl with D,- and the conieiiiient"baiid of confid ce:

-'tat

4. Managing thas-analysispf.discrepanCY, eicplainerf, the 'text the, -ab,ove

requirements can ,!ri;quire*:C.orriputei: tf7o? -LEA should -either obtain

such expertise or should 'With _ether: LEAs .14*:to .:BEH,'or other:
appropriate agericies ,for-al,generalited,set.Of"'cOrributer.:prpgraMs,' Thedritails of ,

such a'prograrn are :beyondthe"scObe, of the present analysis:



5: Reporting "true" scores. As the earlier analysis made clear, thenrue" scores
are Just as loaded with ,error, when one wishes to rank order students by

as are. the observed scores. And the word ".true" may create a
misleading impression of accuracy, in the minds of counselors, parents, and
teachers. If reliabilities are obtained of .90 for all reported measures, then there

7:WIti not be much value in translating to a more moderate regressed score. Where
*.z;
;0" ' it should appear valuable to state more moderate'istfrnates; ,closer, to the

long-run average, then I'd favor the term "regressed :i6pre"or,possibly 2.the
initials RS

6, Using judges to assess handicap. This proposal is made seriously; 'but still,-,
tentatively, in view of the complexity of assessment -ofyrnanys':different
handicaps It appears better, for the assessment of -LD,- and ;possibly, other
problems,,,, to make' 'the final assessment MathematiCallY'',/A)uf:''Using.7the
judgmental 'ratings as part of the input:. That 'is, let judges in the LEA ,appraise
the student apart ,frorri-ariV lest:scOres,sand,Preferably,without:knowing'Ithe'test
scores Then take theg.'.jUdges' 'ratings; best':expressedsin-nurrterical-form; and
include these ratings, with an appropriate weight, in the.oVerall'assessment.' As
Pointed out in the text, subjective judgments are aptio be 'qUite-difficUlt, to
compare from one 'situation,,,prOblen, OrI:stiident, to the'naxt; yet 'they,c,ah
furnish useful inforMations Thus, they should not be. ignored; but neither should
they constitute the final appraisal. TheY should be 'inco'pdrated into this
appraisal
k:. /
7 Keeping judges independent: At he assessment stage, ±t would:"behealthierif
each judge evaluating .a student did so independently, recorded this,-before
sharing the,, rating with-Others- There is then 'plenty' of opportunity to Share,
different perspectives -in, the evaltiation. recommendation sterns.froin,-
the need to develop understanding- of the. tearn'process;: and Skid in it.
furthermore, these ,:original tatings''shnuld -.be 'retained, in: the data system,.
(possibly after -removing -identification), that-those LEA officials 'responsible:1-

, for implementation might learn to understand such-sYstems, and -do applied
research on thehi;

8, Making decisions aboot Placement,: What is described above is largely the
process, of measurement. Beyond measurement; is the necessary decision about
placement Ideally, this decision, too, be'made\mathematically,,through

-----weighted-sum-tircicedure-,-Ordi.nar.i
within the syStern, and the decisions about "severity-Iv/ill mirror this awareness
of resource limitation,.; (ft-, is unrealistic to -assume, that there' 'cut-off
independent, of such resources,? Thus, for most LD situations; it will bee' matter
of rank -orderingthe'--candidates'-for placement as -Well- as one 'can;'-in; light of all,
the variables (educatio,oal; psychometric, judgmental; familial, political) which

, ,

may be estimated.; and then selecting the -moSt--extrerne stUdents up to the:: ,

capacity What, is urged -is that- the LEA, together with 'any help the State and

z"kst.
- 1
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Federal levels, design this procedure, or adapt an appropriate procedure which
has been designed elsewhere

9 Allowing for-appeals. This is a thorny problem As noted in the text, if the
appeal is against the assignment to a special-education treatment, theh the appeal '
is likely to win, in the case °fa truly independent judgment On the other hand,
if the appeal is against an assignment to a regular classroom, then the appeal is

s ,ItRely to lose, under these,serne conditions of independence The tendency of
having appeals, then, is to exclude more students from the treatments reserved.
for the extremes Since I Strongly favor r ultimately mathematical system
which uses the subjective as input, I would suggest that the appeal process npt,. ,

aspire, to independence. fit would_ be_virtually impossiblei, but only to.a more
informed alteration of certain of' the input- variables, then recalculate the
decision with these new values This will make -possible 1) gathering of new
information. 2), reconsideration of the subjective variables, such as familial
support, and 3) redalcuration of the decision But it will-pievent the Appeal level

,serving rather blindly as a reversal of inclusion or, eaually blindly, as supporting
the earlier decision to stabilize the system ,

'10 ,Mamtaimng recordltlit-T actions. All Must be aware that compliance with
the;:14andicapped:',,Law,,_,will: be 'awesomely, 'expensive , for all concerned. A
relatively trivial expense IllbeaggreOtlrig e,panks,;`,Qif ,datehici-:iii: permit
applied and basic:1,:resea cti , into the -local situation and ,the,:roro:,-general
functioning of the. reams t least 7% th4 cost, of teiting;diagnds,ing; assessing;
and assigning should go int , fining SuCh, records The design Of -the system,

.;

hoWeVer. ',,Should Pot ' be,:the resPonstbility, of the ' LEA; the feirensihoUld be
standardiZed,:anri quantified ttiroughOut; for the pooling of data across the
LtAs'., arid'Iacross;.the StAs. The determinationitof deiireVi: VariableS' and their
representatiOn .orl-,ite forns. should he done,Pf centralized;,egencies: in close

,., = ,

partnership with a,,saMOCOf representative ,SEAs and LEAs..

.,
11 . AfiaintaingieCords of treatments and 'ootcornes. The. same arguments ,support
a system of data ,following the Handicapped acrOss -. the years., including

.. . .

treAtmen4,post-treatment testing and appraisal and sorne;follow-up for selected
sample.of such students. A§ain,-.it:i&reCorn. mended that at ieast7% of thelOtal
cost of the LEA Handicapped Program be,-used for such a Systern,',(Note:,Ithese

, .

7% recommendations are not intended .1p-include,ordinary case records acrd
", ------guideriterFatherifiefeaIe-in-telideffTV:the7addifion-a17C-ciiiticiiii7077e*ii-Efie-b/e "- --,-

records" useful for evaluatitig the treatments and diagnosticprocedures and
. suggesting ways in which the ilaws, guidelines,:and actions may be imptcied. it, . .

.

should be 'recognized now just how vastly ignorant we are of the utility of these-, "
mandated .arrangements. It is predictable that the systems will be modified say
30% in the next few years ; it is only cost-effective, therefore,' to make a.major
allocation of resources to monitoring the early. apProxiMations.) .

5"
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1:2. Collecting cultural data. Since the Handicapped Law insists that assessment
should be free of ethnic' and cultural: bias, it is mandatory that ethnic and

.cultural. data Nike collected for appraising any such bias Attached to each
researchable record, then, will be standardized information about 'ethnic
membership, languages in the home, parental education and occupation, and
some estimate of range of income "(the.st.anda)T1 SES variables). -Again; these
should be collected in a standardized way, for -comparitons, across states- and
localities. Designing the standard forms, then; should be i'centralizedresponsibi-
lity.

13. Collecting sibling information Questions of "bias" for the PEP inescapably
involve family variables, since the family,' one way and another, typically
accounts or much ' more of the variation in ability and,school.achievement than
any within' the control' of the external society. For purposes of understanding
the sources pf -trlebandicitp, then, and the stildents', responsiveness to treatment,
it is very important to take advantage of the presence of 'siblings, espeCielly of
twins Within each hundred children in a.schoOl:system,..at a given (age=level,
there will be at least one pair of twins,.who havesha,red'almosf.from conception
the samegeneral environment, and . to a varying degree the same inherited
constitution. These ,twins are :easily:identified-in school records through having
the same ',family -names the iirne address and the'sainebirth,date,:lf we are to
understand handicap and .What we can do socially to overcome .it" important1.4 s

to identify the sources which are under environmental ntrol. -1s.,
recommended, therefOre, that the standard forms designed - for reCordkeePingof'-,
the .anditappert routinely ':: raise the question 'aboUt the existence ofj
When located; test information should be eolictci on the 'twin as well,, and a
simple form' Usedto 'estimate kinship (whether'identicalOr:fraternal):. If the twig
is also .being:' evaluated for handicap,/hen ,-: a flag should be put in tflity
standarrhied records, -typing the two records together for yesearch purposes-IT
the twin is,not being so evaluated4heri the Standard test infOrmation, ordinat,i1Y.
collected:by:the school systern; should be simply incorporated into the cultural
background of the handicapped twin. Such twin informationmay,pree,.f9r that
sample of students on whom it is collectiRf, to be -the richest source of
understanding for the later adjustment Of thetOtal system. '

14. Adjusting.assessMent:.for Negro students: Inmost researches, White and,,
Black 'students share the samir'regre.stion.',.lines,,When academic attainment is ;

......._........compared.togeneral-cognitive4esting,:--TherefOret.-=it-is-not-recornmendki-- tria
. special norms be used for Black students the -contrary; such special noirti

woujd probably diminish. the uO*Y:"cd. the testing? and assessment'strategy 2 When
it comes to placement a color blind 'policy ; Using the same formulation, is.,
recommended. However as note&4bove,thereis':e.:(lirnited) role of subjective
appraisal in such a weighted sum procOure,:r4 to the ex tent that., a 'Black ..2orir
youngster is in fact a higher'aCKfever than .his tests would indicate, there WOUld
be adjustment to thisfac*: (as there would be f Or'a WhiteyoUngster,

-"1, ' ,, , ,

...k... -,s, '.... ;' ' , ,
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noted in the text tFig_ 18), this would probably produce a somewhat larger
proportion of LDs who are Black, (the statistical reasons outlined.

15 Adjusting assessment for differenpangdage students A recommended
sequence of diagnosis for foreign-langUage _students is outlined in Fibure 21,
elsewhere.," this text, and will not berepeated tare i believe that all assessment
and placement 'of foreign- uage youngsters, whether,. Latins' or frorn:4:Ahe
groups which are more s ce ful acadamicallyshould,ibe'.airned2at.' the
maximum .integration- of ,thy children, into Enllith-speaking s classrooms In
ggeneral;: ratherthan Use ,:the, clearly inappropriate verbal 1D'teSts to , measure
general abiliti; I would -xecOrrirnehdusing,,the'nOn-verbaf abilitji:ri#4.surei,'From
available evidence this will, still, produce:a, largerproportion of,L ,students in
classes of slOwer students.,:.bui'not.per:14 the same nurriber2aswouidsbesdplaced
with English ',(Or Spanish)' verbal tests. It is, hot recommended that separate
norms be established,' for the..SPanistr=spaVinggroups. 'and, then.lgs :artificially.. .
inflated too norm-al diStribution,,, :without' ,:any, matching of,_ these spUrious
"abi I tieS7' with correspiOnAing,a6NeVernehtStS5iiCh patistioal7 'Tanipulatioh.will
only leacly,to''crinfusion,-'and ,false;.axpectation:'*the,-partOf'steaChers;.Parents,
and the students thernSeiVes. However inrriost cases-the-qUeition.:of' IQ is not
central. A more urgent concern 'is,,the,:speedy, training in Engtish
language, required "tbMainstreak,:Latn: Youngsters into the regu an, assrooms,.
wherethey,will,be sOaketfin..the2majOrity'larigUage.and,Culture,,

. .

16, Protecting the ,assessment tests2' ;. noted in the. text-,manY items,,Of many
tests are being 'spoiled:, for,aSe by the c.iestruCtioh,Of security..-The LEA
personnel should.'understand thatAhey are etn;caily.ireqUireCV to protect test
securitY,of measures in use for, assessment under- the Handicaboecl ,Law, Parents
are welcome to know ttie,types'ofltests used2but .hot'riecessarily the particular
tests; and 'Pios surely not the specific items employed in the past 'or'to be-'1,sed
in the, future: The:fairness:of- the HandiCapped sYstei7n:dePendS in, pth't on, such
tests coming as fresh t̀o all students on whom they are to:be ernplOyetl.

These. are only some, of the princiPal reCornmendati'ons which seem 16 follow
froM the Preceding*.technical 'analysis, of ,:selected:features of the 'Handicapped
Law at,,ci.;:guideliries.: Onlortunately, these recommendations;, like the guidelines
them[ elves will potappear%tb..be .irrorriediately irnplernenIable in the schools,
withodt'..considerably more detailed:study and comment.; And no doubt; some
will seem ipteeOlie fOr 6oiiiiror other reasons explicitly,exCluded from this
psychometric apPraiSai,

What Is.' irnPortant. to rernember-lS th--atIllenrbcesent guidelines,- and their
interpretations in practice, are surely not carvedon stone. All,offs who Work in
education -need to bring our= best- 40 -bea r on'Ahern=,-irid-on :their effects. . ... ..
Especially., we-:2need to develop ,information feedback whiCh Will permit Li;.to
monitor therntand their effects, 'both beneficial, and otherwise.,acrOssthe
decades ahead:

zh
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Y14
presentations by ',Or. Morra and Mary Kerthedi. thegeneral
context i','for the :sfudy,.: authors Presented'. surnmariei o.f their papers ,,f10
responded to Questions and:Comments.:Puring :the:ifsternoOn,spanel membeit
discussed:svarious: issues related to the itudyands'i'specifit,-Paprs:-Cin he second
day, small .grOupsweres- formed to 'continue discussionof.issuei and develop
recommenclations.7.A.-eneral. session ;frillowed to share the results of the small
group sessions. An SsueLbyissur".sitrnrnary of the panel and a
summary of the small group ,recommendations are ',presented in the next
sections:

INTRODUCTION
St

The 2-day panel meeting provided an .opportunity to bring together a small but
diverse group of educators to react'io both the stud end the protection in
evaluation procedures position papers. The sgroup included representatives from
state and focal education agencies, ',university departments of special education,
and the 'Bureau of Education for the Handicapped fElpl)i toolilowing initial BEH

1.4-

THE ISSUES

11.1
011

7Panelists did not view assessment is a .single procedure forming one step of the
Spe-cialA'eclUCation deCission-Making process. insteads chii issessm4nt information
was vieWed-as critical to-the. making Of each decision hthe process. Thus, the
need for protection in evaluation procedures throughout the special 'education. 7

decision-making process was evident to panelists. The central theme of the parte!
became the implementation of proiection '1h -evaluation procedures to :preyiPnt..,
abuse in decision-makin.g.; Panelists identified four Major questions to te -':,.:.:.

addressed in the, decisions-making- proCess, 'each of which should be based
child assessme.nt information.. Panelists discussed needed protection in evalUon
procedures --related to the assessment .undertaken to bbtain : information2:, to 's

., respond to each question. The relaticinshipPetweenthe decisions and protection
evaluatiohactivitiU,sidentified by the :pawl are shown as follows:

. :

',' Decision Requiring '''-'''s':-, . Protection in Evaluation
Ass' essment Information. Procedure

S.
s

S

1.-.......:..Should..the-childs.be-referrethss-.....a.--.C.onduct.routinesscreening.of--- ---,-"7------...-:

for 'a psychoeducationatseva- children.
. .. ..,.

,

luation? : . b. Analyze leacher srefeirai
patterns.

. c. Analy4epsevious..eduCational
interventions ,,attempted

2. Is the child eligible to-receive d. . *Examine he adequacy offhes
special education andlelated '.; 'evaluationsundertaken t

, services?: . ' determine eligibility

. .

281
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Decision Requiring
Assessment information

Protection in Evaluation
Procedures

3 What is the child's handicapping
condition?

4 What should be the child's
-education program?

Consider the utility:of this
information.

.Determine the adequacy of 'the
-evaluation,Undertakent0, make
ed6cationaVintanientiOns.,
',Review thetbritinuedaPpro-
priateriess'of:thichild'SSPecial
education program

The -presentation of -the-issues-identified: by,parielis begins,'_with "a general
discusijon of Probleini iMPleMentation::Of;:..ihe ',94-142.'Protection in
evaluation procedures. ,then proceeds_ with discussions of other 'protection in
evaluation; procedures, issues, as 'ciutfinedcabOVel-Wtiith:are:relkeeg:fp-the:special

eduCation'''decisions, The section endt with 'a -disciiisicir.'Vf..,tbeutility of
self-study, guides,for address of'the prPtectioftin evalUation:proCedurei-issues

,..

Central to. the 'discu'ision of 'PL.-",94-14a: protection -in avaluation:PrOcedures
(PEP)' was the issue: 'of implementation .at,'the 'level. The
regulation requiring, that tests,,:be validated for: the SpeCific:purPPsafnr:1,which
they are used )4s: thought by panelists to be particularly problematic, As Stated'
by one panelist: conduct workshops with School. psychologist and I can ask'

,
how: many of you use standardized lestsiot!;nd all hands go Up: Then71. ;on-

What..groups 'were'llhost Ietts-Standardized; and no handsslo Up. Pebple tiaiZe'
looked .at the test standardization and theyhavenot thought 'Carefully aboUt the
extent to which the individual:they assess'has.:a cUlturaf backgroUrid.coMparable.
to those on whom theogsts were .!' , A related. problem
inaPpropriate Modifrcation, of tests fot' handicapped individuals. One example of
this:practice would, be;:theadministration of an;intelligence test,:standarclizedph
a hearing. population, to a deaf child thrOugh' manual, sign language. Anotheratea',-

..

of:Concern expressed: by Parielisti was the use of 'assessmentidevices.,
reliability coefficients as tow as .12 in the making . deCisions whiCh
significantly effect the lives of children. Yet another problem identified was use

" of intelligence test subtest scores to make specific educetiOnal prescriptions,

The baiic'Pkblem was identified of implementing.Currecit'assessment standards
iii practice. There was general consensus among, the group that-principles Of-.
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assessment now exist, such as those embodied in the American Psychological
Association standards If these standards were applied in practice, substantial

- progress would be made towards elimination*of some of the current*discrimina--,
tory practices in assessment.

The Referral Decesii

A major theme in the large group discussion wasii.the,fieed for 'proteCtion in
ievaluation procedures at the point of consideraitionOfCnildreh"fmreferral for an
individd,el evaluation.' Errors in the .direction .'Ofs'botk, under- referrals and
over-referrals,Werefilt toocctii::One-pariefist-illustratedthe poSsibleiproblems in
the referral process .-',',SomebOdy: in the public schooll;AYpiCally:'.* teacher,
decides.:4 kid :has 4 prOlalem.' What are the ;observations :*hichleed, to Ahat

,

conclusiOn? .What are': the potential iources Of.bias,,ip these initial oOservations
and judgernentsi-

Those...panelists 'concerned with- large, increases ,in Ahe numbers of
referred for liYalUatiori associated Much-Of 'thedifficUlty with lack of tolerance.:, _

for deiriarit.behavior' in, the s,regular,:cfassroon.: recorriniendation,of
these:::pan'elists:wasforsoMeicrod of'yaliditycheck-Onreterrals.'Asstated'by,-one_,

paneliit:''.:'!!ATIor:ofaSiessments--arenot,7riecesSarii.:This,firi,'Considera,tton''shoUldt.,
be making minor. OjuStMents kid's 'program .72-06i:'eoffiple',' one panelist
stated thet some school districts simply ask, the- teacher "UOicin referral of a child
to list five specific approaChes. he/she "took in trying AcJesolye theprOblem

., concerning the child, 'Another, school district described by aS.panel 1strequires
'teachers to sign their name to-A:statement on the referral form-to the effect that

-

the child is not benefiting stiffiCiently froM regular Claisroom instrUCtion. Both
strategies were viewed as reducing the number of referrals made by teathers.

.1

,From d)eperspective of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, the:more
serious problem stems. from under-referrais'and the possible lack of provision of
special education and related services to those children who require' them. Those
panelists concerned with ander-referrals felt strategies were:needed to encourage
teacher referrals: One Panefist.,.Provided the; following enecdote,to: illustrate this:.
point:`' 'We conducted an experiment where we went intoihreiii"school districts
and tested' ail the first and third graders. We were worried about teachers'
referring :too many kith.. When we cross- checked and compared the numbers of

students; teachers had referred [with t he !mintier we tot should :have been
'referred:I we: were shocked at how, low.thef number of teacher referrals was. It
was nowhere'Oose.towIlat we !school] psyChologiStswp*Id have referred =even
{restricting I:our: referrals', to the most obviotis and glaringltases!* Research
results were also cited wt-iich indicate that screening efforts and teacher referrals
typically identify two =different groups of -children for eValpation. This finding
was viewed as providing' support for the use of routine screening procedures.
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Additionally, studies were describe() in which no dif ferences were found on test
after test between children having difficulty in regular class, some of whom were
labeled as handicapped and sodee of whom did nocarry the label. It was fOund,
however, that children carrying the handicapped label displayed behaviors which
teaChers found particularly troublesome Panelists felt that typically-withdrawn
children wauldi,be.oVerlooked, whsle acting-out children would be referred. One
suggestion offered by a panelist was that teacher referral,patterns be examined
for possible biases such as under-referralsOf certain types of children.

. .

There was some agreement ,among panelists that regardless of whether the-
problem was perceived as over-,,,or under-referrals, there was a need for in-service
training of regUlar classroom teacher; to reduce bias in the referral deCision. One.\
suggestion was for in-service,` training which would focUs on deiorlopmentai,
Psychology. Another suggestion n =involved a socio-psychological., approach in
which people would ,learn to recognize their own*.biases in. Making -referral:,
deoisidns 'As' cliscussed'there was also general ,support 'the'
implementation of rOutineScreening:Protedutei.

Adequacy of Child'Esviduations fOr
Eligibility and Pi.ogramriini:Deciiioni

A related cOnCernWisflhe adequacyPf the_evaluationi being conducted either to
determine a child*s:elegibilitY,:for;speCiat':edtiCatiOn- services or to determine a
child's special' education- Program.- A ,kpecific area -.of' concern -,was the::.
time nature of 'thorough inteidisc1011natir.wessMenis of Children':
The panelists agreed that ideally, teachers, school psychologists,'audiologiSts;

. ,. ,

nurses,*--and. other profeSsionals shOuld be involved- in &if:diagnostic evaluatinns.
.

In addition, 'assessments should be multifactored with measures of AdaptiVe
behavior, ;observation of- ;the 'childin natural settings, medical information,'
selfreports,. :and the like:, The time consuming nature of, such': procedures; '

hoWever, cOupled"with, a high number Of'refer'rals, desire ,to'proCess the,referrals\
quickly;,.and not;:enough'&agnoticians for the number of referralswereviewech
as often:resulting in less than ideal iMplementation of assessment prOcedures.

._. .

Oile possible strategy suggested for resolving'these problerns'Was to establish case -

i;ladratios.Jor,..,the_variOus.:categoriesoLdiagnOsiicians.:.,-While-eachdiagnostician
is likely to ha4e other responsibilities in addition to assessment, 'a clear time
blOck'-would be defined for .assessment ,activities. The nurni6er of cases- which
Could. be handled in the time available could be. determined, and prolectionssof
additional staff needed would also be. asily-dete0 ined.
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The Classification Decision
1-

A--'major Issue in the panel discussion was thetuse of categorical labels to
discriminate among children in need' of special education and related services.
While panelists recognized that labels- are necessary for -Pl. 94-142 -funding
purposes, a, major question was whether;in -fact. theflabels lead to specific

,

treatments or program ',interventions, One .panelist expressed the question
as- "Do we have different ways of treating a.thild who:is's labeled mentally
retarded, as opposed to learning disabled?" It was notclear to panelists that*
categorical special education programs are.always differentiated-in this respect
However, discussion. of alternative approaches -,to tabeting. 'Ltect: 'to 'other
unresolvable'Problems, ' ,

For example, one panelist- suggested that children be decibedQny in terms of
the services : they reqUire based' On the inclividualiized education' prograrn-
consequence 'found:Witnthis:approach;'hoWever, has been that a large number of
children are identified as needing special -services who were not eligible 'for
Special education and related services under system of-categorical d,efinitions
of handicapping conditions. The :problem. as posed bY,orie'penelist. is that state
aid _requireihents for the handicapPed are ,;Iikely-tos.-dpublei Whie-otherpanelists
felt that all chi IcIren.in need sPeCificiservcess should, be provided,qhbse
services. they', doubted that the jargblerns,,of,labeling .Would be avoided Ef, as, .

stated by a panelist, a_ child is in remedial reading prAram 4,Ahe- child Will ,soon;
be knownas 4"program 4 child.,

At le' ast one;paoelist 'felt that research was needed On educational interventions
or IreitmentS and the achievement of different 'groups otstudents, $pecifically.
this panelist recommended 'a longitudinarStUdY'of :teacher-student interactioriS
and their effects Ion low, average, and high aChievinggroOps Of,students, Another.
Panelist, however, felt, that aptitude7treatment interaction research has Shown,
little promiietOdatt,

The panel did riot resolve' the issue of labeling and come to an recomMenda=

bon. For pow,.:as stated by one 'panelist. we are required by FL. 94-142 to
1docurnerli the label we are accountable diagnostically,

Assessment for Educational
Programming Decisions

:.'Panelists stressed the, ne'ed, for. tlearer 6qiculation..of the 'linkages between
issessirient: and 'program intervention. Individual eva ations were viewed as

trariitionally conducted to determine a child's -eligibility -for- special education
and related services or, in rri0Te . jereral trms for classification purposes. While
need was recognized for standard, assessments which identify children who

285 2.18,
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require special educational intervention, panelists emphasized the need for
assessments which also determine what specific intervention. in the child's
educational program should be made.

There' was general consensus that different assessment. data, were, needed for
eligibility decisions than for programming- decisions. As atated--6y. one panel-
ist "A factor such as 'g' will do an excellent, job of predicting who will and will
not succe4d in school' It won't do a veryood, job of 'showing howspecifically
to teach an individual child." Norm-refereTiced.tests were viewed as.appropriate
assessMent instruments for eligiblity deCisions, and criterion=referenced tests as
appropriate assessment instruments for . programming decisions. The panel
generallY. agreed '-that. aisessments'should inclUde the. pes of data -and,
following the Pt 94-142 ;regulations; thoie tests' t lored to, assess
specific areas, for educationallieed and not merely those design to produce a
single general intelligence qUotient.

One panelist .suggested that linkages among assessment,- program, intervention,
and program review activities wdulcf:betrengthened if the evaluation .teaM
consisted of the. same persons who develop the child's individualized eduCation
program', (I EP): The team` was described as. including, at a -minimum, a teacher, a-

special,-,educatidn specialist with expertise in individual educational- program
ming; a.;school psYchologist, and parent:'of tt)e. child. Another' Panelist 'warned,
however, that more research and test developmentwas needed before faith could
be Placed in relationships between test performance.and educational program-,

-, Ming. This panelist cited a;'commonly used diagnostic instrument. One could
work with the child and raise the Child's score on the test,' but this does not

Arlmean that the child' -reads any better. While, there was 'agreement that more 1,

researc .-was .needed in this area other panelists stated that with the use of
criterion= eferenCed tests and the ''systematic application of the principles of
learning, "we can move kids forward instructionally.-

Self-Study :Guides

,

There was.-agreerfient among panelists that the development of -procedures' to
evaluate implementation of the PEP procedures was a useful endeavor_ There
werei howeye,..- different views' concerning evaluation methodt and content.
everal_parjelists_tecommended_the-develOpment-oLachecklist-Pr-guide-which

couldbe;Used by school,disstiicts-on,a self -study basis. It was pointed out by one
POnelist, that. :rnany school,- dittrictil,still essentially use the IQ test for decisions
concerning eligibility and Programming 'anti:\the guide or checklist would be
helPful,-as,a, means ,of, improving practice.',Another panelist WaSof :the opinion
that a guide ,wouldbe toolimited-:,,-0use if it ,was foCUsed towards 'the, beloW
aVerage,or,average district' in :terms 'Pt itP, implementation. Another suggestion,
offered a full evaluation procedure. A district would take the names of a random,
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sample of handicapped children and collect information on what had happened
to those children. Information collected would include referral forms, the
assessment and diagnosis, the IEP, and. performance results. Among the
assessment information that might be checked, for example, would be the
validity of the instruments for the purposes they, were used. A final point made
by one panelist was that if change is the goal,:school districts should be infolved
in the process of developing the guide,

..-RECOMMENDATIONS

All three 'of .the- panel subgroups recommended the develcipment of ,either
technical assisAnce guides or models which would offer implementation and/or
evaluation strategies to :local school-districts concerned with the protection in
evaluation procedures provisions of PL 94.142; The groi*sliffered,,hOwever; in
their descriptiOns of the focus of guides Ormodels. Groupl recommended the
development -14f a conceptual framework which. 'would 'obtline a totaf. child
planning and :programming. system: For each, stage. issues, critical events,.
self evaluation -strategies, and possible corrective actions Would, be identified.
Each state sand.' schooPdistrict, hOwever, would have to adapt the guide to meet
its own needs Gioup, II, which had many recommendations similar to those of
the first group recommended a self =study guide which would .include sections on
compliance, monitoring, and -evaluation of the PEP proviiiOns. RationaleS,-issUes,'
standards, goOd-practice examples,, and criteria would be :identified and
discussed Group :Ill focused on developing a model ,'tor fair -decisiciri7rtiiking-

.:procedures 'concerning. the -educational otaCemept of chilaren., The model, which
-Utifizei,a*cascade system, closely relates esiessrnent to programming issues,

-, Group ,1 , -
. .,. ,. . .

Panelists in Group I took- the poSition, that assessment activity should not be
viewed as a separate component in thechildplanningodProgramMing.,process.
They recommended that 'assessment activities: be. exarriined'inretation to each
stege:'in the child identification and planning proCeSs. 5tOgesi, were identified as

-( 1') presCreening,(2)screening, (3) referral; (4)' individual evaluation ; and451-1EP .-,'=:.
. development and -implethentation.., The' last stage includes placement, Panelists'

....-.............._recommencleci-the.-.0fiveloprrient-of,76-tectinical-assistance-document whiChnwould-,
detailassessment activities', in :each Stoge..'

. ..

. .

The group provided an example of a conceptual framework forsuch.o.technioal
assistance document. 'Foreoch-Of the above stages in the child identificatiOn'and-',,

r planning .process, procedural 'issues ,. critical. events, self -evaluation strategies;, and
examples of 'possible 'corrective actions would be described. These' four topics,

, where ,appropriate, would 'be -addressed separately ', for the school district and' ',

, -1. =



.t7, it.

individual case 'levels.- The group also recommended that in the document
distinction be made betWeen PL 94-142 compliance requirements and implemen.
'tation procedures which art exemplary and not required.

-The,-Fgroup illustrated how the conceptual matrix might be operationalized. The
'prescreening stage, for example, refers to record review of children new to the
schoiii district. An evaluation strategy 'at the school district level mightte to
check the adequacy of information that can be obtained from kindergarten
registration forms for identifying known- or suspected disabilities :Such. as
hearing or vision .prOblem: The:section on corrective actions in this case-might
tnClude examples of registration forms currently Used by school which

are useful for identifying 'children with OotentiafspeciareduCation needs.- ; s,

At a case level,R_ an evaluation strategy, might randomly select a number of the
perrzanenttecord files of transfer students to; determine, if a review of the Child's
former school ,records was conducted when the:Child entered the systent.,:fn the
referral stage,- to Piovide another, example; Procedural' issues might4include
discussion of the bias in, the referral.process. ,A :critical evert-in this stage would

' be the obtaining of parental consent for child.evaluation,.
,..

The*panelists, in this group agreed., that techniCal ,asSis nceldOcursient vvoutd

have to bemodif ied, by each state so,asto'PecOnskatant-Withstate*quirernents_ ,

and morittbri ng-,.PrOcedureslt was suggested' that a-conceptijal':framework, be

available .which the ',states: could '-then develop -sintOas--.1echnical, assistance

doeuMent.' -,EVen if the techniCer assistance docurrient was developed by each
state,' the group felt, that it"Was critical that the 'fririnat allow school district
personnel to add' their: own, identified procedural issues,_ critical events,

evaluation strategies, and description of successful and unsuccessful corrective
actionSa ft,,Was,,stated, that uritess the school districts could make lit ;th4r own
document; the technical assistance doctimerit would be little,

Finally, the grOUp did recommend formal fieldAesting, althOUgh'feedback to
the 'developers of the framework was thought, tof be 'potentially useful,,,State
education agency 'personnel and regionarrasouree center,personnel were named

as possible-disseminators of technical assistance documents.

----Group -11
. .-

7.ParifilliTs-lri-7-Group -1-1-:recommended_the development of'a-self:study guide which
would 'address .-four major ,provisions; of thetaw--,-PrOtectio'n. in' evalUation
procedures.; least, restrictive :environments; , due process,' and individualized
education programs.: Although they : were concerned, with the magnitude 'of such
a guide these panelists agreed that 'the components- should not he viewed as
yetSlated- entities. In addressing themselves to the PEP section of the guide;



panelists suggested that the 4 position papers be used as a starting-point in the
development of the section

The group also had specific suggestions on the content of,the PEP section. First,
recommendation was made that the 1PEp section not focus on an "aver, a "'
school district, but try to address' the eval4ation needs of schoOI distriets at'
different levels of implementation Th6S,..the section was conceived as Addressing
current compliance requirements, strategies for mOnitorintiimplenientation for-
those districts in :compliance .with the law; .and evaluation;strategies. The;
evalttation itrategies'.were7 described As. directed towards quality:iesues and.
Standards, with an ,erriphosis ori,evalUetrig effects of implementation ot the chlld,
level The group also recommendeceithatthe evaluation ,component of, the .pep:
section include, the following subsections: ill: a rationale,-A2) discussion :of '-
issues .(3) standards, (4fgood prectice':exarnples, and (5) .criterja, stated .'in
measurable terms, kir 'cI,terrnining. if standarfis:i'havpeen. met. The 'examples
were viewed providing ieLi,;,:e't,io,n -r 7f .alternlitiyeAyays,"problemS have been
met, rather than indicating e one

Group II recognized the need for.leical, schoe, district at aptation of th-e guide,
with the exception;raf compliance requirements.-.While S these' panelists did no
recommend- forrpai field-testing prior to dissernination, they-suggested that a
group of local-school-district perSonnelscoUld'h'e RS;iern'bled'for, -a-

check" 6f: the-guide:V',Feedback, sub wseement to dissemination, as viewed as-
essential The erodP- recommended that the fquicie t..e revised base.d on the
feedback, .of sdcri .as scre.)ol peyericeogists, parents, minors to ergo
represeetativeS, and general:\ ,edministratovs... ;eirialiv, the, car eists
agreement :that' :development of the re..);Je :,.-/odid require the expertise of
specialists in pcii:aginci and disseninati-n.

4".

Group lit

Group' III developed" a enOclel for imPlerne.ritine.nori,discriminatory procedere,S,
rather than an, evaluation gUideS- The erodel;;:interrelites''aiSessment and
programming :activities, and.--utifizeS ',3' cascade system With placements on 'a,

,
.continuum ranging iron-l. 1essi:to' inOre, restricteie.-' alternatives., As ParielistS,"

explained ..the.rnodel.ali children-would begin in the least restrictive environment
tin the continuum;- which is lhe,,,regularelassroomvith,no. support serVices,lut
-would scontinuefiltering,downward through _successive pia-cements on' the
continuum is needed, ..A.fler regular',''classioom;with no 'support services,
successive -alternatiVesein 'the continuums would-be;:consultent-sf:rvice:s:tceq!e.
regular classroorn' :terecher,f,'peit-time tutorial help fOrthe'fctillet,'Inartt<time:
resource room pla ,:int,,,fiill-time' resource room jPlatement, diagnostic /pre-
scriptive class trIStru on =. {3-6 children for 'up to 6 weeks); 'self-contamed,class- .:

room Placement, a
.0e

n more i n: ten sive day ,orreskientjaens ion& placement:.,.,

- -



According :Pt.. the group, documentation would be required before a child'would
be transferred from a less to more restrictive placement alternative. Docurn-enta-

,- don would jnolucle,description of the educational stfategies, which had been
` tried,--as.well as ,indication of the"-extent to which the strategies had been-

Successful. No labeling of the child as a special edikation student would occur-
until or. uoless 'the' child reacted 'the fifth leiel of placement, full-time resource
zoom. It i at this-pointthet the Iiid would be formioliN/ assessed by a school
psycholgist.,NOrm-refererted tests would. be administered to document the fact
that the child' was handicapped.- If this fifth Level , of placement was',not
,Successful, the -wouicibe placed in a systematic instruction or diagnostic/
prewriptive class. At this stage, assessment activity is ,tied Closely to program-

.; ming. The teacher 'would "S'istern'atic.:ally try' to attain different kinds Of
objectives with the choir.1 using -differeil teaching strategies,differerit types of
material's, and feedback." The goalis,,syst erriatic eva,kiation of the ;Child in order
to diitermine-how the child can ,best be tought:

Making the casca le ,systern operational ',Nes viewed by the group is having several
114,'

advantages over -more traclitional'placrient and programming system. First...-
throtigh-out the filtering p'rocess', adaptive behavior informat-ion, is being
collectecf. Ari individual history is built which' documents successful and
Unsuccessful education apprOaches i.n terms of chill performance, Se'enridly, up
to a point:. a child can simply bee viewed as an nsiructionai casualty. Services can

ddi-v;?r..i.:i remedial reading wif.htut
the child. The system thus the poltin nal ,,to 't tl'tj cornpen.:-.atoni-
educatiora.prograrns Group concluded that 'this approach, Whiie not new to
the special f;cluCatiOrl, field. v-toti;d provide, a base for fair"thicisicih-rririkiii
implemented by ,,,,chootdistrii:-.ts.

tommorial

-4

SUMMARY ANDcONCLUSIONS

s arriong the subgroUF car. bti s, irriariei:i follri\-vt:

7of the threi subgrout s. recornrne.rided that s?iGH clisserninate
corrip;;ar.ce procedure to local s('...notal that the

-Oureau rribnitQring e, torts are directeti, towards tf,ie...stte itivei of imoiemen-
tation paneliits thought the ciiteria,..o' t;ti.

ir(irapiernentinii thtj PEP provisions, -
2. In general,-panelistiti were quite conr.ierntitS that t.:T

assistance? document . vi.oi.11rly rnertily loin atimni3trator::: 0;pive3 of 'tither
unused manuals te,s,t selection and'administratisin, procedures. -Pointing
oui that such "good practice" guides as the American Psychological
Association's test standards have long been available, otineli;tc felt that if
tichrccal assistance mitterials were, to be used xnool cEstriCt personnel,-
they would require a format,- which encouraged user modification arid
individualizatiori-of,the mate,riais.-10.



3. All groups emphasized the importance of. tying assessment activities closely,.
to` information ,needel for ,e.ferral, platerneni: and programming

,

decisions:, Th'e groups agreed 'that considering- PEP or non- discriminatory
,testing as a disciete component b.f a .sequentially ordered, process would allow
bias throughout the'decision-rnaking

4. All groups recommended that "technical assistance documents or models be
directed tov.iards a local school dittrict audience.' While the groups varied
theirerriphasis on evaluatitin practiees or implementation practices, two of
the groups stressed the utility Of id6ntifying good-practice strategies that have
been Used succes fully by'school districts.

.

A major 'concern of the Bureau .01, Education for the ,Handicapped is; the,
identificatipn of children eligible to receive special education and related

,

Services. The posittbn papers and sumenaries. of panel ;discussibris in this
monograph,' suggest many strategies` for improving both assessment procedures
and ---the;7.'ise of assessr4ent information at trip., district *and_ child levels of
implerhentatior-E-Orie---stratevfot-iriaproving assessment prOCedures on which
most panelists agreed was the #stablishingof routine screening proCedures.at the'

. school-district level. Routine Screeriinciprocectures are encouraged by the BUreau
as one Means of insuring that;:-Childreri who May regulre special education
'services aret referred,,ifor an indi\;;:tclual evaluation. t is Our hope: that
disseminatior 1,f this r-norOgraph' stimulates other thoughts on achieving quality
iMplemebtation of the Protector, Procerli5r,17!proiSioris
94-142,
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